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The literary ideological and theological controversy conducted by Jewish and 
Christian intellects resulted from foundational tenets that stood in antagonistic 
confrontation. The rabbinic Sages held that ontological Torah, as the receptacle of divine 
utterance, was the instrument by which God forged the universe, the means of perpetual 
revelation to Israel and the fountainhead of power to create the society of renewed 
believers who would usher in the Messianic Age when Israel would become the fifth 
world kingdom. Ecclesiastical spokesmen re-presented Jesus, the vessel of God’s Word 
in a person, the divine source of creation, revelation and salvation, as Torah’s 
replacement. 
The unbridgeable chasm between these positions occurred in large part from 
conflicting understandings of the same biblical passages. It constitutes the theoretical 
basis for this dissertation, which proposes a reading, governed by literary and historical 
aspects, of Jewish self-understanding from an early to mid-fifth century C. E. rabbinic  
perspective of a group of isolated texts from the classical midrashic compilation, Genesis 
Rabbah. These literary fragments, thematically linked into a whole by the ontologized 
 x
Torah motif that had developed in Jewish literary history, display fundamental rabbinic 
thought concerning the heartbeat of their world, Torah and Torah study. The reading 
derives from setting the traditions in a dialogic, intertextual relationship with a selection 
of Christian writings that exhibit similar imagery, metaphysical language and a 
congruence of thought that communicate the orthodox view of the transhistorical Jesus 
from a variety of church ideologists. 
The historical era in which the redactor(s) framed Genesis Rabbah saw the 
consolidation of the momentous religious revolution that began with Constantine’s 
recognition of Christianity in the early fourth century C. E. This remarkable rise from 
persecuted sect to imperial religion presented unprecedented circumstances to the Sages. 
No belief system had ever hailed itself as “true Israel.” No group had espoused the 
abrogation of Torah, nor had a faith been able to appeal to the testimony of a historical 
situation to buttress its claims. The serious threat suggests the necessity for a stand in 
defense of Torah, and therefore, of Israel’s self-understanding, identity and the nation’s 
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At the conclusion of his entry on the Church Fathers in the Jewish 
Encyclopedia (1906), Samuel Krauss suggests that their importance to Jewish 
scholarship is obvious “… if one considers that many sentences of Talmud and 
Midrash can be brought into the right perspective only by the light of the exegesis and 
the polemics of these Christian writers.” A number of years later, Ephraim E. Urbach 
opened his article, “ ל על נביאי אומות העולם ועל פרשת בלעם"דרשות חז ,” (1956) with the 
opinion that one can properly understand and explain certain rabbinic interpretations 
and sayings only if he reads them as responses to the ideas and the exegesis of the 
spokesmen of the Christian church, and if he sees evidence in them of the ideological 
and theological power game in which the two parties were engaged. The philosophy 
expressed by these two eminent scholars forms the basic premise of the present 
volume. The goal of the study is to add to prior research conducted on the rabbinic-
patristic relationship and the controversy that arose between Jewish and Christian 
intellects because of the radically different exegetical conclusions they formed from a 
common source, Tanakh (the Hebrew Scriptures), in order to fit their religious 
concerns.  
The majority of the initial influential exploration in this field took place in the 
19th century and focused on discovering evidence of Jewish traditions, some of which 
do not even appear in Judaism’s own sources, in ecclesiastical compositions.1 Many 
of the scholars engaged in the work combined their yeshivah backgrounds with their 
  2
western classical university educations in order to compare rabbinic and patristic 
writings. Heinrich Graetz, who wrote articles in 1854-1855 on midrashic features in 
church writings and parallels in the compositions of Justin Martyr, Origen, Ephrem 
Syrus and Jerome, was an early pioneer. His work spawned D. Gerson’s examination 
of Ephrem in 1868, A. H. Goldfahn’s 1873 research on Justin, C. Siegfried’s 
investigation of Jerome in 1883-1884, M. Rahmer’s Jerome and Pseudo-Jerome series 
between 1861-1903 and the 1891 study of Aphraates by S. Funk. Krauss presented 
two articles in Jewish Quarterly Review in 1893-1894 in addition to the previously 
mentioned encyclopedia entry. In the first, “The Jews in the Works of the Church 
Fathers,” he emphasizes the importance of studying the ecclesiastics in order to obtain 
a richer understanding of certain sections in rabbinic texts and to extract evidence of 
polemics. He focuses on such Fathers as Justin, Clement of Alexandria and Origen in 
the study. He continued the article in two parts in 1894 with a look at the writings of 
Eusebius and Ephrem in the first segment and with a consideration of Jerome’s ideas 
in the second portion.2 
The attempt to locate the influence of rabbinic thought in ecclesiastical 
literature in the 19th century culminated in Louis Ginzberg’s dissertation, Die 
Haggada bei den Kirchenvätern. This work led to his classic seven volume set, The 
Legends of the Jews, which offers 14 pages of references to the Church Fathers in the 
                                                                                                                                                                          
1 Part of the literature review uses information from Judith Baskin, “Rabbinic-Patristic Exegetical 
Contacts in Late Antiquity: A Bibliographical Reappraisal,” in Approaches to Ancient Judaism, vol. 5, 
ed. William Scott Green (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1985), 53-80. 
2 The findings in some of these works were significant, and they contributed to the research of other 
scholars. For example, C. J. Elliot’s 1880 piece in the Dictionary of Christian Biography, “Hebrew 
Learning among the Fathers,” cites Goldfahn’s analysis of Justin, and he refers to Jewish traditions and 
ideas in Origen’s opus. Elliot also deals with the important issue of the scope of the knowledge of 
Hebrew among a wide cross-section of the Church Fathers. He concludes that only Jerome and Origen 
were familiar with the language and that Jerome alone possessed a real ability to work with it beyond 
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index and a wealth of other intrarabbinic comparative material in Jewish 
compositions. While his collection is an indispensable tool when one explores the 
rabbinic-patristic relationship, Judith Baskin points out that some of Ginzberg’s 
conclusions regarding possible confluences of thought are too dependent on prior 
studies, or that they reflect an exaggerated effort to link the two libraries at certain 
points. B. Heller produced a helpful index according to subject matter as part of a 
Jewish Quarterly Review series in 1933-1934 on Ginzberg’s magnum opus in his 
“Relation of the Aggadah to the Church.”  
More recently, in his 1993 article in Jewish Quarterly Review, “Polemic 
Literary Units in the Classical Midrashim and Justin Martyr’s Dialogue with Trypho,” 
Marc Hirshman considers the existence of polemic collections that later appeared in 
midrashic texts through a comparison of selected sections of Justin’s composition and 
parallel portions from the Mekhilta de-Rabbi Ishmael and Genesis Rabbah. His 1996 
book, A Rivalry of Genius: Jewish and Christian Biblical Interpretation in Late 
Antiquity, makes a valuable contribution to advancing the inquiry into the possibilities 
of literary polemics and borrowing between the two belief systems. He concentrates 
on three Christian thinkers, Justin, Origen and Jerome, who were either born or lived 
in the Land of Israel in the third to the fifth centuries C. E., and the literary contrasts 
between their works and those of the Jewish Sages. He discusses the methodological 
problems that are inherent in the Jewish-Christian dispute and in scriptural 
interpretation as it relates to the controversy as well. Baskin’s Pharaoh’s Counsellors 
is also a helpful work as she concentrates on Jewish and Christian religious and 
interpretive traditions and a comparison of exegetical methodology. 
                                                                                                                                                                          
an elementary level. Thus, Elliot goes as far as to maintain that Jewish academics actually produced the 
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Marcel Simon’s worthwhile general study, Verus Israel, includes two 
significant chapters, “The Anti-Jewish Polemic, Its Characteristics and Methods” and 
“The Anti-Jewish Polemic-The Arguments Employed,” that involve elements of the 
religious confrontation. He argues that while anti-Jewish material appears in openly 
combative Christian volumes, it is also recognizable in exegetical tracts. However, he 
also posits that although rabbinic confrontational arguments are more difficult to 
detect because of the sheer volume of the Sages’ writings and exegeses, hints of 
disputes indeed lurk in places in which considerations of similarly important topics 
occur in the works of both sides when the exegesis involves the same verses and/or 
character in the biblical text. Simon’s book provides material that is useful to support 
the contention that the intellectual spokesmen of the religions conducted an 
ideological struggle as well. 
The majority of these inquiries into rabbinic-patristic contacts in the past 
focused on the effects of Jewish tradition in Christian literature, and with less vigor, to 
find possibilities of polemics ensconced in rabbinic texts against certain ecclesiastical 
ideological and theological assertions by comparative means. The methodology of the 
present enterprise will navigate a road less traveled with a different approach. Rather 
than searching for resonance of the doctrinal ideas of the opposing party in selected 
passages, an attempt will be made to open a group of isolated, thematically linked 
texts that will be taken as a whole from the classical rabbinic midrashic collection, 
Genesis Rabbah, to a stronger reading than what they might appear to mean “literally” 
as individual pieces of exegesis. The connective tissue is the concept of an 
ontologized Torah that was the ideological and theological child brought forth from a 
                                                                                                                                                                          
Hebrew text and the Greek translations that appear in Origen’s Hexapla. 
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union of transhistorical Wisdom and Torah during the course of Jewish literary 
history. The terms became so inseparable that they were synonymous in the rabbinic 
lexicon. The selected traditions portray Torah as God’s preexistent collaborator in and 
blueprint for creation, the source of revelation and the avenue to redemption. The 
reading will derive from critically engaging these portions as the interpretation that 
they claim to be, and then by placing them in a dialogical, intertextual relationship 
with a cluster of Christian literary fragments. These ecclesiastical sections reverberate 
with similar imagery, ontological, metaphysical language and a noticeable congruence 
of thought, albeit with a decidedly contrary focus, the suprahistorical, divine Jesus as 
the agent of creation, the font of salvation, and as revelation itself in a person.3 
This point of contact between the two belief systems forms the basis of the 
conclusions that quicken the reading. Despite the similar packaging, one cannot 
overemphasize the clearly defined religious chasm represented in these diametrically 
opposed foundational tenets that derived from each party’s readings of Tanakh, 
particularly the creation account and Proverbs 8. As Yeshayahu Leibowitz writes, 
“Insofar as Judaism is the religion of Torah and Mitzvoth, Christianity is its negation. 
Whatever may have been its origin, the Christianity which spread throughout the 
Roman Empire was a child of Hellenism and the religious syncretism which was 
being propagated at the time in the Mediterranean basin” (Leibowitz, 1992: 258).    
The texts of Genesis Rabbah employed include the standard printed version of 
Midrash Rabbah to the Pentateuch of 1970, the Theodor-Albeck critical edition, 
begun by Judah Theodor and completed by H. Albeck after Theodor’s death, the four 
                                                           
3 For a model of an analysis of the literary and exegetical relationship between two sets of biblical 
texts, Isaiah 58:12 and Leviticus 16 and Leviticus 23:24-32, that is conducted based upon a confluence 
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volumes from מדרש רבה המבואר, edited by A. Steinberger, M. Mirkin’s commentaries 
and the 2 volume English translation by Dr. H. Freedman.4 While it is the center of 
attention, one must consult other texts in order to carry out research of this kind as 
thoroughly as possible. These collections often contain a broader version of a tradition 
or other information that supply additional important evidence that allows for more 
insight. Thus, reference is made to a variety of well-known rabbinic documents and to 
some less prominent books. Among the former are the Mishnah, the codified body of 
precepts containing the core of the Sages’ Oral Law until approximately 200 C. E., 
the Jerusalem Talmud, which the redactor(s) probably compiled in the first half of the 
fifth century C. E. and the Babylonian Talmud, whose date of completion is more 
difficult to ascertain. Scholars, however, consider it a closed work by at least the end 
of the eighth century C. E. The Jerusalem Talmud includes the Mishnah commentary 
and other loosely connected material of the amoraic Sages of the Land of Israel, and 
the Babylonian edition contains mishnaic interpretation, albeit for only 36½ of the 63 
tractates.  
Although they are not as influential in the Jewish curriculum, homilies and 
traditions from other books of the Midrash Rabbah series also appear. In addition to 
works on Torah, the collection contains the exegesis of Ecclesiastes, Lamentations, 
Song of Songs, Esther and Ruth. Traditions from two commentaries on parts of 
Exodus, the Mekhilta de-Rabbi Ishmael and the Mekhilta de-Rabbi Simon b. Johai, 
sometimes add information that is quite beneficial to the inquiry. Other sources that 
help to shed light include Sifra, also known as Torat Kohanim, a halakhic midrash on 
                                                                                                                                                                          
of imagery and linguistic forms see Michael Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation in Ancient Israel 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1985), 304-307. 
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Leviticus, Sifre Deuteronomy, an exegetical midrash on Deuteronomy and Midrash 
Tanhuma, a homiletic anthology on the Pentateuch. 
Midrash Hagadol on the Five Books of Moses, the largest of the midrashic 
compilations, Jalkut Shimoni, a collection of traditions on all of Tanakh, Midrash 
Tehillim, an aggadic book on Psalms and Midrash Mishle, a commentary on most of 
Proverbs are referred to as well when warranted. Sekhel Tov, an anthology on the first 
five books of Torah, Leqah Tov, a part commentary and part aggadah hybrid work 
that focuses on the Pentateuch and the Megillot, Pesiqta de-Rav Kahana, a homiletic 
collection of readings for the feasts and special Sabbaths and Pesiqta Rabbati, a set of 
sermons for the same occasions, are less known, but still important works. They also 
contain traditions and material that make an investigation of another midrashic text 
more precise. In addition, the works of Josephus, Philo and the Qumran sectarians, as 
well as the Aramaic translations of Tanakh are part of the research when their material 
is relevant. Their ideas help to present the broadest possible picture as well.      
A panorama of views from authors who lived between the second and fourth 
centuries C. E. and who were the products of an organization that had become largely 
gentile, Justin, Irenaeus, Origen, Tertullian and Eusebius, among others, presents the 
ecclesiastical side of the story. These scholars wrote over a lengthy period from 
diverse geographical areas, in different languages and in different genres. This variety 
prevents a general characterization of church exegesis. However, their ideas reflect 
what became the sustained and orthodox Christian perspective of Jesus despite the 
less than peaceful unanimity that often reigned in intrachurch wrangling over his 
person, the essence of his physical body, etc. 
                                                                                                                                                                          
4 See the Hebrew bibliography for the pertinent information on the Hebrew editions of Genesis Rabbah 
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The pertinent facets of the ideology and theology of the Church Fathers are 
assembled from a number of sources. The Ante-Nicene Fathers, edited by Alexander 
Roberts and James Donaldson, is a multi-volume English translation of the works of 
the most prominent presbyters. A variety of individual texts, some in the original 
languages, such as Robert Grant’s Theophilus of Antioch: Ad Autolycum, P. Camelot’s 
Ignace D’Antioche, Polycarpe De Smyrne: Lettres, Frederick Crombie’s The Writings 
of Origen, Christian Frederick Cruse’s The Ecclesiastical History of Eusebius 
Pamphilus, Louis Doutreleau’s Origène: Homélies Sur La Genèse and C. T. R. 
Hayward’s St. Jerome’s Hebrew Questions on Genesis, among others, contribute to a 
deeper penetration and grasp of ecclesiastical thought. Two volumes of the general 
study, A History of Early Christian Doctrine before the Council of Nicea by Jean 
Daniélou, Gospel Message and Hellenistic Culture and The Origins of Latin 
Christianity and Aloys Grillmeier’s Christ in Christian Tradition also provide 
valuable material.  
Whereas some investigations into commentaries have concentrated only on the 
exegetical characteristics in their dialogues with Scripture, at the expense of any 
sociohistorical circumstances in which the redactors formed them, and other 
examinations have stressed current events as the wrapping for the rabbinic 
interpretations contained therein, this study will unfold from an assumption that grants 
each of these aspects weight. In other words, the traditions from Genesis Rabbah, will 
be treated as what they are purported to be, interpretation, for interpretation generated 
the concept of ontological Torah in its creative, revelatory and redemptive characters. 
That Midrash is the intention is immediately unmistakable in the first fragment in 
                                                                                                                                                                          
under the entries: שטינברגר, מירקין, טהעאדאר ואלבק, טהעאדאר . 
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which R. Hoshaya engages the opening word in the biblical narrative, “בראשית.” In 
the end, he inserts Torah, which is absent from the creation account, into the report by 
means of several scriptural cotexts from other locations, and after he includes a 
parable from the available storehouse of tradition, he interprets “בראשית” as “with or 
by means of Torah, God created the heavens and the earth.” Such a move might seen 
excessive unless one understands that one of the elemental assertions of Midrash, 
which derives from the inherent tension of importing verses from one biblical remove 
to another, is that the fresh exegesis that results from the migration is a fair 
interpretation because the new context is implied by the former site (Boyarin, 1990: 
23). Therefore, the definition of Midrash that will pervade and inform this volume is 
“reading,” a hermeneutic spawned from the interfacing between the community of the 
Sages and its normative text, Tanakh.5  
The literary aspect of the work will incorporate literary theory, the relationship 
between a text and the construction of a commentary based upon it and a reader’s 
interactive dialogue with an author’s or a redactor’s interpretive creation. The literary-
critical theory of intertextuality will be the basis of the analysis of the exegesis 
exhibited in the Genesis Rabbah passages. The fundamental assumption of this facet 
of the investigation is that the Sages meant to interpret, and that the results are not 
mere poetry as Maimonides thought, nor are they mere packages that often stray far 
afield from some true meaning of the parent text for their views. Therefore, the 
examination of the texts will not only reveal how rabbinic exegetes read certain 
                                                           
5 For a valuable and in-depth analysis of Midrash from this point of view, see Daniel Boyarin, 
Intertextuality and the Reading of Midrash (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1990). However, 
the definition contains the additional idea, which will be taken into account below, that the Sages 
performed their readings believing that they were part of the chain of tradition through which Oral 
Torah passed from one generation to another. 
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sections in order to clothe Torah in the preexistent garb of God’s blueprint and 
instrument of creation, His means of heavenly communication and the avenue of 
redemption, but it will also provide the intertextual strategy from which the more 
nuanced reading of the selected passages as a group will emerge.  
Daniel Boyarin points out three critical facets of the intertextual character of 
Midrash: 1) the text is a potpourri of conscious and unconscious references to prior 
discourse; 2) texts can reflect dialogical tendencies, i. e. their components can 
illuminate and interpret each other; 3) unconscious or conscious cultural codes exist, 
which might be ideological, that inform the production of new compositions within a 
said society (Boyarin, 1990: 12).6 With these hypotheses as a foundation, Genesis 
Rabbah will be considered as a self-consciously redacted product, in dialogue with 
other discourse, from a community dialectically engaged with Tanakh interpreting its 
gaps, heterogeneities, ambiguities and repetitions according to their cultural standards 
and ideology. Thus, this study will not understand it as an organic text that represents 
the worldview of an “author.”  
The reading strategy on display in midrashic works arose from the very text 
that consumed the Sages’ attention. Scripture itself, with the same dialogic and 
dialectical tendencies, is a self-glossing book whose interconnectedness forms a 
symbiosis so that a later text, which contains interpretive material for sharpening the 
focus of a previous section, is itself a part of the flow of understanding before and 
                                                           
6 The dialogical and social elements of intertextuality are undergirded by the proposition that 
intertextuality is a characteristic of the structure of all texts, not just of some texts. Therefore, one 
cannot describe the composition of a single author, not to mention a redactor’s rabbinic collection, as 
new and self-contained, bearing no traces of prior discourse. Boyarin correctly posits that one may 
contest the theory behind intertextuality, but he cannot quarrel with its application to rabbinic literature 
on empirical grounds. See Boyarin, 1990, 14. 
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aft.7 It seems, according to Gerald L. Bruns, that the scribes who were responsible for 
its formulation constructed it with this purpose in mind. He maintains “…the parts are 
made to relate to one another reflexively, with later texts, for example, throwing light 
on the earlier, even as they themselves always stand in light of what precedes and 
follows them” (Bruns, 1987: 626). Genesis Rabbah 1:6 contains a compact and 
instructive example of the phenomenon. R. Judah b. Simon ties the first verse of the 
biblical narrator’s creation account to a discussion of Daniel 2:22: 
From the commencement of the world’s creation “He reveals the deep things,” 
etc., for it is written, In the beginning God created the heaven, but it is not explained 
how. Where then is it explained? Elsewhere: That stretches out the heavens as a 
curtain (Isaiah 40:22); And the earth, which is likewise not explained. Where is that 
explained? Elsewhere: For He said to the snow: Fall on the earth, etc. (Job 37:6). 
And God said: Let there be light (Genesis 1:3), and the manner of this, too, is not 
explained. Where is it explained? Elsewhere: Who covers Yourself with light as with a 
garment (Psalm 104:2).8 
 
Later passages, therefore, supply additional information about the creation assembly 
line that the earlier author withheld. However, both bodies of texts work in 
interrelationship to impart an extensive report of how God forged the world. 
Thus, when a rabbinic reader encountered a portion of the text whose lack of 
detail or clarity demanded interpretation in order to vivify the meaning or to gain 
understanding, he introduced relevant fragments from other scriptural bases. The 
opening remark of R. Judah in his comments on Exodus 15:3 in the Mekhilta de-
Rabbi Ishmael is especially relevant: “הרי זה מקרא עשיר במקומות הרבה,” “here is a 
verse made rich by many passages” (Lauterbach, vol. 2, 1949: 30). A tradition in Song 
of Songs Rabbah 1.10.2 accentuates the essence of rabbinic interaction with the text 
                                                           
7 For a more detailed discussion of this phenomenon, see chapter 2, 137-145. 
8 This translation is taken, with minor adjustments, from Freedman’s English version of the text in the 
Soncino edition. 
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as it displays the intertextual concept along with the ultimate religious, performative 
purpose of the reading process. Fire surrounds Ben Azzai as he sits and interprets. R. 
Akiva later quizzes him about the experience and wonders if he had been involved in 
the speculation of the inner rooms of the chariot. Ben Azzai responds that he was 
occupying himself in another endeavor, stringing the words of Torah to each other, 
and those words to the words of the Prophets, and the sayings of the Prophets to the 
Writings. His closing observation is telling indeed as he connects the fire of the 
incident to the inferno at Mt. Sinai with a reference to the recapitulation of the 
revelation scene in Deuteronomy 4:11. Inherent in this linkage is the idea that the 
Sages did not confront the biblical text solely as an intelligent exercise to produce 
meaning or to glean deeper understanding. They were the current executors of Oral 
Torah, entrusted with the responsibility of advancing the open-ended production of 
the revelation of what had been ensconced in Written Torah from time immemorial, 
although the ideological boundaries of their own cultural and historical superstructure 
governed their work. Therefore, the redactor’s choice of passages Genesis Rabbah 
that constellate around Torah, the heavenly revelation from Mt. Sinai, the very heart 
and nucleus of the rabbinic community, is hardly surprising. The proposed reading 
will suggest that their selection was even more meaningful in light of the new 
historical and religious auspices that obtained in his day.  
The traditions from Genesis Rabbah in chapters 6-7 exhibit intertextuality and 
comprise the first stage of the analysis from which the ultimate reading will derive. 
Boyarin offers another example that is instructive for the second level in this study, 
the dialogue between the Genesis Rabbah fragments and the Christian interpretations, 
in his examination of the Song of Songs as a hermeneutical tool that illuminates the 
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events of Mt. Sinai and the crossing of the Red Sea.9 Two pieces of tradition from 
separate collections interface to create more subtle understanding. In Song of Songs 
Rabbah 2.14.4, R. Akiva applies 2:14, “ יונתי בחגוי הסלע בסתר המדרגה הראיני את מראיך
 ,O my dove, in the cranny of the rocks“ ”,השמיעיני את קולך כי קולך ערב ומראיך נאוה
hidden by the cliff; let me see your face, let me hear your voice; for your voice is 
sweet,” to Exodus 20 and the extravagant display of might during the giving of Torah:               
R. Akiva decoded the verse in the hour that they stood before Mt. Sinai. My 
dove in the cleft of the rock in the hiding place of the steep (Song of Songs 2:14), for 
they were hidden in the hiding places of Sinai. Show me your visage, as it says, “And 
all the people saw the voices” (Exodus 20:14)-Let me hear your voice, this is the 
voice from before the commandments, for it says “All that you say we will do and we 
will hear” (Exodus 24:7)-For your voice is pleasant; this is the voice after the 
commandments, as it says “God has heard the voice of your speaking; that which you 
have said is goodly” (Deuteronomy 5:25). 
 
The understanding of “הראיני מראיך” is problematic in view of Exodus 20:14 because 
the people saw the voices (קולֹת), whereas God is the speaker in the Song of Songs 
text.  
This section is juxtaposed with a parallel midrash from Exodus 19:17 in the 
Mekhilta de-Rabbi Ishmael on “בתחתית ההר,” “at the foot of the mountain” 
(Lauterbach, vol. 2, 1949: 219): 
Under the mountain (Exodus 19:17). This teaches that the mountain was 
uprooted from its place and they drew near and stood underneath it, just as it says, 
“For you drew near and stood under the mountain” (Deuteronomy 4:11). Of them it is 
interpreted in the tradition: “O my dove who art in the clefts of the rock” (Song of 
Songs 2:14). “Let me see thy appearance,” that is, the twelve pillars for the twelve 
tribes of Israel. “And let me hear thy voice,” these are the ten commandments, “For 
thy voice is lovely,” after the ten commandments, “And thy appearance is beautiful-
And all of the congregation drew near and stood before God” (Leviticus 9:5). 
      
                                                           
9 See Boyarin, 1990, 114-115. The translations of the midrashic passages in this section are adopted 
from there. 
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 These two segments of tradition work in tandem to shed light one on the other. The 
Mekhilta portion, with its dislodged Mt. Sinai, invigorates R. Akiva’s explanation of 
how the opening portion of Song of Songs 2:14 relates to the revelation event, and 
how Israel could have been hidden under the mountain. Thus,“הראיני את מראיך” from 
God takes on greater focus.  
The second text poses difficulty in its dialogue with these words with the 
anonymous midrashist’s 12 pillars and 12 tribes of Israel reference, just as the first 
section contained a troublesome suggestion. Despite the puzzling proposal, one can 
still gloss “השמיעיני את קולך” as Israel’s voice and their request to hear the Ten 
Commandments because an imaginary conversation occurs between the people and 
God, whose “כי קולך ערב” responds to the proclamation “ נעשה ונשמע' ל אשר דבר הכֹ .” 
The intertext in this heavenly exchange is R. Akiva’s appeal to Deuteronomy 5:25. 
Consequently, “הראיני את מראיך” is part of the discourse as well. Israel wishes to see 
the voice and God complies.  
 The redactor of Genesis Rabbah, as a member of a culture driven by Torah 
and this sort of intertextual Torah study, set new cogs of the interpretive machine in 
motion through the very production of his anthology. In his choosing the traditions 
that comprise it, he sought not only to make them available, but also to preserve them. 
The audience’s constant interaction with his portion of the rabbinic Torah would bring 
the latter hope to fruition, but they would profit in another way as well. Steven D. 
Fraade comments, “The dialectical dynamic of such study leads to the transformative 
internalization and actualization of the commentary’s interplaying network of 
traditions (and perspectives) within its students, who, like their text of study, thereby 
become one notwithstanding plurality. In a sense, as they work through the 
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commentary the commentary works through them” (Fraade, 1991: 19). The goal of 
the process was a reproductive culture in which a master wished to shape a disciple 
into a future sage, but not only for the student’s own benefit. The teacher aspired 
through the agency of his charges to influence Jewish society at-large in Israel’s 
continuing struggle for self-understanding and self-justification in its affairs with the 
nations of the world. In addition, the ongoing practice of study included the 
performative aspect of Torah’s leaving its imprint on the students in such a way as to 
alter their characters gradually in order to generate a society of spiritually renewed 
members that would prepare the way for the Messiah.  
The system of study is closely intertwined with the relationship between a 
text, the formation of a commentary upon it and the commentary’s reception in the 
community. While its interpreters atomized the parent text as they focused on one 
verse, or even one word within a verse, they never lost sight of its wholeness. 
Consequently, the commentary travels on a two-lane road. It venerates the local text 
within the society that appropriates that work as Scripture, as it simultaneously seeks 
to create a relationship between the community and the text. A rabbinic compilation 
of Oral Torah, whose students were culturally programmed to read the biblical 
documents strongly, drew them into the activity that provides the desired self-
understanding and congregational transformation. Fraade’s description of this 
correlation between the parent text and commentary as “the double dialogue of 
commentary” is enlightening because what the interpretive volume does is no less 
significant than what it says (Fraade, 1991: 13-14). As a result, the “author,” in the 
instance of Genesis Rabbah, the redactor, could speak programmatically and encode 
ideas whose possible meanings require reading, as is the case with any literary 
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creation, because his work did not simply house statements about meanings of words 
or groups of words in the text that it wishes to explicate. Therefore, although the 
language that the selected homilies speak on their own levels is of great importance, 
the redactor’s speech, as it were, that he created through his choices of linguistic 
material will also be determinative in constructing the proposed reading by 
superimposing the selected units over the germane slices from works from the 
church’s library.  
The multivocality of Genesis Rabbah, which results from the editorial 
recombination of previous traditions that are joined not only by the biblical narrative’s 
framework, but also by their own interrelational network, is another meaningful 
factor. As a student examines a text of this nature, he must consider that he is 
confronting tradition clothed both in prior interpretation and in its current 
sociocultural intertext. This process of textual formation is paradoxical because 
although the redactor of Genesis Rabbah built his exegetical edifice from the bricks 
and mortar of earlier ideas, he created a fresh text with them that, as such, necessitates 
interpretation. This requirement forces the reader to study the exegetical units from 
which the editor wove the new tapestry in order to appropriate meaning. Thus, 
according to Fraade, the plurality of the tradition as it stands in the commentary 
between the biblical text and the audience substitutes for one mediating voice. In 
addition, because they engaged in critical dialogue with this latest volume, the readers 
reinvigorated the naturally self-renewing rabbinic interpretive culture (Fraade, 1991: 
17).  
Since Genesis Rabbah is a collection whose heterogeneous traditions 
sometimes appear to be interrelated for rhetorical purposes, while at other times they 
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seem to lack any noticeable cohesion, certain interpretive struggles result. The 
absence of a named editor or exegete to construct some sort of literary itinerary to 
lead the reader from one move to the next, to inform the audience of the reasons that 
generated the choices of particular verses to illuminate a passage or to advise a 
student concerning ways to confront the inevitable gaps and questions in the 
commentary, only exacerbates the difficulties. Thematically linked sections can be 
fingerprints left behind by editorial activity, and they are one helpful device in 
formulating a plan of attack designed to overcome some of the problems brought to 
bear by the redactor’s anonymity and the lack of an obvious reading road map.  
The isolated traditions in the present study, which contain the concept of an 
ontologized, transhistorical Torah serve as a guide of sorts in the absence of a known 
narrator.10 The segments featuring the characterization of Torah as the preexistent, 
divine source of creation, revelation and redemption portray more sophisticated 
theological thought and an entity more highly developed than the biblical depiction of 
the contract between God and Israel that governed all civil, religious and social 
aspects of life. Torah, which at least in the Sages’ collective mind included both 
Written and Oral Torah, was always the distinctive mark of Israel that segregated the 
Jewish people from the other nations of the earth. The significance of the divide only 
intensified when Christian ideologues, who had adopted Tanakh as their own to serve 
as the foundation for a variety of ideological and theological conclusions, spoke in 
similar conceptual tones with like imagery and thought in their scriptural exegeses. 
Whether they chose midrashic techniques, as one encounters in the Prologue to the 
Gospel of John, or the allegorical and typological methods of some of the later 
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Church Fathers, they re-presented the Galilean hasid, Jesus, as God’s collaborator in 
creation, as the way to salvation and as revelation itself. 
In light of the “messianic” Rome that arose from the christianization of the 
empire, this ideological and theological clash must have affected the Sages, and 
ultimately all of the rabbinic Jewish community, to one degree or another regarding 
their own self-understanding and identity vis-à-vis the nations of the world. It would 
not be an overstatement to suggest that the Sages could hardly have dismissed the 
situation and that it would have demanded some sort of response from them. 
Therefore, self-understanding, identity and the Sages’ own self-justification will be 
integral factors in the examination of the isolated texts. Genesis Rabbah, as it lay 
before its students in the early to mid-fifth century C. E., represented the first stage of 
meaning. The audience of rabbinic readers, for whom the redactor intended its 
original consumption (though he surely hoped for a wider circulation), sought to 
interpret it beyond what might appear on its surface because of the natural inclination 
of their societal norms. Since interpretation was not merely an intellectual exercise to 
obtain meaning, the Sages saw themselves in light of the biblical text in their current 
situations, which in turn spawned a more transparent view of Tanakh. Therefore, it 
could never have been dead letter in their hands, divorced from the present. Bruns 
suggests “you cannot claim to know a legal text unless you see yourself in its light, 
but self-understanding in turn sheds its light on the law, enlarges its intelligibility, and 
allows it to take into account what it had not foreseen” (Bruns, 1987: 636). 
Interpretation, consequently, contains an indissoluble connection between self-
                                                                                                                                                                          
10 Fraade suggests that rabbinic redactors preserved their anonymity in order to maintain the notion that 
their texts were indeed “words of Torah.” See Fraade, 1991, 17. 
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understanding and what readers decode. This understanding then applies to them, 
their lives and the community of which they are a part.  
They could also apply this foundational theory in their discourse with 
midrashic compilations and in their attempts to make its lessons current. The way that 
the redactor of Genesis Rabbah took his original material in the form of the traditions 
available to him, and how he repositioned them in their new framework would have 
informed the student of the work as well. While the traditions might have signified 
something else in an earlier context, as is the case regarding a reassigned biblical 
verse or word in a fresh exegetical setting, in their new environment the disciple 
would have had to confront the new rhetoric that the editor had created by his 
relocation of the materials in order to decipher their new meaning.  
The actual work of student interaction with Genesis Rabbah as a text and its 
natural gaps and other problems in an effort to understand it according to the norms of 
rabbinic study is another fundament in the literary aspect of the present volume. An 
attempt will be made to read the sections that contain transhistorical Torah through 
the eyeglasses of a fifth century C. E. rabbinic disciple. It will unfurl with the 
knowledge that because of the distance of time and the complexities inherent in cross-
cultural travel one cannot retroject himself completely to those days. A full 
experience of what Fraade calls “the parameters and paradigms of meaning and 
discourse defined by the ancient linguistic and sociocultural matrices of which that 
text is a part and in which it would have been understood” that informed a reader’s 
interpretive decision making as he worked his way through the labyrinth of his text’s 
multiple voices is not wholly possible (Fraade, 1991: 21). However, one can make the 
limited approach to that world from the intertextual literary and the historical and 
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sociocultural directions set out herein. The data gleaned from this considered journey 
will provide the raw material for the reading. Even then, no suggestion will come 
forth that this reading is the reading, because just a cursory look at only a sliver of a 
collection from the Sages’ workshop discloses the folly of such a claim. Their system 
would never have countenanced the reading, for its very essence ran counter to such a 
concept. It is, however, a reading, created from the intertextual dialogue between the 
ontologized Torah passages of the midrashic collection and those of the Christian 
intertext in this volume’s engagement with Genesis Rabbah.  
Before a consideration of some of the historical realities of redactor’s day, a 
discussion of an author’s culturally tinged conceptual language is warranted. The 
idea, which will shed additional light on the texts of both parties, is a germane issue 
that is a part of any historical era because the Sages and the Church Fathers spoke in 
two different conceptual languages to two disparate audiences.11 Although 
ecclesiastical ideologists used Tanakh and its terminology as the basis for their own 
concerns, they conversed in the philosophical patois of their culture in order to 
communicate their beliefs to Greco-Roman sensibilities. The radical translation this 
undertaking entailed was not one of literal language but of ethos.12 The necessity 
arose, as will be discussed in chapter 5, because church spokesmen approached 
Tanakh with christological presuppositions and claimed that the ancient text of their 
rivals bore a clear but underlying reference to Jesus. Consequently, the establishment 
of their interpretations frequently did not require reading into or out of Scripture, but a 
                                                           
11 This matter revolves around the philosophical and cultural packaging of what the parties attempted to 
convey. These languages and their intended audiences are the bedrock of the yawning gap that 
separates the ideology and the theology contained in the texts to be examined in the ensuing pages.  
12 For a helpful treatment of this subject see Gerald L. Bruns, “Midrash and Allegory,” in The Literary 
Guide to the Bible, eds. Robert Alter and Frank Kermode (Cambridge, MA.: Harvard University Press, 
1987), 625-646. 
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presentation of a common ground between an alien biblical culture and their own 
hellenized thinking. This sort of operation is the classic definition of allegory, the 
transportation of a text and its interpretation from one world into the ideational 
context of the importer.13  
Philo’s interpretive works, which shuttle biblical language into the lexicon of 
moral philosophy, are representative of this phenomenon. Since they speak in Platonic 
jargon, they are a valuable example of the radical surgery performed in the cultural 
translation and interpretation that Christian rhetoricians performed later. For instance, 
when Philo addresses the problem of unfamiliar terms at the outset of his book that 
deals with the birth of Abel and the sacrifices that he and his brother, Cain, offered, he 
informs his readers that he will attempt as skillfully as possible to clarify the 
underlying philosophical thought.  
Bruns’ comment that allegory is more a function of the spiritual life and 
contemplation carried out in relation to a traditional text than a reading strategy is 
quite relevant (Bruns, 1987: 640). Yet, one should not minimize its importance, as it 
was the philosopher’s tool, which contained logic of its own, to extract wisdom 
philosophically from non-philosophical compositions. The logic is meaningful to the 
issues of this study because like metaphor, if one views a certain idea from an angle 
that proves to be false, turning it in another environment or scheme in which it fits can 
produce truth. Rather than dealing with a single proposition, allegory interacts with 
entire texts. The complicated undertaking of transcultural translation necessitates the 
location of some common ground, mutual understanding, or what Bruns, citing W. V. 
                                                           
13 One must emphasize that allegory and typology are not the basis of all Christian interpretation. 
However, in the critical area being discussed concerning cultural relocation, these sorts of engagements 
with a text are of central importance. 
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O. Quine, calls “the principle of charity.” This concept insists on one’s finding truth 
conditions in the foreign and making it correct, whatever “right” might mean to him. 
Therefore, allegory in general, and Philo and his cross-societal literary journeys 
between philosophy and the biblical text in particular, are parade examples of 
building the necessary bridges. 
This thinking buttressed the Church Fathers’ conviction that scriptural 
exegesis must be in lockstep with apostolic doctrine. As a result, their idea of what is 
“right” finds truth conditions in Scripture, and it sets the framework that speaks in 
ecclesiastical terms vis-à-vis those of any other group. Irenaeus espoused the terms 
succinctly when he maintained that a close reading of the biblical text will reveal an 
account of Christ and an adumbration of the new calling. Nevertheless, church 
scholars often approached Scripture allegorically or typologically because, as will 
also be detailed in chapter 5, they needed Tanakh to acquire the antique character for 
their faith tradition that was essential in order to repel the Greco-Roman scorn for 
novel ideas and to grant the required cachet to their doctrines. The principle of 
charity, then, forced them to find the interpretation that would maximize their truth in 
their dialogue with an alien text. Christological presuppositions, which were the truth 
conditions that were the first step that manufactured ecclesiastical teachings, led to the 
sweeping re-presentation of the biblical text in the philosophical discourse dictated by 
their cultural norms.   
The importance of historical setting is inseparable from all of the 
abovementioned literary elements because, as Bruns also points out, the 
interpretations of a text must derive from readers appropriating it in relation to their 
own situations. It is empty if it carries no present implications and if the resultant 
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interpretations that those implications help to create do not allow for self-
understanding in its light. Thus, revelation is an enduring process that inherently 
includes the concept of the historicality of revelation and a dialogue between text and 
history (Bruns, 1987: 633). The remarkable religious volte-face that obtained in the 
Roman Empire in the late fourth and early fifth centuries C. E., the christianization of 
the state that began with Constantine’s recognition of Christianity in 312 or 313 C. E., 
therefore, will be a pivotal factor in the reading of the sections that feature an 
ontologized Torah in Genesis Rabbah.14 One cannot overstate the significance of 
Constantine’s move because it eventually catapulted the formerly illicit faith into the 
halls of power in an empire in which paganism had dominated.15   
Despite the ideological and theological discord that existed between Judaism 
and Christianity well before the monarch’s declaration of religious freedom, Jewish 
intellects paid little more than passing attention to their challenger. No sizeable 
Christian presence existed in the Land of Israel, and although the faith had made great 
inroads among the Gentiles, by the fourth century C. E. the number of Jewish 
believers had dwindled significantly. However, when the religious reversal that 
Constantine initiated became an undeniable reality, Jewish writers were no longer 
able to overlook the new position of the one-time persecuted sect. The principal tenet 
of their opponents, Jesus as the metahistorical source of creation, revelation and 
redemption, suddenly reoriented the questions of the meaning of history, the identity 
of the Messiah, and which of the two systems of faith comprised God’s “true Israel.” 
                                                           
14 Whether the emperor actually ever converted to Christianity is still open to debate and well beyond 
the scope of this study. Thus, the term “recognition” is used. 
15 While all signs of pagan beliefs had not evaporated, Christianity had stunningly arisen to theological 
and, therefore, political prominence. The turnabout was extraordinary because at the outset of the 
fourth century C. E. the Roman government was openly hostile to the religion that would triumph 
shortly thereafter. 
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While each of these matters was meaningful, the church’s elevation of the Galilean 
hasid to divine status presented a far greater threat to the cardinal precepts of rabbinic 
thought, Torah and Torah study. The Sages, and especially the framer of Genesis 
Rabbah, viewed ontologized, Wisdomized Torah in the same light that Christian 
theorists defined the object of their faith. Torah’s position, however, was even more 
vital because it represented the very essence of Judaism. Jacob Neusner summarizes 
the singular magnitude of Torah to rabbinic Judaism as he writes, “In all, the main 
points of insistence of the whole of Israel’s life and history come to full symbolic 
expression in that single word” (Neusner, 1991 a: xxxviii). Thus, the Torah versus 
Jesus question informed all of the other issues. 
The problem was further complicated because when the earliest church 
theoreticians founded the basic articles of their beliefs on what they defined as the 
proper understanding of Tanakh, they were in a sense taking their faith tradition as the 
real Judaism. Since that “Judaism” discovered its fulfillment in a messiah that the 
Jewish nation had resoundingly repudiated, and because its adherents claimed to 
worship the one true God, tension mounted. Paganism had never represented such a 
dilemma, and, therefore, Jewish scholars had little reason to acknowledge any real 
danger from the Greco-Roman pantheon. The challenge that their triumphant rivals 
pose to the Sages of the fourth and fifth centuries C. E. was of another sort indeed. 
Christianity had risen to a station from which it defined the political and religious 
reality, and the loss of the Patriarchate in 429 C. E., the symbol of Jewish self-
government after the destruction of the Temple in 70 C. E., made the situation 
potentially even more bleak. That their foes did not hesitate to use the 
historical/political witness as ammunition to support their theological reasoning 
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heightens the importance of the historical aspect in the reading of the Genesis Rabbah 
fragments.  
During any given period, politics, economics or religion is the main societal 
feature affecting human life. Any of them can rise to the fore at any time, only to see 
another facet become dominant in the following era. The situation of the Jewish 
people in Israel in the early centuries of the first millennium C. E. was an illustrative 
example of this phenomenon. Politics dictated their circumstances in the second 
century C. E., while economics dominated the public landscape in the ensuing 
century. In the fourth and fifth centuries C. E., religion became the foremost 
collective concern because of the ascension of Christianity.16 The circumstance was 
no ordinary occurrence because the christianization of the state produced far-reaching 
effects in the world for over 1500 years.  
Constantine’s recognition was rooted in a religious evolution that had 
originated approximately 300 years previously. Initially, Christianity was another 
stream of first century C. E. Judaism in Israel, although the majority of the citizens 
rejected the claims that Jesus had been the long-awaited Messiah. The budding faith 
began to proliferate, however, among the Gentiles. The move to attract non-Jews to 
the fold, along with the concomitant proposal that these converts were not bound to 
Mosaic ritual, engendered a general apathy toward the new belief system in Israel. In 
the Diaspora, on the other hand, the Jewish minority faced a church that was steadily 
expanding, though it had not yet numerically supplanted paganism. The majority 
versus the minority, then, defined the relationship between the two religions in Israel, 
whereas beyond those borders, the attitudes of Christians toward Judaism developed 
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over time through what was often acrimonious conflict until Christianity vaulted to its 
dominant status. Consequently, as M. Avi-Yonah observes, “…the main forces of the 
two religious groups never really met face to face.17 
The early successes in drawing Jewish devotees to the faith that the original 
disciples of Jesus enjoyed led to the establishment of communities. As the initial 
interest cooled by the second century C. E., these groups remained in only a few other 
places apart from the headquarters in Jerusalem. Additional settlements existed in the 
fourth century C. E., but most of them were not located in densely populated Jewish 
areas. The church historian, Eusebius, alludes to three Christian villages in the whole 
of Israel, and Christians were absent from Jewish cities until the age of Constantine. 
Therefore, this paucity of Jewish believers was of no real concern to the tannaitic 
Sages and to the first generations of their successors, the Amoraim, and the swelling 
ranks of Christianity among Gentiles hardly troubled them because in the end, it was a 
matter for outsiders.  
The Christian attitude regarding Judaism is relevant to the reading of the texts 
as well. Although the expansive geographical area in which Christians lived and the 
plethora of texts and literary genres that housed ecclesiastical ideology make an 
analysis of their posture complex, one may suggest without exaggerating that Jewish 
rejection of the new beliefs played more than a small role in the stages through which 
the church’s opinions developed. The negative Jewish response to their faith led the 
apostles to take their message to the nations of the world. The New Testament author 
and apostle, Paul, was one of the main instruments of this strategy, and his declaration 
                                                                                                                                                                          
16 Part of the historical survey includes information from M. Avi-Yonah, The Jews of Palestine, trans. 
Basil Blackwell (New York: Schocken Books, 1976). 
17 Ibid., 138. 
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that Christian sectarians comprised the “real Israel” was not only a flash point of 
contention between the two groups, but it was also another avenue that bequeathed to 
Christianity the necessary antiquity it lacked to be accepted in Greco-Roman culture. 
This one maneuver was momentous because now Christian tradition flowed from 
creation and church intellects were able to speculate on a number of issues, including 
Jesus’ involvement in the forging of the universe.  
Paul’s contention that the gentile followers of Jesus were exempt from 
observing the statutes of Torah was also axial in the Jewish/Christian debate. 
Naturally, any perceived diminution of Torah’s exalted state was a source of bitter 
antagonism to the Rabbis. Church leaders aggravated the animosity in order to 
prevent their members from being enticed by Judaism. Thus, in addition to their effort 
to usurp the favored position of Israel, they attached all of the biblical curses to their 
opponents. They taught that Jewish dismissal of the Christian messiah caused God to 
cast Israel away and, in an ironic twist, ecclesiastical intellects saw the son of 
promise, Isaac, as their spiritual ancestor and Ishmael as the religious familial 
connection of their rivals. They blackened their adversaries with the ultimate swipe 
that although Jewish scholars knew Scripture, these teachers obstinately failed to 
comprehend it properly. They annoyed their Jewish counterparts further as they 
employed the Jacob/Esau motif to associate themselves with the younger twin and 
their religious foes with the older brother.18  
Christian leaders designed the attacks to strengthen their converts with as 
much zealotry as possible. Avi-Yonah suggests that the disputes continued because, at 
                                                           
18 The Jacob versus Esau homilies that metaphorically represent Israel and Rome respectively and the 
interpretations that feature the four kingdoms motif are prominent elements in building the reading 
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this stage, the church had not abandoned its hopes for even converting the Jews. With 
the passage of time, the presbyters realized that they would accomplish any 
meaningful future expansion only among the Gentiles. Consequently, their attitudes 
concerning Judaism became more obdurate, which more or less marginalized the 
problem of the competing religion in the third century C. E. 
In the years that preceded Constantine’s historic acknowledgement of the 
faith, the church’s general policy was one of almost benign neglect. Representatives 
conducted no missionary campaigns aimed at the Jewish people and the hierarchy 
simply sought to insulate their own novitiates and the veteran members against Jewish 
influence. Since they founded their outreach to the Gentiles on Tanakh, they strove to 
preclude the possibility that industrious and curious laypeople might attempt to delve 
into the Hebrew text and fall prey to the allure of Judaism. The problem was a 
particular worry in the Diaspora where Christians and Jews intermingled more freely. 
As a result, several of the canons that emerged from some of the first church councils 
included clauses that severely limited contact with Jewish people in a crusade to 
safeguard the flock against the tantalizing attraction of contending Jewish values. 
Most of the difficulties occurred outside Israel due to the demographic situations. 
However, the Jewish inhabitants of Israel in general, and the Sages in particular, were 
not immune from the effects that sprouted from the disagreements and the often-
combative relationship.  
 When Constantine defeated his eastern challenger, Licinius, he increased the 
geographical scope of the power he had acquired in his victory over Maxentius at the 
Milvian Bridge in 313 C. E. to the region that included the Land of Israel. Thus, a 
                                                                                                                                                                          
from the Genesis Rabbah texts as well. See chapter 7 for a detailed look at the opposite Jewish 
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ruler who had at least recognized Christianity controlled Israel for the first time. The 
consequences were considerable. Since Christianity, unlike Judaism, was a religion 
without national ties, the church felt no compunction regarding possible religious 
domination of other peoples and any endeavor to claim superiority to opposing 
beliefs. Access to the machinery of state and even to the emperor himself greatly 
aided hopes for expanding the boundaries of the faith. As a result of the union 
between the Roman government and ecclesiastical authorities, the Jewish nation lost 
the advantageous and fluid condition it enjoyed when the threat existed that it might 
swing to the Persian side in the political sphere. Since imperial officials were no 
longer required to placate them, the Jews largely became persona non grata in the 
empire. In addition, because Christianity was birthed in Israel, several sites, including 
Jerusalem, Bethlehem and Nazareth, became venerated holy places as early as the 
third century C. E. Therefore, the actual geographical area also came under the 
influence of the new historical and religious reality when it became the Holy Land of 
two religions. After the emperors and other cohorts sought to transform it into a 
Christian nation, the Land of Israel soon developed into a further source of conflict. 
All of these factors were moderated somewhat because Constantine’s 
elevation to power only initiated the process that christianized the state. Since many 
citizens remained firm pagans, his declaration of religious freedom created a sort of 
transition period in which Christianity was a licit faith for the first time. Although 
some of his courtiers might have been more openly unsympathetic, the Roman 
sovereign also allowed Judaism to retain the same status. His decrees concerning the 
prohibition of Jewish proselytism, the protection of Christian converts, Jewish public 
                                                                                                                                                                          
approach to this motif. 
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obligations and the ban against Jews residing in Jerusalem and pilgrimages to the 
Holy City were similar to those handed down by previous pagan heads of state. 
However, he authorized travel to the former capital on the ninth of Av to allow 
mourning for the destruction of the Temples. Moreover, because his edicts were 
limited to the city itself, they differed from Hadrian’s old enactments that referred to 
the entire municipal area. 
The emperor’s royal building program in Israel, which he instituted with his 
mother, Helena, was a more portentous sign of anti-Jewish bias, and it was another 
contributing factor to the question of Jewish self-understanding. The projects, which 
he designed to put a Christian stamp on the country, included churches in Jerusalem 
and Bethlehem. Thus, while some indications of impartiality were evident, the Jewish 
nation was still the target of Christian persecution and enmity in governmental policy. 
Constantius II, the successor of Constantine, oversaw a series of more severe 
and harshly worded laws concerning his Jewish subjects. In 339 C. E., he and his two 
brothers, who ruled with him until 350 C. E., introduced legislation conceived to limit 
Judaism and to separate Jews from Christians. Three of the more conspicuous clauses 
in the measures included a ban on Jewish-Christian intermarriage, stepped-up security 
for converts and a proscription that prevented Jews from owning Christian and gentile 
slaves. Constantius tightened the grip further in 353 C. E. by outlawing Christian 
conversion to Judaism and by penalizing any proselyte who transgressed the 
enactment with the loss of all property. 
Certain Jewish rebels sought to take advantage of a period of political unrest 
in the empire and provoked an uprising in 351 C. E. against Gallus, who controlled 
the region that included Israel. The Romans quashed the insurgency, but since most of 
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the Jewish nation’s leaders were not involved, they went unpunished and no 
additional ordinances arose from the ashes of the failed insurrection. The ascension of 
a new emperor, Julian, in 361 C. E. revived Jewish hopes for freedom from the yoke 
of Christian monarchs. Julian attempted to reverse the alliance between church and 
state and to return to the days of pagan dominance. Since the old mores had not 
vanished with the ascension of Christianity, the policies met with a degree of 
popularity. Permission to begin rebuilding the Temple was the most intoxicating 
component of the imperial agenda for Israel. The dream perished, however, along 
with the Roman sovereign in a battle in June 363 C. E. 
The general who filled the power vacuum, Jovian, began an uninterrupted 
procession of Christian rulers. Relations with their Jewish citizens and with Israel 
varied from a less malevolent era until Theodosius I assumed the throne in 383 C. E. 
He and his son and successor, Arcadius, presided over a period from 383- 408 C. E. in 
which the government, bowing somewhat to pressure applied by the church hierarchy, 
authorized opposition to Judaism. When Theodosius II took over the reins of the state, 
both the ecclesiastical and the imperial forces united in a vigorous campaign against 
Judaism. From 408-438 C. E. they acted to restrict Jewish rights, and during this 
period, they eventually abolished the Patriarchate. 
The Jewish predicament in this age was unlike any in the long history of the 
people. As though the scenario were not sufficiently worrisome, the church acquired 
new allies, the monks, whose movement started to unfold at the end of the third 
century C E. These practitioners of asceticism were valuable confederates because of 
their zeal to convert non-Christians and their resolute desire to foil another 
backsliding into paganism. The disappearance of Hellenism from history’s stage after 
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the fifth century C. E. and the scarcity of communities that remained beyond the pale 
of Christianity testify to their success. In addition, the time of doctrinal peace within 
the church after Theodosius I took command of the empire permitted the monks and 
their collaborators in the bishopric to exert their full energies against the few lingering 
holdouts. The chief sources of strength rested in their access to the imperial 
instruments of power and the persistent coercion they applied against government 
leaders. 
The empire split into eastern and western sections in 395 C. E. and a string of 
invasions by the Germans and the Huns, accompanied by epidemics and assorted 
other disasters, crippled the western realm. Some ecclesiastical ministers believed that 
the state of affairs was the product of God’s anger against those in the civil sector who 
still favored the infidels. As a result, when the authority of the emperors began to 
wane, the influence of the church rose in parallel. However, according to Avi-Yonah, 
the resources of the forces arrayed against Judaism still far outweighed anything that 
those who wished to counter them could muster. Though legislators drafted laws to 
isolate the empire’s Jewish citizens, to reduce their status and to blunt the spread of 
their religion, the small minority was still able to remain viable despite all of the 
withering pressure. A significant demographic shift also developed in Israel when 
Christians began to dominate population statistics in the fifth century C. E. All of 
these elements fueled the triumph of Christianity and helped to create the environment 
in which the redactor worked as he compiled Genesis Rabbah. 
This study is comprised of seven sections. The first five chapters provide the 
background that is required in order to interact more sensitively with the midrashic 
texts presented in the concluding two parts. They contain information that delineates 
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the congruence in rabbinic and patristic thought and the corresponding imagery 
employed in the Torah versus Jesus debate at the same time that it reveals the sharp 
distinctions in the ideology of the two sides. The first chapter is devoted to the literary 
evidence of the broader controversy and some of the general points of discord. The 
second and third chapters describe the evolution of the character of Torah from its 
earliest biblical form into the later spiritualized idea, consisting of two components, in 
the Sages’ philosophy. The second chapter concentrates on the first facet, Torah as the 
source of infinite revelation, and, therefore, as God’s presence on earth. The process 
by which Israel became a text-centered community, the importance of interpretation 
as a means of revelation, the Rabbis’ view of interpretation as Scripture and the roles 
played by canonization and canonicity in the formation of a sacred text are examined 
as they relate to the issue of revelation. The expansion of the definition of Torah to 
include both the written and oral revelations and its significance to the understanding 
of the Wisdom/Torah motif are also considered. The following chapter discusses the 
second aspect, the heavenly dimension of Torah in rabbinic thought, and the effects of 
this development on the divine/human relationship. It also offers a look at the 
extension of the perception of wisdom from aphorisms to the cosmologized notion of 
Wisdom, and a diachronic literary history that traces the way in which Jewish writers 
and thinkers ultimately combined Wisdom and Torah to arrive at the concept of the 
ontologized text that became the center of thought in rabbinic circles.  
The following two chapters present the elements of the orthodox Christian 
ideology of a cosmological Jesus as the source of creation, revelation, and 
redemption. An examination of the Prologue of the Gospel of John is the focus of the 
fourth chapter. It discusses the cultural, historical, theological and literary 
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backgrounds of the characteristics that John employed to fashion his Logos, the 
Word/person, who is the ultimate statement of God’s creative power and revelation. 
The ensuing chapter probes the role of literature in the Jewish/Christian intellectual 
struggle and the way in which ecclesiastical scholars read Tanakh and their own 
community’s early writings with an underlying christological hypothesis. In addition, 
this section concentrates on the way in which they employed literature and their 
christocentric presuppositions to create the doctrine of the Logos/Son. The 
cosmological packaging of the Logos/Son and the use of Wisdom imagery as well as 
an analysis of the understandings of several prominent writers of the role of the 
Logos/Son and the Wisdom connection in creation, revelation and redemption also 
appear. The sixth chapter features the interpretive material in the selected homilies in 
Genesis Rabbah that exhibit Torah with characteristics similar to the patristic portrait 
of Jesus. The final chapter centers on the Wisdom/Torah motif as the raw material for 
the depiction of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and Joseph as pre-Mt. Sinai Torah observant 
sages and the implications of their being obedient to Torah before God presented His 
ways and precepts to Israel. 
The importance of rabbinic engagement with Tanakh was not limited to the 
production of meaning and understanding. The Sages meant to continue to energize 
Oral Torah from its origins from Mt. Sinai in their own time in the hope that through 
the two-pronged revelation they would be able to effect an Israel ripened for the 
coming of the Messiah. Bruns summarizes this integration well as he writes:   
For what is at issue with respect to the Scriptures is not what lies behind the      
text in the form of an original meaning but what lies in front of it where the interpreter 
stands. The Bible always addresses itself to the time of interpretation; one cannot 
understand it except by appropriating it anew. Revelation is never something over and 
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done with or gone for good or in danger of slipping away into the past; it is ongoing 
and its medium is Midrash... (Bruns, 1987: 627-628). 
 
The redactor of Genesis Rabbah lived during a momentous time in history that 
witnessed a religious about-face that would bear implications for many centuries 
thereafter, not only for the world in general, but for the Jewish people in particular. 
The rise of Christianity to the imperial religion of the Roman Empire brought a 
challenge to the very soul of rabbinic Judaism. The following offers a proposed 
reading, a “דבר אחר,” of a collection of traditions that portray Torah as the preexistent, 
divine source of creation, revelation and redemption that the redactor inserted into his 
interpretive text. As a part of the chain of Oral Torah, the passages will be opened to a 
reading through a dialogical, intertextual analysis, just as he would have expected as a 
member of the community of Sages, colored by the literary and ideological standards 







The religious revolution that culminated in the christianization of the Roman 
Empire included no shortage of theological ramifications, especially in the 
confrontation between rabbinic Judaism and Christianity in late antiquity. A new day 
had dawned. While they were at odds from the beginning, when they were still 
streams of the same faith culture, as long as they occupied fairly equal plateaus within 
the state, Judaism was able to treat its sibling as nothing more than a nuisance and/or a 
heresy. However, Christianity’s new supremacy, which entailed a virtually official 
political proclamation of the kingship of Jesus over all humanity and the claim that 
the newly crowned victors were “Israel,” presented the Sages with the type of 
ideological and even existential threat that they had not encountered previously. One 
of the most bitterly contested flashpoints of the clash, the Torah vs. Jesus question, 
became of even greater consequence. 
The extraordinary new political reality only exacerbated the ideological and 
theological debate that the two parties had waged almost from the onset of their three 
centuries old rivalry. This chapter presents evidence that demonstrates that a battle 
existed from the pages of the respective sides’ literatures. The testimony helps to trace 
the confrontation from some of its earliest stages and begins the process in the present 
volume of distinguishing clearly between rabbinic Jewish and Christian thought 
regarding the foundational Torah versus Jesus question. The skirmishes, each of 
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which was founded on a tendentious interpretation of Scripture, took place on a 
number of fronts, as will be detailed below. The quarrel bore serious implications 
because the meaningful prizes of spiritual superiority, with the privilege of being 
Israel, God’s Chosen People, and the acquisition of the title to Scripture and its 
correct interpretation were at stake. 
External evidence from pagan literature and historical events also illustrate the 
existence of the controversy. In the early years of the dispute, before the ascendancy 
of Christianity, pagan intellectuals viewed the collision as quite impertinent. The 
inferior societal positions that the parties occupied led these thinkers to view the 
debate as folly. The eminent Christian ideologue, Origen, produced a tract to refute 
Celsus, in which he refers to some of the shrill rhetoric of the second century C. E. 
pagan philosopher. Celsus’ unflattering diatribe compares the religious adversaries to 
bats, ants, frogs or worms contending with each other over which of them were the 
more heinous transgressors (Hirshman, 1996: 1-2). Later, even Julian himself wrote 
against Christianity during his aborted effort to reestablish the dominance of 
paganism in the empire. The monarch’s plan to thwart the religion of his youth 
included an edict to reconstruct the Temple in Jerusalem, much to the delight of his 
Jewish constituents. The pagan writer, Porphyry, whose scathing works against 
Christianity moved the fourth century C. E. Christian theorist, Eusebius, to compose 
his Praeparatio Evangelica and Demonstratio Evangelica in defense of the faith, 
served as the king’s inspiration.  
The rebuilding project was only a portion of Julian’s assault against his former 
faith. His ultimate aim was an unmitigated undermining of the foundations of the 
entirety of Christian historical theology )225: 1969, לוי( . The fondest hope of the 
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Jewish people, therefore, was nothing more than another arrow in Julian’s quiver that 
he used in his religious crusade. Although his wish to honor the God of Jerusalem was 
a motivating factor in his desire to restore the Temple, he still debunked the words of 
the Jewish Prophets and what he viewed as their vain visionary hopes and those of the 
Jewish commentators who spoke on God’s behalf. Julian also railed against the 
Prophets, Moses and the Law in his Against the Galileans.1   
While these extrinsic voices are instructive, evidence from certain tannaitic 
compositions expresses the exegetical competition more vividly. They betray an 
awareness of contradictory outside theological attitudes, and they place the ownership 
of God’s revelation within Israel at the same time that they criticize Judaism’s 
adversaries. Though these works were compiled prior to the fourth century C. E., 
examining the germane sections in these texts is still worthwhile because of the 
witness that they bear to the history of the rivalry. A prime example occurs within one 
of the interpretations of  “ היךאלֹ' כי האנֹ ,” “I am the Lord, your God,” from Exodus 
20:2 in the Mekhilta de-Rabbi Ishmael, 5 בחדש ( 222: 1970, רבין-האראוויץ ). The 
compiler(s) selected an anonymous tradition that poses a poignant question 
concerning why God chose to give Torah to Israel beyond the borders of their land. It 
solves the riddle with the castigating conclusion that God wished to prevent the 
nations of the world from using restrictive geography and the idea that He designed 
Torah only for Israel as pretexts for their having rejected His precepts. An additional 
opinion regarding the same biblical words contains the legend of God’s offering 
Torah to the nations of the world, which the tradition identifies as Esau, Amon, Moab 
                                                           
1  Johanan Levi offers an interesting and metaphorical understanding of the emperor’s true intent. He 
suggests that Julian’s motivation arose more from his hatred of Haman than from his love of Mordecai 
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and Ishmael. All of them summarily decline the divine overture when they discover 
the contents of the statutes with which they do not wish to comply. The rebuff 
deprives the nations of any defense based on ignorance of Torah’s decrees.  
The version of the story in Sifre Deuteronomy 343 ( 395-397: 1969, פינקלשטין ) 
does not limit the peoples of the earth to Esau, Amon, Moab and Ishmael.2 After the 
commentator names them, he widens the scope of his condemnation to every other 
nationality, each of which declines God’s proposition. In case one might be led astray 
by the words of Psalm 138:4, “ כל מלכי ארץ כי שמעו אמרי פיך' יודוך ה ,” “all the kings of 
the earth will praise you, O Lord, when they hear the words of your mouth,” he bursts 
the notion with the censorious verdict against the nations of the world from Micah 
5:14, “ ת הגוים אשר לֹא שמעוועשיתי באף ובחמה נקם א ,” “and I will execute vengeance in 
anger and in fury upon the nations, such as they have not heard.” The midrashist’s 
closing remarks rebuke Israel’s opponents not only for their disobedience but also for 
their inability even to respect the seven Noachide commandments.  
The Sages designate their antagonists in these homilies as “the nations of the 
world.” Rival writers and thinkers wondered openly in late antiquity about God’s 
honoring one nation at the expense of the others. The Sages address the issue squarely 
in the Mekhilta and in Sifre Deuteronomy at the same time that they tag their 
challengers and deny them any plea of innocence (Hirshman, 1996: 6). 
The framer(s) of Leviticus Rabbah, a collection that likely was redacted during 
the same era as Genesis Rabbah and betrays similar material and language, also 
included homilies that excoriate the peoples of the world. For example in 13:2, R. 
                                                                                                                                                                          
as he sought to eradicate the influences of Christianity in the realm of his rule. See  עולמות ,יוחנן לוי
.225, )1969, מוסד ביאליק: ירושלים( יהרומא- בעולם היווניותמחקרים על מעמדה של היהד: נפגשים   
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Simon b. Johai teaches from Habakkuk 3:6, “ עמד וימֹדד ארץ ראה ויתר גוים ויתפֹצצו הררי
ות עולם הליכות עולם לו שחו גבע עד ,” “He stands and shakes the earth; He beholds and 
causes the nations to tremble; and the everlasting mountains are dashed in pieces, the 
eternal hills bow; His ways are as of old,” that God considered all the characteristics 
of all the generations of man and found no group worthy of receiving Torah apart 
from those who departed from Egypt with Moses. After He carefully weighed the 
merits of all of the cities, the lands and the mountains, God reserved Jerusalem as the 
setting for the Temple, the Land of Israel as the only suitable location for His people 
and Mt. Sinai as the site on which He would give Torah.3 The rabbi’s words create a 
palpable awareness of the separation between Israel and the other inhabitants of the 
earth. 
After God’s deliberations lead to His selecting Israel to receive the divine 
revelation, the midrashist interprets the biblical author’s “ויתר” as “to permit,” a move 
that allows for the insertion of Rav’s opinion. The sage posits that as a result of the 
nations’ refusals to accept not only Torah but also the seven Noachide laws, God 
authorized the shedding of their blood and the appropriation of their property just as 
He sanctioned similar behavior in Deuteronomy 20:14. The case builds against the 
nations with a parable about a man who transfers five seah of his crop from his 
threshing floor to the nearby city upon his donkey and two seah on his dog. When the 
dog begins to falter beneath the weighty burden, the owner shifts part of the cargo to 
                                                                                                                                                                          
2 See Reuven Hammer, ed., Sifre: A Tannaitic Commentary on the Book of Deuteronomy, vol. 24 of 
Yale Judaica Series (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1986) for a valuable English translation. 
3  See Genesis Rabbah 99:1. The midrashist relates a tradition grounded on Psalm 68:17 that discloses 
God’s selection of Mt. Sinai. He creates a fictitious altercation among the mountains, each of which 
insists that it will the home of the revelation of Torah. God intervenes and, playing on the psalmist’s 
use of “גבננים,” “peak, rounded summit,” with “גבן,” “humpbacked,” in Leviticus 21:20, He decrees 
that none of them would be honored as the site because each had been past venues for idolatrous 
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the donkey. The smaller animal, however, is still unable to cope with even the 
lightened load, and he continues to stagger. As his master chastises him for his 
inadequacy, the farmer places the remaining produce on the animal that is able to bear 
it. In like manner, when the peoples of the world were incapable of even obeying the 
Noachide decrees, God lifted them and set them upon Israel along with Torah.4 Thus, 
the interpreter delivers a sharp blow to the nations with the disparity he demonstrates 
between them and Israel. God permits them to escape the responsibility of submitting 
to the full range of His precepts in Torah due to their inability to manage even the 
lighter task of the Noachide edicts.5 
R. Tanhum b. Hanilai’s view of Habakkuk’s “ראה ויתר גוים” supplies the 
midrashist with his closing remarks. In a tale that illustrates the Sages’ political 
reality, the rabbi’s main character is a physician who visits two sick men with 
different fates. He diagnoses one disease as treatable and judges the other terminal. 
The doctor authorizes the dying man to eat without restriction because that patient’s 
demise is imminent, whereas he prescribes a strict diet for the man who will survive 
in order to facilitate a return to complete health. The story alludes to God’s licensing 
                                                                                                                                                                          
worship. Mt. Sinai, however, which had never been the locus of such service, would be the place that 
He would choose to present Torah to Israel. 
4  The parable is also part of the tradition contained in Sifre Deuteronomy 343. The units of measure 
vary as the man loads the donkey with a letekh of grain and the dog with three seah. More importantly, 
this version openly expands the definition of Israel’s freight to Torah with all of its explanations and 
details. Here, then, Israel bears both Written and Oral Torah. Of course, one could argue that the 
definition of “Torah” among the Sages naturally included both portions of God’s revelation, but this 
tradent saw fit to be explicit. 
5  See also Exodus Rabbah 30:22 for an additional fragment that distinguishes between Jewish 
observance and that of the nations. The core of this interpreter’s message revolves around a striking 
reversal of authorial intent concerning God’s giving laws that are not good in Ezekiel 20:25, which 
unambiguously refers to Israel. He uses it as ammunition against the peoples of the world, who, owing 
to their wanton disregard for God’s commandments, are unfit for life in the World to Come. He 
maintains from Leviticus 18:5, however, that Israel received life-giving laws, the observation of which 
qualifies a man for entrance into the World to Come. For more on the unusual notion that God would 
decree laws that are not good see Moshe Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20, vol. 22 of The Anchor Bible (Garden 
City, NY.: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1983), 368-369. 
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the heathen, whose collective fate is death, to consume the flesh of every living 
creature (Genesis 9:3) because the heathen will not gain admission to the World to 
Come. He restrains Israel from such freedom with specific language (Leviticus 11:2-
3; Deuteronomy 14:4) because they are bound for life in that world. The food laws 
serve as a decisive signifier of the chasm that separates Israel from the other 
nationalities. God destines one nation for eternal life because they live in accord with 
the divine precepts, while the intractable peoples of the world, who do not abide by 
the commandments, will have no place in Paradise.  
The Sages also confronted the issue of heretics, although they often did not 
mention any group explicitly. Hirshman posits, however, that the target is 
undoubtedly either Christians or Gnostics in many cases (Hirshman, 1996: 7). For 
example, another perspective on “ היךאלֹ' כי האנֹ ” from the Mekhilta passage 
mentioned above directly confronts any theory of duality in the Godhead and opens 
with a question concerning why God uttered these words at all. This anonymous 
tradition explains that at the Sea of Reeds, God appeared to Israel as a heroic warrior 
(Exodus 15:3), while at Mt. Sinai, His role was that of a wise, merciful and elderly 
man (Exodus 24:10). These verses, along with a few others, support the contention 
that Scripture plainly counteracts any assault on the unity of God from beyond the 
borders of Israel that proclaims that two powers reside in heaven. God immediately 
intones in the Ten Commandments, “ היךאלֹ' כי האנֹ ” and no trace of dissenting voices 
follows. If one objects that God spoke in secret, R. Natan presents as evidence Isaiah 
45:19, “ א בסתר דברתי במקום ארץ חשךלֹ ,” “I have not spoken in secret, in a place of a 
land of darkness,” to refute the idea of cooperative heavenly authority. While these 
exegetical barbs were likely pointed at the Gnostics, who were the proponents of dual 
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divine powers, Genesis 1:26 also serves as part of the Christian testimony for the 
existence of the Trinity. 
The concern with heterodox teaching even reached the realm of rabbinic 
rulings. No commandment exists in the Pentateuch or in any other biblical book that 
orders one to say or to read the Ten Commandments as a text within or beyond the 
confines of the Tabernacle. Despite the lack of a stated ordinance, mTamid 5:1 (m 
hereafter designates Mishnah) relates that when the deputy high priest would call for 
the recitation of a benediction at dawn, the priests would repeat the Ten 
Commandments.6 According to a discussion in jBerakhot 1:4 (j hereafter designates 
the Jerusalem Talmud), the Ten Commandments encapsulate the essence of the 
Shema and its three parts and three benedictions spoken over the people.7 The 
dialogue in bBerakhot 12a (b hereafter designates the Babylonian Talmud) discloses 
the effects of dissident views as R. Judah reports in the name of Samuel that the 
people wished to move the practice of rehearsing the Commandments before the 
reading of the Shema beyond the boundaries of the Temple. Their desires were 
frustrated due to negative heretical protests that the Ten Commandments were the 
only valid part of the Law because only that section of the Jewish legal code had 
issued from the mouth of God. Rashi, the prolific 11th century French commentator on 
Tanakh, the Talmud and midrashic texts, explains in his remarks on this portion of 
bBerakhot 12a that the heretics knew that any readings included only what God had 
actually spoken and what Israel heard directly from Him at Mt. Sinai.  
                                                           
6  The identity of this benediction is unclear. See bBerakhot 11b-12a for a discussion of the 
possibilities.  
7 Another dialogue in jBerakhot 1:4 contains an enlightening analysis of how each of the verses that 
comprise the Shema alludes to the Ten Commandments. See Tzvee Zahavy, trans., Berakhot, vol. 1 of 
The Talmud of the Land of Israel (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1989) for an English 
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Interest in quashing this iconoclastic assertion regarding the Law was not 
limited to the borders of Israel. Rabbah b. Bar Hanali and Ammemar both hoped to 
reinstitute the practice in the Babylonian cities of Sura and Nehardea respectively, but 
both were unsuccessful when their colleagues reminded them of the long held 
tradition of blocking any heretical attempt to restrict the scope of Torah to the Ten 
Commandments. Therefore, while the talmudic text is silent as to the identity of these 
heretics, the context of the deliberations and the claim about the validity of the Law 
apart from the Ten Commandments points to Christians. Rashi simply defines them as 
disciples of Jesus. The significance of the entire matter lies in the fact that the Sages 
terminated the custom of reciting the Ten Commandments because of the heretics and 
that the theology of these non-believers even influenced orthodox Jewish praxis. 
The above selected texts illustrate overt ideological and theological clashes 
between the Sages and their rivals, and when fourth century C. E. events politicized 
theology, the battle became even more significant and potentially volcanic. The 
Church Fathers also made no secret of the disputes they carried on with their religious 
foes. They often openly promoted their doctrines against Jewish opponents, as they 
attempted to prove that Scripture predicts the coming of Jesus and that it ultimately 
supports the basic tenets of their belief system. Certainly, exegetical rivalry was not 
the motivation behind every passage contained within the works produced by the two 
sets of spokesmen. However, one will be able to extract the depth of the message that 
a writer whispers beneath the surface, only when he explores certain texts within the 
respective religious libraries in light of the conflicting contentions of the combatants.   
                                                                                                                                                                          
translation. See also the Standard Printed Version and תלמוד ירושלמי,עורך אחראי, גרוסגליק. ד. מ ,
)1997, מכון פרי מגרים: ירושלים(מסכת ברכות   for the text in the original language. 
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  An investigation of the controversial core positions in the contest will help to 
clarify the dispute in general. Christian writers conducted an anti-Jewish polemic not 
only to champion the truth of their own faith, but also to refute the principles of 
Judaism. The strategy was particularly consequential in the years before these authors 
could present historical events as what they viewed as irrefutable proof that God 
indeed favored the church. The body of literature they generated was copious and 
strategically multi-faceted. The works within it range from apologetic writings and 
exegesis to homiletical compositions and anthologies of homilies that derived from a 
scriptural verse, which combined to produce commentaries on individual books.8 
However, despite the immensity and the versatility of the Christian library, Marcel 
Simon suggests that three principal areas of argument arise: 1) Christological 
exposition; 2) Attacks on the validity of the Jewish Law in general and the outmoded 
ritual law in particular, which Christian exegetes deemed obsolete because of the new 
covenant; 3) Replacement of Israel by the church as God’s “chosen people” (Simon, 
1996: 156).   
 The proportions in which the authors distributed them were not uniform in 
each text. On some occasions, a writer joined two of these lines within the fabric of 
his discourse. For instance, Tertullian weaves the rejection of Israel and the 
nullification of the Law in the opening portions of his Adversus Judaeos.9 He posits 
that the prohibition given to Adam in the Garden of Eden was “the womb of the 
precepts of God,” and that, subsequently, God reformed the Law for the Patriarchs 
                                                           
8  For more on the differences between the forms of Christian and Jewish ideological literature, see 
Marc Hirshman, A Rivalry of Genius: Jewish and Christian Biblical Interpretation in Late Antiquity 
(Albany: State University of New York Press, 1996), 20-22. 
9 For a helpful English translation, see Alexander Roberts and James Donaldson, eds., vol. 3 of The 
Ante-Nicene Fathers: Latin Christianity: Its Founder, Tertullian (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1978), 
152-155. 
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and even for Moses. Furthermore, he maintains that circumcision and Sabbath 
observance could not be such decisive issues because Adam, the keeper of the original 
creation, Abel, Noah, Enoch and Malkhizedek were neither circumcised nor obedient 
to the Sabbath rituals. He adds that even Moses did not circumcise own son on the 
eighth day and that Abraham pleased God before he took on the sign on the covenant. 
Therefore, Tertullian refers to Jeremiah’s circumcision of the heart in 31:31-32 as a 
sign of a new covenant and to the actions described in Isaiah 2:2-4 as allusions to the 
obliteration of the old law. While the reader does not always receive an obvious 
outline, the three essential loci of controversy surface cyclically in the polemical 
treatises. The emphasis is not unexpected because Christian thinkers prosecuted the 
campaign on the foundational fronts of church doctrine as they sought to establish 
their faith as the heir of Judaism and as the true religion. 
The main thrust of the christological expositions was ontological. Thus, the 
historical Jesus, though he was periodically a point of debate, was really of scant 
interest. Some Sages attributed his birth to an illicit relationship between his mother 
and a Roman soldier in an effort to delegitimize him, while others characterized him 
as an impostor and a magician. The substance of his teachings, however, met with 
little criticism because the unmistakable Jewish quality of his words was not the 
source of the rabbinic reaction that arose regarding the doctrines that Christian 
theorists developed. His initial disciples even continued worshiping in the Temple and 
while they were hardly uncontroversial characters, their beliefs were not sufficient to 
result in their excommunication from Judaism. 
The philosophical concerns in the conflict revolved around the events at the 
end of Jesus’ life. The character of a suffering messiah, ingloriously executed on a 
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Roman cross, hardly met the criteria of Jewish messianic expectations. The resultant 
rejection of this tenet, then, was not shocking. Trypho, the Jewish dramatis persona in 
Justin’s Dialogue with Trypho (henceforth Dialogue), voices his objections to such a 
concept.10 In chapter 10, as he lists several principles that confuse the Jewish people, 
he includes the idea of Christian hope centered on a man who was crucified in the 
expectation of obtaining some good from God. He extends his complaints in chapter 
32 to the ignominy of Jesus’ death as a reflection of the last curse that appears in the 
Law in Deuteronomy 21:22-23. The edict declares that if a man’s sin calls for the 
death penalty, he is to be hanged from a tree. Moreover, he is to be buried on the same 
day because God has cursed him. Trypho magnifies the disgrace when he juxtaposes 
it with Daniel’s prophecy (7:9-28) of the majestic and resplendent Son of Man who 
will receive the everlasting kingdom from the Ancient of Days. 
Christian ideologists endeavored to counter Jewish protests against the notion 
of a suffering messiah with scriptural proof-texts that allude, according to 
ecclesiastical exegesis, to a humiliated figure and to a crucifixion. Once they linked 
these verses to the historical Jesus, they were able to illustrate, at least to their own 
satisfaction, the correspondence between the object of their faith and Israel’s longed-
for redeemer. In addition, they emphasized the concept of a glorious Second Advent 
so that they could make Jesus’ life and its dishonorable conclusion more palatable and 
to harmonize it with Daniel’s triumphant king (ibid., 158). 
Finding texts that purportedly discuss the agonies of a righteous character, 
interpreting them messianically and then adducing them as proof that Jesus’ death 
coincided with God’s plan was not problematic. Christian exegetes simply read such 
                                                           
10 See Alexander Roberts and James Donaldson, eds., vol. 1 of The Ante-Nicene Fathers: The Apostolic 
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passages as Isaiah 53, Psalm 22, Psalm 72 and Psalm 110 through the prism of the life 
of the first century C. E. Galilean teacher. Direct exegesis of Scripture to corroborate 
crucifixion on a Roman cross required considerably more interpretive ingenuity. 
Justin attempts to create a scriptural crucifix with his claim to Trypho that the Jews 
deleted “from the wood” from Psalm 96:10. Apart from this verse, Christian 
theologians were left with only allegorical typology for a biblical basis for the manner 
in which Jesus met his death. They cited the brazen serpent of Numbers 21:4-9, as 
well as Moses, whose outstretched arms in the form of a cross in Exodus 17 propelled 
Israel to victory over the Amalekites. The author of the Epistle of Barnabas 12 adds to 
the salvific tone of this exegesis.11 Since Amalek’s assault occurred only as an 
outgrowth of Israel’s sins, the writer asserts that the Holy Spirit spoke to Moses and 
instructed him to make a figure of the cross and the one who would die upon it. The 
writer further allows that the change in Israel’s fortunes during the encounter, 
according to whether Moses’ hands were raised or lowered, was an object lesson to 
teach that Israel could not procure salvation without trust in Jesus.  
Christian apologists also relied on the Septuagint interpretation of part of the 
Blessing of Joseph in Deuteronomy 33:17, which renders “ראם,” “wild ox,” with 
“monokevrwto"” “unicorn.” In Dialogue 91, Justin strives to convince Trypho that the 
configuration of the horns of a unicorn points to the mystery of the cross.12 He 
metaphorically refashions the biblical writer’s proclamation that Joseph will push the 
nations to the ends of the earth in order to create present meaning. As a result, he 
                                                                                                                                                                          
Fathers with Justin Martyr-Irenaeus (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1989), 194-270. 
11 Ibid., 1989, 1:137-149. 
12  See the Septuagint’s version of Psalm 29:6, in which the translator opts for the same choice as his 
colleague in Deuteronomy. See also Tertullian’s Adversus Judaeos (An Answer to the Jews) 13, 
Roberts and Donaldson, 1978, 3:171, where the Latin Church Father refers to the horns of the cross. 
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explains that those among the peoples of the world whose hearts have been pricked by 
the mystery of Golgotha have turned from their vain idols and demons to the worship 
of the one true God. 
Justin finds additional suggestions of a crucifixion in his discourse in 
Dialogue 138 from Noah’s wooden ark on its precarious journey upon the 
floodwaters. He begins his argument with what is probably a skewed understanding of 
Isaiah 54:9, which he reads as God’s message of salvation in The Deluge.13 He 
believes that Noah, therefore, was saved by the wood of his vessel, which Justin 
understands as another foreshadowing of the cross. Tertullian, in Adversus Judaeos 10 
and 13, finds inferences of a crucifix in the wood upon which Isaac lay in Genesis 22. 
Certain texts that Christian theologians asserted could only be references to 
Jesus were also a part of the case. For example, the psalmist, in 110:4, speaks of a 
Lord who is an eternal priest after the manner of Malkhizedek. Justin paints an 
elaborate portrait of the entire psalm in Dialogue 32-33, seizing on the imagery of the 
King of Salem as a priest. He constructs a dual king/priest character who served those 
who were uncircumcised as well as the circumcised Abraham (Genesis 14:18-20).14 
With Malkhizedek as his model, Justin maintains that Jesus was God’s everlasting 
priest. He also puts forth the panegyric in Psalm 72 as a further description of 
prophecy about Jesus, and he posits that the hymn writer’s ruler could not be a mere 
earthly king because this supreme leader’s name and reputation are to be eternal. 
                                                           
13 See Roberts and Donaldson, 1989, 1:268 n. 5. 
14  Abraham underwent circumcision after his audience with Malkhizedek. While Justin’s reasoning 
follows the expected Christian perspective, his chronology is mistaken. 
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Thus, the biblical poet could only have had the sovereign of the abiding kingdom, 
Jesus, in mind.15 
The metaphysical quality of the messiah was an additional point of contention. 
Ecclesiastical theorists proclaimed the preexistence and the concomitant divinity of 
Jesus, which naturally ran counter to Jewish monotheism in general and messianic 
expectations in particular. Various authors expressed the subtleties of their theological 
speculations concerning the unique character of Jesus differently. However, with 
whatever degree of finesse the writers articulated their ideas, the heavenly origin of 
the object of their faith remained foremost. In order to cement their propositions, they 
combed the biblical text for references to another being, even another “God,” who 
consorted with God at the creation of the world and who was even still allied with 
Him in its present administration.  
The examples that Justin presents in the dogma that he espouses in Dialogue 
56 and 60 prove the existence of the “other God” based on certain scriptural 
theophanies. His remarks to Trypho in Dialogue 60, as they debate the identity of the 
being(s) who appeared to Moses in the Burning Bush episode, are particularly 
revealing. The Jewish antagonist opines that two beings, an angel and God, were 
among the three central players in the drama at Mt. Horeb, and he stipulates that God 
                                                           
15 Justin comments in Dialogue 33-34 that some Jews tie Psalm 110 to Hezekiah, while others apply 
Psalm 72 to Solomon. Simon notes that the Talmud is devoid of either of these connections. See 
Simon, 1996, 159. However, bSanhedrin 94a does contain a dialogue with messianic overtones 
regarding Hezekiah from Isaiah 9:6 and the highly irregular final mem that appears in “לםרבה.” Bar 
Kappara suggests that God wished to appoint the king as the Messiah and Sennacherib as Gog and 
Magog. God’s attribute of justice intervened in an attempt to derail the appointment, citing David, who 
offered numerous psalms and hymns before God. Hezekiah, on the other hand, never uttered even one 
song of praise despite all the miracles God performed on his behalf. A. Steinsaltz posits that the mem is 
closed as an indication of the end of an opportunity for redemption. See   תלמוד,עורך, עדין שטינזלץ
414 ,)1975 ,המכון הישראלי לפרסומים תלמודיים: ירושלים( יכרך שנ,  מסכת סנהדרין,יבבל . Hezekiah is 
also linked to one of the cardinal verses of Christian theology, Isaiah 7:14. Although Justin bases his 
contention for the virgin birth on this prophetic announcement, he admits to knowing that Jewish 
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Himself conversed with Moses. Justin does not completely dismiss his opponent’s 
conviction, although he challenges Trypho’s concept of the identity of the God who 
materialized in the Midian desert. He proposes that the “other God” was actually in 
the fiery bush because even one of scant intelligence could not imagine that the 
Creator God could withdraw from His celestial abode to surface on a tiny fraction of 
the earth. Then Justin proclaims, with little surprise, that the other being was Jesus. 
He makes a similar connection in Dialogue 58 with one of the three figures who 
appeared to Abraham in Genesis 18 and with the being with whom Jacob wrestled at 
Bethel.  
Though much of the evidence exhibited thus far is Justin’s, one would be 
mistaken to suppose that this sort of theologizing was limited to this early Christian 
thinker. In fact, the majority of the Church Fathers adopted his ideology (Simon, 
1996: 462 n. 43). Their thinking reshaped a historical character into a fleshly and 
tangible manifestation of the God of Israel. While the characterization still maintained 
the metaphysical, ontological and divine traits, it also added Jesus’ functions as a 
heavenly agent and as a mediator with mankind. Part of these tasks entailed his being 
intimately involved with the creation of the world.  
Several Christian apologists sought to associate Jesus with the creation 
account based on their exegeses of “בראשית” in Genesis 1:1. As will be discussed at 
length in subsequent chapters, the Sages also relied on Scripture’s opening word in 
order to begin their presentations of Torah as God’s metaphysical preexistent 
collaborator in creation. While one cannot profess with certainty that either party was 
directly motivated to react to its rival, they both found “בראשית” to be an excellent 
                                                                                                                                                                          
exegetes viewed Hezekiah as the center of the prophet’s reference from the biblical author’s use of the 
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point of departure from which to proffer their interpretations and to establish the 
foundational principles of their respective belief systems. Although both sides arrived 
at radically contrasting conclusions, each of them remodeled the biblical discourse 
from its own religious concerns. Thus, Torah, from the Jewish perspective, and Jesus, 
from the Christian point of view, were raised to metaphysical and atemporal heights 
in order to endow them with heavenly cachet.  
 Jerome’s work on Genesis 1:1 in his Hebrew Questions on Genesis serves as 
an illuminating paradigm for the church’s tactical interpretations to contend that Jesus 
was the agent by which God created the world.16 At the outset of his foray into the 
initial verse in the biblical text, Jerome mentions the no longer extant Dialogue of 
Jason and Papiscus by Aristo of Pella. Apparently, the writer alleged in this work that 
even the Hebrew text reads, “in the Son, God made heaven and earth.”17 Theophilus 
writes in Ad Autolycum 2:10 that God, having His own Logos in His bowels, used him 
to create and to make all the elements of the universe. Theophilus calls the Logos 
“Beginning,” which derives from “18”.בראשית He amalgamates several significant 
traits within this one character as he explains that the Logos as the Spirit of God 
(Genesis 1:2), Beginning (Genesis 1:1), Wisdom (Proverbs 8:22) and the Power of the 
Most High discussed the formation of the universe and all of the Prophets. Therefore, 
Moses, prompted by the Logos, initiated the creation account with the familiar words 
of Genesis 1:1. Theophilus condenses all of his speculation on the verse in Ad 
                                                                                                                                                                          
Hebrew “עלמה,” “young woman,” instead of “ בתולה,” “virgin.” 
16 See C. T. R. Hayward, ed., St. Jerome’s Hebrew Questions on Genesis (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1995). 
17  Tertullian, in his Adversus Praxeas 5, also mentions the existence of this notion. He disregards it, 
however, and moves on to other more reliable proofs on which to found his arguments in this section. 
See Roberts and Donaldson, 1978, 3:600-601. 
18 For a valuble text in Greek and English, see Robert M. Grant, trans., Theophilus of Antioch: Ad 
Autolycum (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1970). 
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Autolycum 2:13 as he understands the Greek version of “בראשית,” “ *En a*rch/',” as 
through the Beginning, heaven was created. 
Irenaeus provides another perspective on “בראשית” in his Proof of the 
Apostolic Preaching 43.19 While he weighs a corrupt version of the text’s Hebrew, 
this theologian also associates the Son with the foundation of the world with his 
suggestion that the biblical author’s intention was to reveal that God established a Son 
in the beginning prior to His forging heaven and earth. Thus, God made the Son a 
beginning. Methodius interprets the introductory verse of Scripture through the lens of 
the Prologue of the Gospel of John in fragment 8 of On Things Created and concludes 
that the Word (Jesus) was the instrument by which God created the universe.20 
“In the beginning” is also the primary exhibit in Tertullian’s reasoning as he 
advocates the presence of God’s wisdom before and at the founding of heaven and 
earth. Though he does not mention Jesus by name, since Christian ideologues referred 
to Jesus as the “wisdom of God,” it is doubtful that the Latin Church Father had 
another being in mind. The thought arises in his confrontation with Hermogenes in 
chapters 19-20 of Adversus Hermogenum as he jousts with his adversary over whether 
creation occurred ex nihilo or from already existing matter.21 Tertullian encases his 
rationale in “בראשית” because Hermogenes alleges that Genesis 1:1 discusses God’s 
constitution of the universe from substantial material. The Church Father parries that 
 denotes the order in which God created and, therefore, signifies ”בראשית“
commencement. He refers to Proverbs 8:22, especially to the author’s use of “ראשית,” 
                                                           
19 For an English translation, see Joseph  P. Smith, trans., St. Irenaeus: Proof of the Apostolic 
Preaching (New York: Newman Press, 1952). 
20 See Alexander Roberts and James Donaldson, eds., The Ante-Nicene Fathers: Fathers of the Third 
Century: Gregory Thaumaturgis, Dionysius the Great, Julius Africanus, Antolius and Minor Writers, 
Methodius, Arnobius (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1975), 381. 
21 Ibid., 1978, 3:488-489. 
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to link Jesus to the birth of the world.22 He argues further that since the biblical 
narrative does not comment on anything material, “בראשית” can only mean “in God’s 
wisdom.” Origen succinctly summarizes the doctrine of all these Christian theorists as 
he simply intones in his commentary on Genesis 1:1 that Jesus was the beginning of 
everything and, therefore, God framed the heavens in him. 
The Greek translation of “ אשיתבר ” supported the Church Fathers’ position that 
Scripture begins with a reference to Jesus because “a*rchv”also denotes “source,” 
“principle” or “head” as well as “beginning” (Hayward, 1995: 101). While Jerome 
concurs with the basic philosophy of his co-religionists, he does not attempt to 
eisegete from the phrasing of the text. He candidly acknowledges that neither the 
Hebrew nor the translations of the Septuagint, Symmachus and/or Theodotion allow 
one to posit that the literal wording alludes to Jesus. However, although it simply 
reads “בראשית” and not “בבן,” “in the son,” he allies himself with Christian dogma 
through a more circuitous exegetical path. He mentions that Aquila, a Jew who 
translated the text into Greek, understood “בראשית” as “in the chapter” or as “in or by 
means of the little head, the capital head, the revsumev.” Hayward opines that Aquila 
preferred this shade of meaning because of the consonants ש.א.ר , “head,” that are part 
of “בראשית” (ibid., 101). Jerome employs this nuance as his point of departure, and he 
maintains that the author of Genesis, which is the “head” of all the biblical books, 
insinuated Jesus at the outset. He solidifies his thesis with his citation of “ ספר במגלת ” 
in Psalm 40:8, “the scroll of the book,” which the Septuagint translator renders 
                                                           
22 Proverbs 8:22 also carries significant exegetical implications for the Sages. The matter will be 
detailed in subsequent chapters. 
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“kefalivdi biblivou,” “head of the book.”23 The writer of the New Testament Book of 
Hebrews had already supplied the theological framework for Jerome’s assessment 
when he associated the psalm with Jesus. From the probable basis of “kefalivdi” and 
its cognate “kefalhv,” “head,” Jerome determines that the psalmist implied Genesis 
and its head, i.e., its opening word. Thus, this exegetical expedition led Jerome to the 
judgment that the allusion is more a matter of authorial intent and that the biblical 
writer swiftly declared Jesus as the eternal and supernatural founder of heaven and 
earth. 
Genesis 1:26 also serves to establish the preexistence and the divinity of Jesus. 
In Dialogue 62, Justin blends the verse with 3:22 in order to repel the allegation that 
God spoke to Himself or to the elements from which He formed man. Justin argues 
instead that God in fact conversed with a rational and numerically different being. 
When Trypho addresses these puzzling verses, he submits that in certain instances the 
dialogue is between God and the angels, while on other occasions, he designates 
Wisdom as the second party. Justin, however, identifies the Beginning, the rational 
power that God begat before all other creatures, as Wisdom, among other names, 
because for him they are all one being. Simon cites the Dialogue of Athanasius and 
Zacchaeus, in which the latter, the Jewish persona, rejects the same notion that Justin 
espouses as blasphemous (Simon, 1996: 162). As any pious Jew would believe, 
Zacchaeus maintains the essential separation between Wisdom and God. 
The preexistent divine character of Jesus is one of the fundamentals of faith in 
Christianity. Naturally, this tenet was a significant point of contention in the 
                                                           
23  When the translator encountered “מגלת ספר” in Ezekiel 2:9, he chose “kefaliV" biblivou” for his 
Greek rendering. Liddell and Scott define the words as an idiomatic phrase for “roll” or “scroll.” See 
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ideological dispute between Jewish and Christian expositors. The controversy was not 
limited, however, simply to the metaphysical origin of the Christian messiah. The 
Jewish Law and the questions of its function and its present validity were also a 
crucial battleground.24 
Christian ideologists proclaimed that the incarnation, the death and the 
resurrection of Jesus had broken the shackles of the sin that had bound the human 
race. Moreover, they taught that the newfound liberty removed man from any 
subjection to the Law, which, except for the Ten Commandments, had been rendered 
obsolete. When church spokesmen attacked the Law, particularly the ritual and the 
ceremonial elements associated with it, they resolved that the commandments 
functioned ultimately to foreshadow Christian ordinances. Simon remarks that these 
theologians did not meet with the same success in refuting the Law with allegorical 
exegesis that they found in their quest to confirm the divinity of Jesus (ibid., 163). 
The indisputable compulsory nature of God’s decrees raised a legitimate question 
about their imperative character if He had intended that these edicts would only be 
symbolic.25 The dilemma generated a different approach, in which relevance was the 
chief concept. The principal maneuver was the separation of the moral and the 
ceremonial facets of God’s revelation to Israel. Genesis 26:5, “ עקב אשר שמע אברהם
וישמֹר משמרתי מצותי חקותי ותורֹתי בקֹלי ,” “because Abraham obeyed my voice, and kept 
                                                                                                                                                                          
Henry George Liddell and Robert Scott, A Greek-English Lexicon, 9th edition  (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1968), 945. 
24 The issue of the Law was decisive because the Sages defined Torah as God’s complete written and 
oral revelation. The prickly and complicated question of the relationship of the Law to Christianity is 
well beyond the purview of what is germane here. Thus, the focus will be only upon how the debate 
concerning its significance to the articles of faith of Judaism and Christianity affected the 
Wisdom/Torah motif. 
 25 In fact, when orthodox Christian thinkers were forced to grapple with heretical teachings on legal 
observance, such as those of Marcion, within their own realm, they chose to rebuff them with the idea 
that Jewish ritual was a necessary vehicle of salvation and sanctification. See Simon, 1996, 462 n. 55. 
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my charge, my commandments, my statutes and my laws,” with its multiple legal 
terms, provided a concrete foundation for the disconnection.26 The distinction was 
necessary to differentiate between those articles of the Law designated for God’s 
worship and to fix Israel’s righteousness and those that were judged only as interim 
components. As Justin wrestles with Trypho over the proper avenue for obtaining 
forgiveness of sins and the eventual inheritance of the good promises in Dialogue 44, 
he declares that God designed some injunctions for worship and salvation, while 
others were merely ephemeral and intended as references to the mystery of Jesus.  
The way in which church intellectuals presented the legal division naturally 
carried a certain apportionment of responsibility for the peoples of the world. 
Although God gave the ritual ordinances to Israel provisionally, He fashioned His 
moral precepts universally and eternally because He wished to be the God of the Jews 
and the Gentiles alike. As a result, Justin remarks in Dialogue 93, since God 
somehow implanted a consciousness of the propriety of the moral law within man, 
every race is conversant with the sinfulness of adultery, fornication and murder. 
Therefore, if a man acts counter to one of the divine conventions, he has no escape 
from the unrighteousness of his deed.27 This thinking dictated that the moral law, 
namely the Ten Commandments, really existed before Moses. Afterwards, when Jesus 
refined it and stamped it with his imprimatur, the revelation from Mt. Sinai, especially 
the ritual sections, became outmoded.  
                                                           
26 This verse also served as grounds to support rabbinic exegesis in their embellishment of the character 
of Abraham and in their portraying him as a pre-Sinai Torah observant sage. For more details on this 
issue, see chapter 7. 
27  Irenaeus comments in Adversus Haereses 4.15.1 that God planted the natural precepts in mankind 
from the beginning and in Israel by means of The Decalogue. He also maintains that one who does not 
submit to them has no salvation. See Roberts and Donaldson, 1989, 1:479-480.  
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The ceremonial elements were superfluous in ecclesiastical thought for 
salvation, and they were more recent than the moral law. In addition, church 
philosophers linked them to the aberrant worship of the golden calf and labeled them 
as punitive. They also explained that God meant the ceremonial rites to serve as a 
reminder of His presence in Israel and to provide a sense of sin. Justin advances the 
idea in Dialogue 20 regarding the dietary laws and in Dialogue 46 when he discusses 
the blue fringes on Israelite garments mandated in Numbers 15:38 and the 
phylacteries of Deuteronomy 6:8.28 Justin points out in Dialogue 20 that God 
permitted Noah to partake of every animal for food, restricting him only from flesh 
whose blood remained. Tertullian even lifts Sabbath observance from The Decalogue 
and defines it as temporary in Adversus Judaeos 4. He buttresses the contention with 
evidence from the seven-day march around Jericho, one of which was necessarily a 
Sabbath, and from the Maccabees’ waging war on the holy day. Justin regards the 
observance of the Sabbath as another restraint God placed upon Israel because of their 
unrighteousness in Dialogue 21. He cites Ezekiel 20:19-26, the passage mentioned 
above that contains the point about certain laws of God that are not good. He turns the 
concept against his rivals in much the same way that the Sages reversed the prophet’s 
words and employed them as a weapon in Exodus Rabbah 30:22.  
This sort of Christian reasoning depicted an evanescent Law that God 
instituted as a transitory balm for sin. The thought also included the notion that, after 
the final and eternal law, the new covenant embodied in Jesus, became valid, no 
                                                           
28 As these last two items appear in texts that are part of the reading of the Shema, one might wonder if 
Justin includes them incidentally or if his comments are intentionally directed at one of the central 
components of Jewish prayer. This thought relates to the whole question of the extent of Justin’s 
familiarity with Judaism. Scholars such as Simon surmise that he knew the subject well, while others, 
such as Hirshman, are convinced that his knowledge was far less broad. 
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subsequent laws or commandments would follow. Accordingly, Israel’s Law had 
quite simply faded away and outlived its usefulness. The political reality underscored 
its obsolescence in the minds of some apologists. The Law required the adherent to 
observe all of its dictates and since the absence of the Jerusalem Temple prevented 
compliance with those parts of the legislation that were to be carried out within its 
confines, the remainder of the code had necessarily fallen into desuetude as well. 
The sacrificial cult also did not escape criticism. The invective flowed from 
the interpretation of Jeremiah 7:22-23 and Amos 5:22-27, which led to the conclusion 
that the cult was actually contrary to God’s original intention (Simon, 1996: 167). He 
instituted it only in response to the golden calf incident, and He designed the 
sacrifices in order to constrain the people from serving idols, as Justin asserts in 
Dialogue 19.29 Tertullian concurs in Adversus Marcion 2:18, although without 
reference to the idolatrous scene in Exodus.30  
Tertullian illustrates the situation allegorically through the telescope of the 
respective gifts presented by Cain and Abel in Genesis 4. Cain, the older son, who 
represents Israel, brought “earthly,” rejected alms, whereas the accepted “spiritual” 
sacrifices of the younger brother symbolize those offered by Christians. These 
comments reflect the general interpretation of Israelite cultic worship. Tertullian also 
inserts a geographical factor into his argument with the claim that Israel was to 
sacrifice only within its own narrow territorial borders (Leviticus 17:1-9; 
Deuteronomy 12:1-26). In contrast, he recalls Malachi 1:10-11 and Psalm 96:7-8 to 
exhibit the far more extensive scope of the offerings of the nations. He emphasizes the 
                                                           
29 On other occasions, some writers, notably Augustine, argued that what Christianity views as the 
sacrificial death of Jesus nullified the need for a system that merely prefigured that ultimate offering.  
30 See Roberts and Donaldson, 1978, 3:311-312. 
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spirituality of the sacrifices by invoking the concepts of a contrite heart from Psalm 
51:19 and the spiritual sacrifice of praise from Psalm 50:14.  
Thus, just as Isaiah had vilified Israel’s carnal sacrifices centuries earlier in 
1:11, Christian apologists followed in their hailing the superiority of the offerings 
presaged in the gift of Abel. When they combined their earthly versus spiritual 
concept with Israel’s grim historical circumstances, particularly the loss of the Temple 
and Jerusalem, the corollary was inescapable. God had simply abrogated the cultic 
system of worship and the Law of which it was a part and had chastised Israel 
severely. 
In light of the biblical basis for their own spiritual supremacy and the 
irrelevance of the Jewish belief system, church theologians deduced that God had 
rejected Israel and raised Christianity to a position of heavenly entitlement. The new 
spiritual reality not only dictated the abolishment of the Law, but it also deprived 
Israel of the security that the Law had afforded. Thus, ecclesiastical dogma taught that 
the formerly privileged people had hurtled unbridled into apostasy. In the meantime, a 
new people, Christians, supported by what they understood to be the true 
interpretation of the biblical text, arose to assume their rightful place in the economy 
of God. Consequently, Christianity, though it was a religious belief system and not a 
nation with defined geographical boundaries, also took on the character of a people.  
The matter of being a people had been of great concern from the religion’s 
early days. The Romans categorized the believers in the new faith as a third race and 
even as a “no-people.” Christianity was also forced to contend with the traditional 
Roman reverence of antiquity and the concomitant lack of estimation of new entities. 
These factors combined to present substantial obstacles, and they produced a situation 
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that carried both social and theological ramifications. Christian spokesmen, therefore, 
searched for a fitting manner by which they could define themselves that would 
address each component of this scenario. Since they had adopted Scripture as their 
own, the step of usurping the position of God’s favored people, Israel, was no giant 
leap, and it served to array the faith in “nationhood.” The move also provided the 
requisite antiquity and the social framework to unite the disparate groups of people 
who comprised the family of believers in their various locations. 
In order to strengthen their position, church theorists argued that God had 
absolved Israel of sinful behavior on numerous past occasions. However, although He 
had even delivered the nation from the grip of Egyptian and Babylonian servitude, 
they contended that Israel had exhausted God’s mercy and that the divine verdict was 
final. With this notion in mind, Aphraates, a Persian Christian intellect, cites several 
prophetic texts from Haggai and Zechariah in his Demonstration 19:6-7 (Neusner, 
1971: 89-90). He infers at the end of the last of Zechariah’s germane pronouncements 
that God fulfilled His promise to return Israel to their land with the ingathering from 
Babylon, but that any thought of a final eschatological homecoming was frivolous. 
His case culminates with an appeal to the arithmetic of Isaiah 11:11. Since God had 
already rescued Israel from the throes of Egyptian and Babylonian subjugation, 
Aphraates reasons that the prophet would have mentioned a third redemptive act if a 
final restoration of Israel were supposed to occur.  
Church spokesmen consolidated the concept of their spiritual empowerment at 
Israel’s expense with references to scriptural instances in which a younger brother 
eclipsed his older sibling in the family hierarchy. They cited the stories of Isaac and 
Ishmael, Jacob and Esau and Ephraim and Menasheh as incidents that foreshadowed 
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Christianity’s ascent to covenantal primacy.31 Furthermore, they explored the biblical 
account for testimony of an election that preceded Israel’s. As an uncircumcised 
priest, Malkhizedek, as father of the Gentiles and of the Christian priesthood, became 
a character that functioned for them as a figure of a pre-Israel divine choice.32 
Some writers continued the line from Pauline theology in their teaching, that 
although Abraham was the head of the first family of Israel, he was also the father of 
believing Christians. The author of the Epistle of Barnabas 13 adduces Abraham as 
the prime example of the understanding of Christians as heirs of the covenant because 
the patriarch attained righteousness through faith. Consequently, God promoted 
Abraham to the eminent standing of the father of those who trust in God while they 
were and are yet uncircumcised. Aphraates invokes Abraham’s status, as outlined in 
Genesis 17:5, in his Demonstration 16:1 and declares that God called the nations of 
the world to His service before He chose Israel.33  
The most vociferous points of contention, however, arose from several 
prophetic pronouncements. These forecasts stress the onerous warning that God 
would transfer His favor to the Gentiles, whom ecclesiastical authors defined as 
believers in Jesus. Justin summarizes the thought with his remarks, based on Isaiah 
65:9-12, in Dialogue 135. God speaks of a future day and promises that He will not 
                                                           
31  Ibid., 1989, The Epistle of Barnabas 13, 1:145-146. 
32  The Sages view Malkhizedek from a totally different perspective. Some opine that Shem, one of the 
sons of Noah and the progenitor of the family branch from which Abraham sprouted, was indeed 
Malkhizedek. That Shem was also a learned sage in certain texts of rabbinic exegesis strengthens the 
association. See Genesis Rabbah 56:11 and 63:6. 
33  Aphraates supports his interpretation with three scriptural references, Deuteronomy 33:19, 32:21 
and the Septuagint version of Genesis 49:10. The author of the first citation talks of the peoples of the 
world coming to the mountain and offering sacrifices of righteousness, while in the second, he 
discusses God’s moving Israel to jealousy with a no-people and angering them with a vile nation. In the 
Septuagint text of Genesis 49:10, the translator(s) understood “שבט,” “staff,” metaphorically as a mark 
of authority and rendered it “ruler” and “מחקק,” “scepter,” as “prince.” Perhaps Aphraates interpreted 
the translator’s rendition as an allusion to Jesus since the verse concerns Jacob’s blessing of Judah. 
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destroy all of mankind. Instead, He will bring forth a seed from Jacob and Judah as 
His heirs. However, those who forsake the Lord by ignoring His free entreaties and by 
continuing in their evil lifestyles would be obliterated. Justin maintains that the decree 
does not pertain to Israel according to the flesh, but to another seed, Christians, one 
begotten by faith and by the Spirit. As proof, he cites Isaiah 2:5-11 in which God 
criticizes a wayward House of Jacob, whose seemingly prosperous land is in truth full 
of soothsayers, idols and haughtiness.  
In Justin’s mind, the idea that God would choose even a remnant from such a 
people is preposterous. He asserts that the worldwide assembly of believers about 
whom the Prophets spoke had actually arisen in the church and that it had supplanted 
Israel. Although this assessment was contrary to some prophetic announcements that 
award an honored place to Israel in heavenly affairs, some Christian ideologists still 
preached dispossession and replacement instead of a Gentile integration into a Jewish 
nucleus (Simon, 1996: 171). The concept of a wholly new Israel elicits Trypho’s 
incredulous reply, “are you Israel and speaks He such things of you?” in Dialogue 
123. Yet, because of their highly developed and scripturally based interpretations, 
Justin and every other Christian theorist would have responded affirmatively to the 
startled Jewish character. 
The fourth century C. E. political reality and the absence of the Jerusalem 
Temple also reinforced this exegesis. While the former national center of identity and 
the sacerdotal cultic system of worship that it housed were still in ruins, the spiritual 
temple of the “true Israel” had risen to previously unimagined strength. The Christian 
Eucharist had replaced the Jewish sacrifices and the new priesthood, founded on the 
                                                                                                                                                                          
Aphraates inserts it into his argument for the priority of Gentiles because the prince who is to spring 
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model of Malkhizedek, had displaced the old Levitical order. Victory indeed appeared 
to be complete. Though he wrote approximately 150 years prior to the conversion of 
Constantine and more than 200 years ahead of Christianity’s seizing the instruments 
of religious and political power, Justin speaks for the following generations of his co-
religionists in Dialogue 11, 
Moreover, by the works and by the attendant miracles, it is possible for all to 
understand that he is the new law, and the new covenant, and the expectation of those 
who out of every people wait for the good things of God. For the true spiritual Israel, 
and descendants of Judah, Jacob, Isaac and Abraham (who in uncircumcision was 
approved of and blessed by God on account of his faith, and called the father of many 
nations), are we who have been led to God through this crucified Christ, as shall be 
demonstrated while we proceed. 
 
His words touch upon on all of Simon’s cardinal elements mentioned above. The 
metaphysical divine Jesus, as the new law, is the messiah who effects salvation. He 
delivers those who accept him, and he grants them citizenship in the true spiritual 
Israel. 
The earnest and sometimes vituperative polemic aimed at the very soul and 
spirit of the Sages’ belief system and the Christian reading of history that construed 
the advent of Jesus as the fulfillment of God’s plan of salvation did not go unnoticed. 
Jewish scholars were compelled to react decisively against the church’s 
characterization of Jesus, its eschatological teleology established upon the preexistent 
and divine Jesus as the messiah and Christianity’s claim to God’s favor as Israel in the 
spirit. That the two sides substantiated their positions on a common document, 
Written Torah, increased the poignancy of the debate in the fourth century C. E. 
because, as Neusner comments, “…both parties shared a single intellectual and social 
                                                                                                                                                                          
from the loins of the ruler from Judah will be the expectation of the nations. 
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world.”34 While triumphant Christianity no longer faced the threats that past 
persecutions posed to its survival, the radically altered political and theological 
environments engendered a genuine existential crisis in Judaism. The Sages’ 
programmatic response articulated unequivocally the foundational articles of their 
belief system and challenged the religious professions of the Rabbis’ newly 
empowered rivals.  
One of the primary weapons they employed was their own reading of history, 
which helped to produce their philosophy of the true Israel of God, the timing of the 
Messiah’s arrival and the circumstances under which he would appear. The reading 
was also significant because Christian historical interpretation led to an understanding 
that culminated in a messianic character and because historical events themselves 
were prima facie evidence used to establish theological assertions. The rabbinic 
stance was complicated, after all, by the present historical testimony on which 
ecclesiastical theologians leaned to support the notions that Jesus really had been the 
messiah and that the church had acquired heavenly favor as a result of its belief in 
him.  
The Sages’ appeal to history was a natural element in their thought because an 
examination of Tanakh reveals how often God chose to communicate His will to 
Israel through the unfolding of events. Since the biblical text betrays a linear history 
that commences significantly with Creation and finishes with salvation, the flow 
heightened the importance of the beginning of history and lent a greater meaning to 
the first word in Genesis 1:1 to the doctrines of both Jewish and Christian ideologues. 
                                                           
34 See Jacob Neusner, Judaism and Christianity in the Age of Constantine (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1987), 4. Some of his ideas concerning the new phase in the Jewish-Christian 
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The side in the controversy that would win the battle over the beginning would seize 
control over the movement of history and procure the right to cloak its foundational 
maxims in the preexistence that would award telling divine cachet to its beliefs. 
Therefore, Jewish and Christian intellectuals both linked the most meaningful 
elements of their articles of faith, Torah for the Jews and Jesus for his followers, to 
the pre-history and the origins of the world. Neusner, citing A. Harnack, discusses 
Christian self-definition and explains that Christians even appealed to the creation of 
the universe to defend their existence as a legitimate people. When confronted with 
their recent origins, they would reply that while they seemed to be the younger 
community, they were actually hidden from the outset of history and, therefore, the 
original people of God.35 Thus, what history proved was one of the decisive factors in 
the contest since each side attached meaning to events in order to establish its 
ideological agenda 
A reexamination of the Book of Genesis, read from a perspective of the 
history of Israel and with a look toward eternity, provided the building blocks of the 
Sages’ understanding of history. Whereas Christian ideologues employed the 
allegorical and typological aspects of their exegesis to extract allusions to Jesus from 
the sacred text, the Sages’ typology, taken from the events of Genesis, functioned as 
an epistemological tool to foreshadow future happenings in Israel. As the framer of 
Genesis Rabbah analyzed his new political and religious world, he demonstrated a 
view of history colored by a keen awareness of the past. He appraised the patterns that 
occurred cyclically and evaluated his own circumstances from the theories that he 
                                                                                                                                                                          
relationship in the era of Constantine and beyond, and the rabbinic thought of that time, have been 
incorporated in this chapter. 
35 See Neusner, 1987 a, 83. 
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formulated from them. He then applied these general principles to Genesis, which 
centers on the history of Israel and all of the affairs that carried the people from its 
founding father, Abraham, through the various family intrigues, into exile and to the 
hoped-for salvation at the end of time. As a result, the voice behind Genesis Rabbah 
defined history’s final destination as Israel’s salvation. 
This concept furnished a soothing balm for the daunting present state of affairs 
and reinforcement for the belief that Israel, as the instrument for the eventual 
redemption of the world, would be the fifth ruling kingdom after Babylon, Media, 
Greece and Rome. The incidents and the characters that the author of Genesis 
chronicled also afforded a preview of the future because the actions of the Patriarchs 
were object lessons for their descendants.36 Thus, the Sages’ perception of Israel as an 
extended family turned history into a sort of genealogy in Genesis that points to 
salvation. 
 The genealogical concept of history led them to maintain that the merit of 
Abraham and his descendants was the primary factor in the world. Therefore, the 
Israel of the fourth century C. E. existed, just as the nation would endure until the 
final act in the play of redemption, because its people were the heirs of the deserts of 
the Patriarchs and the Matriarchs. The redactor of Genesis Rabbah emphasized the 
matter in 43:8 with a reading that derives from Genesis 14:20, “ויתן לו מעשר מכל,” 
“and he gave to him tithes of all.” As the midrashist constructs his interpretation 
around “מכל,” he observes that because of the generous blessing that Abraham offered 
to Malkhizedek from the spoils of his victorious campaign against the league of kings, 
                                                           
36  This theory of history supplies the impetus for the characterization of the Patriarchs as Torah 
observers even though they lived well before to the Mt. Sinai experience. See chapter 7 for more on the 
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the three great pegs of the world, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob prospered.37 The rich 
midrashic imagery that the choice of “יתדות,” “pegs,” conveys is enlightening. The 
Patriarchs, as the anchors of Israel, are the channels of the blessings of God to their 
descendents.38 The author’s use of “ לכב ” in Genesis 24:1 establishes Abraham as a 
pillar, while “מכל” in 27:33, which is a part of a context of blessing, places Isaac in 
this category. Jacob is the third patriarchal peg from the blessing/tithe motif in 33:11, 
in which he urges Esau to accept the gifts he is offering from his abundance, which 
the biblical author describes pointedly with “כל.” 
The second phase of the reading, which deals with Israel’s meriting the 
blessing of the priests, is illuminating as well. The three opinions put forth emanate 
from “ הכֹ ,” “thus, in this manner,” in the divine instructions on the methodology to be 
used for the priestly blessing in Numbers 6:23. R. Judah validates his position that 
Israel’s privilege to receive the blessing flows from Abraham and “ הכֹ ” in Genesis 
15:5. If Abraham were the source of merit, however, Ishmael and the sons of Keturah 
would also have been heirs to the blessing ( 273: 1986, כרך ב, בראשית, שטינברגר ). Thus, 
from “ הכֹ ” in Genesis 22:5, R. Nehemiah constricts the border of the priestly blessing 
as he favors Isaac as the origin from which Israel warrants it. If Isaac were the 
fountainhead of the blessing, Esau would necessarily have had title to it, and, 
therefore, additional exegetical limitations are imposed. As a result, the Sages point to 
Jacob as the source of Israel’s worthiness to receive the priestly blessing, because 
                                                                                                                                                                          
Wisdom/Torah motif and its role in the depiction of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and Joseph as pre-Sinai 
Torah obedient paradigms. 
37  See Genesis 33:11 in which Jacob refers to the offering he wished to present to Esau as “ברכתי,” 
“my blessing.” The connection between the tithe and the blessing is prominent in Pirqe de-Rabbi 
Eliezer 37, where the midrashist describes the gifts that Jacob brought to his brother as “מעשר קנינו,” 
“a tithe of his property.” 
38  See Pesiqta Rabbati 25:3 for a tradition that suggests that even the Patriarchs received the blessings 
of God only because of the tithes. 
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when Moses ascended Mt. Sinai in Exodus 19:3, God’s instructions to him open with, 
“ באמר לבית יעקֹה תֹכֹ ,” “thus you will say to the house of Jacob.” Only Israel, as the 
heirs of Jacob, is deserving of the words recorded in Numbers 6:24-27. 
The political and theological environment of the day likely influenced the 
editor to include this fragment and its conclusions. Jacob, as the root of Israel’s 
attachment to the blessing, even to the exclusion of Abraham and Isaac, is instructive. 
By removing them from the chain, the voice that speaks behind the text used the 
commentator’s raw material to nullify any integration of Ishmael or Esau into favored 
positions. The neutralization was necessary because although they were undeniable 
members of the family, Scripture defines them as rejected brothers. In addition, the 
editor’s choice of a reading that implies Torah as the foundation of Jacob’s privileged 
status with the reference to the dramatic scene on Mt. Sinai is not likely accidental, 
especially in light of the Sages’ newly heightened ideological conflict with 
Christianity. Thus, even as the reading stresses the genealogical basis for the rabbinic 
reading of Genesis, the framer of Genesis Rabbah cleverly employed it as forum to 
comment on the pressing matters of the real Israel, only Jacob’s line, and of Torah, 
the defining feature of Judaism in general, and of this branch of the family tree in 
particular. 
Although genealogy was certainly prominent in the Rabbis’ reading 
methodology, they did not discount the importance of chronology and/or the division 
of history into sequences of events. Chronology was an essential factor in their 
doctrine of Israel as the fifth kingdom, not only as the successor to the Roman regime 
seated in power in the fourth century C. E., but also as the bearer of salvation. The 
covenant ceremony between God and Abraham supplies the background for a 
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segment in Genesis Rabbah 44:18 that illustrates the process. The midrashist portrays 
the painful exiles in Israel’s history, but in terms of the redemption that eventually 
accompanied them. Each instance of deliverance serves as a metaphor the final 
salvation of the world.  
The message evolves from the repetition of the root ע.ד.י.  that appears in the 
emphatic construction, “ ע תדעידֹ ,” “you will certainly know,” in Genesis 15:13. The 
midrashic commentator and exegete, R. Ze’ev Wolf Einhorn, understands it as an 
indication of Abraham’s receiving double knowledge: information on the birth of his 
chosen heir and on the vexing dispersions through which his future offspring would 
suffer. However, despite the bitterness of the predicted enslavements, particularly in 
Egypt, God permits Abraham a preview of glorious divine deliverance from the 
fetters of servitude. S. Jafe, a late 16th century scholar who was known for his 
commentaries on midrashic literature, describes the by-play between the two words as 
a heavenly guide to understanding for the patriarch. Therefore, the people were not to 
interpret their expulsions as chance happenings so that they would know with 
certainty that God was the source of the freedom that allowed them to taste liberty 
again. The commentator uses “ עידֹ ” in three exilic tones but follows each of them with 
a redemption that he signals with “תדע.” Jafe concludes that God taught Abraham that 
if the first prophecy, deportation, would be realized then the second, deliverance, 
would be fulfilled as well. Thus, God informs the patriarch that although He intends 
to disperse Israel to the four corners of the earth, He also plans to return them to their 
own land. Consequently, after a banishment of a predetermined period, such as the 
70-year exile in Babylon, a divinely directed repatriation of the deportees in 
redemption would ensue. The framer of Genesis Rabbah used the commentator’s 
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imagery of God’s emancipation to project the ultimate end of Roman mastery and 
Israel’s chronological rise to power as the carrier of salvation for the world. Though 
Christianity, through the auspices of the Roman Empire, had apparently prevailed, he 
insinuated that its sovereignty was but temporary because the paradigms from the 
annals of Israel teach that God frees the nation from enslavement. 
The Sages did not ignore the undeniable reality in which they lived as they 
anticipated the glorious future. They admitted quite openly from their genealogical 
perspective that the negative actions of the forefathers also bore consequences for 
later generations. The readings in Genesis Rabbah 54:4 and 84:20 demonstrate this 
concept. It served as a means to explain Israel’s less then pleasant status in the fourth 
century C. E. and to place the culpability for the nation’s situation on the conduct of 
their ancestors. Yet, despite the stentorian voices of the political and the historical 
conditions that appeared to ring out in support of Christianity’s profession that its 
stronghold in the Roman Empire testified to a fulfillment of God’s will, the Sages did 
not despair. 
Part of the discourse in Genesis Rabbah 98:14 illuminates this positive 
rabbinic anticipation of the future.39 The interpretation, part of the analysis of the 
Blessing of Jacob from Genesis 49, begins with the words pronounced over Dan in 
verse 17. The midrashist inserts Samson, who was of the lineage of Dan, into the next 
stage of the action.40 As the drama unfolds, Jacob receives a prophetic vision and 
                                                           
39  While the consensus of scholarly opinion acknowledges that some of the latter portions of Genesis 
Rabbah are additions from Midrash Tanhuma, in Hanoch Albeck’s estimation Genesis Rabbah 98 is 
original material. If he is correct, one can safely adduce this unit as part of what the voice that is behind 
this midrashic collection wished to convey. For more on these additions see מדרש , עורך, חנוך אלבק
 . 103-104, )1996, שלם: ירושלים(מבוא , כרך ג, הדפסה שניה, בראשית רבה
40  Moses b. Nahman comments that the reference in Genesis 49:17 to a rider who will fall backwards 
also alludes to Samson since he was the only judge/deliverer who fell into the hands of his enemies. 
See Judges 2:18, in which the author describes the successes of the Judges in general. 
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determines that Samson would be the messiah because of the judge/strongman’s 
heroic deeds. After Samson’s death, the patriarch’s realization that his prediction was 
erroneous provides a segue for the midrashist into Genesis 49:18, “ 'לישועתך קויתי ה ,” 
“for your salvation I have waited, O Lord,” which he employs to convey the theme 
that no redemption that a judge could effect would be enduring because only God’s 
salvation is everlasting. 
 Moreover, since “קויתי” implies that deliverance will arrive only by means of 
hope, R. Isaac intones that everything is dependent upon hope. Jafe remarks that 
though no man should lose his faith if he founds it on divine salvation and his trust in 
God, sometimes conditions induce a temporary and unavoidable absence of 
confidence. The comment clarifies the following phase of the interpretation. The 
midrashist introduces four categories, sufferings, sanctification of the divine name, 
the merit of the fathers and the World to Come, that often require a struggle in order 
to maintain one’s expectations of relief from them or fulfillment of their promise. Yet, 
he allows that if one seeks release from distress and hardship with hope, God will 
rescue that man. R. Akiva’s behavior at the time of his execution is the definitive 
model of hope in the area of the sanctification of the divine name. According to the 
tradition recorded in bBerakhot 61b, Akiva understood “ נפשך בכל ,” “with all of your 
soul,” in Deuteronomy 6:5 to be valid even if one’s soul were to be taken. Although 
the Romans put him to death in a merciless manner, since the hour corresponded with 
the time of one of the obligatory readings of the Shema, the rabbi insisted upon 
carrying out his duty. As he held his recitation to emphasize “אחד,” “one,” the legend 
reports that he felt that he had received the ultimate opportunity to sanctify God’s 
name with all of his soul.  
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The intepreter’s encouragement hinges upon his associating his four testing 
grounds with Isaiah 26:8, “ קוינוך לשמך ולזכרך תאות נפש' רח משפטיך האף אֹ ,” “indeed, in 
the way of your judgments, O Lord, we have waited for you; the desire of our soul is 
to your name and to the remembrance of you.” He teaches that hope in God will bring 
liberation from “ רח משפטיךאֹ ,” which are the trials of life. He creates a connection 
between “לשמך” and “קדושת השם,” “the sanctification of God’s name,” and hints at 
conduct similar to R. Akiva’s, who was troubled throughout his life by “בכל נפשך” 
and hoped for the consummate chance to sanctify God’s name. The merit of the 
fathers comes through hope from an artful blending of Leviticus 26:42, which 
mentions God’s covenants with Jacob, Isaac and Abraham, with “ולזכרך,” while “  תאות
“ ,indicates the longing for the World to Come because the soul ”נפש שנפ ,” is the seat 
of the hope for salvation. The sermon closes with a heightened reassurance that a man 
even obtains grace, as the prophet couples “חננו,” “be gracious to us,” and “קוינו,” “we 
have waited,” in Isaiah 33:2, and forgiveness, from the combination of “הסליחה,” 
“forgiveness,” and “קויתי,” “I wait,” in Psalm 130:4-5, via the instrument of hope. 
 Jacob also expects a more glorious future in Genesis Rabbah 98:14 and does 
not allow Samson’s death to spoil the prophetic dreams of Israel’s deliverance. 
Though the formerly dominant judge perished in the rubble of the palace of the 
Pelishtim, Jacob does not surrender to disappointment. Instead, he responds with a 
sanguine declaration of hope, “ 'לישועתך קויתי ה .” The redactor employed the buoyant 
reaction to transmit an optimistic tone, which he based on Israel’s experiences of 
redemption and an unswerving hope in the God who orchestrated them. Thus, he 
imparted an underlying message that history teaches lessons. Though Israel’s current 
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political and religious situation was apparently desperate, the nation’s task was to wait 
in patient expectation for its enthronement as the fifth historical kingdom. 
One cannot divorce the question of the true Israel from the Sages’ system of 
reading history. The synergetic connection served as a persuasive ideological weapon 
in order to combat the theological exigencies of the era. The genealogical element was 
of critical importance in the controversy with their rival exegetes as well because of 
its links with “in the beginning.” Christianity’s newly acquired preponderance simply 
sharpened the swords of the competing faiths over the issue of Israel since both shared 
the common testimony of Scripture. 
Naturally, the Jewish nation in general and the Sages in particular recoiled at 
any Christian attempt to arrogate for themselves the antique claim of Israel’s being 
God’s Chosen People and His instrument on earth. Because of the natural genetic 
connection and the Sages’ genealogical approach to deciphering the lessons of 
history, the Jewish people simply viewed themselves as an extension of the Israel 
whose beginnings appear in Scripture. The stakes, therefore, were incalculable 
because each party in the debate sought legitimacy by identifying with what it viewed 
as its ancient biblical forebears and because the victor, if one were actually to come 
forth, could deny its vanquished opponent his very existence as a viable social and 
national entity. 
The theological issues concerning salvation, the majority of which were 
subsumed beneath the dispute over the identity of the Messiah, were equally 
momentous. If Jesus indeed had been the messiah, as Christian believers espoused, 
then the consequences were far reaching regarding the Jews. Primary among them 
was the fact that Israel would no longer hold the elite status as the medium of God’s 
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salvation. Instead, Jesus’ implementation of the redemption promised by the Prophets 
would elevate his followers to the position of citizens of the “new Israel.” Although 
Christian thinkers were confident that they held this status in God’s master plan, they 
still could not deny the existence of an Israel after the flesh, which continued to insist 
on an unbroken union with their ancient past. Furthermore, they had to address the 
knotty proposition of the future deliverance of earthly Israel. In the end, they 
concluded that the rejection of Jesus had cancelled any eventual redemption for Israel 
because the Prophets had spoken of only one Messiah.  
As church theorists perceived these monumental issues, they colored their 
doctrine with an unequivocal definition of the identity of the messiah and with the 
way in which they read their present historical circumstances. They maintained, often 
in robust terms, that the tie between ancient Israel and its fourth century C. E. sons 
and daughters was no longer valid and that with salvation already in place, God had 
effected His scriptural promises. Thus, those who anticipated a future restoration were 
simply deluding themselves because they had denied Jesus and, equally significant, 
the repudiation had made them irrelevant as a people. 
Rabbinic philosophy obviously clashed with these theses. The Sages clung to 
the notion of a latter-day salvation and Christianity’s ascendant status left them no 
other choice. Accordingly, they maintained that the Messiah’s arrival was still 
impending and that his glorious advent would occur in Israel. 
The entire conflict was complicated and passionate, since it involved the 
sensitive topic of a privileged relationship with God. The position of Christians before 
God was intertwined with the messianic question, and if one acknowledged Jesus as 
the messiah, then the matter of the standing of the Jewish people created an awkward 
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predicament. The political terrain simply heightened the urgency of the confrontation 
concerning which group would be the object of God’s favor. 
All of these social and theological factors combined to present the Sages with 
a challenge that had never existed previously in Jewish history: triumphant 
Christianity claiming to be the heirs of biblical Israel. Their rival’s doctrine of the 
church as the original people of God transformed the one-time sister religion from a 
fledgling group into an ancient society with roots firmly lodged in the distant past. 
Eusebius’ penetrating look into the historical and spiritual character of his community 
in his Proof of the Gospel I.2.1-16 illuminates the depth of the crisis in which the 
Sages were embroiled.41 He immediately segregates Christianity and its own 
distinctive teachings from any other influence in the empire when he asserts that it is 
neither a kind of Hellenism nor a kind of Judaism. He enhances his faith’s exclusivity 
and antiquity by linking it to such pious men as Enoch, Noah and the three patriarchal 
fathers, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, all of whom lived before Moses. Because these 
ancient believers were critical to Eusebius’ exposition, he reminds his audience that 
Moses himself witnesses to their saintliness. As he prepares for the climax of his 
argument by asking if these early spiritual giants could have been either Jews or 
Greeks, he deflects the first possibility with a simple historical reference, noting that 
they lived long before the introduction of the Mosaic Law. He dispels the second by 
holding that since his chief exhibits were also monotheists, their beliefs disqualified 
them from being Greek polytheists.  
Nonetheless, Eusebius emphasizes that they were just, pious and godly. The 
fact that their lineage was neither Jewish nor Greek attests, therefore, to the existence 
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of an ideal third way of piety. He posits that this belief system is the most ancient 
because of the august and devout men who practiced it, and that despite its antiquity, 
Jesus had only relatively recently reproclaimed the faith. Eusebius bolsters his 
contention by asserting that the reawakening occurred just as the Prophets had 
foreseen, after “Christianity” had lain dormant for centuries. He then appeals to the 
divine promises to Abraham in order to bring the kaleidoscopic ethnic elements of the 
faith under one spiritual umbrella. Since God had assured Abraham that the patriarch 
would be the source of blessing to all nations, Eusebius contends that some physical 
or spiritual relationship was necessary to unite the diverse groups. Yet, they surely 
shared no obvious physical ancestry. Moreover, those who formerly practiced vile 
acts such as incest, homosexuality, human sacrifice and/or idolatry could not partake 
of the spiritual blessings of the virtuous Abraham, who, Eusebius notes, was even a 
foreigner and a stranger himself to the piety he later embraced. 
 Eusebius’ thinking is more radical than Pauline ideology on this critical point 
as he totally amputates Abraham from Judaism and consequently, he strips the 
patriarch of the venerated position as its founding father. He strengthens the 
segregation as he opines that the Mosaic Law could not provide the yarn to knit the 
nations together in Abraham’s blessing. He reasons that the patriarch’s life antedated 
Mt. Sinai and that God had intended the special legal system only for the Jewish 
people. He creates additional constraints with his idea that the Law was applicable 
only to those living within the borders of Israel. This article in his doctrine effectively 
disconnects Abraham from Torah and ties him to the pre-Torah revered religious ideal 
that Jesus awoke from its dormancy. Whether intentionally or not, these theses, which 
                                                                                                                                                                          
41 See Colm Luibheid, ed., The Essential Eusebius (New York: Mentor-Omega, 1966), 39-42 for the 
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brought Eusebius to the judgment that another channel other than Torah was required 
to supply the way for the peoples of the world to emulate Abraham and to participate 
in the promised blessing, strike directly at the heart of rabbinic ideology. 
The Sages viewed ancient piety in a manner quite at odds with such teachings. 
Therefore, it was incumbent upon them to portray the Patriarchs as observers of 
Torah. The move was part of their overall strategy to safeguard the relevance of the 
instrument that functioned as the bedrock of rabbinic principles and as the common 
denominator among the Jewish people throughout their history regardless of the era or 
the various places in which they lived. The connection was even more vital in the 
fourth century C. E. because of the new theological atmosphere in general and 
because of skillful teachings such as those of Eusebius in particular. One cannot 
overestimate the gravity of the quarrel over the identity of the true Israel for the 
Sages. The social existence, the religious fabric, Torah, that was its binding force and 
the very significance of the Jewish nation were in question.    
The Rabbis also used the family history motif to respond to the ideological 
collision. They inserted Rome into the annals of Israel, but as the marginalized 
character of Esau/Edom/ Ishmael, the “other” brother as it were, through whom the 
promises and the blessings did not derive. Thus, they grudgingly conceded that 
Christian Rome was a kind of Israel, although not the legitimate and honored sons, 
Isaac and/or Jacob. The choices of these biblical players conveyed an air of rivalry, 
contention and animosity toward the privileged sibling at the same time that they 
helped to construct the larger disharmony between Rome and Israel as kingdoms in 
the rabbinic reading of Genesis. The compiler of Genesis Rabbah did not depict 
                                                                                                                                                                          
full text of this section. 
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Rome, therefore, merely as the current political and military superpower. Rather, this 
kingdom was an opponent of far weightier consequence because it obstructed the 
realization of Israel’s dream of ascendancy to the throne as the fifth ruling world 
power and the ushering in of salvation.  
Rabbinic tradition testifies that the confrontation was one of the more 
consequential matter of kingdoms and not merely that of two ethnic groups. As a 
group of sages put forth Isaiah 44:9 as the scriptural foundation for the preferred 
reading of “עד” over “איד” as the definition of idolatrous festivities in bAvodah Zarah 
2 a-b, they cite an eschatological tale that involves the nations of the world. God, at 
center stage, invites those who had occupied themselves with Torah to receive their 
eternal rewards. The midrashist paints a tumultuous scene as he uses the prophet’s 
words from Isaiah 43:9, “כל הגוים נקבצו יחדו,” “ let all the nations be gathered 
together,” to add a hue of confusion with an understanding of “יחדו” as “בערבוביא,” 
“tumult, confusion.” The following stage of the story, God’s objection to the 
commotion and His request for an orderly entry of each people and its sages, flows 
from the next clause in 43:9, “ויאספו לֻאמים,” “and let the people be assembled.” The 
commentator then remarks pointedly, “ואין לאום אלא מלכות,” “there is no nation, there 
is only a kingdom.”42 Thus, these sages describe a nation as a kingdom and not simply 
as a disjointed mass of individuals. They support the definition with an appeal to 
Genesis 25:23, “  and the one people will be stronger than the other“ ”, יאמץולאֹם מלאֹם
people.”  
                                                           
42 Rashi, with an obvious knowledge of this tradition, considers the two nations in Rebecca’s womb 
from Genesis 25:23 and uses the same definition. 
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The Onqelos translation of this verse in Genesis also captures the idea of 
kingdom thinking.43 When the translator rendered, “ושני לֻאמים ממעיך יפרדו,” “and two 
peoples will be separated from your womb,” as “ותרתין מלכון ממעכי יתפרשן,” “and two 
kingdoms will be separated from your belly,” and “ולאֹם מלאֹם יאמץ” as “  ומלכו ממלכו
 and one kingdom will be more powerful than the other kingdom,” he plainly“ ”,תיתקף
understood “לאֹמים” as peoples/kingdoms and not as individuals. R. Samuel b. Meir, a 
12th century French talmudic and biblical commentator known as Rashbam, knew this 
tradition as well. He interprets “לאֹמים” as kingdoms and establishes the idea on Psalm 
148:11, “ ם וכל שֹפטי ארץמלכי ארץ וכל לֻאמים שרי ,” “kings of the earth, and all people; 
princes, and all judges of the earth,” and the writer’s clear allusion to peoples.  
This background allows one to look more deeply into the Sages’ point of view 
on the Israel question through the reading in Genesis Rabbah 63:6.44 The midrashist 
reflects on Genesis 25:22-23 and illustrates the rift between Israel and Rome with his 
portrayal of Esau as an idolater and his depiction of Jacob as a lover of Torah study 
and worship while the two infants were still developing in their mother’s body. The 
maneuver and the religious terminology in which he wraps it place the brothers at 
distinct opposite spiritual poles. The interpreter seizes upon the ketiv in 25:23, “גיים” 
(the qere is “גוים”), and he depicts the two proud, “גאה,” peoples in Rebecca’s womb. 
The shrewd way in which he directs the issue of pride is revealing. Each people 
glories in its world, “בעולמו,” and its kingdom, “במלכותו.” Jafe notes that Jacob takes 
pride in the fact that God created the present world for Torah, and, therefore, for Israel 
as a community that would accept God’s revelation. Jacob further delights in his 
                                                           
43 See A. Berliner, ed., Targum Onqelos (Berlin: Gorzelanczyk & Co., 1884). 
44  This section is also germane to the issue of the pre-Sinai Torah observant Patriarchs. See chapter 7, 
where it is examined in detail as an exegetical sketch of the characterization of Jacob as a sage. 
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inheritance of the World to Come.45 The midrashist contrasts the spiritual leaning 
illustrated by “בעולמו” with Esau’s satisfaction with his kingdom in this world, which 
he portrays with “במלכותו.” In Midrash Tehillim )84: 1891, באבער(  an anonymous 
interpretation of “שני גוים,” “two nations,” which evolves from the qere of the biblical 
narrative, teaches that one nation will exult in its riches while the other will rejoice in 
its Torah. This tradition distinguishes the siblings in the strongest of terms as Torah, 
the defining mark of the Jewish people, stands as the symbol of division and as the 
source of the hatred between the two peoples. The inherent tension is so definitive 
that it produced quarreling even before the brothers’ births. 
 R. Berekhiah’s analysis of “ מים ממעיך יפרדוושני לֻא ” in the Genesis Rabbah 
text widens the gulf between the brother nations. He suggests an actual physical 
separation that he grounds on the legend that Jacob was born circumcised. Another 
tradition in Midrash Tehillim 9 ) 84 :1891, באבער(  is helpful as it illuminates R. 
Berekhiah’s position. Jacob was one of 13 men who were circumcised from birth, an 
idea that originates from two exegetical maneuvers. The first, which refers to the 
description of Noah as a perfect man, “תמים,” in Genesis 6:9 and to Jacob as “תם” in 
25:27, posits that the Hebrew cognates suggest circumcision. The second classifies 
Shem as another of the special group of 13 owing to the repetition of his name in 
Genesis 11:10 and the tradition that maintains that iteration is an indication of 
circumcision at birth. That Jacob carried the sign of the covenant even while he was 
yet unborn is evident from the duplication of his name in 46:2. Thus, R. Berekhiah 
selects another Jewish element, circumcision, as an immediate and unambiguous line 
of demarcation between Rebecca’s children. 
                                                           
45  See the remarks of R. David Luria in ספר מדרש רבה on Genesis Rabbah 63:7. He defines “בעולמו” 
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The text concludes with an explanation of sorts of Israel’s situation in the 
fourth century C. E. from the perspective of “ ד צעירורב יעבֹ ,” “and the elder shall serve 
the younger,” at the close of Genesis 25:23. R. Huna contends that if Israel would 
make themselves worthy by observing God’s commandments and doing good deeds, 
Esau would serve them. If, however, sin should prevail, the reverse situation would 
obtain.46 The rabbi’s latent message declares that everything depends on Israel’s 
behavior and until the people are fit to be elevated, they would continue in their 
subservient status. 
That condition, however, did not erase the categorical differences, which in 
the end will prove to be decisive. Since the Sages still anticipated a climax in world 
history, they remained steadfast in their belief that Israel would be the primary 
national character in that eschatological event. As he compiled Genesis Rabbah, the 
redactor inserted several homilies that refer to Israel’s rise to power after Rome and 
their part in the unfolding of salvation. Genesis Rabbah 83:4 and 75:4 are instructive 
examples. 
The Edomite tone of Genesis 36:43, “  וף מגדיאל אלוף עירם אלה אלופי אדוםאל
 the chief Magdiel, the chief Iram: these are“ ”,למֹשבֹתם בארץ אחזתם הוא עשו אבי אדום
the chiefs of Edom, according to their settlements in the land of their possession; he is 
Esau, the father of Edom,” serves as the framework for the concluding portion of 
Genesis Rabbah 83:4.47 The reference to the last chieftains of the descendants of Esau 
provided the commentator with the means to allude to a toppled Roman Empire and to 
                                                                                                                                                                          
as the World to Come and refers to Isaiah 60:15 for scriptural support. 
46  The exegesis spins around the defectively written “יעבֹד.” Since one could read it as a qal, “ַיֲעבֹד,” 
or as a hiphil, “ַיֲעבִיד,” Jacob could be occupying a position of superiority or of inferiority, according to 
which interpretation one chooses. 
47 See the biblical narrative, beginning in 36:31, for the full list of Edomite leaders. 
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an eventually preeminent Israel in this midrashic text. In order to accent the notion of 
finality and the termination of Roman domination, he concentrates on the last two 
leaders, Magdiel and Iram. He employs them as shadows of the final Roman 
emperors, although the allusion is quite subtle. Rashi is much more straightforward, 
as he simply observes in his words on the biblical verse that Magdiel is Rome. 
 Moses b. Nahman, a 13th century Spanish rabbi, biblical exegete and author of 
medieval talmudic literature, known by the acronym, Ramban, apparently was not 
satisfied with this direct merger because Rome was hardly a minor lord over one 
group. In his consideration of the association between Magdiel and Rome, he 
comments that the empire was a far-flung, aggressive and sometimes brutal state that 
was without peer in history. Thus, he finds the connection between Magdiel’s being 
the tenth chief in the final Edomite line and the ten kings of the fourth kingdom in 
Daniel’s prophecy (7:24). Although Esau’s offspring ruled in Edom, the tenth leader 
would rule over Rome and from there, the family’s sovereignty would spread 
worldwide. Daniel’s reference in 11:36 to an all-powerful monarch forecasts one who 
would exalt and magnify himself above every god to deepen the linkage. Since the 
data establish Magdiel as the king who would precede the last in the Edomite/Roman 
dynasty, Iram, the tradition states that Magdiel is Rome.  
Ramban also refers to the more lengthy account of the tradition in Pirqe de-
Rabbi Eliezer 38. The spotlight of this story, which helps to illuminate the 
interpreter’s finesse in Genesis Rabbah 83:4, shines on two main players, Esau and 
Jacob. After Isaac’s death, Esau asks his younger brother to divide their late father’s 
estate into two portions. Because he is the first-born, he stipulates that he should be 
able to select the half that he prefers. After Jacob agrees, he splits the inheritance first 
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into all the material possessions that Isaac bequeathed, and second into the Land of 
Israel and the Cave of Machpelah. Following a fictitious and devious consultation 
with Ishmael, the older brother opts for the material goods and leaves Jacob with the 
real estate. When the two heirs sign an eternal agreement to seal the transaction, Jacob 
orders Esau to depart from his land and from everything else that he owns. In 
accordance with the biblical report in Genesis 36:6, the older sibling complies by 
transporting his family and his vast wealth to another country. R. David Luria, a 19th 
century Lithuanian rabbi and scholar whose best known commentaries concentrate on 
Oral Torah, remarks here that the language in Pirqe de-Rabbi Eliezer 38, “ ולקח עשו
“ and Esau took his wives and all of his possessions,” and“ ”,את נשיו ואת כל אשר לו  כל
 all of his vessels,” in the ensuing sentence is meaningful because all material“ ”,כליו
traces of Esau were removed from the Land of Israel. His comments reflect the much 
earlier rabbinic expectation of a future Israel devoid of Roman influence. However, 
since Esau retained a right to the land, he receives a reward of 100 states from Seir to 
Magdiel in order to facilitate his relinquishing the claim. This portion of the tradition 
then ends with the identification of Magdiel with Rome. 
The tension heightens in Genesis Rabbah as the midrashist embroiders the 
dream of R. Ammi, which occurred on the day that Emperor Lotianus took office, into 
the fabric of this section. The Roman monarch’s name appears with various spellings 
in the manuscripts of Genesis Rabbah. For example, among the many renditions, the 
scribe(s) who produced the Vatican version wrote “ליטינוס,” while “לטינוס” surfaces in 
the manuscript of R. Epstein of Vienna and in Stuttgart 32. Albeck’s idea, that the 
name is a shortened form of “דיקליטינוס,” Diocletian, the emperor who reigned from 
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285-305 C.E, helps to clarify the interpreter’s message.48 A voice in the dream ties the 
newly elevated potentate to Magdiel and declares, “היום מלך מגדיאל,” “today Magdiel 
has become king.” The midrashist, with an obvious reference to the tradition that 
identifies Edomite chieftains with Roman heads of state, deduces that only one 
additional ruler would succeed Diocletian, the Roman ruler, just as Iram, the final 
overlord from the line of Esau discussed in the biblical narrative, followed Magdiel. 
Therefore, he suggests that Roman hegemony was not far from collapse. Iram also 
figures significantly in the historical course of the commentator’s theme. R. Hanina of 
Sepphoris associates the name with the root מ.ר.ע.  “to pile,” “to amass” or “to heap.” 
Thus, he posits that the last ruler will amass the resources in the treasury of his 
kingdom in order to deliver them to the Messiah, who will govern after him.  
The eschatological cataclysm did not occur within the period that these sages 
anticipated. Their expectations, unlike those of some of their colleagues, did not 
include a protracted waiting period for the Messiah’s advent and the rightful 
installation of Israel as Rome’s successor. The often-ruthless regime would be 
replaced at the conclusion of history with the longed-for dawning of salvation. In any 
event, Rome’s dominion was not to be eternal because the real Israel would reign in 
due course. 
The reading in Genesis Rabbah 75:4 displays this idea with more of an 
emphasis on the temporal progression of world history than on doctrine. The matrix is 
Genesis 32:4, “ ב מלאכים לפניו אל עשו אחיו ארצה שעיר שדה אדוםוישלח יעקֹ ,” “and Jacob 
sent messengers before him to Esau, his brother, to the land of Seir, the country of 
Edom.” The midrashist focuses upon “לפניו” and moves from the directional meaning 
                                                           
48  See 1996, שלם: ירושלים(כרך ב , הדפסה שנייה, מדרש בראשית רבה', עו, יהודה טהעאדאר וחנוך אלבק( ,
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of the word, which this context dictates, to its temporal nuance. The maneuver places 
the brothers on a time line in which Esau preceded Jacob, although the sense is not 
analogous to the biblical order of their births. Instead, “לפניו” indicates one sibling, 
Esau, who would initially assume a superior position of power. By enthroning Esau 
first, the interpreter situates the older brother’s kingdom and sovereignty, Rome, in 
the present world. The redactor of Midrash Tanhuma 163: 1972, באבער ( וישלח(  
included a tradition that uses “לפניו” to communicate the idea directly as it allows that 
the kingdom in this world is his (Esau’s), while you (Jacob) will take the ultimate 
eternal rule. This arrangement and subsequent transfer of power brings clarity to 
Jafe’s remark that it was quite proper, then, for Jacob to send emissaries before Esau 
to ingratiate himself to the current ruling authority.  
The historical rhythm is neither accidental nor without subliminal implications 
because if Esau were to hold sway in this world, then Jacob would acquire supremacy 
in the days of the Messiah. A saying attributed to R. Joshua in the Genesis Rabbah 
passage, which centers on the biblical “וישלח,” “and he sent,” augments this 
ideologically charged chronology. He builds his idea, however, on the Aramaic 
meaning, “to strip” or “to undress,” and he creates a scene in which Jacob removes his 
royal garment and tosses it before his brother to signify the sequential disposition of 
dominion.49 He closes the short but forceful affair with his interpretation of Jacob’s 
gesture: “אין שני זרזירים ישנים על דף אחד,” “two flocks of starlings cannot sleep on one 
board.” This idea conveys the futility of two rulers attempting to share one crown and 
                                                                                                                                                                          
1000. This Roman sovereign’s name is also mentioned in Genesis Rabbah 63: 8.  
49 Although “שלח” appears in the Standard Printed Version of Genesis Rabbah as well as in the Oxford 
manuscript 2335 and in another version of the Oxford manuscript, other significant evidence, including 
that found in Vatican 30, Paris 149, Oxford 147, London, Stuttgart 32, Munich 97 and other versions 
attests to “חלש,” “weak.” This word should also be taken in its Aramaic sense of “to untie” or “to 
undress.”  
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an unmistakable division in the timing of the sovereignty of the scene’s lead 
characters.  
The reading of “זרזרין” from the London manuscript produces an even more 
provocative encounter.50 The bulk of the manuscript evidence favors either “זרזירין” or 
 wrestler,” “gladiator,” or “antagonist,” lends a more pugnacious“ ”,זרזר“ but ”,זרזירים“
and aggressive flavor to the episode. This understanding gains additional support from 
two rabbinic considerations of Proverbs 30:31, which includes “51”.זרזיר In the first 
reflection, the sages discuss the verse within a context of victory in jRosh Hashanah 
1:3, while in the second, Lamentations Rabbah 5:1, a proper understanding of the 
tradition requires one to read with combat in mind. The anonymous saying in 
Lamentations Rabbah, which includes the same “זרזרין” found in the London version 
of Genesis Rabbah, relates an account of the owner of two gladiators who, in order to 
protect his investment, must restrain the stronger and more mature fighter from the 
smaller, less developed one so that the latter will not be killed. Thus, the imagery 
projects a far richer and emotive setting that delivers the reality of what was 
sometimes an inflammatory and even gladiatorial dispute between Judaism and 
Christianity. 
While Jacob’s words in Genesis Rabbah are imaginary, the compiler applies 
them to illustrate the gravity of the political and theological situation and to 
demonstrate the rabbinic concept of which group would ultimately comprise the real 
Israel despite history’s present testimony. Indeed, Rome was enjoying a season of 
                                                           
50 See 882, כרך ב, טהעאדאר ואלבק . 
51  See also Midrash Mishle 30 )106: 1893, באבער( , which connects “זרזיר” and “מלכות.” 
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domination, but no matter its length, it would be temporary. Israel, the fifth kingdom, 
would usher in the eternal messianic reign.52  
The midrashist who built the interpretation in Genesis Rabbah 63:9 captures 
the essence of the rabbinic reading of history and the Sages’ belief in Israel’s future 
glory despite the attempts to relegate the nation to the historical scrap heap of 
irrelevance. Genesis 25:26, “ בחזת בעקב עשו ויקרא שמו יעקֹואחרי כן יצא אחיו וידו אֹ ,” 
“and after that his brother came out, and his hand was holding onto Esau’s heel; thus, 
they named him Jacob,” serves as the historical and ideological matrix for the sermon. 
Jacob’s holding his brother’s heel at birth supplies the nucleus of the message, which 
begins to evolve with a tale of a Roman military official who seeks to discover the 
identity of the next world power from one of the Sages.53 The rabbi’s response is quite 
curious. He replies with Genesis 25:26, but instead of merely speaking the words, he 
writes them on a blank page. The verse not only insinuates a shift in the ruling 
authority, but also whispers the obvious national overtones inherent in the usual 
rabbinic representations of Esau as Rome and Jacob as Israel. A. Steinberger offers a 
penetrating look into the historical timing with his observation that Jacob is 
symbolically seizing his brother’s kingdom at its heel. It represents the end of Esau’s 
worldly supremacy just before the arrival of the Messiah ( 19: 1987, גכרך , שטינברגר ).  
The historical and political circumstances of the fourth century C. E. were 
even the impetus for the full uncovering of the meaning of the ancient words of 
Genesis 25:26. After he demonstrates the heretofore unknown historical lesson 
                                                           
52  Sections in bMegillah 6a and bPesahim 42b also provide dialogues that feature the notion of one 
entity reigning supreme while another occupies an inferior position. Each of these makes use of “  םולאֹ
ץם יאממלאֹ ” from Genesis 25:23. 
53  The manuscript readings do not agree concerning the rabbinic school to which this sage belonged. 
Examples include “סלוני“ ”,סלני“ ”,סילנא” and “סלוא.” Though he is anonymous in nearly every text, 
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planted beneath the surface of the verse, the Genesis Rabbah midrashist points out 
that it was an anonymous latter day sage to whom he refers who extracted the 
theological and ideological significance from Jacob’s grasping his brother’s heel. The 
commentator concludes by remarking that the verse also teaches how much suffering 
the righteous Jacob would endure. Jafe observes that 25:26 is indicative of the agonies 
that the patriarch would bear so that the kingdom of his heirs would eventually be 
established because of his gripping Esau’s heel. The author of the midrashic 
commentary  כהונהתמתנו suggests that the anguish arose from Jacob’s awareness, even 
at the moment of his birth, of the throes of future exile and of the knowledge that he 
would not reign sovereignly until he wrested the crown from his brother. 
The Sages met the Christian challenge to Israel’s privileged position with God 
and the attempt to dislodge the nation from its social status as a people that functions 
as a divine instrument directly, despite the mighty support of the state that their rivals 
had inherited due to the christianization of Rome. While they could hardly deny that 
Esau sat in incontestable authority, they never conceded that Christianity had 
supplanted Israel and that the newer faith had usurped the special standing of the 
Jewish people. For the Sages, Israel was what it always had been, a natural and 
supernatural family. Not even Christianity, wrapped in the recognition of the colossal 
reigning empire, could sunder the genetic connection of Israel from its antique roots. 
Moreover, the fourth world power would indeed yield to a fifth, Israel, God’s true 
people, who would herald the advent of the Messiah and reign eternally. The new and 
grave political and historical climate dictated a fresh set of rules. It also provided the 
framework that offers insight into the earnest way in which the Sages used Scripture 
                                                                                                                                                                          
one of the Oxford manuscripts contains the name of מאילין דבית סלוא.ר , while a scribe used the name 
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to speak to their reality and to resist the salvo aimed at Israel’s statement of its 
beginnings and its godly genealogy. Neusner describes the circumstances pointedly as 
he writes,  
…the setting turns out to supply the catalyst of significance. Content, out of 
political context, is mere theology. But in political context, the theological issues, 
fully understood in all their urgency, focus on matters of social life or death. The 
doctrines of history and merit, of Israel’s identity, selection, and grace, turn out to 
deal with the very life and identity of a people and their society.54 
 
The interpretation of history and the dispute over which party was the object 
of God’s favor were inseparable from another vital element in the debate, the identity 
of the Messiah and the conditions surrounding his coming. If the contemporary reality 
spoke of an earthly manifestation of God’s will, then Jesus was the Messiah and 
history, in effect, had reached fulfillment. The undeniable facts represented serious 
doctrinal problems for the Sages’ notion of a future messianic deliverance. The 
direction in which spiritual history flowed regarding the messianic question, then, was 
critical. Thus, Neusner remarks, “…so that Golgotha did not mark a mere way station 
on the road to Sinai. If Jesus was Christ, then Sinai (so to speak) had come to 
Golgotha.55  
The chasm was unbridgeable and the battle lines were clearly drawn. Since 
Christian writers had what they believed was material evidence to buttress their 
declaration of victory, any adherent would be compelled to select one theological road 
to traverse and that alone. The choice did not include synagogue attendance or the 
observation of Jewish practices and the question as to why a believer would want to 
participate in a system whose pertinence had expired was legitimate. The leveled 
                                                                                                                                                                          
of רבן גמליאל in a version of the legend in Jalkut Shimoni. See 692, כרך ב, טהעאדאר ואלבק . 
54 Neusner, 1987a, 113. 
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Temple was also a crucial factor in the messianic controversy. Jesus had prophesied 
the razing of the building and the sacking of Jerusalem and the longer the former 
national center of Judaism remained in ruins, the more resolute was the Christian 
contention that their messiah had come. Moreover, the realization of the prediction 
was Christianity’s primary proof that Jesus truly was God. Thus, Julian’s failed 
rebuilding program even carried messianic implications.  
The Sages constructed their messianic timetable in part as a reaction to 
Christian ideology. Their belief in the future eschatological appearance of the Messiah 
raised compelling questions. They concerned the basis for the hope of the Messiah’s 
arrival in light of the external historical witness, the circumstances under which he 
would materialize and the more personal thoughts of what the individual and, 
therefore, the nation could do to create the proper atmosphere. For the Sages and 
Judaism, the future of Israel as God’s people, who were patiently anticipating the 
prospects of salvation, was in the balance. In response, the Rabbis created the scenario 
according to which the Messiah would appear and usher in the end of history. It 
contained Judaism’s link between the Temple and the Messiah and the confident 
conviction that Israel actually played a role in its own destiny. 
 Despite all the signs that testified otherwise, an intricate tale in jBerakhot 2:4 
illustrates rabbinic hope even in the gloom of the still symbolically smoldering ashes 
of Jerusalem that the Roman legions had left behind more than three centuries earlier. 
The story moves from despair to optimism within its opening scene, in which the 
narrator introduces two of the four principal actors. A certain Jewish farmer is 
plowing in his field when he hears his ox low once. A passing Arab, who apparently 
                                                                                                                                                                          
55 Ibid., 1987a, 59. 
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is expert in deciphering animal sounds, advises the farmer to loosen the beast and his 
plow and to stop working because the Romans had demolished the Temple that day. 
In spite of the unimaginable tragedy, when the ox snorts again, the Arab directs the 
Jew to reconnect the animal to the implement and to return to his business because the 
Messiah-King, the deliver of Israel, had also been born on the same day. That the 
framer(s) of the Jerusalem Talmud, which was compiled at approximately the same 
time as Genesis Rabbah, would include this tradition was probably not incidental, 
particularly in light of Christian contentions that closely bound the reality of Jesus as 
the messiah to his forecast of the Temple’s doom.  
The connection between the Temple and the Messiah are quite likely 
deliberate. Though the last failure to rebuild under Julian was particularly painful 
because the emperor himself had supported the idea, and although the disappointment 
was still relatively fresh, the voice that speaks in this tale in the Jerusalem Talmud 
still does not waver. The framer continues in his belief that Israel, as the fifth 
kingdom, will act as God’s instrument of salvation. The legend does conclude on a 
less than happy note when a spirit comes and takes the boy from his mother, but the 
narrator sculpts an overall atmosphere of ultimate conquest and exultation. The fourth 
century C. E. milieu might not have projected a redeemed and reigning Israel and a 
highly symbolic reconstructed Temple, but the conditions were merely ephemeral to 
the Sages. Ultimate triumph would surely come because Scripture guaranteed it. 
Although the story sufficiently transmits the theme, R. Bun appeals to a more 
reliable source than the Arab, a combination of Isaiah 10:34 and 11:1, to authenticate 
the tradition that the Messiah was born on the day that Roman forces leveled the 
Temple. The meaning that he produces from “ונקף סבכי היער בברזל והלבנון באדיר יפול” 
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(10:34), “and he will cut down the thickets of the forest with iron, and Lebanon will 
fall by a mighty one,” and from “ טר מגזע ישי ונצר משרשיו יפרהויצא חֹ ” (11:1), “and a 
branch will come out from the stem of Jesse and a shoot from his roots will bear 
fruit,” sprouts from a view of “הלבנון” as the Temple. The association derives from 
the last clause of Deuteronomy 3:25, “ ןההר הטוב הזה והלבנֹ ,” “that good hill country 
and Lebanon.”  
Isaiah 10:34 is part of a dialogue in bGittin 56b that sheds light on the 
interrelationship between the Temple and Lebanon. The compiler(s) included an 
exchange that recounts a conversation between R. Johanan b. Zakkai and Vespasian in 
which the sage intones, “ ק"ואין לבנון אלא ביהמ ,” “and Lebanon is none other than the 
Temple,” and backs the pairing from the verse in Deuteronomy. The definite article in 
 ,signals a specific mountain, Mt. Moriah, on which the Temple sat (Goldwurm ”ההר“
1993: 113 n. 5).56 In his thoughts on Deuteronomy 3:25, R. Hezekiah b. Manoah 
founds the Temple/Lebanon connection on the cedars that the builders of the Temple 
of Solomon imported from their northern neighbor when they erected the structure. 
Therefore, the deeper meaning of Isaiah 10:34 speaks of the Temple’s collapse at the 
hands of a mighty man, in this case the king of Rome. However, the Sages associate 
the Messiah with the Temple by means of the prophet’s following pronouncement in 
11:1, which injects promise into the dispiriting scene. Not all is lost because at the 
time of the fall of the national center, the Messiah was born.  
                                                           
56  Rashi links the root נ.ב.ל. , “white,” and the initial three consonants of “לבנון” and remarks that the 
Temple made the sons of Israel white. A discussion in bYoma 39b contains a similar tie. See also 
Midrash Hagadol ( 74: 1975, פיש ) on Deuteronomy where the tradition of “ לבנןה ” as the Temple also 
surfaces. This compilation adds Jeremiah 22:6 to support “שאין לבנון אלא מקדש” and Isaiah 1:18 as 
backing for referring to the Temple as Lebanon because of its being the site of cleansing Israel from 
their iniquity. 
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Since they believed that the Messiah would come to inaugurate the fifth 
kingdom, the question remained as to what Israel could do hasten his arrival. 
According to Neusner, the answer contains the important dimension in rabbinic 
thought that the Jewish people actually make history instead of their being an 
impotent character on history’s stage. The concept is a pivotal factor in Scripture, and 
due to the religious havoc caused by the christianization of the empire, it was no less 
fundamental among the Sages.  
The final portion of the lengthy discussion in jTaanit 1:1 demonstrates the 
point along with a corollary that bears vital implications in the investigation of the 
Wisdom/Torah motif. The section centers on R. Simon b. Johai’s thesis that the 
presence of God accompanied Israel in every place to which they were exiled. He 
details the nation’s periods of servitude and finishes his survey with the Roman 
overlordship. He validates his opinion on the latter era with Isaiah 21:11, “  משא דומה
מר מה מלילמר מה מלילה שֹרא משעיר שֹאלי קֹ ,” “the burden of Dumah (the Dumah 
Pronouncement): one calls to me from Seir; Watchman, what of the night? 
Watchman, what of the night?” The verse then propels a legend that includes a 
fictional meeting between Isaiah and Israel. When the people seek information from 
the prophet concerning their fate if God were to redeem them that night, he instructs 
them to wait until he presents the matter to God. Upon his return, he employs the 
contrast between morning and night from 21:12, “  אמר שֹמר אתא בֹקר וגם לילה אם תבעיון
 the watchman said, the morning comes and also the night; if you will“ ”,בעיו שבו אתיו
inquire, inquire; return, come,” for his reply. The mention of the night frightens his 
inquisitors, who understand it as a metaphor for an additional exile. Isaiah quickly 
allays their consternation when he designates the morning for righteous Israel and the 
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night for the wicked and idolaters. Cheered by the uplifting news, the people ask 
about the realization of their redemption. The prophet’s response, “  אימת דאתון בעיי הוא
 whenever you want, He wants; if you want it, he wants it,” is as“ ”,בעי אם תבעיון בעיו
arresting as it is revealing. Israel controls the levers of history and God is simply 
waiting for them to express their desire for Him to institute the new era of salvation. 
Any time that Israel wants redemption, God is ready to fulfill their desire.  
A nimble exegesis of “שבו אתיו,” “return, come,” from the end of 21:12 allows 
the prophet to advise his interlocutors that only repentance blocks the glorious end of 
days from actualization. The message is yet incomplete because although Israel 
regulates the tempo of history, how they must behave to trigger the epic event of 
salvation is still unclear. Thus, R. Aha asserts in the name of R. Tanhum b. R. Hiyya 
that if Israel were to repent even for a day, the son of David would appear without 
delay. His scriptural base, Psalm 95:7, emphasizes immediacy from “היום” in “  היום אם
לו תשמעובקֹ ,” “today if you will hear his voice,” and the segue into R. Levi’s thought 
that Israel’s observing just one Sabbath in the proper manner would compel the son of 
David to bring instant deliverance.57 A tradition in bShabbat 118b teaches that if 
Israel were to comply with the regulations of two Sabbaths, instant redemption would 
follow. R. Judah, in Rab’s name, also attests to Israel’s involvement in their own 
destiny when he maintains that had they kept the norms of the first Sabbath, no nation 
or tongue would have ruled over them. He adduces Exodus 16:25, in which “היום” 
                                                           
57A story in bSanhedrin 98a, in which R. Joshua b. Levi, the Messiah and Elijah are the main players, 
also stresses the notion of “today.” When the rabbi asks the Messiah when he will come, he replies, 
“today.” Upon his return to Elijah, the sage accuses the Redeemer of lying for not fulfilling his 
promise. The prophet invokes Psalm 95:7 and “אם,” “if,” showing that the Messiah’s arrival is 
conditional and that Israel had yet to live in a way that would allow him to come.  
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also appears, as his proof-text.58 A reference to a portion of Isaiah 30:15, “  בשובה ונחת
 by stillness and quiet you will be saved,” which indicates that God will save“ ”,תושעון
Israel by their returning (repentance) and their Sabbath rest, neatly concludes the 
matter in jTaanit 1:1. 
When these sages introduced repentance and Sabbath observance, they 
elevated Torah and religious praxis to another level. Associating these elements with 
deliverance transmits an explicit message: Torah, the source of repentance, revelation 
and established religious custom, has the power to effect salvation and the long-
awaited coming of the Messiah. History, then, has not reached its majestic climax and 
the Messiah has yet to appear. These events will occur whenever Israel finally 
occasions them with the Torah study that leads to repentance and obedience to 
Torah’s precepts. In this sense, the quintessence of Torah’s real import is not 
interaction with its commandments simply in order to please God or to coax Him to 
meet personal desires. Rather, one studies and obeys so that he might produce the sort 
of ethical character that lays the foundation for the grand entrance of the Messiah.  
Although Christian writers maintained that Jesus’ advent had abrogated the 
Law and had made observing it superfluous, the Sages defined Torah and compliance 
with its precepts as the means of breaking the chains of Roman mastery and the way 
through which the day of salvation would at long last dawn. Thus, according to 
Neusner the coming of the Messiah did not depend on history but on moral 
regeneration.59 In the wake of the failed armed revolts that had dashed the dreams of 
Israel’s freedom, Torah observance and a commitment to spiritual and ethical 
                                                           
58  Because of this linkage, the author of the commentary in the Jerusalem Talmud, “קרבן העדה,” 
proposes that the one day mentioned in Psalm 95:7 on which Israel should hearken to God’s voice to 
initiate redemption is the Sabbath.  
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revitalization became the new arena in which the Jewish people were to contend for 
the prize of deliverance.  
Rabbinic Jewish and Christian scholars interpreted the messianic issue with 
the same discontinuity that they exhibited in their contrasting readings of history and 
in their discordant understandings of the identity of Israel. During the time in which 
the redactor compiled Genesis Rabbah, church intellectuals were proclaiming with 
even more vigor, supported by the witness of their ascension to power, that their 
messiah, the metaphysical Jesus, had appeared approximately four centuries 
previously and that he had effected redemption. As a result, submission to Torah’s 
statutes was needless. The Sages remained steadfast in their beliefs, as they clung to a 
future messianic hope. Thus, though Torah had always been the nucleus of their 
thought and culture, the dramatic christianization of the Roman Empire and its 
attendant theological and ideological implications necessarily placed Torah in a new 
sphere of importance. God had given the divine revelation that had existed from time 
immemorial to the generation of Mt. Sinai. The heirs of that generation, separated 
from the nations of the world as the recipients of Torah, and spiritually renewed by 
the production of new revelation from their constant engagement with it, would be the 






                                                                                                                                                                          










The Wisdom/Torah motif, as it appears in Genesis Rabbah, was the product of 
a lengthy development of the redefinition of the character of Torah. Initially, Torah 
was a contract between God and Israel, which served not only as a set of precepts and 
statutes, but also as the defining mark of the nation. Torah set Israel apart from all 
other peoples as it regulated the spiritual, civil and social aspects of earthly life. In 
addition, the nation was responsible for studying the contract in order to learn to walk 
in compliance with its principles and ordinances. The metamorphosis of the 
perception of Torah that supplied the building blocks for the Wisdom/Torah motif 
occurred in the revelatory and the metaphysical realms.1 This chapter discusses the 
first of these two areas. 
The process transformed Torah into the repository of endless revelation, the 
mediator of the interaction between God and the pious man and the vehicle of 
redemption that would provide citizenship in the World to Come. Torah became, in 
essence, the presence of God on earth. Consequently, the biblical text, as the nucleus 
of Jewish life, was the salient feature of the philosophy of the Sages in late antiquity. 
Israel, as the spiritually renewed text-centered community that would ultimately usher 
in the messianic era, was also part of the broadened understanding of the character of 
                                                          
1 One must stress that the development never eradicated the concept of Torah as the governing 
principle of Israel’s life. It simply added to the understanding of Torah’s status among the Sages, 




Torah. This text-centeredness substituted for theological consistency, a fact that the 
plethora of viewpoints encased within such divergent literatures as the Midrashim, the 
seminal works of Moses b. Maimon (Maimonides), the 12th century rabbinic 
authority, codifier and philosopher known as Rambam, and the Kabbalah illustrates. 
Without doubt, the ideas in these compositions are Jewish, but only insofar as they 
resulted from interpretation of Jewish canonical texts. Though one might find 
expositions with little or nothing in common, the text still served as their common 
substructure.  
The wide array of scripturally based exegesis is only one of many of the 
effects produced in a community whose existence focuses on a sacred text. Although 
Scripture is and was as much a part of the heartbeat of Jewish tradition as God or the 
Land of Israel, the way in which the Sages and the community interacted with it 
differentiated rabbinic Judaism from biblical religion. Although the Sages defined 
Torah as the locus of religious authority, they believed that through ongoing 
reflection into its depths, the righteous man would achieve intimacy with the divine 
presence and inner regeneration.  
The process by which Israel evolved into a text-centered community 
necessarily takes into account the concept of canonicity, because when a text becomes 
canonical, it gains special status. In the realm of religion, a canon includes norms that 
a believer is to obey and to follow, whatever one’s faith is, Judaism, Christianity or 
Islam. Canonicity also can elevate a text to a place in which it might not be the text of 




(Halbertal, 1997: 3).2 Canonicity influences, then, what the community of religious 
adherents follows, obeys, studies and reads. The canon can also control action and 
thought and lead to an entire subset of texts. The explosion of Jewish literature during 
the Second Temple Period, some of which is unmistakably imitative of biblical 
works, especially in language, demonstrates this phenomenon.  
Canonized texts also bear politically charged elements. While they proclaim 
the essence of a society and/or a group and its normative behavior, proficiency in the 
text often carries with it entitlement to political authority and power in general. For 
example, the expertise that the Sages achieved in Torah was the primary factor in 
their claim to power within the Jewish community. In addition, mastery of the text 
creates a certain authority and dictates who acquires the right to be heard. This idea is 
especially meaningful when one considers the power inherent in the prerogative to 
define the normative values of a society and what comprises its curriculum, to control 
and to censor these areas and to make the ultimate decisions. Therefore, in the case of 
Judaism, the Rabbis struggled mightily to maintain Torah as the focus of their belief 
system not only for religious but also for political purposes. If a text is authoritative 
(Torah’s supremacy flows from its divine origins), then the determination of its 
rightful interpreters is a critical issue. Once the Sages attained a secure position as a 
class, they became the spokesmen both in their own community and in the 
controversy with Christian theologians. 
A study of the relationship between Judaism and its canonized writings 
discloses certain characteristics of a text-centered community. While God previously 
                                                          
2  Some texts can serve a dual purpose. For example, the Talmud, while it is the base text of Jewish 




granted religious authority to the priesthood or to certain prophets, text-centeredness 
afforded the power that evolved from scholarly acuity in interpreting and 
understanding sacred writings. Such thinking also lifted the scholar to a place he had 
heretofore not occupied within the upper echelon of Jewish society. He replaced the 
Priests and the Prophets, although one cannot describe his position as entirely new. 
The literature of the Sages portrays a society that, though it was far from 
homogeneous and not free from infighting among its various layers and social classes, 
still held a revered place for its wise men, the men of the Great Assembly, the Zugot, 
the Sanhedrin and the heads of the yeshivot. Admittedly, some of the sayings of the 
Sages are tendentious, but they reflect what was likely an accurate picture of the 
position of the learned class. 
The concepts of text-centeredness and canonicity also led to the upgrading of 
Torah study to a fundamental religious necessity. Consequently, the requirement to 
pursue higher levels of learning was not limited entirely to the scholarly sphere. 
While there were some first century C. E. authorities who wished to shrink the 
boundaries for the teaching of Torah based on wealth and family heritage, in the 
main, these restrictions did not take hold. Instead, the advice of the writer of 
Deuteronomy 31:10-13, who had long before mandated the inclusion of the rest of 
society along with the hierarchy in this process, was followed. Membership in the 
community was contingent upon knowledge of Torah and, therefore, the text acquired 
a life of its own, harboring hidden meanings that the student could only mine if he 
studied in depth. Scripture was also the hub of religious experience in the community. 
Instead of merely recounting the acts of God among the people, the reading of the text 




Textual canonization carries more than the usual addition of sacredness and 
authority. A transformation in meaning, which was equally important in the 
Jewish/Christian debate, is also a factor because the text’s new status affects how 
people read it. An analysis of Scripture itself for the inception of the metamorphosis 
of Torah from its initial biblical definition to a text upon which a pious man should 
meditate and reflect helps to illuminate the modification. Although biblical writers did 
not specifically designate it as such, Torah was the book of the covenant (Exodus 
24:8; Joshua 8:31-35; I Samuel 10:25) in which the articles of the agreement appeared 
that governed the relationship between God and Israel. The writer of Deuteronomy, 
however, linked learning and Torah for the first time. In 4:9-10, when Moses 
admonishes the people to continue in the ways of Torah and to teach them to their 
descendants, he remarks that studying the text would result in the proper fear of the 
Lord. In 6:2, 7, although God was to be the ultimate instructor, in verse 7 Moses 
orders Israel to educate their children.3 The previously mentioned Deuteronomy 
31:10-13 presents additional evidence of all the people gathering to hear Torah and 
learning to fear God.  
The didactic atmosphere of parts of the legal sections of Deuteronomy also 
pointed the people to the reverence of the Lord (13:12; 17:13; 19:20; 21:21). Moshe 
Weinfeld suggests a connection in this sense between Deuteronomy and Wisdom 
Literature, whose main concentration is education. The classic example arises when 
the author of Proverbs 9:10 intones, “ ודעת קדֹשים בינה'  התחלת חכמה יראת ,” “the 
beginning of wisdom is the fear of the Lord and the knowledge of holy matters is 
                                                          
3  The directive to teach their offspring is highlighted by the use of “שננתם,” from the root נ.נ.ש. , “to 




understanding.”4 Deuteronomy functioned as a covenant book, but the author also 
interspersed wisdom imagery with covenant typology in his work in order to cement 
Israel’s fealty to its pact with God (Weinfeld, 1972: 298).5  
The vocabulary of Deuteronomy also marks it as an instructional document. 
That “ללמד,” “to teach,” occurs in the Pentateuch only in Deuteronomy is 
enlightening. In addition,“יסר,” “to instruct, to discipline,” and “11:2 ;8:5 ;4:36)”מוסר; 
21:18; and 22:18) heighten the educational atmosphere of the Deuteronomist’s 
composition. He usually chastened on a national basis, whereas the authors of 
Proverbs and Job, who also employed this symbolism (Proverbs 3:11-12; Job 5:17), 
wrote within the context of the individual. The imperative “שמע,” “hear,” is also part 
of the pedagogic discourse in Deuteronomy. Weinfeld posits that the perception of the 
meaning of “hearing” has its roots in the way in which a teacher addressed his 
students. A noteworthy example of this imagery emerges in Psalm 34:12, “  לכו בנים
אלמדכם' שמעו לי יראת ה ,” “come, children, listen to me; I will teach you the fear of the 
Lord,” when the psalmist combined listening, teaching and the fear of the Lord in one 
verse (ibid., 303). Weinfeld’s Deuteronomy/Wisdom Literature association ties the 
phrase “שמע ישראל,” “hear, O Israel,” to the wise man who admonishes his disciples 
with “ בני שמע ,” “hear, my sons.” 
A cultural element of the period strengthens the educational view of 
Deuteronomy. Fathers were important educational figures in the ancient Near East 
and, therefore, the representation of the father and the son as it relates to teachers and 
                                                                                                                                                                      
incisively. 
4 See also Proverbs 1:7 
5  A comparison of the imagery found in Proverbs 6:20-22, 7:3 and 8:34 with that of Deuteronomy 6:6-
9 and 11:18-20 is helpful. Deuteronomy features the commandments of God while Proverbs 




students is not unexpected. Not only is the Book of Proverbs replete with this picture, 
but the writers of a wide array of Near Eastern Wisdom Literature utilized it as well.  
One must recognize, however, that the process described in Deuteronomy 
entails learning from the text and not reflecting and meditating on it. Repetition to 
prevent forgetting was the essential concept. When Moses encourages the people of 
Israel to keep the covenant as the core of their lives, and when he implores them to 
place the text on the doorposts of their homes in Deuteronomy 6:8-9, his objective is 
to encourage the people to keep the words of God before their eyes always so that 
they will remember them. In this process, the pious man would not search the 
heavenly declarations for hidden meanings, nor would he attempt to harmonize or to 
explain contradictions. Although evidence of inner biblical exegesis exists within 
Scripture itself, these interpretive procedures were a later phenomenon and the work 
of scribes who wrote and rephrased the older body of material.  
An indication of the subtle move to Torah as an object of study appears in 
Psalm 119. The psalmist depicts Torah as a constant source of joy and religious 
intimacy and makes it almost analogous to God. In verse 19, he entreats God not to 
hide His commandments. The phraseology is strange in that God would more likely 
hide His face than His commandments. The writer employs similar imagery in verse 
48 within his description of an act of prayer as raising his hands to God’s 
commandments, and in verse 16 in a declaration of belief in the divine precepts. One 
would think, however, that a devoutly religious man would pray to and believe in 
God, and not His statutes and precepts.6 This shift is even more conspicuous in the 
                                                          
6  I wish to thank Professor Moshe Halbertal of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem and the Shalom 





story of Ezra, in which the author selected “ שלדרֹ ” to describe Ezra’s scribal activity 
in 7:10. While the word means “to search” or “to inquire,” this context allows for the 
nuance of “to probe” and creates the figure of a dedicated disciple who assiduously 
digs for the gems beneath the surface of Scripture. This sort of relationship between 
the student and the text passes the mere reading and reciting phase and develops into 
an endless investigation into the deeper layers and hidden meanings of God’s Word.7 
The text’s new function also included the innovative idea that all of these nuances of 
meaning had always existed in the subsurface layers awaiting discovery. 
Another significant feature of text-centeredness, the sealing of the canon, was 
part of the metamorphosis of the redefinition of the character of Torah.8 A sealed 
canon fixes the role of a text within a community. In the rabbinic world, this issue 
focused not only on its physical nature, but also on its ontological aspects.9 The 
debates that rabbinic literature occasionally chronicles on the topic exhibit the 
importance of canonicity to the Sages. Most of the discussions revolve around the 
material in The Writings, although some rabbis even questioned the canonicity of 
Ezekiel.10 In the disputes concerning The Song of Songs and Ecclesiastes, the main 
point of contention surrounded those books that defile the hands and those that did not 
belong in that category (mYadayim 3:5, 4:5-6; mEduyot 5:3; mKelim 15:6). In 
general, books of Scripture defile the hands, while secular compositions have no 
                                                          
7 For more on the idea of “דרש” see להתפתחות המונחים המקצועיים לפירוש המקרא", יצחק הינמן, "
182-189): 1946(לשוננו יד  . 
8 No consensus exists regarding the date for the sealing of the Hebrew canon. For some ideas on the 
issue see Solomon Zeitlin, “Jewish Apocryphal Literature,” Jewish Quarterly Review 40 (1949-1950): 
228-229. 
9 See chapter 3 for a more detailed analysis of the ontology of Torah. 
10 See Sid Z. Leiman, “Inspiration and Canonicity: Reflections on the Formation of the Canon,” in 
Jewish and Christian Self-Definition, ed., E. P. Sanders (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1981), 2:56-63 





effect.11 Halbertal suggests that the distinction lies in the idea that ritual purification 
was and is necessary after contact with anything that defiles. Whatever the case might 
have been, the placing of Scripture within the realm of clean and unclean wrapped it 
in certain religious garments, and was similar to the tactic that the Sages used to 
elevate their system of interpretation.12 The concept of defilement also could have 
erected a barrier, which highlighted the text’s sacredness, against dealing with 
Scripture cavalierly (Halbertal, 1997: 150 n.13).  
 Although the Sages were certainly not noted literary historians, some 
passages in rabbinic compilations reflect the viewpoint that only inspired books 
should be part of the canon.13 An understanding of the interaction between inspiration 
and canonicity is vital in order to grasp the effects of the near “iconization” of the text 
on a society. An enlightening exchange appears in bMegillah 7a in the course of a 
discussion about the canonicity of the Scroll of Esther. R. Judah says in the name of 
                                                          
11  The defilement of hands concerns a state in which the hands attain a second degree of impurity. The 
remainder of a person’s body is ritually clean. One can defile his hands either by touching a first-
degree impure object or an object that defiles the hands. According to the ruling of R. Parnok in 
bShabbat 14a, if one touches a scroll of Scripture and then terumah, he even contaminates terumah. 
See also bShabbat 14b for more on the matter of unclean hands. Later talmudic sages went as far as to 
declare that the hands are always in a state of defilement and called for ritual washing before touching 
or eating certain foods. These laws generally, however, concerned the Priests. 
12 See mYadayim 4:6, which assigns the notion of defilement of the hands to the Pharisees in a 
discussion that sets Scripture against the books of Homer. Of course, the latter do not defile the hands. 
For more on the subject, see S. Leiman, The Canonization of the Hebrew Scriptures: The Talmudic and 
Midrashic Evidence (Hamden, CN.: Archon Books, 1976), 102-121. 
13 Divine inspiration was the primary criterion for deciding whether a book was authoritative, although 
this factor alone was not sufficient. A dialogue in bMegillah 7a, in which some of the participants even 
wanted to delete The Song of Songs and/or Esther from the sacred material because of the 
questionable origins of these compositions, emphasizes the decisive standard of Holy Spirit inspiration. 
Since the Rabbis drew their line of demarcation for the end of prophecy at some point during the late 
Persian or the early Hellenistic Period, they did not include books composed after that era in the canon. 
For example, while The Wisdom of Ben Sira (henceforth Ben Sira) is the only non-biblical source cited 
as a basis for rabbinic conclusions, the Sages did not recognize the book as canonical even though 
some citations are introduced with the same “דכתיב” that marks biblical references. See Emil Schürer, 
The History of the Jewish People in the Time of Jesus Christ (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1924), 2:319. 
Ben Sira completed his work in approximately 150 B.C.E., or after the cessation of prophecy. See 
tYadayim 2:13 ( 683: 1970, צוקרמאנדל ) for a tradition that pointedly states that Ben Sira and all of the 




Samuel that the scroll does not render the hands unclean.14 An anonymous rabbi then 
asks if they are to understand from the saying that the book was not divinely inspired. 
Debate ensues, highlighted by a pronouncement from Samuel, who despite R. Judah’s 
view, still professes divine inspiration from Esther 9:27. R. Eleazar, R. Akiva, R. 
Meir and R. Jose b. Durmaskit also concur, although only the latter rabbi’s opinion 
stands without objection.  
An inspired statement of a biblical writer did not necessarily qualify it for 
inclusion in the canon. A discussion in bMegillah 14a, in which the participants 
debate the boundaries of prophecy, contains a challenge to the claim that only forty-
eight prophets prophesied to Israel. These sages maintain that only the declarations 
that taught a lesson to future generations were truly prophetic, and that these 
pronouncements alone could be written.15  
Once the community determined which books were canonical, the canon 
acquired the force to shape the society and to give the people as a whole self-
definition. Urgent questions such as who would determine whether prophecy had 
ceased, whether a prophet or a messiah was authentic or an impostor, who would 
judge the canonicity of a book, what standards were imperative to interpret a biblical 
verse (literally or figuratively) and what criteria were necessary to forge the decisions 
that also derived from canonicity were addressed. Therefore, when the faith mediated 
by the Sages, which included the idea of Torah as God’s revelatory presence, 
                                                          
14 The response to this assertion is revealing as to the means by which the Sages judged a book’s 
divine inspiration. R. Eleazar cites Esther 6:6 to prove that the author needed guidance from the Holy 
Spirit to know what was in Haman’s heart. R. Akiva offers 2:15, R. Meir includes 2:22 and R. Jose b. 
Durmaskit puts forth 9:10 as supporting evidence. However, another tradition declares that Samuel 
taught that this book was indeed inspired but that the author composed it for general recitation by heart 




displaced the religion of Moses, the text gained a new status. The process was equally 
as momentous as the destruction of the Temple in molding the community.  
The superiority of the Pentateuch in relation to the other prophecies in 
rabbinic tradition is one of the cardinal components in the development. The Sages 
did not permit any legal dicta to emerge from prophecy. Thus, R. Judah Hanasi, the 
third century C. E. sage who is credited with compiling the Mishnah, in Sifra 
Leviticus 13 בחוקותי, and R. Judah in the name of Samuel in bTemurah 16a, declare 
that no prophet was permitted to append new material to the existing laws. Such 
thinking produced the dual dynamic that no other prophet besides Moses could be a 
lawgiver, and that the Sages, as it were, sealed Torah within Torah.  
The classic problem of what actions constitute work and the prohibition of 
work on the Sabbath illuminates the significance of these two elements. When this 
dilemma arose in Numbers 15:32-36, Moses received God’s counsel on the matter, 
and demonstrated an approach to unraveling the predicament that was markedly 
different from rabbinic methodology. The sealing of the canon governed the Sages’ 
modus operandi, which gave them far greater latitude in their use of interpretation to 
solve thorny halakhic issues. Instead of consulting God directly, they analyzed the 
text to set the definition of work on the Sabbath and to confront any other similar 
questions of religious import.16 One who has read even a small amount of rabbinic 
literature is impressed with the deftness with which they penetrated the text and with 
                                                                                                                                                                      
15 Rashi suggests in his commentary on the issue in this section that these prophecies were necessary 
for repentance or for teaching and instruction. 
16 Zechariah Frankel comments that the way in which the Sages taught was comprised of two facets. 
They concerned themselves with clarifying the statutes of Torah and with how and in what direction 
God uttered a commandment. The issues of what constitutes work on the Sabbath and the ramifications 
of the prohibition against cooking a kid in its mother’s milk are prime examples in his opinion. See 




the breadth of movement that the closure of the canon allowed them. The text, then, 
became self-referential because they derived any new truth through the avenue of 
interpretation.  
Moreover, whereas Torah study once meant merely knowing the information 
contained in the God’s Word and passing it on to future generations, the sealing of the 
canon gave birth to a new feature of Scripture and a fresh meaning to Torah study: the 
text as an object of interpretation and contemplation. A new literary genre, the 
collections of interpretive writings that derived from the canonical text, was also born. 
Thus, the nuance of “to seek” in “דרש” formed the basis of Israel’s dialogue with God, 
instead of the notion of simply “being told.”   
Canonization, thus, drove Israel to excavate the depths of the old revelation 
for present information by means of human reasoning because man no longer 
possessed the immediacy of his previous avenue of conversation with God. The locus 
classicus in the matter appears in bBava Metzia 59b, which highlights a debate 
concerning the liability or the lack thereof for uncleanness as it pertains to the oven of 
Akhnai.17 The problem arose because Akhnai built his product from separate parts 
and tiles with a layer of sand between them. R. Eliezer declares it clean because none 
of the parts was a utensil in and of itself and because the sand that divided the 
portions of the whole prevented it from being one utensil. The majority of those 
involved in this scene rule that the oven is liable to uncleanness because the outer 
coating makes it a single unit. R. Eliezer endeavors to buttress his claim through a 
                                                          
17  For mishnaic references, see mEduyot 7:7 and mKelim 5:10. See also jMoed Qatan 3:1. An 





series of miracles, all of which actually occur.18 His colleagues are unimpressed with 
the supernatural displays, including the final encroachment, a heavenly voice whose 
words support R. Eliezer. R. Joshua objects strenuously to this intrusion, based upon 
Deuteronomy 30:12, “לֹא בשמים ִהוא,” “it is not in heaven.” R. Jeremiah explains this 
remarkable concept by suggesting that since God had long ago placed Torah in the 
hands of men, one no longer needed to mind a heavenly voice.19 He provides further 
endorsement with a clever interpretation of Exodus 23:2, “ ולֹא תענה על ִרב לנטֹת אחרי
להטֹת רבים ,” “neither shall you speak in a cause to incline after a multitude to pervert 
justice.” The jMoed Qatan 3:1 version records R. Hanina’s saying, “  משניתנה לא ניתנה
 when it has been given, it has only been given on the“ ”,אלא אחרי רבים להטות
condition that one follows the majority,” as the counter-argument to R. Eliezer’s 
carob tree miracle. The Rabbis exhibited extraordinary freedom and grounded one of 
their most basic tenets, following the decisions of the majority in halakhic matters, on 
a verse that declares precisely the opposite. A move with this sort of flair, which 
                                                          
18  The axiom “אין מזכירין נסים,” “one does not cite miracles,” arose in the third tannaitic generation to 
prevent the admissibility of the evidence from a miracle in a halakhic decision. See bBerakhot 60a, 
bJevamot 121b and bHullin 43a. No rabbi objects in any of these debates to the validity of this dictum. 
In contrast to the bBava Metzia 59b account, in which R. Eliezer repeatedly tries to convince his 
adversaries with supernal works, these words summarily terminate the discussions. Miracles are 
extraordinary cases and, therefore, they are not acceptable arguments in halakhic talks. 
19  Every sage was not as obstinate as R. Joshua. The heavenly voice is a reliable partner in tSotah 13:2 
( 318: 1970, צוקרמאנדל ), and despite opposition from Bet Shammai, Bet Hillel accepts its testimony in 
tNezirut 1:1 ( 283: 1970, צוקרמאנדל ). See also tShevuot 3:8 ( 450: 1970, צוקרמאנדל ) where the intrusion 
is rejected. The supernatural invasion into halakhic issues is strongest in jJevamot 1:6, when the voice 
declares that the halakhic decisions of the Hillelites should prevail over those of the Shammaites. The 
account does not contain even a hint of resistance to the settlement of the central legal controversy of 
the day by a heavenly interloper. Interestingly, such guidance is acceptable in the grave matter of 
whose decisions would prevail, but those taking part in the issue of the ritual cleanness of the new 
oven reject it. See Alexander Guttmann, “The Significance of Miracles for Talmudic Judaism,” 
Hebrew Union College Annual 20 (1947): 363-406. He posits that the initial intervention occurred 
during the first tannaitic generation, between 70 C.E. and 90 C.E., before the publication of the letters 
of Paul and the resultant Christian usage of miracles and revelation to expand the membership of the 
new faith. Therefore, the second generation of the Tannaim was more recalcitrant regarding such 
heavenly advice after the beginning of the rivalry and the attendant polemics between the two faith 




reflects what appears to be a rabbinic looseness in handling Scripture, was not 
unusual. In the end, God laughs and replies that his sons had defeated him. One 
cannot imagine a more translucent and bolder statement of rabbinic authority, and 
God multiplies the unabashed confidence when He awards His full patronage to the 
claim.20 
 When the governing principles of canonicity affected the decisions regarding 
the books that were to be included within the canon, they also influenced the text-
centered community in general. While each canonical volume did not require such 
sanitizing, the canonization of the Book of Ecclesiastes represents the way in which 
the process touched the society. The author hardly wove a positive tapestry in his 
outlook on the world, nor did he recommend the way of faith as the road to a 
successful life. When those involved resolved to include his work among the group of 
sacred texts, a campaign began to harmonize it with the other books by reading it in a 
specific and fresh manner.   
Leviticus Rabbah 28:1 contains two accounts that detail the reasons for the 
possible exclusion of Ecclesiastes from the canon. According to R. Benjamin b. Levi, 
Solomon espoused a life of unfettered merriment in one’s youth in 11:9a in contrast to 
the directive of Moses in Numbers 15:39, which calls for restraint. The commentator 
admits, however, that when Solomon also warned of divine judgment in 11:9b, he 
spoke well. R. Samuel b. Nahmani declares that perhaps within the frustrated question 
                                                          
20  An account of a tale with similar messages appears in bTemurah 16a. During the mourning period 
after the death of Moses, three thousand laws were forgotten. When the people ask Joshua to discuss 
these forgotten rules with God and the possibility of relearning them, Joshua replies that the answer is 
not in heaven. When a later generation approaches Samuel on the matter, the prophet responds, from 
Numbers 36:13, that these are the commandments. His rejoinder is significant in that he, as a prophet, 




in 1:3 about what profits a man in all his labor, the author might also have included 
Torah study within his definition of labor. However, since the text restricts the inquiry 
with the use of “his,” the man finds no gain from his own toil. Torah study, falling 
outside the boundary of this sort of work, still would bring reward in heaven. These 
strategies allowed the creative and novel readings to overcome the apparent 
atmosphere of futility that pervades much of Ecclesiastes. At the same time, the 
interpreter tries to inspire his audience to probe the riches of Torah and to fulfill the 
commandments. Moreover, he tempers the seeming lack of temperance advocated in 
the book with his emphasis on the judgment of God in 11:9b. 
The midrashist’s concentration on “שיֹאכל ושתה,” “he should eat and drink,” in 
3:13 reflects similar rationale in Ecclesiastes Rabbah 3.14.1. He concludes through a 
tradition attributed to several sages that each instance of these words in the biblical 
book refers to Torah and good deeds. R. Judah’s citation of 8:15 and his 
understanding of “ עמלוב ,” “in his labor,” as “בעולמו,” “in his eternal life,” offer 
support. Then the midrashist asserts that “ חייו ימי ,” “the days of his life,” in 8:15 
conveys a picture of the grave, which leads to the question as to whether food and 
drink enter into death with a man. Since the answer is obviously negative, he judges 
that Torah and a man’s acts of generosity and kindness accompany him in the World 
to Come.  
These commentators ingeniously cleansed the once-uninhibited tone of 
Ecclesiastes and then employed the rehabilitated book to elevate Torah and Torah 
study. They theorized that if the author said that one should eat and drink he really 
                                                                                                                                                                      
midst of one talmudic passage, the movement from prophets to rabbis and the Torah scholar’s primacy 




intended to promote the idea that a man’s ultimate purpose is to invest his life in 
Torah and the performance of charitable acts.21 The original hopeless ambience of 
Qohelet’s oration disappeared as a result of the reworking and the reinterpretation that 
canonization required. Canonization and the canonization of a specific reading of the 
text, therefore, are closely related. The compilers of Leviticus Rabbah and 
Ecclesiastes Rabbah found it imperative that every scriptural occurrence of eating and 
drinking should refer to Torah and the fulfilling of the commandments. Otherwise, 
readers might have viewed the biblical text as a license for debauchery. This concept 
not only exhibits the great responsibility of the interpreter, but also his ability to shape 
the text-centered society (Halbertal, 1997: 26).22 
The closed canon necessitated hermeneutical openness among the 
community’s interpreters. Whatever the original meaning of a book might have been, 
an exegete often reinterpreted a work in order to dress it with the proper authority. To 
achieve his aim, he sought to read it in a way that would make the document 
consonant with the rest of Scripture. Thus, canonization sometimes required a greater 
fluidity in interpretation in order to produce the best possible reading. The process 
was paradoxical because it was simultaneously restricted and liberal. While it was 
naturally conditional because of the elimination of any other texts from the canon’s 
                                                          
21  That this should be the result of the rehabilitation of Qohelet’s philosophy is not surprising, as it 
reflects basic rabbinic thought. See especially mAvot 1:2 and the words of Simon the Righteous, who 
declares that the world stands upon three foundations: 1) Torah; 2) Temple Service; and 3) Acts of 
loving-kindness. Also see II Chronicles 31:21, in which the writer reasons that Hezekiah prospered 
because he engaged in all these areas of a just man’s life. 
22  The Song of Songs also underwent the same sort of accommodation. The decision makers included 
it in the canon after they settled upon a metaphorical allegorical reading of some of the more 
suggestive passages in order to sterilize them. The Song of Songs and the reasons for its canonicity 




consecrated borders, it also provided a generous tolerance in the latitude of the 
exegesis it permitted to acquire current revelation from God.  
The paradox was also part of the definition of Scripture as a multi-tiered text 
that addresses its audience in a language different from human speech. This 
perspective often demanded radical and barrier breaking hermeneutical maneuvering 
to extract the text’s deepest meanings. The idea that it contains not only a simple 
surface sense but also highly esoteric facets likely became a part of Jewish 
hermeneutics as early as the first and second centuries C.E. ( 1: 1968, אורבך ).23 
The debate concerning the character of the language in Scripture was 
prominent in the dialogue between R. Ishmael and R. Akiva in the second century 
C.E. R. Ishmael suggested that the text speaks in human vernacular, and that the 
duplications that appear simply represent the way in which it communicates. R. 
Akiva, on the other hand, defined scriptural speech as divine. He maintained further 
that the text contains no extraneous words, and that even repetitious phrases and other 
material function to carry updated teaching. Despite their sharing a common goal, the 
                                                          
23  Urbach posits that R. Johanan ben Zakkai and his disciples played a significant role in the beginning 
of the tradition of theosophy and mysticism that appears in rabbinic literature. He cites Gershom 
Scholem, who places a few of the sources from the Heikhalot literature in the fourth and fifth centuries 
C. E. Scholem’s theory brings these documents at least nearer to the tannaitic era and reflects upon the 
question of to what extent the traditions that sprouted from the involvement of R. Johanan ben Zakkai 
and his followers in Merkabah mysticism are preserved. In The Guide to the Perplexed 5a, Rambam 
submits an explanation for the existence of the more cryptic level of Scripture and ties it to the Sages’ 
propensity for teaching in parables. He asserts that even one of the perfect students, who would attempt 
to teach from the secrets that he would discover, would struggle to convey the information. He adds 
that the material will “… appear, flash and be hidden again” as though this were its nature. See Shlomo 
Pines, trans., The Guide of the Perplexed (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1963), 8. The need 
for parables and riddles arose because of this natural evanescence. Rambam founded his notion of 
esotericism on the great divide that separates the theologically elite from the uninitiated. He maintained 
that the masses simply are incapable of comprehending the deeper strata of Scripture and that, 
politically speaking, their grasping the philosophical and incorporeal aspects of God is not beneficial. 
He concluded that the accepted picture of a God who rewards and punishes is preferable for social 
order. Ironically, although Rambam favored the concept of a multi-layered text, he found no call to 




methodologies of these two masters differed based upon their presuppositions 
regarding the text’s language ( 521: 1957, אפשטיין ).24 R. Ishmael was not nearly as 
pedantic as his counterpart, as he was more concerned with the simpler explanation, 
what Abraham Heshel terms, “הפשט והשכל” ( 3: 1962, השל ).  
The difference of opinion appears succinctly in the argumentation of jShabbat 
19:2 as the participants scrutinize “המול ימול,” “must be circumcised,” in Genesis 
17:13. They conclude that the phraseology points to two operations, a circumcision 
and an uncovering, i.e., a circumcision, and the shreds of the foreskin that were not 
cut completely. R. Akiva remarks that the iteration is an example of “לשונות ריבויין,” 
“language with multiple meanings,” whereas R. Ishmael explains that the words are 
simply repetitious. R. Akiva, therefore, believed that non-conventional interpretive 
devices were necessary to decode the secrets of Torah, while R. Ishmael viewed the 
duplications as devices that highlight a point.25  
                                                                                                                                                                      
secrets. The central point in all of this matter is that the multivocality of the text opened it to new forms 
of meaning among the Sages. 
 24  Examples abound in Scripture of what is, on the surface, the unnecessary verbiage that R. Akiva 
thought increases understanding. A germane case appears in bAvodah Zarah 45b because the 
discussion revolves around a mishnaic section that includes words from R. Akiva and his 
contemporary, R. Jose the Galilean. R. Jose b. R. Judah holds that Israel could not use a tree that had 
been planted on a hill and later had been an object of worship and that the tree must be destroyed. He 
derives his reasoning from Deuteronomy 12:2, and the seemingly tautological “אבד תאבדון,” “you will 
destroy completely.” This grammatical form occurs frequently in Biblical Hebrew to emphasize a fact, 
on this occasion the complete destruction of the pagan Asherim. R. Jose understands the first form of 
.ד.ב.א  as advice to break them and the second, in accordance with Deuteronomy 12:3, as counsel to 
finish the job with fire. In this way, the Israelites would rid themselves of these abominations and R. 
Jose perfectly illustrates the methodology of R. Akiva. See also bAvodah Zarah 52a for mention of R. 
Akiva’s well-known philosophy that even the definite direct object marker “את” carries additional 
meaning. 
25  Certain Kabbalists offered another view that also allowed infinite hermeneutical possibilities to the 
interpreter in their description of the heavenly language in cosmic and pre-social terms. Moses b. 
Nahman adds to this notion with the idea that numerical values of letters, their shapes (even these carry 
hidden meaning) etc. are the road to all knowledge. In his thinking, Scripture houses the entire 
panorama of science and theology. He further posits that the surface layer of the text concerns itself 
with philosophical issues, whereas the allegorical interpretation, a stratum that is nothing but a 
continuous name of God, conveys the mystical aspect. Thus, a wider range of possibilities for meaning 




While canonization dictates not only the status of texts, but also how the 
community reads, understands and interprets them, tradition also plays a role. 
Tradition was the bedrock of the creative way in which the Sages related to the text, 
and it regulated the connection of the new literary compilations that flowed from the 
text with past praxis and custom. Tradition and the text collaborated to form the 
boundaries of the society, but the ability to shape other communities was inherent in 
the relationship as well. The Karaite schism, which occurred in the eighth century 
C.E., is an ideal example of the operation of this dynamic. The Karaites challenged 
the oral interpretations of the Rabbis and rejected the Talmud, while placing the 
responsibility on the individual to explicate and to decipher Scripture. Their 
philosophy dismissed the concept of experts who, by the power of their positions, 
gained authority in the community, and the notion of tradition itself. This defiance led 
to their separation from the rest of Jewish society. The apparent contradiction comes 
into sharper focus when one scrutinizes the results of this sort of sociological and 
religious phenomenon. The alternative group, bound by its common ideology of 
individual interpretation of the text, required some tradition and authorized readers of 
its own because of the very nature of such a faction (Halbertal, 1997: 58-59). 
No matter the society or the sect, the creative work of its interpreters passes on 
a new combination of tradition to the next generation. The questions of how tradition 
arises and how the believing community understands it, once those who promulgate 
and cloak it in religious garb, are significant. Tradition interacted in combination with 
revelation to form a meaningful part of rabbinic Judaism, and the fresh interpretations 
                                                                                                                                                                      





from rabbinic circles conceived a literature and a belief system that was infused with 
a vitality that made it relevant to its present situation. The phenomenon took place in 
Judaism just as it would in any society because as circumstances change in the course 
of history, a community must apply its sacred writings to new conditions. The 
motivating force was and is the gap created by the interpreter’s deep attachment to the 
text on the one hand, and his historical remoteness from it on the other hand. He 
works to span this divide and decides which elements of the distant world he wishes 
to preserve and those that he chooses to reject (Rawidowicz, 1957: 85). Readers also 
widen the borders of the text in their engagement with it, and the result is “tradition.” 
Since the Sages sought to extend the power of Torah to every area of 
communal life, they faced the problem of bridging this natural gulf. They were 
engaged in unraveling the difficulties of the preservation and the passing on of both 
new and old revelation to subsequent generations at the same time that they wrestled 
with the question of the application of their modern insights. The boundaries of 
Scripture expanded within the second piece of this puzzle and new written works 
became partners with previous works and enlarged the definition of “Torah.” 
Gershom Scholem posits that precisely this circumstance obtained in Judaism when 
the definition of Torah grew to include other writings of the canon that were formerly 
only tradition. Later, even within the scope of tradition, the process differentiated 
between the written and oral components (Scholem, 1971: 284). The oral aspect was 
vital in that the written half of the equation was and is, by its nature, open to all sorts 
of misinterpretation. Without the spoken word, then, the written constituent would be 




This relationship was prominent in the Judaism of the Second Temple Period, 
especially within the collision of the Hellenistic and Jewish worlds. One of the 
consequences of the clash was the creation of a stream of Judaism that elevated 
tradition to an unprecedented level of religious value and thought by expressing itself 
with oral tradition and by placing it in a position alongside the written text from 
which it derived. Oral tradition bore additional significance because it was more than 
a collection of general interpretations that passed to succeeding generations. Instead, 
it was specific and the Sages hoisted it to a status dignified with religious authority. 
Consequently, revelation was no longer a fixed and clear realm of propositions 
because the Sages embellished it with revolutionary additions. 
The novel angle was their daring claim that rabbinic oral exegesis was itself 
Torah and, thus, genetically linked to the written text. The statement in mAvot 1:1, 
then, is quite bold as the Sages attempted to certify the striking religious importance 
of their philosophy of Oral Torah by arraying it in the same sinaitic origins as Written 
Torah.26 While the mishnaic declaration of origin includes a thread that begins with 
Moses and stretches to the men of the Great Synagogue, one cannot be certain that the 
concept of oral tradition, as the Sages later defined it, reverts to the time of the 
scholars who represent the final link in the chain of succession. However, because of 
the reference, oral tradition likely existed in some form before the first century B. C. 
                                                          
26  The Sages were not alone in their efforts to lend increased spiritual gravity to a statement or even to 
an entire book or to a collection of works. For example, the writer of The Book of Jubilees employed a 
similar maneuver by linking his treatise to Moses in order to intensify the strength of his book’s 
message. In the prologue to chapter 1, the author immediately claims that Moses also received the 
information contained in The Book of Jubilees along with the Law on Mt. Sinai. See R. H. Charles, ed., 
The Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha of the Old Testament (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1913), 
2:1-82. For C. Rabin’s revised translation, see H. F. D. Sparks, ed., The Apocryphal Old Testament 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1984), 1-139. Writers of the post-biblical period often mimicked the 
language of Scripture or attached the name of a well-known biblical person in order to impart a 




E. It underwent a period of development, whose earliest stage was comprised of extra-
biblical ordinances and statutes that were designated by “הלכה למשה מסיני,” “the 
halakhah of Moses from Sinai.” These sorts of enactments were no more than the 
embryo of the eventual notion that everything that the Sages discussed and 
transmitted in their academies was Oral Torah. In the process, they moved Oral Torah 
from a position parallel to Written Torah to a place from which they derived and 
deduced it from Scripture (ibid., 287). Thus, they conferred the definition of “Torah” 
upon what they extracted and disseminated from the text and increased its revelatory 
nature. 
The evolution of the character of Torah introduced a unique religious 
personality, the biblical scholar. He no longer defined revelation as a climactic 
experienced event, but as the constant process of study, deduction and derivation from 
below the surface of the text. Ben Bag Bag’s famous saying portrays this philosophy 
succinctly in mAvot 5:22, “ לה בהך בה והפך בה דכֹהפֹ ,” “turn it over and over again 
because everything is in it.” This ongoing excavation produced the commentary that 
the Sages endowed with religious dignity. They intertwined revelation and 
commentary in a way that gave revelation a new course because they could only 
understand and apply revelation properly in light of commentary. S. Rawidowicz 
describes the change as “… a revolution from within, planned and executed by 
insiders for the purpose of reshaping their home” (Rawidowicz, 1957: 88). Although 
the Sages had no patent on the system, this kind of relationship between revelation 
and exegesis was particularly fruitful in their ranks. 
As a corollary, since the scholars characterized the results of their study as 




well. To solidify their stance, the Sages transferred this idea into the historical realm 
with the ideological pronouncement in mAvot 1:1 to build external authentication. 
The words contained additional weight with the inclusion of the Prophets as tradition 
bearers. Although only the last of them, Haggai, Zechariah and Malachi were 
traditionally part of the chain, the Rabbis also grafted the older inspired spokesmen 
onto the branches of the oral tradition tree. As a result of their conferring a common 
sinaitic source upon each half of the heavenly revelation, the Sages asserted boldly 
that Oral Torah had always existed and that the divine discourse that Moses received 
already contained illuminating sacred commentary. 
The revolutionary profession did not stop with these confident ideas. It 
featured a duality that revealed its full force. First, because of the lofty position 
bestowed upon commentary, the Sages composed the abundant library of writings that 
arose from their microscopic examination of the written text. Second, the assertion 
that God had also revealed Oral Torah implicitly carried with it not only the thought 
that it was part of revelation, but also that the oral portion inhabited a kind of 
timelessness for all generations. The Sages posited, then, that Moses received 
everything at Mt. Sinai, and the contention retrojects the subsequent exegetical 
products of future generations to what Scholem refers to as, “… the eternal present of 
the revelation at Sinai” (Scholem, 1971: 289). This philosophy brought about a 
blossoming of revelation that caused a multiplication from an elementary seed of 
concise and pointed divine speech into a vineyard that encompassed all of the 
interpretations that the rabbinic scholars fashioned to clarify the foundational element 




An anonymous reading presents the picture in Midrash Tanhuma 19 כי תשא 
when it relates that Moses learned Torah during the day and expounded it to himself 
at night during his 40 day meeting with God on Mt. Sinai ( 60: 1972, באבער ). Further 
traditions from R. Joshua b. Levi in the name of R. Johanan in bMegillah 19b and an 
anonymous reading in Tanhuma 17 כי תשא ( 58: 1972, באבער ) reveal that Moses also 
received the Mishnah, the Talmud and Aggadah and the full array of future comments 
and questions that intelligent disciples would exchange with their masters in addition 
to Torah.27 Thus, each generation is able to bring to light the meanings buried in the 
text in historical time, but it succeeds because these nuggets were encased all the 
while in the timeless, subsurface layers. God deposited truth once and for all time 
within these strata, but, according to the rabbinic mindset, Torah scholars are required 
to find the truth and to transmit the results of their studies. The Sages, however, did 
not develop and explicate the heavenly discourse from their own original creations, 
though some of their interpretations could only be termed creative. Rather, as they 
gave primacy to the text and explored its veiled content in the context of their own 
eras, they reconstructed and rediscovered the divine wisdom within it (Gerhardsson, 
1961: 173). 
As a result, commentary and not system was the tool that the Sages used in 
their quest for preexistent truth. In addition, because rabbinic philosophy defined 
                                                          
27  Although tradition teaches that God delivered the full contents of Written and Oral Torah to Moses, 
the well-known aggadic account of Moses’ visit to R. Akiva’s academy in bMenahot 29b illustrates the 
scope of the florescence of rabbinic commentary. The giver of the very Law that the students are 
dissecting is unable to follow their arguments. He only extracts a semblance of understanding and 
recognizes that his own decrees are the subject of discussion when he hears “ כה למשה מסיניהל ,” “the 
halakhah of Moses from Sinai,” as the answer to a certain question. See also bNiddah 45a. Some of R. 
Akiva’s disciples declare, “  כך פחותה מבת שלש שנים כשרה לכהונה כל התורה הלכה למשה מסיניכשם ש
 just as all of Torah is the tradition delivered to Moses at Sinai, so is the law that a“ ”,הלכה למשה מסיני




Scripture as a repository of multiple meanings, even those interpretations that 
appeared to be the most fanciful occupied a place in the world of the scholar. This 
sort of pregnant thinking caused the initial and more limited revelation to flower into 
a diverse and even sometimes contradictory creation. The ubiquitous “דבר אחר,” 
which compilers of rabbinic texts selected to introduce another exegetical slant, 
illustrates the concept well. Yet, tradition authorized all of the interpretations with the 
implicit support of the notion of “the more, the better.”28 
Even rejected views were valuable in the world of commentary. The primary 
example of conflicting opinions is the endless disagreements between the Schools of 
Shammai and Hillel. While the findings of the Hillelites usually held sway, the 
opposing convictions appear within rabbinic literature with like exactitude. 29 A 
dialogue in bEruvin 13b, which recounts a three-year controversy between the two 
sides, illustrates the idea. The dispute revolves around which of them had the right to 
establish the authoritative halakhah. A mediating heavenly voice enters the fray and 
declares, “  both of these are the words“ ”, חיים הן והלכה כבית הללאלֹהיםאלו ואלו דברי 
of the living God; but the halakhah is according to the school of Hillel.” It delineates 
plainly the psychology of the multiple interpretation schema and its time-space 
                                                                                                                                                                      
Moses at Sinai.” In their minds, all of Torah, both Written and Oral, is tradition handed to Moses at 
Sinai. 
28  The idea comes to light in bEruvin 13b as R. Abbahu tells of one Symmachus who gave 48 reasons 
for every rule concerning ritual uncleanness and an equal number in support for those that teach about 
cleanness. In addition, one particularly adept student at Javneh was able to offer one hundred fifty 
reasons to prove that a dead creeping creature was ritually clean. This talmudic passage shows the 
extent to which the Sages went in their search for truth and the ways of their exegetical praxis. 
29  The same section of bEruvin 13b reveals the basis for following the judgments of the School of 
Hillel. The tradition describes these disciples as kindly and modest and as students who even studied 
the rival Shammaite reasoning. Furthermore, in their humility they mentioned the words and actions of 
the School of Shammai before their own. The Talmudists put forth no discussion, however, concerning 
the unity of these opposite formulations, but one of the Kabbalists claims that the now-rejected 




boundaries. The scriptural findings of the Shammaites, which were temporarily 
assigned a secondary position, still received the status of “דברי אלֹהים חיים,” “the 
words of the living God.” They required this designation because, although their 
status was temporarily inferior, future generations might find them more applicable to 
their situations (Rotenberg, 1987: 11).30   
The vitality and flexibility of tradition, then, is the ultimate function of 
revelation, because if Torah is to be more than mere dead letter and, therefore, the 
mediator of a lively relationship between God and Israel, it must have significance to 
every generation. Tradition supplies the means by which Torah pulsates eternally and 
forges man’s intimacy with God by allowing him to grasp and to fulfill the precepts of 
Torah. Thus, unlike biblical religion, which offered an experience of God, rabbinic 
Judaism exalted the experience of the voice of God. Tradition, as an intermediary, 
ultimately enters every post-revelation encounter with God and accentuates the 
centrality of the discourse from both its divine and human sides in rabbinic thinking. 
A reading of the account of Akhnai’s oven in bBava Metzia 59b accentuates 
the importance of the human element in the relationship between God and man.31 The 
entire by-play of R. Eliezer’s attempt to defend his position on the conformity of the 
new appliance to dietary purity and R. Joshua’s defiant opposition to the supernal 
intervention of the heavenly voice celebrates the human factor in the relationship and 
the fact that the interpretation of Torah lies in the earthly realm.32 The conclusion of 
                                                                                                                                                                      
unifies Torah for all time, in the present day with Hillelite ascendancy, and in the days of the Messiah 
when the Shammaite view will prevail. See Scholem, 1971, 363 n. 8. 
30 See also Eliezer Berkowitz, Not in Heaven (New York: KTAV Publishing, 1983), 49. 
31 See the earlier discussion of this incident on pp. 109-111. 
32 Yitzhak Englard advances the idea of human involvement. He suggests that the concepts of the 
Sages’ not being beholden to the heavenly voice and majority rule in the realm of halakhah are not 




the tale relates God’s approval of this philosophy and countenances the concept that 
Torah interpretation necessarily rests in human hands because God’s Word must be 
relative, subjective and human if it is to bear any meaning to humanity. 
R. Joshua is a major character in another episode, which also highlights the 
human role in God’s relations with His universe. In bRosh Hashanah 25a he and 
Rabban Gamaliel have a dispute about the testimony that was to affect the calendar 
for the upcoming year and the resultant days on which the High Holidays would fall. 
As head of the Sanhedrin, Gamaliel commands his associate, who dutifully complies 
with the request, to appear before him and to carry money on what would be R. 
Joshua’s Day of Atonement. In an ironic twist, the junior rabbi, who spoke stridently 
for the majority in bBava Metzia 59b, bowed to majority rule and human 
interpretation in this tale. 
The notion that Torah resides in the earthly domain emerges even more 
strikingly when portions of the Talmud counsel legal experts about particularly 
ticklish halakhic questions. When such problems arose and the scholars were not 
certain about the resolutions, they were to observe how the community at-large was 
conducting itself, and to behave likewise. Thus, while the Rabbis were quite 
doctrinaire at times, they could not be blind to the practical needs of the people.33 
                                                                                                                                                                      
that they negate the need for intrusion from God in halakhic issues even if there is no opinion at all 
concerning a ruling or if the majority view is doubtful. He concludes that the notion of following the 
will of the majority buttresses the dramatic foundation of the account, which is the confrontation 
between the heavenly voice and the human majority. See  פירושיה של -תנורו של עכנאי", יצחק אנגלרד
45-56): 1974(כרך א , שנתון המשפט העברי" ,אגדה .  
33  See bAvodah Zarah 36a for a prime instance of this notion. The discussion, which incorporates 
multiple opinions, centers on whether the use of the oil of Gentiles is permissible. The Mishnah itself 
even adds parenthetically that R. Judah II, the grandson of R. Judah Hanasi, and his court allowed such 
usage. The Qumran community, conversely, abstained from oil, because as a liquid, it could transmit 
defilement if impure people had touched materials stained by the oil. For an interesting discussion 
about the avoidance of oil among the Dead Sea covenanters, see Joseph M. Baumgarten, Studies in 




Multiple interpretations were the product of this ongoing exchange between the 
Rabbis and the rest of the society, between the human element of interpretation and 
God’s Word, between Aggadah and Halakhah and between the dogmatic aspect of 
Torah and its compassionate side. These connections blur the supposed sharp 
differentiation between Halakhah and Aggadah and actually accent their close 
interrelatedness. Thus, the Sages prevented Torah from becoming nothing more than a 
sacred relic, and they protected its relevance and vibrancy. If Torah were to be viable 
to every generation, oral exegesis necessitated a certain anti-fundamentalism in its 
canonization, as it were, of the multivocality of the text.  
 Hermeneutical pluralism and delving into the various strata of Scripture also 
involved God’s stepping into the background and His placing, in effect, the work in 
human hands. The move made man intellectually responsible in his exegetical 
interaction with the text, although God’s voice remained preeminent during the 
process (Hartman, 1985: 33). In addition, God allowed for other opinions, which He 
sometimes accepted with a laugh, as when He acquiesced to the majority in bBava 
Metzia 59b, and even He studies His own Torah. 
A facet of the exchange in bTemurah 16a brings the concept into bolder 
relief.34 One analysis of the account stresses the ascendancy of the authority of the 
                                                                                                                                                                      
dictum of Rabban Simon b. Gamaliel and R. Eliezer b. Zadok, who counsel that the authorities should 
not dictate any decree to the community unless the majority is able to abide by it. The verdict was 
motivated by the importance of oil to the economy of the area, and any overly strict laws governing 
what one could do with it could have placed an unnecessary burden on the people. However, not all the 
Rabbis would grant themselves such personal liberty. In bAvodah Zarah 48b, during an examination of 
whether one could pass beneath an Asherah, these sages judge that if there were an alternate route, 
then one should travel that way. If the choice did not exist, passing under the acknowledged center of 
idolatry was granted. R. Shesheth, despite this ruling, once ordered his attendant to hurry him past such 
a place, even though no other option was available. When the question is posed about the rabbi’s 
behavior in light of the permission to ignore the Asherah, the tradition states that eminent men live 
according to a higher standard. 




Sages as the exegetes of the text. However, a second interpretation emphasizes 
hermeneutical pluralism and the entire atmosphere of the rabbinic system of exegesis. 
When the people ask Joshua to seek God’s help in restoring the lost halakhot and he is 
unable to comply because he reminds them that the answer is not in heaven, they wish 
to kill him because of his memory lapse. Even God is helpless to intervene since the 
solution to the dilemma is no longer in His domain, and He advises the new leader of 
Israel to divert the attention of the nation with a military encounter. An anonymous 
tradent reveals that Othniel, the son of Kenez, restored 1700 lost “ מרקל וחו ” and “  גזירה
שווה  ” along with specifications of the Scribes during the mourning period for 
Moses.35 Significantly, R. Abbahu relates that Othniel accomplished the revival 
through his reasoning and dialectics.36   
 A parable from Seder Eliyyahu Zuta, chapter 2 ( 171: 1960, איש שלום ) 
illustrates the degree to which interpreters took creative elaboration. The 
commentator rehearses his experience with a heretic who only accepts the belief that 
God gave Written Torah at Mt. Sinai. In order to focus the man’s blurred 
comprehension, the he spins a tale about a king, who temporarily leaves his territory 
and gives a measure of wheat and a bundle of flax to two beloved servants before his 
departure. One develops his raw materials into fine flour, “סולת,” and bread and a 
napkin to cover it until his master returns. The second steward, however, does nothing 
                                                          
35 These lost items are two prominent tools of rabbinic exegesis. The former is an argument a minori 
ad maius. The latter employs a common word or expression in two scriptural verses in order to apply 
one subject of a known rule to another idea. 
36  The story includes the use of “פלפולו,” which depicts discussion and/or debate, to describe 
Othniel’s methodology. It surfaces in mAvot 6:5 as well in a saying that outlines the 48 ways in which 
one acquires Torah. Among these is, “ובפלפול התלמידים,” which Albeck defines as keen, acute and 
vigorous give-and-take among the disciples who are studying together. Either nuance emphasizes the 
human element. See 384,)1959, מוסד ביאליק: ירושלים(סדר נזיקין , שישה סדרי משנה, עורך, חנוך אלבק  




with the goods and draws his lord’s ire. The narrator proceeds to ask a series of 
halakhic questions concerning how many blessings one recites at the reader’s desk on 
the Sabbath, the number of people who read Scripture on that day and how many 
readers perform on the Sabbath afternoon as well as on the second and fifth days of 
the week. None of the answers derives from Scripture, as only the Mishnah reveals 
them. His punchline, drawn from the imagery of the parable, demonstrates that when 
God gave Torah, it was as wheat from which a miller produces fine flour and flax 
from which one makes garments.  
The use of “סולת” is particularly enlightening in that it speaks of the layers of 
the text that the Sages searched in order to arrive at their interpretations.37 The story 
teaches man to work with the raw material of Torah that God has placed in his hands 
and to explore it in order to develop its concealed treasures. Moreover, the message 
relates that God not only authorizes this activity, but He also requires it. This 
conclusion is evident from the parable’s depiction of the servant who cultivated what 
the monarch had given him as the more beloved.  
The pluralistic hermeneutic system, with its inherent dialogic tension, also 
required the Sages to make choices. This necessity, though, was part of an approach 
that allowed the latitude to take texts that might appear to be at odds and to reinterpret 
them in order to wring out the seeming contradictions. For example, when God sees 
                                                          
37  Wisdom is the context in which “סולת,” “fine flour,” appears in The Song of Songs Rabbah 1:11. 
The commentator suggests that of all the wisdom of Solomon, the fine flour is only The Song of 
Songs. Solomon’s wisdom is especially relevant in light of another interpretation in 1:8 that derives 
from a parable in which a clever man joins the doors of a large palace with a coil of string so that 
people could find their way back to the entrance. Before his inventive plan, no one succeeded in this 
endeavor. R. Nahman, the storyteller, explains that before Solomon arose, no one was properly able to 
understand the words of Torah. The narrative credits Solomon with showing the interconnectedness of 
Torah’s various parts and that Torah is a single unit from which any verse or word is available for use 




Adam alone in Genesis 2:18, the last word in His announcement, “  ”, עזר כנגדוואעשה ל
“I will make a fitting helper for him,” is enigmatic. One way to attempt to unravel the 
mystery is to accept it at face value and to understand it as “corresponding to him.” 
However, another possibility exists, which derives from the root ד.ג.נ . The reading 
places “עזר” and “כנגדו”in opposition and led R. Joshua b. Nehemiah in Genesis 
Rabbah 17:3 to treat the phrase as though there were a comma between the words and 
to interpret them as “ כנגדו, עזר ,” “help, against him.” Consequently, he reaches an 
understanding of, “ ה עזר אם לאו כנגדוכאם ז ,” “if he is found worthy, a helper; and if 
not, against him.”38 He also explains that if the man treats his wife properly she will 
behave like the wife of R. Hanania b. Hakinai, who, according to the tradition in 
bKetubot 62b, waited for her husband during the 12 years he invested in Torah study 
and fainted with joy upon his return. If, however, the man behaves in an unseemly 
manner, his spouse will repay him with the disrespectful treatment that R. Jose the 
Galilean received from his mate, who was such a detriment to him that his students 
contributed the money to pay her dowry so that their master could divorce her.39 
 Y. Heinemann’s analysis of scribal writing style in the ancient manuscripts of 
Torah helps to clarify this sort of exegetical strategy. He suggests that there was no 
significant space between each letter and each word in the early texts and, therefore, it 
was incumbent upon the commentator to interpret and to scrutinize each letter and/or 
                                                                                                                                                                      
clarified the obscurities in Torah by busily excavating the multiple layers of the text and extracting the 
hidden gems. 
38 See bJevamot 63a. R. Eliezer sharpens the woman’s negativity as he reads “ְּכֶנְגּדו” as “ְּכַנְּגּדו” from 
the root ד.ג.נ. , “to strike, to beat” and concludes that if the man is not worthy, his wife will chastise 
him, “ְמַנְּגְּדתו.” Rashi suggests that she will disagree with him and contradict him. R. Judah submits in 
Pirqe de-Rabbi Eliezer 12 that the woman will be against the man and fight with him. In his remarks 
on Genesis Rabbah 17:3, Jafe suggests that if a man is fortunate he will be worthy of the woman. 
However, apart from good fortune he can be worthy of her through good deeds. 





group of letters. In addition, because each letter had an independent life of its own, an 
interpreter could even create new words by recombining letters removed from each 
other ( 103: 1954, הינמן ). The interpreter’s work in Exodus Rabbah 40:4 in his 
examination of the opening words of I Chronicles 2:24, “ואחר מות חצרון בכלב אפרתה,” 
“and after the death of Hezron in Caleb of Ephratah,” illustrates the concept well. He 
determines that “בכלב” is the name “כלב” and declares that one man certainly cannot 
die “in” another man. In order to rectify what could lead to a misinterpretation, the 
midrashist dismantled the original word and reconstructed it as “בא כלב.” His 
creativity, therefore, conveys the idea that after Hezron died, Caleb came to Ephratah.  
A similar ploy appears in Genesis 30:11. The author’s account of the birth of 
Gad and the origin of the name includes the qere, “בגד.” The “ketiv,” however, is “  בא
 birth stones,” in Exodus“ ”,אבנים“ Heinemann finds a hint of this strategy in 40”.גד
1:16 in relation to the next phrase, “אם הוא בן,” “if it be a son” ( 103: 1954, הינמן ). The 
anonymous reading splits “בהבראם,” “when they were created,” from Genesis 2:4 into 
“ בראם 'בה ” in Genesis Rabbah 12:10 to point out that God created the generations of 
heaven and earth with the Hebrew letter “ ה. ” Another midrashist employed the device 
in 1:4 when he interpreted “בראשית” as “ שית ברא ” in order to expound upon the six 
entities that God created before He forged the world.41  
                                                          
40  Other evidence exists for the reading “בא גד.” The second edition of the Syriac version 1654, 
Targum Onqelos and Targum Pseudo- Jonathan all support it.  
41  See also bSukkah 49a. Part of the discussion concerns the pits that served as a receptacle for the 
wine libation of the festival of Sukkot. These pits ran under the altar, and Rabbah b. Bar Hana, citing 
R. Johanan, maintains that they were a part of the six days of creation from an interpretation of Song of 
Solomon 7:2. R. Ishmael also associates the pits with creation as he reads “בראשית” from Genesis 1:1 
as “ברא שית.” As a result, he finds an allusion to “שיתין,” “foundations,” and a basis for his suggestion 
that God created the pits as a foundational element of the world. One tradition states that the altar 
occupied the place from which creation began and that God established the world from this location. 




The above discussion and textual evidence concerning man’s role in biblical 
exegesis testify that despite the original divine character of Torah, human 
interpretation was an essential ingredient in Torah’s vitality in rabbinic philosophy.42 
However, since the Sages replaced the prophet as its mediators, the need for a 
plurality of voices speaking in the text arose because answers were no longer 
available from one source. The ideology is paradoxical because Torah is revelation 
from heaven, but it is not in heaven (Rotenberg, 1987: 10). When God removed 
Himself at least in part from the process, He took any one unquestioned interpretation 
and opened the way to other expositions. His input was still part of the equation, 
although the Sages, in a certain sense, paid it little heed in their divinely sanctioned 
exegeses. 
The elevation of the human element in interpretation has far-reaching effects 
regarding the nature of the text itself as well as authorial intent and/or whether the 
text is an independent entity. All of these components are crucial for grasping the 
manner in which the Sages elevated Torah to its exalted status and why they protected 
it with such fervor. Two evaluations of the episode in bBava Metzia 59b illuminate 
the purposes of the rabbinic interpretive system and the confidence that lay behind the 
Sages’ elevating themselves to the role of Torah’s primary exegetes. In the first 
consideration, one might characterize R. Joshua’s refusal to acknowledge the 
intrusion of the heavenly voice, although he still accepts the importance of the 
                                                          
42  No less an authority than R. Judah Hanasi illustrates this relationship. In the Mekhilta de-Rabbi 
Ishmael 9 בחודש (Lauterbach, 1949, 2:267), he comments on the awesome scene at the giving of Torah 
in Exodus 20:15-19. He explains that when the people saw the thunder and the lightning, Israel’s 
excellence was evident because each man interpreted the words as he heard them. The rabbi’s 
foundational text is Deuteronomy 32:10, from which he creatively explicates “יבוננהו,” with Israel as 




intention of God, as the simple reading. Since he was a proponent of the notion that 
only scholarly research and debate could expose the concealed fabric of Scripture, 
this view also includes his rejection of prophecy and of any criterion that validates a 
prophet. 
The second appraisal is extreme, but allows for deeper insight into the 
rabbinic mind in this context. Because God declared in the Deuteronomy 30 passage 
that Torah is not in heaven, He authorized it as an independent text. He, in effect, 
made His own intent inconsequential and excused Himself from any future divine 
attempt to invade the interpretive arena. Because of the more radical approach, Torah, 
though it is an authorized text, loses its cachet as a direct expression of heavenly 
authority (Halbertal, 1997: 48). R. Joshua’s appeal is connected to the source of the 
text’s authority on a higher plane that does not address God’s own authorial purposes. 
It derives from the text itself, and as the talmudic passage relates, God permits R. 
Joshua to prevail and supports the notion that halakhic decisions will follow majority 
rule despite the divine bid to enter the negotiations.  
This assessment produces the notion of an authorized text that supersedes the 
concept of the text as a channel of the writer’s prerogative and frees its authoritative 
meaning from any designs of the author. Consequently, while God still commands 
Israel to obey His voice, the compliance is to stem from their experiencing it 
according to their understanding. He, therefore, authorizes the text to do His bidding 
rather than commanding directly through it. This move not only prevents a prophet 
from supplementing Scripture, but prophecy itself also evaporates as an acceptable 
                                                                                                                                                                      
comments on Exodus 24:12. This verse contains “התורה” (the Written Law) and “המצווה” (the Oral 




avenue of interpretation. The process naturally increases the prestige of interpretation 
if the author’s initial purposes are no longer relevant at the same time that it 
eliminates any prophet’s legitimate claim that might derive from his having brought a 
message from the author. 
This shift catapulted the scholar/interpreter to the highest rank in religious and 
societal contexts and led the Sages to depict God as a sage who studies Torah and its 
rabbinic exegeses.43 The independence of the text required even the author to 
familiarize Himself with all that the Sages would mine from it in order to comprehend 
any future rendering that might arise. It also reduced the importance of God’s 
interaction in the Sages’ exegetical system of interpretation and produced the 
canonization of controversy, a characteristic feature of many Jewish interpretive texts 
(ibid., 49-50). 
While commentary fueled their interaction with Scripture, the Sages never 
disregarded the text’s divine character. Several traditions teach that preexistent Torah 
was engraved on the right hand and arm of God. Two of them, one in Midrash Aseret 
Hadebarot ( 450: 1915, איזנשטיין ) and the other, in the old printed version of Midrash 
Tanhuma 2 וילך, are instructive examples. The former contends that since God had 
not yet created the animals from which He could obtain the skins to use for writing, 
he wrote Torah on His arm with black fire on top of white fire. The midrashist in 
                                                          
43  See Numbers Rabbah 19:7, Pesiqta Rabbati 14:13 and bGittin 6b.The first two passages interpret 
Numbers 19:2, which discusses the red heifer, and they show God poring over Torah and declaring 
halakhah according to R. Eliezer. The latter text is involved with the issue of divorce and includes four 
main players, R. Abiathar, R. Jonathan, Elijah and God, who is studying Judges 19:2 as it relates to the 
matter at hand. When R. Abiathar seeks God’s opinion from Elijah, the prophet offers the surprising 
reply that God considered both sides of the issue. The sage asks incredulously if God could be 
uncertain, and Elijah poignantly rejoins, “אלו ואלו דברי אלֹהים חיים.” These references define the 
human as the conduit of revelation because even God is both an exegete who interprets His own 




Tanhuma muses as to whether the material could have been silver or gold, which were 
also non-existent prior to creation. He ultimately concurs with the assertion that Torah 
was written on God’s arm. These passages illuminate two points: 1) God wrote the 
words of Torah on His arm; 2) The white fire is His arm and the black fire 
corresponds to the black letters of Torah ( 44: 1981, אידל ). 
Although the metaphysical character of Torah was of critical importance to the 
Sages, the independence of the text still surpassed its divinity in the realm of 
interpretation.44 Torah developed as the fountainhead of revelation as a direct result of 
the lack of a rabbinic systematic theology and because the text’s non-metaphysical 
character was essential in the Sages’ psychology of interpretation. Scripture retained 
its multi-layered nature precisely because it stood separately and did not require that a 
reader bring any preconceived theological propositions. The absence of these 
presuppositions eliminated any easily anticipated interpretations of the text. While 
other exegetes were concerned with magical and mystical aspects in other literatures 
such as the Heikhalot and the Merkabah works, the Rabbis largely ignored any 
interest in these elements in order to maintain an open text. Admittedly, only the elite 
could excavate certain of its facets, but by and large, the midrashic process exposed 
God’s Word to a wider audience. While they were certainly concerned with esoterica, 
the Sages engaged in it only to make the Scripture speak to the ever-changing needs 
                                                                                                                                                                      
goals and in God’s declaring halakhah according to the outcome of a man’s interpretation, He 
authorizes humans to live according to their understanding of the text. 
44 Ontology, the literary history that led to its association with Torah, and ultimately with the 
Wisdom/Torah motif, and their relationships to various exegetical passages in Genesis Rabbah are the 
subjects of chapter 3. Here, where the stress is upon the notion of interpretation and its importance in 




of those who sought to center their lives upon the added understanding that emerged 
from intense study.45 
The vicissitudes of history also propelled the rabbinic exegetical system as the 
Sages strove to adapt the text to the unique requirements of each generation. The 
prominence of the Wisdom/Torah motif in the new ideological and theological 
atmosphere of the fourth and fifth centuries C. E. is a clear example of the 
relationship between interpretation and history. The system also offers a look into the 
ethical portions of rabbinic literature. Unlike the supernatural views of Torah in the 
medieval era, which lost touch with the people at-large and their mundane concerns, 
the midrashic literature was riveted within the boundaries of history and change (Idel, 
1993: 50). If Torah was truly to be an effective mediator of the living and ongoing 
relationship between God and Israel, it was incumbent upon the Sages to focus on the 
fluctuations of history and the transformations and the innovations that emanated 
from the new circumstances.  
While the Sages’ exegetical system was robustly creative, one cannot label the 
volumes in the rabbinic library as completely original works. The source was always 
the older authoritative text. Although they carefully sifted, analyzed and reworked it 
to bring about historical relevance and alterations of previous ideas, the Sages’ 
revelation was not the grand or novel sort contained in Torah. Moreover, despite the 
divine authority in which they dressed their interpretations by retrojecting the origins 
to Mt. Sinai, and despite the fact that Torah and exegesis were so tightly linked that 
                                                          
45 For a useful study of Midrash and the thought inherent in it, see Burton L. Vizotsky, Reading the 
Book, 2nd ed. (New York: Schocken Books, 1996). See also Geoffrey H. Hartman, “ The Struggle for 
the Text,” in Midrash and Literature, eds., Geoffrey H. Hartman and Sanford Burdick (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1986) and James L. Kugel and Rowan Greer, Early Biblical Interpretation 




the boundaries between them were nearly unintelligible, a gap still existed. The body 
of literature that the Sages generated was necessarily, then, a separate genre, even 
though they promoted it to such an esteemed level that, according to tradition, God 
studied Torah in the same fashion as the people who fastidiously occupied themselves 
with its contents.  
 The divide between the text and its interpretation on the one hand, and their 
close association on the other hand, raises the question of whether the origins of the 
system that the Rabbis employed are traceable to phenomena visible in the text itself 
or to Greco-Roman exegetical methodology. The nature of the literary atmosphere 
during the time in which the canon probably reached closure, and during which the 
interpretive literature began to proliferate, supports the assertion that the forerunners 
of the Sages were using and developing early indigenous exegetical techniques.  
Scripture contains examples that illustrate how scribes worked with the text 
and breathed new life into it for the sake of historical relevance. Some of them are 
simple and others are more complex, but they resulted from the circumstance present 
in many cultures, the transmission of tradition within the culture and the reuse of 
tradition to determine social values. Once an oral process, the function of 
disseminating tradition passed to professional scribes who not only copied texts, but 
also dealt with any quirks, questions and/or irregularities within them. Geographical 
updates by the addition of a more recent name, such as Bethel, to orient the reader 
concerning the toponym, Luz, in Joshua 18:13, and the linguistic lesson in Esther 3:7 




insertions.46 Sometimes formulaic words, which betray the intrusion of a scribal hand, 
precede this sort of activity. These uncomplicated explanations likely reflect the idea 
that these anonymous copyists/editors felt that they were permitted to make such 
comments even in the divinely inspired text, and that a kind of preexistent tradition of 
interpretation existed at the time that helped people to understand the text more 
clearly (Fishbane, 1989: 5).  
These small supplements also accentuate the scribes’ evaluation of the 
sacredness of the text, because they retained the confusing information that they had 
clarified instead of deleting it. For example, the wording of Ezra 3:12 could lead to 
the idea that some elderly returnees from the Babylonian Exile were among those who 
witnessed the construction of the First Temple. However, the editor interposed “  זה
 refers to the building ”ביסדו“ this house,” to direct attention to the fact that“ ”,הבית
under construction in Ezra’s day.47 Thus, while he eliminated potentially confusing 
wording, the scribe expunged nothing that might have upset the intent of the original 
material. This strategy allows readers, even after several centuries would pass, to 
recognize the need for joining what was likely once an oral tradition, which later 
generations actually wrote, to the parent text for the purpose of explication.  
                                                          
46  See Genesis 28:19, 35:6 and 48:3 for additional instances of the Luz/Bethel relationship. 
47  Ezra 3:12 is problematical grammatically, and several attempts have been made to explain the 
obvious difficulty. Surely, no one was present on the day in question who had seen the actual building 
of the First Temple, but one might understand the verse in this way simply from its wording. The 
dilemma derives from the placement of “ביסדו,” “when its foundation was laid,” immediately after 
 the First Temple.” Abraham Ibn Ezra’s (a 12th century Spanish and Italian biblical“ ”,הבית הראשון“
commentator, philosopher and grammarian) proposal not only offers what is likely the best solution, 
but it also fits the notion of a scribe’s inserting explanatory information. He suggests a connection 
between “ביסדו” and “זה הבית” and links the pronominal suffix in the verbal form to the Second 
Temple. Thus, the problem that “  presents and the fact that the phraseology inhibits the ” הביתהז
natural flow of the verse are less puzzling. The words are likely a scribal gloss to eradicate the 
historical quandary in “ביסדו.” The demonstrative pronoun “זה,” therefore, points out that “ביסדו” 




A striking example of this clarifying maneuver arises in a much broader 
fashion from an analysis of Leviticus 19:19 and Deuteronomy 22:9-11. The laws in 
these passages legislate against mixtures and prohibit Israel from commingling cattle, 
certain blendings of seeds in their fields and wearing garments made from a 
combination of fabrics. The author(s) included the key word, “כלאים,” “mingled 
combinations,” with each of the three vetoed areas and detailed exactly what sort of 
blending or combining God proscribed. Despite the reiteration, the law was obviously 
open to multiple interpretations that probably accompanied it orally. The last portion 
of Leviticus 19:19 appears to contain one of these ideas with the insertion of “שעטנז,” 
“a mixture of linen and wool,” which stands in apposition to “כלאים.” The hearers and 
subsequent readers of the ordinance were, thus, aware of the precise constitution of a 
mixed garment.48  
The writer of Deuteronomy 22:9-11 repeated the same classifications, 
although he altered the syntax and the vocabulary. He replaced “שדך,” “your field,” in 
Leviticus 19:19 with “כרמך,” “your vineyard,” and shifted the levitical interdict 
against crossbreeding to a ban against plowing with an ox and an ass together.49 
Michael Fishbane explains that these moves probably resulted from different legal 
experts in disparate socio-historical situations interpreting a common legal model. 
The wording of Deuteronomy 22:11 is remarkable as well. In Leviticus 19:19 
 ”שעטנז“ However, when ”.כלאים“ heightens the reader’s understanding of ”שעטנז“
                                                          
48 The interpretation of “שעטנז” is difficult, and no scholarly consensus exists concerning its meaning. 
Brown, Driver and Briggs opt for a definition of “mixed stuff,” originating from the Coptic saht  
“woven” plus nudj “false.” See Francis Brown, S. R. Driver and Charles A. Briggs, A Hebrew and 
English Lexicon of the Old Testament, 4th edition (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1962), 1043. The 
translator(s) of the Septuagint version of Leviticus betrayed a similar understanding and chose 




appears in the warning against wearing mixed garments, the exact definition, “wool 
and linen together,” “צמר ופשתים ביחד,” accompanies it. Thus, “שעטנז” was an 
interpretive device in one text and a word that necessitated classification in a parallel 
section. These moves raise interesting questions: 1) Is the use of “שענטז” a simple 
delimitation or is it a paradigm including, but not restricted to, such a combination? 2) 
Is the farmer permitted to till his field with some other group of animals or is the 
mention of the ox and the ass also simply paradigmatic of the proscription against 
mixed plowing? 
The interaction of two distinct literary genres in Jeremiah 17:21-22, legal 
teaching and prophecy, is another noteworthy case of inner-biblical exegesis. The 
prophet centers his declarations on Sabbath prohibitions, which, if left unheeded, 
would lead to disastrous consequences, including the destruction of Jerusalem. In the 
process, Jeremiah expands the terse proscriptions of The Decalogue, especially the 
deuteronomic version. The common usage of words from the root ר.מ.ש , the idea of 
God’s having previously commanded Israel regarding the Sabbath and the mutual 
concepts of the Sabbath itself and the interdict against work are particularly 
interesting. After Jeremiah introduces his expansions, including bans on carrying 
burdens into Jerusalem or out of one’s house during the Sabbath, he notes the ancient 
injunction against work and the order to sanctify the holy day. He legitimizes these 
developments by widening the decalogical language and by breathing the air of Mt. 
Sinai into them (Fishbane, 1985: 133).50 Thus, “כאשר צויתי את אבותיכם,” “as I 
                                                                                                                                                                      
49  This change might not be such a jarring move as it might appear at first glance because “plowing” is 
a known euphemism for sexual intercourse. See Fishbane, 1989, 59. 
50  Fishbane posits that the restriction against bringing burdens from the home to the public domain 
might be a secondary addition because its language makes the initial part of the new limitations 




commanded your fathers,” in 17:22, combined with the closing portion of 
Deuteronomy 5:12, “ אלהיך' כאשר צוך ה ,” “as the Lord, your God, commanded you,” 
infers that while he was articulating these limitations in his own age, they really 
emanated from Mt. Sinai and that, therefore, they were also revelatory.  
 Thus, another character entered into the scene. Since Jeremiah delivered his 
message under divine auspices, in a manner of speaking, God cited His own Torah. 
Although the words included information that was unwritten until that time, God’s 
reference awarded unassailable legitimacy to the prophetic exegetical innovation.  
 Sometimes an author composed a later expression from more than one unit 
and altered parts of them in order to address historical exigencies. This sort of 
interpretation is especially relevant to the present volume. The prophetic utterance to 
King Asa of Judah in II Chronicles 15:2-7 illustrates this situation. After he recounts a 
protracted period of spiritual deficiency interspersed with only bits of godly behavior, 
Azariah encourages the monarch to return to God. The Chronicler wove a new 
tapestry in this message from several other traditions in order to speak to his 
                                                                                                                                                                      
opening prohibition. A similar type of intrusion appears in the Septuagint, regulating movement out of 
the gates of Jerusalem in Jeremiah 17:21. The interpretation arises from the translator’s choice of 
“e*kporeuvesqe,” “you go out,” instead of some form of “fevrw,” “bear, carry,” for “והבאתם.” The basis 
for this idea is the regulation against exiting one’s home to collect manna in Exodus 16:29, which, 
though it precedes the giving of Torah, certainly presupposes Sabbath commandments. The Sages also 
employed this text later for their stipulations concerning movement on the Sabbath, although, because 
men attended synagogue on that day, the dicta did not require them to remain at home. See also 
Josephus’ The Antiquities of the Jews 13.8.4 and 14.10.12. He relates that one could leave the home 
but that the rules of his day used the Exodus passage to prevent long journeys. In the Mekhilta de-
Rabbi Ishmael 5 בשלח ( 170: 1970, רבין-האראוויטץ ), R. Joshua discusses distance controls on Sabbath 
movement. The midrashist in Leviticus Rabbah 34:16 prohibits walking through the city of Jerusalem 
and going into one’s field to think about its necessities on the holy day. He even offers a short aggadic 
passage in which a righteous man receives a reward for not tending to this business on the Sabbath. 
The author(s) of the Damascus Document included the same injunction. Furthermore, Isaiah 58:13 
lends textual backing to the Sabbath travel strictures in chapter 10 of the Damascus Document, The 
Book of Jubilees 50:12 and Leviticus Rabbah 34:16, which are post-biblical works. This is the 
constraint that the translator(s) of the Septuagint version of Jeremiah 17:21 introduced. He ignored the 




audience. The beginning and the end of the passage contain familiar strains of older 
traditions that emboldened their listeners before a military or a prophetic endeavor 
such as “ עמכם' ה ,” “the Lord is with you,” and “חזקו ואל ירפו ידיכם,” “be strong and do 
not lose your hope and vigor.” Although the exhortation has religious overtones in II 
Chronicles, the author redeployed the more bellicose language of Deuteronomy 31:7-
8 for spiritual purposes in the same manner that the writer of the Book of Joshua 
employed the formerly military language in 1:7-8.  
Since the Chronicler wrote in the Persian Period, he portrayed an exilic setting 
in verses 3-6 and encouraged the people by assuring them that repentance would 
restore God’s presence. Verse 4, a warning/entreaty built around the perils of idol 
worship and the positive outcome of repentance, is reminiscent of Deuteronomy 4:29-
31 and contains common vocabulary that the author used to establish his association 
between these sections. The discourse as a whole emphasizes some of the more 
loathsome aspects of separation from God, and the author called on the onerous 
prophecy from Amos 3:9, especially “ ת רבותמהומֹ ,” “great tumults,” for emphasis in 
order to describe the frightful results of that estrangement in II Chronicles 15:5. When 
he discusses the time when Israel was without God, a teaching priest and Torah in 
15:3, he hints at the heavenly notice that the prophet delivered in Hosea 3:4-5 before 
the Assyrians crushed the Northern Kingdom. Hosea’s dark admonition predicted a 
day when Israel would have no king, no prince, no sacrifice, no cult pillars and no 
teraphim and helped to produce the ominous atmosphere that the writer of the II 
Chronicles passage adopted. When he reshaped this forecast, however, he made a 
                                                                                                                                                                      
This move, though, is unsurprising in light of the prevalence of the tradition. See Fishbane, 1985, 133 




significant alteration. Hosea mentioned no educational terminology, but the 
Chronicler not only stressed priestly instruction, but also Torah, a matter that was 
quite germane in the post-exilic era.51 Hosea’s concluding reassurance in his 
otherwise gloomy picture that Israel would ultimately repent strengthens the 
connection between the two texts, as does the author’s usage in II Chronicles of some 
of the shared vocabulary from the roots ש.ק.ב  and ב.ש.י .52 The exegetical maneuvers 
within the II Chronicles passage were allied to the storehouse of tradition that 
undergirded the fresh message and produced what Fishbane refers to as “…a new-old 
voice,” one that was viable for its day and time, but one that was also redolent with 
the older language in order to reclaim and to redeploy the tradition (ibid., 16).  
Yet, more is percolating beneath the text’s surface. The Chronicler’s additions 
to what he inherited would have led his readers and/or hearers to recognize the 
passage of time between the two eras described in these portions of Scripture and to 
note the present circumstances and the environment that impelled him to fashion his 
new creation. The way in which he worked with this array of elements illustrates a 
midrashist’s view of the text as a seamless unit and how he and others who were 
engaged in textual interpretation effaced its boundaries in order to appropriate what 
was necessary to deliver their messages. Moreover, his methodology betrays the rich 
cultural intertextuality that is evident in Jewish exegetical literature because what a 
                                                          
51  The Chronicler further underlined the importance of Torah in his day when he repeated I Kings 8:25 
nearly verbatim in II Chronicles 6:16, except for one subtle, but noteworthy, modification. He deleted 
the first “לפני,” “before me,” from the I Kings verse and inserted “בתורתי,” “in my Law.” Another 
interesting interpretation of II Chronicles 15:3 appears in bAvodah Zarah 17b. The man who merely 
occupies himself with Torah without engaging in keeping the commandments and doing good deeds is 
as a man without Torah and, therefore, is as if he had no God.  
 52  The writers of Hosea, II Chronicles and Deuteronomy all drew from a common set of roots such as 
.ש.ק.ב  , .ב.ש. י and . .ש.ר.ד  . The Chronicler knitted these words into his account, as any good 




writer said was either scriptural or laced with the atmosphere of the text as he spoke 
from past tradition. 
Jeremiah 3:1-5 adds further insight into the workings of inner-biblical 
exegesis and into the pre-rabbinic interpretive history that initiated the process that 
elevated Torah from contract and life governing principles to its ultimate higher 
status. The prophet began this portion in an unusual way by citing the earlier passage, 
Deuteronomy 24:1-4, as his point of departure, and by introducing it with “ רלאמֹ ,” 
“saying,” or perhaps in this instance, “it was said.” However, as he reappropriated the 
verses he placed them in a new context and imbued them with a new tone. The author 
of Deuteronomy presented the law, which concerns behavior on a practical level, to 
the individual. Jeremiah, however, transformed it to incorporate all of Israel into the 
picture and to lift the nation to a spiritual plane. The metaphor of Israel as the bride of 
God (2:2), which he used to characterize the people’s unfaithfulness as adultery (3:8), 
lurks beneath his widening the scope of the Deuteronomist. The sexual imagery 
provided the necessary relationship with the earlier tradition and enabled Jeremiah to 
equate the rationale for God’s rejection of Israel with that of the husband who has 
grounds for divorce because of similar promiscuity.53 
                                                          
53  The basis that the passage in Deuteronomy gives for divorce provides a forum for a typical 
controversy between the Schools of Hillel and Shammai in mGittin 9:10. Shammai limits the 
justification for divorce only to sexual misbehavior, while Hillel’s pretext, which he describes with the 
metonym of bad cooking, is much broader. Their disagreement revolves around their respective 
understandings of “ערות דבר,” “indecency, improper behavior,” in Deuteronomy 24:1. R. Akiva offers 
a third option that is even more liberal. He permits the dissolution of a marriage if the man finds a 
more attractive woman, a position that he founds on “ א תמצא חן בעיניו לֹוהיה אם ,” “and it comes to 
pass that she finds no favor in his eyes,” from the earlier part of the verse in Deuteronomy. A lengthier 
discussion of these issues, based largely on semantics, takes place in bGittin 90a concerning the verses 
in Deuteronomy and the two key words. See also Josephus’ The Antiquities of the Jews 4:23 and his 
espousal of the more permissive Hillelite view. He comments that many reasons arise in a marriage 




The prophet’s following maneuver separated the two texts in order to advance 
his new idea. He spiritualized the legal directive in Deuteronomy, which prevents a 
man from remarrying his former wife after she had married another spouse and either 
divorced the second man or lost him to death. The spiritual shift colors “ושוב” near the 
end of Jeremiah 3:1 with its repentance nuance. In light of the first tradition, when 
Jeremiah said, “ אלי ושוב ,” he could have been making a statement or posing a 
question. The tenor of the prohibition of the pentateuchal decree would generate a 
legitimate question, but if God were making a declaration through the prophet, He 
was offering a remedy despite the previous restriction. Perhaps, as Fishbane suggests, 
both aspects are at play in this message. The tension between the polarity of illegal 
remarriage and spiritual return supports the idea that, although the strictness of the 
decree in Deuteronomy 24:1-4 made Israel’s reunion with God unlawful, the 
prophetic innovation pointed to a divine grace that provides an avenue of escape 
(ibid., 310). 
 The scribes and later biblical writers, who interpreted mostly to clarify or to 
create new meaning, approached their predicaments with textual annotation and 
literary allusion, and through types of analogical or synthetic reasoning. However, 
their strategies included two additional elements, literary and historical movement. 
Scribes or writers, thus, relocated the tradition that was the father to the new concept 
from its primary setting. They transformed the original material, marking it with an 
internal shift, and reset it in a new environment, thereby creating an external 
variation. The modifications created a kind of paradox, because when a tradent 




principle. At the same time, the scribal recontextualization converted this principle 
and its new concern into a tradition.  
The relationship between what Fishbane calls the traditum (the original) and 
the traditio was not always one in which the latter existed for the former.54 Although 
it might have recalled and reinforced the traditum, he suggests that the traditio did not 
necessarily “…clarify, resolve, harmonize or even reauthorize earlier traditions (ibid., 
416). Instead, the traditum provided the matrix for the traditio but the traditio, which 
simply employed it for its own purposes, did not always transform the source. Hence, 
the ringing prophetic criticism in Isaiah 58:1-10 of a lack of concern for the less 
fortunate among Israel did not negate any previous dicta about fasting on the Day of 
Atonement. Rather, the prophet utilized the concept metaphorically in his diatribe 
against the moral turpitude of the people. The current flowed in the direction of the 
traditio, its situation and what it wished to address. However, the original text never 
lost its efficacy, and the new location did not present radically fresh thinking that ran 
counter to the spirit of the values of what engendered it. Thus, when Jeremiah recast 
the text from Deuteronomy 24, he did not aspire to inject new substance into the law 
in its own legal milieu. In a similar way, when the midrashist(s) in Chronicles brought 
certain aspects of Samuel-Kings into relief, he did not direct his audience to another 
time and locale apart from his own. The literary shift to the new setting and the 
message applied there became the primary issue because interpreters did not wish to 
reproduce the old tradition but to rejuvenate it. This revitalization, the representation 
of traditum as traditio, was the essence of the entire process.  
                                                          
54 Portions of the material in the following section incorporate some of Fishbane’s ideas on the 




 Rhetorical moves, the relationship between the speaker of the traditio and his 
intended hearers, were also a vital part of the operation. Jeremiah’s reemployment of 
the opening of Deuteronomy 24:1-4 to form the fabric from which he fashioned his 
contemporary concept of national religious repentance in 3:1-5 is a good example of 
the phenomenon. Different aims, methodology and assumptions of communication 
characterized the modernized discourse because of the nature of its intention and 
context. Both the literary and the rhetorical shifts operated in conjunction with the 
basic structure of the traditum, the traditio and the historical situation and its 
audience. As a result, the traditio functioned as a bridge between the traditum and the 
situation-audience and thereby achieved its rhetorical objectives by the literary 
devices that the interpreter employed.55  
This examination of inner-biblical exegesis testifies that scribes and later 
biblical writers, who lived before the florescence of the rabbinic era, introduced 
exegetical procedures and a mindset that the Sages developed more extensively. Real 
necessity, whether it was an unclear word, an obscure law or the inability of the 
original tradition to meet the needs of a modern congregation, stimulated the work. 
Despite any inadequacy, the original revelation still dictated how the tradents 
operated as they attempted to solve problematical passages, and it controlled the 
language with which they worked. Thus, even as the interpreter searched for meaning, 
                                                          
55 The literary, historical and rhetorical movements are germane to the Sages’ use of the 
Wisdom/Torah motif in the controversy with Christian theologians. When R. Hoshaya injected Torah 
in Genesis Rabbah 1:1 into the biblical creation account, which does not contain even an allusion to 
Torah, he recharged the story with a new element. When the compiler used this point of view in the 
opening section of the collection, he directed his message to a different audience and a separate set of 
circumstances from those of the biblical writer. See chapter 6 for a more detailed appraisal of Genesis 
Rabbah 1:1 and other interpretations in this midrashic compilation that employ the Wisdom/Torah 




and at times strayed far from what appears to be the simple meaning, the text always 
retained its central position as the governor of the exegesis.  
No discussion of this topic should exclude the views of David Daube, who 
opines that the roots of rabbinic interpretation rest in the soil of Hellenistic rhetoric, 
which supplied the presuppositions from which the Sages proceeded and the major 
details of application (Daube, 1949: 240). He grants that they adapted this foreign 
methodology into a thoroughly hebraized milieu, but that, au fond, their system was 
Greek in character. Daube argues that although Hillel offered the oldest interpretive 
tactics, which appear in tSanhedrin 7:11 ( 427: 1970, צוקרמאנדל ), he credited his 
teachers, Shemayah and Avtalion, with teaching him the techniques. These two 
masters were purportedly proselytes, and though no irrefutable evidence confirms that 
they were indeed converts, Daube suggests that enough scholars agree that they 
studied and learned in Alexandria for a sufficient time to have continued to use the 
exegetical methods of that ancient intellectual center after their migration to Israel. 
Consequently, this theory suggests that the exegetical rules of Hillel originated in an 
alien locale. 
While Daube argues well, not everyone accepts his contention. As Hillel 
debates with the sons of Bathyra concerning the Passover sacrifice and whether it 
overrides the Sabbath in bPesahim 66a, he mentions two of his procures, “קל וחומר” 
and “גזירה שווה.” Although the account in tSanhedrin lacks the details of the talmudic 
controversy, it refers to the seven techniques and reports that Hillel used them in that 
instance.56 His interlocutors are unimpressed because the story in the Talmud relates 
                                                          
56  In the Tosefta passage, Hillel claims that there are three hundred pesahim (the daily sacrifices that 




that only his appeal to the tradition from the mouths of his mentors was effective. H. 
L. Strack and G. Stemberger posit, against Daube’s assertion, that Hillel’s ultimate 
invocation of the names of his teachers was a maneuver connected to halakhah and 
not to any methodological disagreement. Thus, even if his interpretive system were 
close to the current principles of Hellenistic rhetoric, the proof of this association 
does not lie in the fact that Shemayah and Avtalion had studied in Alexandria and had 
imported their practices to Israel (Strack and Stemberger, 1992: 20). In addition, 
although he discusses rabbinic linguistic research as it pertains to their system of 
interpretation, Saul Lieberman remarks that the Sages were acute enough on their 
own to preclude any necessity of an excursion to Alexandria to acquire the procedures 
of their Egyptian/Hellenistic contemporaries (Lieberman, 1950: 53).  
The framer(s) of Sifra Leviticus included a discussion of the rabbinic 
interpretive approach in the Baraita of Rabbi Ishmael at the opening of the collection. 
The baraita mentions and explains 13 techniques and repeats Hillel’s seven rules at 
the conclusion. A tradition in Midrash Hagadol on Exodus 21:1 ( 458: 1956, מרגליות ) 
relates that R. Ishmael himself maintained that these interpretive procedures were 
even a part of the original Mt. Sinai revelation. While this tradition is naturally 
tendentious, it is quite daring because the rabbi contends that Moses received the oral 
and written sections of Torah on Mt. Sinai and the instruments to gain deeper 
understanding from the text. Consequently, he clothes both the interpretation and the 
means by which the Sages would arrive at it in the same religious garb. 
                                                                                                                                                                      
talks of more than two hundred that supersede the Sabbath. See tPesahim 4:13 ( 165: 1955, ליברמן ), 
which contains an incident similar to the story in bPesahim 66a. This account, however, lacks the 




Moreover, R. Ishmael cites ten instances of the “קל וחומר” technique in 
Scripture in such diverse genres and contexts as Genesis 44:4-8, Exodus 6:12, 
Deuteronomy 31:27, Numbers 12:14, Jeremiah 12:5 (twice), I Samuel 23:3, Proverbs 
11:31, Esther 9:12 and Ezekiel 15:5 in his observations in Genesis Rabbah 92:7 on 
Genesis 44:4-8. Fishbane cautions that while rabbinic use of this inferential strategy 
might betray a broad and even professional background for the influence from the 
previously discussed antique methodology, the possibility that it developed 
independently exists. If he is correct, then R. Ishmael was merely supplying a 
secondary legitimation to a form that came about only later (Fishbane, 1985: 526 n.2). 
Lieberman examines a like situation concerning the “גזירה שווה” procedure. When the 
account in tSanhedrin 7:11 reports that Hillel employed this technique, it refers only 
to the methodology, but not to the nomenclature. The editors could have appended the 
title and applied it to such a maneuver (Lieberman, 1950: 62).  
Even in light of these possibilities, the evidence points away from a singular 
Greek impact on rabbinic interpretation. Certainly, no one can claim that the Sages 
lived in a vacuum, totally bereft of outside influence. Once again, the significant 
amount of hebraized Greek vocabulary within the texts of the rabbinic library testifies 
to a relationship between the two cultures. However, no indisputable proof exists to 
support the notion that Jewish exegetical strategy originated wholly within a 
Hellenistic framework. Although he analyzes a different matter, the religion of the 
Jews in the early first century C.E., Ginzberg’s comments are appropriate. He posits 
that despite the fact that Hellenism affected Judaism in the Land of Israel, the degree 
to which the influence extended is problematical. Whatever the scope might have 




own distinct flavoring upon it. He concludes “… hence it is judaized Hellenism that 
might have had its share in the mental makeup of the Palestinian Jew, and not 
Hellenism, pure and simple” (Ginzberg, 1924: 308-309).  
The text-centered community, the concept of canonicity, the sealing of the 
canon, the elevation of Torah study to a fundamental religious necessity, the inner-
biblical exegesis that provided a link to the Sages’ system of interpretation and 
hermeneutical freedom were all critical factors in the redefinition of the character of 
Torah. Torah became the mediator of the divine/human relationship and the source of 
perpetual divine revelation. However, the ontological side of the reconceptualization 
was an equally important feature in the rabbinic notion of Torah in the days when the 




Torah as a Metaphysical Entity 
 
Ontology is the second aspect of the enhanced idea of Torah in rabbinic 
thought. Torah assumed this supernatural and incorporeal trait after Jewish thinkers 
and authors associated it with the preexistent, personified Wisdom that arose from an 
expansion of the concept of wisdom from a set a adages and aphorisms. As a result, 
Wisdom and Torah eventually became synonymous. This new dimension fit Torah 
with a cosmological character and ultimately enabled the Sages to view it not only as 
a source of revelation, but also as the agent of creation. The metaphysical realm was 
critical in the rabbinic Jewish/Christian dispute because, by its nature, it entails 
divinity. Consequently, the divine and eternal positions that Torah occupied among 
the Rabbis served to link it with the very fabric of the cosmos and to supplement the 
impact inherent in its being a direct communication from God (Holdrege, 1989: 181). 
This heavenly status granted the divine access to the earthly sphere as text as well, 
and further changed the definition of the uniquely Jewish possession, Torah. 
The revelatory facet of Torah is a crucial element in its ontological character 
and in order to illuminate the relationship, a consideration of two questions is 
imperative. The first involves the nature of the Word of God that Moses received at 
Mt. Sinai, while the second probes how rabbinic texts describe the process of 
revelation. These writings explore revelation widely, and Scripture itself divides the 
idea into two sections. As discussed in chapter 2, God declared His basic decrees in 
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the Ten Commandments, but Moses also received Oral Torah on Mt. Sinai.1 In 
addition to the numerous traditions that revolve around the dual nature of Torah, other 
sections in rabbinic collections contain revelation imagery that is germane to 
ontology. For example, the editor of Pesiqta Rabbati 95a ( 1963, איש שלום ) inserted a 
parable that compares the giving of Torah to a king who prepares a wedding feast for 
his daughter. The midrashist of Exodus Rabbah 29:4 also associates Torah and 
marriage in a tale that relates that after Israel was no longer capable of bearing the 
exhausting glory of the revelation at Mt. Sinai, they appeared as though they were 
dead. Torah then pleads for mercy for them by asking if a king would give his 
daughter away in marriage and then kill his own family. God responds and the people 
regain their strength. In addition, in Exodus Rabbah 33:1, the midrashist considers 
Exodus 25:2 and spins the story of a king’s only daughter who weds another monarch. 
Her father, however, cannot reconcile himself to her impending absence, and he 
requests that the new royal couple set aside a room for him wherever they live. In like 
fashion, God is unable to part with his beloved Torah and asks Israel to build a 
dwelling in which He can live among them without separation from Torah.  
The marriage motif portrays the two separate, yet connected, features of 
Torah. The Sages considered Torah as a document that functions as the legal 
foundation for the relationship between God and Israel. This notion incorporated the 
combination of Written Torah and its interpretation, which God intended as the 
                                                           
1  See Pirqe de-Rabbi Eliezer 41, which relates that Israel was only able to receive the first two 
commandments from God. When the awesome experience rendered them incapable of continuing to 
hear Him directly, God delivered the remainder of His edicts through an intermediary, Moses. The 
tradition included in the Mekhilta de-Rabbi Ishmael 71b-72a ( 1948, איש שלום ) on Exodus 20:16 
suggests that the people heard God dictate the Ten Commandments, but they were unable to proceed in 
their depleted strength because of their fear of death. They admonished Moses, therefore, to approach 
God in their stead, and the midrashist concludes that from that hour prophets acted as channels of 
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behavioral guide for His people as they executed their portion of the covenant. 
However, Torah as the bride of Israel produced a pivotal personification of Torah 
similar to the personification of Wisdom in biblical and post-biblical literature. When 
interpreters employed the bride motif, they injected an innovative reality into Torah, 
and they elevated it from the status of a mere text that the devout were to study, to 
interpret and to recite. The maneuver breathed life into Torah, crowned it as the 
embodiment and repository of divine Wisdom and transformed it from an idea of 
words meticulously copied by scribes into the living Word of God. 
 The expansion added an ahistorical, divine and preexistent dimension, which 
allowed the Sages to insert Torah naturally into the creation account as God’s 
collaborator and as the model for the universe. This spiritual domain is the wellspring 
of the eternal life that pulsates through the text and that produces the secret layers that 
require the endless effort necessary to extract hidden meaning. Thus, the revelatory 
and the ontological qualities merged to construct the more sophisticated conception of 
Torah. Moreover, the existence of divine life in the deep recesses of the text helps one 
to understand the preoccupation with study and interpretation, because when a 
disciple uncovers the subterranean strata, his relationship with God becomes more 
intimate and meaningful. 
The marriage theme, therefore, was an ideal means of illustrating the depth of 
the divine/human relationship. As an adherent advances in his study, he moves 
beyond the exoteric level of exegesis to communion with the divine essence within 
the text. While it is not one of the volumes in the rabbinic library, The Book of the 
                                                                                                                                                                          
divine discourse for Israel. Moses was intimately involved in delivering both parts of God’s revelation 
according to these tradents. 
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Zohar 2, 99a-b ( 1882, ווילנא ) depicts the principle.2 The editor sewed a parable into the 
passage that describes the process by which a man becomes a master of Torah. At the 
outset of his encounter with Torah, a student receives only a momentary sign. If he 
understands, all is well, but if he remains obtuse, she (Torah) dispatches a messenger, 
who calls the man a simpleton. Despite the seeming insult, the envoy extends an 
invitation to come to Torah. Upon the disciple’s arrival, she instructs him from behind 
a curtain on a level that befits his understanding. The interpreter calls this stage 
derashah.3 
After the student progresses, she teaches allegorical words through a light veil 
and, thereby, leads him to reach the level of Aggadah. As the relationship intensifies, 
she reveals herself to him face-to-face and opens her hidden secrets. Once the student 
arrives at this plateau, he is “perfect,” “a master” and “a bridegroom of Torah in the 
strictest sense.” The writer selected the last description, “בעל תורה ודאי,” to convey the 
richness and the profoundness of the relationship, and because the devout man 
becomes her husband, Torah conceals nothing from him. 
Torah progressively opens her treasures as the interaction deepens, and while 
the interpreter passes through each layer, the intimacy with the divine presence in the 
text heightens. The passage closes with the admonition that men should take great 
care to pursue Torah in order to become her lovers. By means of the deeply emotional 
atmosphere that he constructed, the author captured, with consummate skill, the 
                                                           
2  Although no definite consensus exists, some scholars find connections between this work and R. 
Simon b. Johai, a pupil of R. Akiva, in the second century C.E. 
3  Scholem suggests that, in this instance, derashah is the equivalent of talmudic interpretation, the way 
in which the Rabbis derived their doctrines from Scripture. See Gershom Scholem, On the Kabbalah 
and its Symbolism, trans. Ralph Manheim (New York: Schocken Books, 1965), 55 n. 1. 
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essence of the depth and the reality of the flourishing bond that can develop between 
Torah and men who diligently seek after the ultimate truth. 
The parable in The Book of the Zohar also opens a vista that demonstrates 
another side of the relationship. Certainly, the man who desires intimacy with Torah 
must exert maximum effort. However, the writer created a complex and passionate 
two-sided affair because Torah actually seeks the man’s love and attempts to court 
him to come ever closer to her heart. Interaction of this sort entails far more than an 
interpreter’s scholarly search for depth and truth because it adds an experiential 
dimension, a personal relationship with Torah. This element lifts rabbinic speculation 
from a concept that exceeds elementary poetic praises of Torah to a connection with 
the innermost soul of the text (Holdrege, 1989: 236).4  
Even with the possibility of such a great reward, the student’s primary 
motivation should still be to study Torah for its own sake and simply to partake of the 
divine presence. A pious man who occupies himself with Torah is worthy of a large 
package of good fortune and even the entire world, according to R. Meir in mAvot 
                                                           
4 The passion and tenderness illuminate the discussion in bMegillah 16b, which contains the startling 
statement that Torah study is superior to the saving of life, the building of the Temple and honoring 
one’s father and mother. The emotions also provide insight into the uncommon bravery that R. Akiva 
exhibits in the bBerakhot 61b tradition mentioned in chapter 1. Rather than obeying  the Roman decree 
against Torah study, he continues his work. The storyteller uses the “מקהיל קהילות ברבים,” “he called 
public assemblies,” to describe the activity. The rabbi’s courage is prominent because he is unafraid 
even to attract several disciples to his sessions. Even though the Romans exact the ultimate price when 
they execute him for his wanton violation of their order, a heavenly voice declares that R. Akiva was 
destined for life in the World to Come. See also bAvodah Zarah 18a for a similar tale. The affair 
involves R. Hanina b. Teradion, who also ignores the imperial proscription and calls public assemblies 
to study Torah. The Romans cruelly punish him by wrapping him in his Torah scroll and setting him 
ablaze. They add tufts of wool soaked in water to retard the flames’ intensity so that the rabbi’s 
suffering would be more excruciating. His executioner strikes a bargain to increase the fire to hasten 
death in exchange for a promise from the sage of life in the World to Come. When R. Hanina agrees, 
the executioner fulfills his commitment, and in an ironic twist, he joins his victim in the inferno. When 
Rabbi hears the account, he weeps, and he adds the punchline that one person can acquire eternal life in 
a single hour, while another might require many years to reach the same station. 
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6:1.5 Each time a group sits in communion with Torah, God is in attendance with 
them. Although R. Halafta b. Dosa, an early second century C. E. Tanna, states in 
mAvot 3:6 that the Shekhinah joins ten students, he also reports that even one pupil 
who examines Torah receives the attention of God.6 
Ontology, however, does not confine Torah solely to the metaphysical realm. 
Even with the incorporeal and speculative characteristics that were far from its 
original biblical function, Torah retained its ability to affect the community at-large 
and the individual. The earthly/ontological dichotomy actually evaporated in the final 
analysis because the divine departed from the cosmic domain in rabbinic philosophy 
and visited the worldly orbit precisely as text (ibid., 237). As a result, the intricate 
association changed the primitive meaning of Torah from ink and parchment to the 
embodiment of the divine on earth in time. These heavenly/material traits of Torah 
were particularly decisive in the Sages’ encounter with Christian theologians’ portrait 
of Jesus, the agent of creation, revelation and redemption, as the worldly incarnation 
of the divine essence. 
The merger does not negate the reward of communion with and the experience 
of the heavenly presence embedded in the text. That historical-critical scholarship 
understands the Pentateuch as a series of texts produced at different times by schools 
of thought with disparate opinions, which an editor(s) then knitted together, is 
                                                           
5  See the remainder of the text for all of the important spiritual and character developments that will 
accrue to this disciple. See also bPesahim 50b. R. Judah, in the name of Rav, says in a dialogue 
concerning the confusion surrounding Psalm 57:11 and Psalm 108:5 that a man should occupy himself 
with Torah, carry out the commandments and perform good deeds. However, even if his works are not 
initially for the sake of Torah, his ulterior motives will eventually lead him to live according to its 
dictates. A section in bBerakhot 17a reveals that R. Safra would conclude his prayers with several 
requests, one of which implored God to direct all who study Torah for other purposes to a place in 
which they would come to engage the text for the proper reasons. 
6  See also mAvot 3:2. R. Hanania b. Teradion begins with a pair of pious men, but also agrees with his 
contemporary, R. Halafta, that even an individual has a heavenly partner in his studies.  
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irrelevant. Whether the text contains apparent contradictions and unnecessary 
redundancies is also meaningless. The rabbinic mind found a seamless unity in Torah, 
whose alleged inconsistencies and discrepancies merely provided the impetus for a 
hermeneutical expedition to uncover some invaluable gem that would have remained 
deeply planted below the surface without the search that the original questions 
engendered. The believer bases his study and his faith on the idea that the author of 
parable in The Book of the Zohar expressed: the lover of Torah, who tirelessly 
interacts with her, will gradually receive light from the wisdom within until she 
invites him to be a master and a bridegroom of Torah.  
The Sages, however, did not invent the notion of the ontology of the text. 
They inherited what had developed over the centuries in Jewish thought and literature. 
The following introductory comments and a diachronic examination of the ideas of 
various authors, who interpreted and reinterpreted the ontology of Torah and the 
principle of ontological Wisdom in literary antecedents, traces the evolution of the 
notion of preexistent Wisdom/Torah. This background provides greater insight into 
the sections that the compiler of Genesis Rabbah chose to articulate rabbinic thought 
on the source of creation, revelation and redemption. 
 The ontological Wisdom of God occupied an inferior role in Israel for many 
centuries. Despite this position, the wisdom that God employed to instruct and to 
enhance mankind was no less preternatural (Exodus 28:3; 35:31; II Samuel 14:17, 20; 
I Kings 3:9,12,28; 5:9-11; Isaiah 28:23-29, 31:2, 40:13-18). He also allocated it on 
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certain occasions on an ad hoc basis, as when Solomon received what the writer calls, 
“ יםלֹהחכמת א ,” “the wisdom of God,” in I Kings 3:28.7  
Wisdom writers and thinkers focused primarily upon a person’s practical 
dealings in everyday life during this period because wisdom was more worldly and 
less spiritual. Riddles and tales from nature and the animal kingdom, far removed 
from any abstract look into ontological Wisdom or a philosophical reflection of the 
world, dominated the rudimentary beginnings during the Solomonic era. Gnomic 
wisdom, however, was hardly the sole possession of Israel because the Egyptians had 
also cultivated this brand of aphorisms and maxims. Walther Eichrodt posits that the 
combination of Solomon’s vast empire and the king’s marriage to an Egyptian royal 
allowed for the transnational flow of this kind of wisdom (Eichrodt, vol.2, 1967: 81). 
The shared characteristics of certain wisdom traditions allowed these ideas to cross 
geographical boundaries easily. The corresponding portions of an Egyptian document, 
The Instruction of Amen-em-Opet, and Proverbs 22:17-24:22 demonstrate areas of 
mutual thought and structure in Hebrew and Egyptian literature, although a direct 
literary relationship is not certain.8 The international flavor of Israel’s early wisdom 
                                                           
7  Gerhard von Rad opines that, although the author did not employ “חכמה,” “wisdom,” in the Joseph 
dream interpretation narrative, Joseph’s ability no doubt flowed from a special charisma, wisdom, that 
he had received. Joseph readily admits before Pharaoh that the talent derived from God in Genesis 
41:16. Later in the account, the Egyptian ruler looks for a government official to oversee preparations 
for the impending years of famine and abundance that Joseph forecasted, and he decides that the man is 
already in his midst. He informs Joseph in 41:39 that, because of the way in which he unraveled the 
dream and because of the plans he devised to cope with the situation, the monarch would elevate him to 
the post of second in command. Pharaoh founds the promotion on the fact that, “ ן נבון וחכם כמוךאי ,” 
“there is none so discerning and wise as you.” Wisdom was the basis from which those who made 
Aaron’s garments in Exodus 28:3 and from which some of the master craftsmen who built the 
Tabernacle in Exodus 31:3 operated. God also imparted the spirit of wisdom to Joshua when he 
succeeded Moses as Israel’s leader in Deuteronomy 34:9. One must emphasize, however, that these are 
extraordinary cases and that God allotted this experiential wisdom for reasons other than the 
inspirational and revelatory aspects that are prominent in the later development of ontological Wisdom. 
See Gerhard von Rad, Old Testament Theology (Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1967), 1:442 
8  The date of the Egyptian composition is debatable, although the evidence indicates that the author 
wrote at some time during the seventh-sixth centuries B.C.E. Most scholars agree that the dependence, 
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literature likely accounts both for the paucity of references to the nation’s history, 
religion, cultus and messianic hopes in its volumes and for the emphasis on the 
outlook of mankind in general.  
The cross-cultural features of gnomic wisdom arose from its source, the 
scribal administrative class. This elite stratum of society held a naturally parochial 
worldview, which was devoid of any real traces of national tendentiousness.9 The 
disposition of these scribes is unsurprising because the sort of wisdom that practical 
axioms expressed concentrated on the mundane affairs of the individual and not on 
national interests. While certain cultural references were unavoidable, the writers of 
early aphoristic wisdom texts in Israel based their works on foreign paradigms and a 
liberal borrowing of extra-Israelite maxims. The interaction sometimes allowed a 
decidedly inferior morality to infiltrate the literature of Israel, but the exchange also 
brought the knowledge that Israel held no monopoly on these general truths. As a 
result, alien ideas intruded into Jewish thought, at least in some measure, and created 
a Jewish discourse with the outside world.10  
Often political and religious realities led to fierce struggles for national purity. 
Whenever this scenario occurred, it curbed the development of international wisdom. 
Proverbs 25:1, for instance, indicates a period of activity under King Hezekiah during 
which his scribes copied the proverbs of Solomon.11 After the return from the 
                                                                                                                                                                          
be it direct or indirect, flows from the Egyptian to the Hebrew. See James B. Pritchard, Ancient Near 
Eastern Texts Relating to the Old Testament (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1950), 421. 
9 George W.E. Nickelsburg and Michael Stone suggest that Solomon’s wisdom testifies to the works of 
a wisdom school in the upper echelons of the king’s court in Israel that was comparable to those of the 
scribal schools of Egypt and Mesopotamia. See George W. E. Nickelsburg and Michael Stone, Faith 
and Piety in Early Judaism (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1983), 203. 
10 Even at this stage, Israel did not operate in isolation, and these activities adumbrated future rabbinic 
dialogue with pagan and/or Christian ideology. 
11  Rashi offers an interesting comment on this verse. He reports that the king placed disciples in every 
city from Dan to Beer Sheva and as a result, not one ignorant person lived in the area. See also 
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Babylonian Exile, however, the successive regimes of Persia and Greece, which ruled 
in the area, sanctioned Israel’s operation as an ecclesiastical state. This freedom 
fostered a further flowering of wisdom teaching that resulted from the more bountiful 
flow of ideas among nations, although Israel’s past unfortunate political experiences 
limited the openness to a degree. The authorities exercised greater caution in selecting 
elements more in keeping with Jewish ideology, but patterns of the new growth 
appear distinctly in the first parts of Proverbs, Job and Ecclesiastes, as well as in 
apocryphal writings such as Ben Sira, I Baruch and The Wisdom of Solomon. 
A change in the function of wisdom appears in Proverbs 2:3-8. Whereas the 
author of Job 28:28 declares that the fear of the Lord is wisdom and departing from 
evil is understanding, the writer of the Proverbs passage proclaims that the fear and 
knowledge of God emanate from a diligent search for wisdom. Thus, the acquisition 
of wisdom derived from personal effort without the aid of a teacher. This 
development also introduced a new character, Lady Wisdom, who speaks to man as a 
personified “I” with the supreme backing of heaven, and who offers freedom from 
evil in Proverbs 1:20-33. Success in life, the result of taking the path of gnomic 
wisdom, pales in comparison to what the conscientious disciple garners, life and favor 
with God, from seeking this heavenly Wisdom. 
Previously, Moses presented the same urgent decision to Israel as a nation in 
Deuteronomy 30:15-20. The writer directs Wisdom’s call for salvation in Proverbs, 
however, to the individual and requires him to strive earnestly to reap the fruit of his 
                                                                                                                                                                          
bSanhedrin 94b. The sages in this dialogue relate that Hezekiah broke the yoke of Sennacharib with a 
proclamation that whoever refused to study Torah would be pierced by the sword that the Israelite ruler 
ordered placed at the door of the academies. This tradition mentions the same geographical borders of 
Dan and Beer Sheva as a center of knowledge, and it adds that all of the inhabitants, including the 
children, from Gabbat to Antipris (a town northwest of Jerusalem), were completely familiar with the 
laws of cleanness and uncleanness. 
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attempts to understand in 2:4 and 4:7. Although Ben Sira later identified her with 
Torah and localized her in Israel, no such claim exists in Proverbs. Instead, J. Fichtner 
suggests that fulfilling the Law was the avenue to citizenship in the World to Come, 
and the unjust life of the sinner would witness against him because the source of real 
Wisdom was the commandments of God (Fichtner, 1933: 94-95). At this stage of the 
evolution, the definition expanded from simple aphorisms to Wisdom, the means by 
which God approaches man for salvation and by which He offers His presence to 
humanity in the form of an “I” instead of an “it.” Thus, Wisdom boldly asserts that 
she is the road to life in 8:35, which is a prerogative that belongs to God. She also has 
disciplinary capabilities and the God-like power to reward in a similar manner 
(Proverbs 1:22-33; 3:16-18). Even with this blurred distinction, the writer of Proverbs 
still emphasizes that she is an independent entity.  
The separated and personified character was not the end of Wisdom’s 
metamorphosis into an elaborate philosophical and ontological entity. The authors of 
Job 28 and Proverbs 8:22-30 reshaped Wisdom into a heavenly being and widened the 
gnomic borders to incorporate the thought that she was the purpose of the cosmos and 
the instrument of its order. The composer of Job 28:23-27 joined the notions of divine 
Wisdom and the secrets of nature in an encomium in which she is a pattern of what 
God created and the agent by which He fixed the natural order. While the psalmist 
declares in Psalm 104:24 that God forged the world in Wisdom, the writer of Job 
depicts her as a cosmic principle. Furthermore, when he allows in 28:27 that God saw 
Wisdom and declared, established and searched her out, he objectifies and 
transfigures Wisdom into a substantive reality that God actually investigated 
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thoroughly. Consequently, God’s interaction with Wisdom led to His constructing and 
arranging the world (Ringgren, 1947: 92).12  
The author of Proverbs 8 employs the concept of Wisdom in a similar fashion. 
His character receives her cachet from her preexistence and the concomitant 
privileges that the station affords in her relationship with God. Therefore, she is a 
cosmic being because she proceeded from God and because of her active involvement 
in creation. From this stage in Jewish literary history forward, writers associated 
Wisdom and her controlling the regularity of the world and creation (Ben Sira 1:2-6, 
24:4-6; The Wisdom of Solomon 7:17-22, 8:1, 4, 9:9).  
Although some researchers argue that the passages in Job and Proverbs are 
simply typical Hebrew poetic personification and imagery, parallels in Ben Sira 24:3, 
The Wisdom of Solomon 7:25, 8:3-4, 9:4 and I Enoch 42:1-3 support the idea that the 
composers of these biblical passages portrayed the independent nature of Wisdom.13 
Eichrodt maintains that wisdom teachers used the separation to exalt themselves in the 
same way that the Prophets appealed to the Word and the Spirit of God and the Sages 
dignified themselves as the exegetes of Scripture in order to enhance their positions 
(Eichrodt, vol.2, 1967: 86). In any case, some sort of personification took place, and 
Wisdom evolved into an objective entity with a personality detached from God. In 
addition, Wisdom became an intermediary, which was a concept that seeped into 
Judaism from Hellenistic contemplation and reflection on the created universe. The 
                                                           
12  O.S. Rankin opines that the mythological traditions that appear in Job 28 and Proverbs 8 derived 
from a common storehouse. He also remarks that because God contemplated, studied and searched 
Wisdom out, she necessarily provided the plan and the laws of creation that God adopted and found to 
be good. See O. S. Rankin, Israel’s Wisdom Literature (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1936), 241. The 
Sages interpreted this scenario in the same fashion and incorporated their own nuances. 
13 In II Enoch B 30:8, God even assigns Wisdom the ultimate responsibility of making man. See 
Charles, 1913, 2:425-469 for the entire book. See also A. Pennington’s translation in Sparks, 1984, 
321-362. 
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ideas that resulted from these foreign speculations produced such supernal agents as 
Sophia and the Logos. During the period of Greek hegemony, the importance of these 
intermediaries increased both in Israel and in the Diaspora. The phenomenon grew in 
Judaism as the trend toward the transcendent and the abstract expanded in some 
strains of Jewish thought because of the distance between God and man (Bousset and 
Gressman, 1926: 319). The Qumran library and certain apocalyptic writings are 
prominent witnesses to this philosophical tilt with their numerous references to angels 
in particular, and their more developed angelology in general. Wisdom testifies quite 
clearly to her own authority and her status as a mediator as she announces in Proverbs 
8:35, “ 'חיים ויפק רצון מה) מצא(כי מֹצאי מצאי  ,” “for the one who finds me finds life and 
obtains favor from the Lord.” While not everyone accepted these later portrayals of 
Wisdom in Israel, more than an elite circle of adherents found the more developed 
portrait to be palatable. Martin Hengel posits that, in some groups, the Wisdom of 
God was the revelatory authority (Hengel, vol. 1, 1974: 155). Therefore, the concept 
of an intermediary went hand in hand with Wisdom’s divine call to lead men to God 
on an individual basis.  
The evolution of Wisdom effected two important modifications in post-
biblical writings. First, several authors judaized Wisdom and inserted the previously 
missing national and historical ingredients into their compositions. One noticeable 
result of this parochialism was the joining of Wisdom and Torah and the attendant 
definition of the wise man as one who lived his life according to God’s 
commandments and precepts. Second, Wisdom appeared increasingly as the heavenly 
entity that began to emerge in the sections of Job and Proverbs. She matured into a 
significant component of the heavenly retinue, and only God could truly disclose her 
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essence. The association of Wisdom with Torah further heightened her position 
because the divine revelation, with all of its force and prestige, became her dwelling 
place.  
The expansion of Wisdom’s realm took place through a historical, religious 
and literary process. In order to trace the possible origins of the enlargement, one 
must remember that although personified Wisdom and wisdom, as adages and 
sayings, were normally separate entities in Israelite and ancient Near Eastern Wisdom 
Literature, the texts in which personified Wisdom is a character reveal that they 
shared certain qualities. This circumstance might have arisen from a set of common 
mythological traditions from which the various authors drew. If this thesis is correct, 
the traditions present in The Wisdom of Ahiqar, one of the most famous stories of the 
ancient Mediterranean era, shed light on the beginnings of the evolution of Wisdom 
into an ontological being.14 
Scholars discovered the most recent recension of the text as part of the 
Elephantine finds in 1906-1907. Written in Aramaic, most likely during the sixth-fifth 
centuries B.C.E., the story takes place in the courts of the Assyrian monarchs, 
Sennacharib (704-681 B.C.E.) and Esarhaddon (680-669 B.C.E.). A. E. Cowley 
concludes from the dating of the papyrus that the author created the earliest piece of 
Wisdom Literature apart from Tanakh and the cuneiform texts (Cowley, 1923: 204).15  
                                                           
14 See Charles, 1913, 2:715-784. 
15  Cowley opines that Aramaic was not the original language of the book, and that although it was 
found in a Jewish settlement, it was not of Jewish origin since the text is not replete with Hebraisms. In 
addition, Clement of Alexandria, in Stromateis I.15.69, relates that the Greek philosopher, Democritus, 
appropriated Babylonian ethical teachings, and that he included an interpretation of the stele of 
Akikaros. See John Ferguson, trans., Clement of Alexandria: Stromateis 1-3 (Washington: Catholic 
University of America Press, 1991). Cowley maintains the name can only be Ahiqar. Though the 
Aramaic betrays a Persian flavoring, he still favors the idea that the foundation is Babylonian. The 
proper names also reflect an Assyrian provenance, and the sayings are redolent of Mesopotamia 
because of their frequent allusions to Shamash as the god of justice. See Pritchard, 1950, 427. While 
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Admittedly, the section germane to the heavenly essence of wisdom is 
fragmentary and, consequently, some amount of conjecture is required to interpret it. 
However, according to William F. Albright, the text reads: “(wi)sdom is (from) the 
gods and to the gods she is precious; for(ever) her kingdom is fixed in heav(en) for 
the lord of the holy ones has raised her” (Albright 1957: 368).16 This translation 
allows for the conclusion that wisdom, at the least, resides and originates in heaven. 
Though the author did not personify wisdom, his work bears a distinct resemblance to 
the wisdom poems of the Israelite oeuvre. As a result, he maintains that if a man 
governs himself according to wisdom’s principles and if he succeeds in life, his good 
fortune is a gift of the gods. The writer of The Wisdom of Ahiqar proposes, then, that 
wisdom is eternal because the gods have enthroned her. 
The roots of the connection are likely much deeper. J.M. Lindeberger asserts 
that at the close of the biblical era, the tale had spread to the Diaspora and tradents 
reconfigured it to depict the central character, a pagan sage, as a Jew (Charlesworth, 
1983: 479). The appearance of Ahiqar as an exiled Jew in The Book of Tobit 
reinforces his theory, although the literary evidence indicates that the author was 
familiar with a version of the story that was unlike the Elephantine rendition or later 
recensions. The legend also enjoyed a sizeable audience in both Jewish and Christian 
company during the early centuries of the first millennium C.E. These groups 
                                                                                                                                                                          
certain questions must remain unanswered, this composition fits squarely into the wisdom writings of 
the region. Furthermore, Cowley points out that at the supposed time that the story originated, the 
Persians had ruled Egypt for at least a century, and that the government did not limit the use of 
Aramaic to its homeland. The plethora of documents that researchers have uncovered written in 
Aramaic in the provinces supports his contention. This text, then, might simply be a translation. See 
Cowley, 1923, 205-206. 
16  H.L. Ginsberg’s translation, which lacks the first clause, otherwise generally agrees with Albright’s. 
See Pritchard, 1950, 428. 
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probably accepted it as one of their own, although pseudepigraphic writers did not 
produce it. 
The Egyptian doctrine of maat, the hypostatized ordering of nature and 
society, was another possible early religious factor in Wisdom’s evolution. Her place 
with God in heaven might also reflect a transformation of the character of God’s 
consort, the Semitic mother goddess, whom the Jewish community at Elephantine 
named Anatyahu.17 Although mainstream Judaism certainly repudiated such a notion, 
this divine character could have appeared on the stage in a later period as Wisdom due 
to syncretistic influences (Hengel, vol.1, 1974: 99 n. 303). Other examples of a 
personified heavenly character are plentiful from the ancient Near East, in Egypt in 
particular. The phenomenon also emerged in post-biblical Judaism with the 
personifications of the Spirit of God, the Word of God, the Shekhinah and the 
Metatron as well as the personification of evil. While one cannot point with certainty 
to a single ancient text and/or a specific stream of religious thought as the primary 
forces that kindled the process that lifted Wisdom to a new position in Israelite 
Wisdom Literature, numerous works at least have shades of a wisdom that is more 
cultivated than mere aphorisms. 
 
Job 28 
       Several writers in Jewish literature contributed to the ontological 
maturation of Wisdom. The composer of Job 28 created an antique notion of the 
                                                           
17  See Cowley, 1923, 147, 44 line 3 for a reference to this name from an Aramaic fragment of a legal 
oath. One of the litigants swears by Yahu, the god of the temple and by Anatyahu. 
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preexistence of Wisdom and her place with God.18 Since he set verses 23-27 in a 
creation context, he presaged some of the imagery employed by later writers and a 
number of the interpretations of the Sages. The poem expands a proverb, which 
considers the questions of verses 12 and 20, “והחכמה מאין תמצא ואי זה מקום בינה,” “but 
where will wisdom be found and where is the place of understanding?” and “  והחכמה   
 and from where does wisdom come?” The author’s“ ”, ואי זה מקום בניהמאין תבוא
answer, “אלֹהים הבין דרכה והוא ידע את מקומה,” “God understands its way, and He 
knows its place,” in verse 23 is also significant.19 The response is actually two-sided 
because the words of verse 23 are encouraging, while the message of verses 13 and 
21, that wisdom is hidden and unavailable in the land of the living, dampens the 
atmosphere (Westermann 1981: 135).20 The poet develops the negative aspect as he 
suggests that one can either investigate and/or purchase wisdom. He effectively 
disqualifies purchase in verses 15-19 when he relates that even if a man were to offer 
the most precious metals and gems, he would fail dismally to match the value of 
Wisdom. This bleak and almost resigned tone follows the imagery of the opening of 
chapter 28, which serves to disparage man’s technological genius as a means of 
acquisition. The tenor is also reminiscent of Qohelet’s “הבל הבלים,” “vanity of 
vanities.” The author ruefully concludes that wealth and/or scientific genius fall 
                                                           
18 See Victor Reichert, Job, vol.11 of The Soncino Books of the Bible (London: Soncino Press, 1958) 
and Samuel Terrien and Paul Scherer, The Book of Job, vol. 3 of The Interpreter’s Bible (New York: 
Abingdon Press, 1954) for helpful commentaries on the Book of Job. 
19  Rashi defines “Wisdom” here simply as “Torah.” He benefits from knowledge of the rabbinic 
sources, and his explanation is not apparent from the simple sense of the text in Job. 
20  This literary device is not limited to the Book of Job. The writers of Proverbs 23:29-30 and 
Ecclesiastes 8:1 also use the question/answer scheme to enlarge their points. Beyond these examples, 
other poetic ploys enabled an author to widen a proverb into an elaborate poem in the manner of the 
author of Job. They are conspicuous in the admonitions and warnings of Proverbs 1-9, and they can be 
as few as two or three lines or as many as ten. 
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woefully short of providing mankind with access to true Wisdom. What man seeks, 
sometimes quite desperately, is a place that only God knows and controls.21 
 The divide between gnomic wisdom and the concerns of the author of 
Job is immense. Axioms to guide the disciple in daily life were no longer the issue 
because he concentrated on a much greater matter, the totality of knowledge. The 
quest was and is for the mystery, which the writer calls “Wisdom,” that God 
concealed from all living beings from the time of the creation of the world. Wisdom 
possesses an element of tangibility, however, because God knows her place, the way 
to obtain her (28:23) and He saw, declared and established her and searched her out. 
Not only does God know Wisdom’s whereabouts, he established her at creation 
(28:27).22 Therefore, no man is able to grasp Wisdom independently. 
 The poem contains three sections: 1) Man’s search for wealth through 
his vast talents (28:1-11); 2) His inability to find true Wisdom (28:12-22); and 3) The 
Creator knows Wisdom’s locale (28:23-27). After he hails man’s great technical 
expertise in the first segment, the writer begins to paint the bleak reality of mankind’s 
spiritual situation in verse 12. Men only secure riches with all of their mental acuity, 
                                                           
21 The poem is not part of the typical speech units in the Book of Job because it is pure wisdom speech. 
The writer’s mood is decidedly more pessimistic than what one normally finds in most sapiential 
literature regarding the appropriation of Wisdom. The author of Proverbs 1-9 praises Wisdom and 
urges the audience to obtain her, especially in 4:5. Although a bit of skepticism surfaces in 21:30, the 
tendency is generally optimistic. Claus Westermann opines that the poet constructed the decisively 
radical claim in Job to contest the certainty of some wisdom teachers that they could achieve control 
over standards of thought and action in order to illustrate that only God can exercise control over 
wisdom. See Westermann, 1981, 137.  
22 See Ben Sira 24:28-29 and Rashi’s commentary on Job 28:27. In his discussion of “ראה,” “he saw,” 
Rashi suggests that God saw Wisdom, looked into her and created the world with her counsel. Ben Sira 
considers her and concludes that the first man did not know her perfectly, and that the last man will not 
will be able to understand her depths. Moreover, when he talks of counsel, he describes it as “ מתהום
 .the great deep,” language that is suggestive of creation. See Genesis 1:2 and Psalm 36:7. M“ ”,רבה
Segal posits, furthermore, that one should understand Ben Sira’s selection of “עצה” as “חכמה.” See 
150, )1958, מוסד ביאליק: ירושלים(מהדורה שניה , ספר בן סירא השלם, עורך, משה צבי סגל . Since Ben 
Sira equates Wisdom with Torah in 24:23, all of these comments point to a preexistent Torah, in the 
heavens with God, set in a creation context. 
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cunning and creativity. To prevent them from thinking too highly of themselves in 
light of their technological triumphs, the poet places mankind squarely in the realm of 
created beings in verse 13 with the comment that Wisdom is not in the land of the 
living. Even the elements of nature are helpless in any attempt to locate her.  
The author accentuates the gloom in each line of this section with some 
morose term, except for verse 22, which is implicitly negative. He demonstrates his 
subtle skill in the confession of Avaddon and Death that they have heard a rumor of 
Wisdom. Although hearing in and of itself is positive, the sense becomes negative 
when contrasted with seeing.23 The writer conveys the dichotomy clearly in Job 
28:22, 24 when he relates that the depths of the earth have only heard a rumor, but 
God sees everything (Geller, 1987: 165). Despite the underworld’s being located in a 
place that might allow a more heightened understanding of Wisdom, it almost 
pitifully knows only an allusion. In the same way, though man exhibits awesome 
talent in subduing the earth, his abilities are but a shadow of real Wisdom.24  
                                                           
23  The writer of I Kings 10:6-7 vividly illustrates the distinction in the Queen of Sheva’s admission 
that what she had heard had not completely convinced her about Solomon’s deeds, prosperity and 
wisdom. However, when she actually saw the reality of the situation, she discovered that the reports 
had not revealed even half of the truth. See also Job 42:5 for a similar division: “ לשמע אֹזן שמעתיך
 ”.I have heard of you by the hearing of the ear, but now my eye sees you“ ”,ועתה עיני ראתך
24  R. Joshua narrates an ingeniously structured aggadic tale in bShabbat 89a that reflects this 
atmosphere, and it significantly connects Wisdom and Torah based on Job 28. He repeats R. Joshua b. 
Levi’s story of Satan’s appearance before God to seek Torah’s whereabouts after Moses had departed 
from God’s presence with the Law. When God informs Satan that Torah no longer resided in heaven, 
Satan descends and interrogates the earth as part of his search. One can almost perceive a shrug of the 
earth’s metaphorical shoulders, as if to say, “I have no idea,” when Satan hears the reply from Job 
 ”.God understands its way and He knows its place“ ”,אלֹהים הבין דרכה והוא ידע את מקומה“ ,28:23
Undeterred, Satan proceeds to question the sea and the depth, both of whom profess the same 
ignorance that they communicate in Job 28:14. They add, from verse 22, in an attempt to save their 
interlocutor an additional stop on his journey, that the best that Avaddon and Death can offer is the 
pathetically insufficient rumor that they supply in the quest to locate Wisdom. Ultimately, Satan returns 
to God, who directs him to Moses. The Lawgiver provides him with little satisfaction, and he forces 
Satan to leave empty-handed. What was once a search for Wisdom in the biblical writer’s mind 
becomes a mission to discover Torah’s location in this legend. The ease with which the shift occurs 
illustrates the naturally accepted association between Wisdom and Torah in rabbinic thought. The 
midrashist artfully strengthens the relationship with his reuse of one of the very texts that helped to 
establish the ontological character of Wisdom as he relates it to Torah. The tradition also appears in 
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Proper order arises in the second section of the Job passage. The precious 
stones of the opening segment are sadly lacking in comparison to Wisdom and man’s 
apparent might is impotent in pursuit of real Wisdom. The author dashes the utterly 
hopeless air in verse 23 by springing God onto the stage, a move that Stephen Geller 
describes as “… almost as much a theophany as the divine speech out of the 
whirlwind” (ibid., 165). God’s presence solves the dilemma of verses 12 and 20 and 
provides Wisdom with a home. The writer cleverly places her in a temporal, not a 
spatial, dimension in his truncated rendition of the creation account in verses 24-27.25 
He firmly situates Wisdom in a primeval “when,” and he distinctly separates the 
abstract from the physical as he opens verse 24 with “כי” and with “בעשֹתו” in verse 
26. Creation cannot know of Wisdom because she was God’s cosmic instrument in 
forging the world and because she preceded nature. Man is unable to obtain her for 
the same cosmic reasons. 
The division is also prominent in the discourses between Job and God in 
chapter 38 ff. The essence of the gulf is perceptible as God forcefully questions Job in 
38:4, “ ה היית ביסדי ארץ הגד אם ידעת בינהאיפֹ ,” “where were you when I laid the 
foundations of the earth? Declare if you have understanding.” These dialogues and the 
role of nature in Wisdom help to unlock the message in Job 28. The composer appeals 
                                                                                                                                                                          
Jalkut Shimoni Malachi תקצד. Avot de-Rabbi Natan A presents an interesting tale with almost the 
identical elements about the death of Moses in chapter 12. The angel of death, sent by God to retrieve 
Moses’ soul, begins the same trek through the earth in order to carry out his assignment. He confronts 
the sea, the mountains and the hills in search of Moses, but to no avail. He approaches Sheol and 
Avaddon, instead of Avaddon and Death, only to receive the same hollow reply that they have merely 
heard of his name, but that they have not actually seen him. The angel makes his final visit to the 
ministering angels, who answer that God has put Moses in safekeeping for life in the World to Come, 
and that no creature knows his where to find him. They buttress their claim with Job 28:13-15, 22. This 
account ties Moses and Wisdom together instead of Torah, but the connection arises, according to 
Judah Goldin, because Moses taught Torah to Israel. See Judah Goldin, trans., The Fathers according 
to Rabbi Natan (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1955), 189 n. 16. 
25  See Isaiah 40:12, 28, Jeremiah 10:12, Psalm 104:24-25 and Proverbs 3:19-20 for comparable 
creation language and imagery. 
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to nature in the same fashion as many other wisdom writers of his day because nature 
and human order were the axis of wisdom teaching, and not history or Israel’s 
covenantal and cultic traditions. Wisdom teachers sought to bring greater clarity to the 
veiled relationships among the various components of the world, and they attempted 
to demonstrate that the laws of human behavior reflect cosmic order. The concept also 
appears in Proverbs 25:14, 23, 26:20, and 27:17, 20. These sorts of passages deal with 
nature and humanity and emphasize shared phenomena. The writers intended to strip 
the different realms of their inscrutability in isolation in order to achieve some kind of 
rational explanation for the mysteries of the world and to understand its harmony by 
what occurs in the human and the natural spheres (von Rad, vol.1, 1967: 425). Since 
Wisdom’s basis, therefore, was the unity of order, cosmic Wisdom and piety were 
naturally linked (Proverbs 3:3-18, 19-20; Psalm 19; Psalm 104:24-35).26 This notion 
formed the foundation for the argument of Job’s friends, who maintain that his 
disastrous fate was the outcome of sin. Job’s claim of innocence violates this axiom 
and threatens what Geller calls, “cosmic chaos” (Geller, 1987: 170).27 
The dialogues in chapter 38 ff. still this impending storm. They insert a new 
element, revelation, into the discourse because God’s words indicate that even men as 
wise as Job and his compatriots cannot comprehend Wisdom, which was used to 
create the world. These speeches ultimately lead to a sort of victory for Job because 
his repentant, humbled confession in 42:1-5, in contrast to his extreme accusations 
                                                           
26  See also Psalm 139, whose piety appears in a decidedly inverted fashion at its conclusion. 
27  David’s consternation about his eternal future and the role sin might play in it reveal a comparable 
philosophy in bBerakhot 4a. The participants in this discussion wonder how the king could declare that 
he is pious with such certainty in Psalm 86:2 in light of “לולא,”which is marked with dots in Psalm 
27:13. They interpret the dots to mean that perhaps he was not completely convinced of his godliness, 
and that he did not know if he would have a part in the World to Come. They reason that David was 
tentative because, although he did not doubt his generally devout behavior, he feared that some sin 
might cause his exclusion from the good reward that the righteous receive in the afterlife. 
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against God in chapter 9, results from God’s having bowed to Job’s demand for a 
heavenly explanation for the wretched state into which he had fallen. When God 
grants an answer to the request, Job obtains revelation. The knowledge moves his 
humility and piety from the old view of nature as a source for comparisons to human 
behavior and the idea that man’s fear of God results from his acting in concert with 
cosmic order. Job’s newfound enlightenment carries him on a divergent path that 
directs him to awe instead of fear. The control of the universal order does not obtain 
in its former way in this new context because Job bases his submission on his 
experience of revelation. Revelation and awe, not deduction, become the components 
of his virtue, and not the old “fear of God” based on the wisdom casuistry of his 
friends. They reasoned from cause and effect that sin necessarily produced Job’s 
calamitous circumstances.  
Job’s accusations and his insistence on justification for his woeful condition 
force God to provide revelation in the divine speeches. Job’s repentance and God’s 
subsequent words to Elifaz in 42:6-8 prove that Job followed the proper path. God 
ultimately chastens Job’s friends for their misplaced thinking, although He had 
initially chastised and humbled Job. In the end, Job’s humiliation leads to an honored 
position to which Job never could have risen had he continued to pursue outmoded 
norms of wisdom. Thus, the writer imparts the encouraging lesson that, although its 
place is still beyond the pale of history, a partial blending of Wisdom and the 
experiential element that is characteristic of covenantal religion can occur. The 
comparison of the whirlwind to a theophany underscores the fusion of these 
ingredients. The message still resounds, however, within the bounds of wisdom 
tradition’s ahistorical search for understanding from nature against the supposed fixed 
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standards of thought and action, and the idea that control over Wisdom is possible. In 
the poet’s mind, only God has such authority.28 
The interpretation of suffering is in keeping with wisdom’s basic tenet. 
Moreover, Job’s piety resides in an area belonging uniquely to Israel, divine 
revelation. The writer of Ecclesiastes provides another outlook, although he focuses 
on wisdom as well. After he considers the world and all of its constituents in an 
attempt to discover a unifying principle, he concludes that all is nothingness. Because 
he opines that Wisdom is far off and exceedingly deep in 7:23, he wonders who can 
find her. He eventually favors conventional religiosity in 7:16, but he cautions against 
an overdose. 
Ultimately, neither of these stances prevailed. Subsequent Jewish authors 
identified Wisdom with Torah, either implicitly or explicitly. The author of Psalm 
119:18, 27 highlights the association, which elevated the Covenant to the status once 
occupied by nature among wisdom teachers. The shift transferred Torah to the cosmic 
and ontological spheres and moved it far beyond the definition of mere text.29  
 
 
                                                           
28  If one interprets Job 28 as a polemic against the conventional definition of nature’s role in piety, 
verse 28 is, as many scholars agree, a secondary addition. It upsets the polemical atmosphere of this 
passage and the otherwise somber tone that the author constructed. Other researchers understand the 
verse as his own ironic comment. Because rational wisdom is pitifully inept and divine Wisdom is 
unattainable, the fear of the Lord is all that humans can hope to achieve. See Donald E. Gowan,  
“Reading Job as Wisdom Script,” Journal for the Study of the Old Testament 55 (1992): 85-96. 
Another school of thought views this verse as an offer of a sort of wisdom, the fear of the Lord, that 
man can obtain, although it would be more akin to the older variety. See also Psalm 19, in which the 
relationship between the first segment, 1-7, and the last section, 8-15, portrays a similar movement 
from contemplation of the world to that of Torah. See von Rad, 1:447 n. 15. 
29  The writer uses “נפלאות,” “wonders,” in both of the psalmodic verses. When wisdom teachers 
exalted God’s miracles, they normally concentrated on creation itself, the ordering of the natural cycle 
and its mysteries. See also Jeremiah 10:12, Psalm 104:24, 139:14, Job 5:9, 9:8-10, and 37:14. Wisdom 
thinkers were far more interested in the message of the creation story than in history and God’s actions 
in it. See von Rad, 1:449. 
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Proverbs 8:22-31 
Proverbs 8:22-31 is also a part of the development of wisdom that led to the 
Wisdom/Torah motif, and a pivotal passage in the Sages’ confrontation with 
Christianity.30 Wisdom continues as a preexistent primeval being, but a new 
ontological element, the idea that she was the first born of God’s works and a partner 
in the process of creation, arises in this writer’s work. The subtlety with which one 
interprets the poem ultimately hinges on the way in which he understands the 
controversial “אמון” in verse 30.31 Whatever interpretation one chooses, Wisdom is a 
preexistent primordial being that is at least with God at creation, and at most, is even 
deeply involved in the work. The eminent position lends gravity to her call to choose 
between life and death, strengthens her authority and turns man’s attention to the call 
to follow her. 
Personified Wisdom speaks daringly in Proverbs 8:1-21. Verse 6, “  שמעו כי
 hear; for I will speak excellent things and the“ ”, מישריםנגידים אדבר ומפתח שפתי
opening of my lips will be rectitude,” is particularly interesting. The translators of 
several versions elected to render “נגידים” as “excellent things.” However, another 
                                                           
30 For two beneficial works on Proverbs, see A. Cohen, ed., Proverbs, vol. 10 of The Soncino Books of 
the Bible, 6th ed. (London: Soncino Press, 1973) and Julius Hillel Greenstone, ed., Proverbs 
(Philadelphia: The Jewish Publication Society of America, 1950). 
31  von Rad opts for a definition of “darling” or “pet” in conjunction with other scholarly opinions. He 
suggests, however, that the subsequent exegesis of “master craftsman,” which would signify Wisdom’s 
activity in creation, arose due to the influence of certain concepts. The height of these expressions 
appears in The Wisdom of Solomon. See especially 7:21-22 and 8:4, 6. The view of the word in this 
sense is a good example of the exigencies of the moment affecting exegesis and the goals of the 
interpreter. No fewer than five different nuances surface in Genesis Rabbah 1:1. Reading the 
consonants as “אּוָמן” produces the idea in the second part of the opening section of this midrashic 
collection that Torah, as a workman similar to an architect, served as God’s consultant in creation. 
Thus, the redactor drew the picture of Torah as a master workman as one of the ways to confront his 
historical and religious situation. Proverbs 3:19 also suggests Wisdom’s role at creation. See R. B. Y. 
Scott, “Wisdom in Creation: The Amon of Proverbs 8:30,” Vetus Testamentum 10 (1960): 213-222 for 
a valuable survey of the possible alternative translations. Scott himself prefers to analyze it as though it 
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shade of the word, “ruler or prince,” permits the idea of “princely things.” Rashi 
interprets “נגידים” as “דברי נגידות וחשיבות,” “words of nobility and importance.” The 
commentaries of Ibn Ezra and Metzudah David reflect the same sort of thinking. 
Thus, this second nuance produces a royal atmosphere in Wisdom.  
R. Hananel b. Papa transfers Wisdom’s eminence to Torah in a discussion of 
the verse in bShabbat 88b, as he searches for the reasoning that equates the words of 
Torah with a prince. He concludes that the comparison reveals that just as a prince 
possesses the power of life and death over his subjects, the words of Torah also 
contain potential life and death within them. Two words in this tradition, “להמית,” “to 
put to death,” and “להחיות,” “to keep alive, to revive,” are instructive. They denote an 
authoritative and majestic bearing and one of control over the destiny of a man based 
upon his choice of the path he follows in his relationship with God’s Word. 
Consequently, Raba surmises that those who choose the right hand of Torah select the 
medicine of life, while those who opt for the left hand, receive deadly poison.32 The 
ease with which the Sages appropriate a Wisdom text and apply it without the 
slightest hesitation to Torah is enlightening once again. They reveal here, just as they 
                                                                                                                                                                          
were “אוֵמן,” and he takes it to mean “binding” or “uniting.” In his view, Wisdom is a living link 
between the Creator and the universe and the principle of order in the world. 
32  Rashi’s view of the right/left motif centers on the notion of study. He maintains that those who 
dedicate themselves with all of their strength to learning the secrets of Torah are like a man who uses 
his right hand as his primary hand. He offers another interpretation of “princely” as the placing of two 
crowns on every word that went forth from God’s mouth as a thought that grants substance to the 
words of Torah. The idea of a kind of tangibility is similar to the imagery that the writer of Exodus 
20:15 uses in his description of the giving of Torah when he reports, “ לֹת אים את הקווכל העם רֹ ,” “and 
all the people witnessed the thunderings.” The right/left motif also surfaces in an inquiry into the 
meaning of Proverbs 3:16, “אֹרך ימים בימינה בשמֹאולה עֹשר וכבוד,” “length of days is in her right 
hand, and in her left hand are riches and honor,” in bShabbat 63a. Rashi also connects the metaphor to 
study in this context. Those who prefer the right hand learn with the same exactness and clarity that is 
evident from the work of the skilled right hand of an artisan. He adds another option in this discussion. 
The man who invests all of his efforts in Torah’s right hand studies for the sake of Torah, while one 
who concentrates on the left side is engaged in Torah for other purposes. 
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did in their reuse of Job 28 in the same manner, exactly how they understood the 
linkage between Torah and Wisdom as a matter of course. 
Wisdom also asserts in Proverbs 8:22 that God created her as the beginning of 
his ways, “ דרכו ראשית ,” i.e., even before the origin of the universe. J. Abelson defines 
her as a cosmic power and the all-encompassing intelligence of God that penetrates 
and preserves creation and guides mankind (Abelson, 1969: 199). Man, then, has the 
same all-pervasive force that God employed at creation at his disposal to lead him to 
life and away from evil. Therefore, her wide-ranging jurisdiction includes both the 
universe and humanity. Three talmudic passages, bShabbat 88a and bAvodah Zarah 
3a and 5a, relate that when God presented the choice, if Israel had accepted Torah the 
universe would have remained in order. However, had the people rejected God’s 
offer, He would have returned the world to the same chaotic state described in 
Genesis 1:2. This talmudic creation language points to the enormous control of 
Wisdom/Torah that was equally commanding among the Rabbis and the writer of 
Proverbs 8. Without her power to uphold all of creation, chaos would reign, which, A. 
Cohen posits, testifies to Torah’s existence before the foundation of the world (Cohen, 
1973: 48). 
J. B. Bauer offers a different perception of “ דרכו ראשית ” and translates the 
phrase as “ the first revelation of His power” (Bauer, 1958: 91). He bases his claim on 
the usage of the root drkt, with the meaning of “sovereignty” or “power,” in the 
Ugaritic texts of Ras Shamra.33 Bauer submits that these documents contain drkt no 
fewer than 12 times and that it always appears in conjunction with the root mlk 
                                                           
33  See G. Douglas Young, Concordance of Ugaritic (Rome: Pontificum Institutum Biblicum, 1956), 23 
and Cyrus H. Gordon, Ugaritic Manual (Haifa: University of Haifa, 1955), 256. See also Cyrus H. 
Gordon, Ugaritic Textbook (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1965), 387. 
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“overtaking,” “seizing,” or with terms with similar connotations. Both he and Cyrus 
Gordon cite this shade of “דרך” in Hosea 10:13 and in Proverbs 31:3.  
The Proverbs writer builds Wisdom’s dignity and honor further in 8:23 with 
his choice of “נסכתי,” which helps him to paint the portrait with either interpretation 
one favors. One of its meanings is “set up” or “established,” and the targumist 
understood it in this manner when he selected “אתתקנית.” The Septuagint translator(s) 
agreed when he selected a form of “qemelovw,” “lay a foundation.” J. H. Greenstone, 
however, suggests that “נסכתי” derives from a root related to “נסיך” (Greenstone, 
1950: 85). This analysis depicts God’s installing Wisdom as a ruler, and it is not 
without precedent. The author of the messianic Psalm 2 chose “נסכתי” to describe the 
coronation of the king in verse 6. Rashi and Ibn Ezra also advocate this idea in their 
commentaries. All of the above citations combine to create a majestic image of a 
preexistent, royal and powerful Wisdom.34 
The usage and the interpretation of “קנני” in Proverbs 8:22 are also vital to an 
analysis of Wisdom in this section. The normal connotation of the root  ה.נ.ק is “to 
acquire” or “to buy.” The nuance, “to create” or “to form,” which appears in Genesis 
14:19, 22, Deuteronomy 32:6 and Psalm 139:13, offers another perspective.35 As a 
created being, Wisdom is separate from God but subservient to Him. Though she is 
detached, Abelson contends that the writer makes no effort to divide the divine into 
autonomous beings, each with his or her own self-consciousness. The Wisdom is 
God’s, as the author allows in 8:22, 27 and 31, and, therefore, she is an attribute 
                                                           
34 See also Ibn Ezra’s commentary on Proverbs 3:19 in which he attributes Wisdom’s exalted position 
to God’s using her to found the world. He emphasizes the same point in 8:22. Rashi discusses her 
preexistence in his words on 8:22. 
35 Not every translator opts for this shade of the word, but the choice is certainly plausible. See these 
verses in the Jewish Publication Society Tanakh, Philadelphia, 1999. 
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through which He acts and reveals Himself to men who strive to reach real 
understanding. Abelson also submits that the same idea obtains in rabbinic literature 
in that personification only propounds a certain doctrine without dividing the 
Godhead metaphysically (Abelson, 1969: 199-200).36 
Wisdom’s priority is the topic of verses 24-29 as she testifies to her own 
preexistence and places herself firmly in a creation context by mentioning several 
elements in the universe that she preceded. Although she is a cosmic character until 
this point, she could not remain isolated if she were to carry out the function of an 
intermediary. Therefore, the author transports her to the human sphere in verse 31 and 
makes her available as a counselor and an instructor for the man who diligently seeks 
Wisdom and her reward of life. Since man must choose to follow her and live or to 
ignore her and die, the life and death motif appears in the realm of Wisdom in the 
same way that the writer of Deuteronomy 30 presented it. Wisdom is the mediator for 
this vital decision, but in Proverbs 8, the writer establishes her trustworthiness with 
qualifications of the highest pedigree. She is royal, primordial and powerful, and as a 
result, she confidently proclaims that whoever finds her will discover life and obtain 
God’s favor. Those who hate her, however, love death (8:35-36). 
  Traditions in Midrash Mishle provide more clarity regarding the 
Wisdom/Torah connection. An anonymous midrashist interprets the apparently 
repetitious “יום יום,” “daily,” in 8:34 and declares that one who works diligently in 
Torah will find life in two realms, the present tangible world and the World to 
                                                           
36 The singular nature of God from the Jewish perspective in this portion of Proverbs is critically 
important because of the way in which some of the Church Fathers interpreted the passage. This 
sensitivity is also crucial in determining whether Christian ideology resonates in the germane passages 
of Genesis Rabbah. 
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Come.37 His exegesis again displays the facility with which rabbinic commentators 
moved from a Wisdom context to Torah. The connection is also prominent in the 
consideration of verse 35, “ חיים) מצא(כי מֹצאי מצאי  ,” “for the one who finds me finds 
life.” The interpreter submits that God will always be found with the man who invests 
himself in the words of Torah, and that He will reward the diligence with prosperity. 
The second half of the verse, “ 'ויפק רצון מה ,” “and obtains favor from the Lord,” 
declares that the man who teaches Torah to many disciples finds favor with God 
according to this anonymous tradition. In contrast, the fictitious conversation between 
God and sinners that is a part of the commentary on verse 36 reveals that the 
evildoers, though they think that they are defeating God, are actually sentencing 
themselves to death.38  
                                                           
37 The Vatican Ebr. 44 manuscript reads, “ כל מי שהוא שומע לי ושקד על דלתי תורתי נוחל חיי העולם
 everyone who obeys me and diligently studies the pages of my Torah inherits“ ”,הזה וחיי עולם ההבא
life in this world and the life of the World to Come.” The JTSAL R 1681 version, which bears a 
resemblance to the ancient Parma manuscript 3122,4, the father of the total family of manuscripts, 
reads, “תורה יום יום.” JTSAL R 1695, which is close to the Vatican edition, is worded “יום יום תורתי” 
in the appropriate place in the text. Although S. Buber’s text lacks any reference to Torah, the evidence 
is ample attestation to a Torah tradition in this interpretation. For more on the manuscripts of Midrash 
Mishle see 8-16, )1990, בית המדרש לרבנים באמריקה: ניו יורק(מדרש משלי , עורך, ברוך וויסאצקי . See 
also Burton L. Visotzky, Midrash Mishle: A Critical Edition Based on Manuscripts and Early 
Editions,” Ph. D. diss, Jewish Theological Seminary of America, 1983 (New York: Schocken Books, 
1996). 
38  See bShabbat 114a for another tradition that links Wisdom and Torah. These sages discuss changing 
clothes as an act of honor. R. Hiyya b. Abba uses Proverbs 8:36 and declares in the name of R. Johanan 
that any scholar who wears a stained garment deserves an indignant rebuke. He bases his reasoning on 
an alternative understanding of “משנאי” and suggests the reading “משניאי,” “ those who make me 
(Torah) hated.” His view, “אל תקרי משאני אלא משניאי,” “do not read משאני but משניאי,” surfaces in 
Buber’s text of Midrash Mishle. Buber, however, contends that a copyist inserted the tradition from the 
Talmud. See 25 הערה 60, )1893, האלמנה והאחים ראם: ווילנא(מדרש משלי , עורך, שלמה באבער . Rashi 
remarks the rebuke comes upon the man because his appearance is an important part of the honor of his 
learning. The scholar’s disheveled attire causes the general populace to think that he dislikes himself 
and that he is abhorrent and disgraceful. Thus, the whole affair causes others to hate Torah. The same 
Proverbs verse and midrashic technique occurs in bMegillah 28a, in which R. Johanan submits that a 
wise student who permits an ignorant High Priest to say grace before him commits an egregious sin. 
Rashi comments that this behavior causes people to think that Torah is not benefiting him and that he 
is, therefore, not likely to attract them to become students of Torah. Both of these texts also make the 
Wisdom/Torah connection as a matter of course. This episode also appears in Jalkut Shimoni Proverbs 
  .although it adds any ignorant priest along with the High Priest ,תתקמג 8
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The authors of Job 28 and Proverbs 8 promoted Wisdom from a gnomic status 
to an ontological and cosmic principle, full of power and majesty. She became a 
mediating and revelatory character who resides with God in the celestial sphere. 
These writers, however, only provided the raw material for the explicit connection 
between Wisdom and Torah. Another author, Ben Sira, transferred Wisdom from the 
heavens and gave her an earthly bearing. As the divine representative in the human 
realm, he localized her in Israel when he openly linked her to Torah. 
 
The Wisdom of Ben Sira 
Ben Sira’s ultimate purpose comes to light through an examination of the 
possible influences upon the author and his strategy of provincializing Wisdom. Some 
scholars have suggested that Hellenism, the Isis-Astarte cult and/or the Stoic concept 
of the ordering principle and the moral compass of the world, the Logos, could have 
directed Ben Sira’s thinking. Ultimately, he sought to differentiate between Wisdom 
in Israel and the wisdom of other nations. He accomplished his objective by 
establishing Wisdom, which was a preexistent presence at creation, as a gift from God 
in the entity that marked Israel’s exclusivity, Torah. Consequently, unlike any earlier 
writer, he fused his nation’s historical heritage with wisdom teachings. The move was 
paradoxical as it widened Wisdom’s orbit at the same time that it curtailed the extent 
of her habitat.39 
Since Ben Sira reflects the intellectual and cultural tone of his day, the reader 
receives conflicting information. He wrote his text between approximately 180-150 B. 
                                                           
39 See Charles, 1913, 1:268-527 for the full text, 
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C. E., and he conveyed some of the universalistic positive attitudes of traditional 
religion. However, while he stridently repudiated perceived outside attacks against 
Judaism, he also employed the mythological foundations of wisdom speculation, 
principally in chapter 24 (Hengel, vol.1, 1974: 157). These contemplations are similar 
to the ideology in the Hellenistic Isis compositions. Isis was a goddess of 
righteousness, whose name derived from “oi*%da,” “I knew,” and “o*vn,” “being,” that 
rose to the heights of a goddess of wisdom. The third century B.C.E. witnessed an 
increase in the number of adherents of the religion based on this deity, which also 
leaned toward abstract concepts such as “diakousuvnh,” “righteousness,” “e*pivnoia,” 
“thought” or “reflection on experience,” “provnoia,” “perceiving beforehand” and 
“frovnhsi",” “right thinking” or “prudence.”40  
The similarities between Ben Sira’s philosophy and the traditional religious 
notions of his culture might indicate that Jewish wisdom schools adopted some Greek 
concepts and transferred them to Wisdom as a defensive and polemical front against 
the invasion of foreign deities such as Isis. Since writers of the Isis works designated 
Bubastis as the holy city of the goddess, Ben Sira’s specifying Jerusalem as Wisdom’s 
central location after she descended from the heavens could be a parallel maneuver. 
The association is even more pronounced in the characterization of Isis as the creator 
of the world and as the source and protector of ethical and legal order and human 
culture (Hengel, vol. 1, 1974: 159).41  
                                                           
40 The Land of Israel was not without believers who worshiped Isis in tandem with Astarte under the 
cult name “fronivmh[n]. See Hengel, 1974, 1:158.  
41  Noting these likenesses is necessary in order to understand the message that Ben Sira communicates. 
However, as Nickelsburg and Stone caution, the direct impact of the interaction of these outside 
influences upon Ben Sira is not wholly certain. See Nickelsburg and Stone, 1983, 215-216 n. b. 
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The theory that espouses a juxtaposition of characteristics, however, is limited. 
Isis was God’s consort with equal powers, while Wisdom proceeds from the mouth of 
God in Ben Sira 24:3. Moshe Segal remarks that after she came out of His mouth, she 
materialized in His speech as the Word of God and, subsequently, Moses and the 
Prophets delivered the teachings to mankind. When Ben Sira places her at creation as 
an eternal, preexistent being in 24:9 with “מעולם מרֹאש בראני ועד עולם לֹא אחדל,” “from 
time immemorial He created me and I will never cease (to exist),” Wisdom’s 
everlasting nature also communicates his claim that Torah would remain in Israel ad 
infinitum ( 147-148 1958: סגל ).42 Significantly, the contraction of the range of her 
residence stands in stark contrast to the more comprehensive ideology enunciated in 
Proverbs 8:15, which credits the foundation of the power of kings to Wisdom. Ben 
Sira’s reduction likely represents an example of his wrestling with external forces in 
order to defend Judaism.  
His writing contains figures from the popular philosophy of his times as well. 
The thought inherent in 1:4-5, “לפני כֹל נבראה חכמה וערמת תבונה מעולם,” “Wisdom was 
created before everything else and the prudence of understanding from time 
immemorial,” mirrors the doctrine embraced in Proverbs 8. He echoes the thinking of 
the writer of Job 28 in 1:6 as he situates Wisdom outside the realm of man and 
expressly in the hands of God. He swiftly reverses any idea of despair in 1:9, 
however, when he discusses God’s merciful and bountiful apportionment of Wisdom 
                                                           
42 The quotations in Hebrew appear in Segal’s work on Ben Sira mentioned above. Until the late 19th 
century, apart from references in the Talmud and in post-talmudic literature, the book was known from 
the ancient Greek and Syriac translations. After some initial leafs in Hebrew surfaced, other fragments 
appeared from the Cairo Geniza. S. Schechter traveled to Cairo to examine other texts, and he found 
more fragments of Ben Sira in Hebrew. Eventually, manuscripts yielding two-thirds of the book in 
Hebrew were recovered. Segal’s text reflects the language of four manuscripts from Cambridge 
University and Oxford University and a fifth that was at the Jewish Theological Seminary in New 
York.  
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to all of His works.43 The lavishness derives from “ ל מעשיווישפכנה על כ ,” “and He 
poured it out on all of His works (men).” The symbolism resembles the images that 
the writers of Joel 3:1 and Zechariah 12:10 employed, and it is suggestive of the wide-
ranging ideas of Proverbs 8:15-16.44 
Though one facet of Ben Sira’s Wisdom is universal, he parochializes her in 
1:10. He relates that God pours her out according to His will, but that those who love 
God can receive an unrestricted allotment. These guidelines dictate that she abides 
with each man according to his ability to interact with her. However, because God 
grants a greater portion of Wisdom to those who fear Him, Ben Sira further 
particularizes Wisdom’s dwelling place.45 
Ben Sira sets 24:1-6 within a creation context, and he adds a mythological 
flavor to these verses that describes Wisdom’s omnipresence. He follows this 
representation of her impressive station with another compression of her borders, 
beginning in verse 8.46 Before the actual localization in the verse, Wisdom begins a 
journey throughout the entire creation, from the circuit of the heavens to the abyss. 
Ben Sira diagrams this sweeping excursion to demonstrate the totality of Wisdom’s 
rule, which he depicts in verse 6 with a form from the root ל.ש.מ , the Hebrew 
                                                           
43 Segal interprets God’s numbering Wisdom in this verse as His carefully studying all of her details. 
See 5 ,1958, סגל . Perhaps the portrayal reflects another expression of the rabbinic tradition of God as a 
meticulous Torah scholar who pores over His own revelation. 
44  The Hebrew Fragments of Ben Sira use “ויחלקנה” instead of “וישפכנה.” The former word carries 
the connotation of the parceling out of Wisdom as opposed to copiousness. See bBerakhot 58b for a 
dialogue in which R. Papa and R. Huna b. R. Joshua greet R. Hanina b. R. Ika with two blessings. One 
of the blessings concerns God’s imparting His Wisdom to those who fear Him.  
45  See bQiddushin 49b for the story about the ten measures of Wisdom that descended from heaven, 
nine of which fell on the lot of the Land of Israel. The Sages’ coupling of Wisdom/Torah also localizes 
and limits the confines of Wisdom in a similar fashion. 
46 Ben Sira alludes to the provincialism in the opening verse when he intones that Wisdom’s people 
glorify her. Segal posits that the author refers to Israel, an assertion that the Hebrew Fragments of the 
text support with the reading, “ יםלֹהעם א ,” “the people of God.” See 147, 1958, סגל .   
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equivalent of the Greek “h&gemoneuvw,” “lead the way,” or “rule, command.”47 
Wisdom, then, pervades all of nature and even the various societies of the nations.48  
Ben Sira expresses the grandeur of Wisdom’s reign and his defense against 
foreign philosophy and/or religion in 24:8 when Wisdom declares, “  אז צוני יוצר הכֹל
 then the Creator of everything“ ”,ויוצרי הניח משכני ויֹאמר ביעקֹב שכני ובישראל תירשי
commanded me and my Creator set down my dwelling place; and He said to me dwell 
in Jacob and let your inheritance be in Israel.”49 Once her painstaking search for a 
home concludes in her settling in Israel, the author implicitly links Torah to Wisdom 
here just as he openly connects them in 24:23.50 The author employs this tactic to 
make Torah the repository of the mighty preexistent, immortal, powerful and majestic 
                                                           
47  This word appears in the first seventh century correction of the Greek version of Codex Sinaiticus as 
well as the Syriac and the Old Latin versions. The Greek text reads “e*kthsavmhn,” “to procure for 
oneself” or “to acquire,” and it is translated “I have gotten possession.” The prologue of this version 
relates that it is a product of the translation work of Ben Sira’s grandson. 
48 Hengel likens Wisdom to the kind of Logos or world reason that flowed from God and worked with 
Him so intimately that the union was unbreakable. See Hengel, 1974, 1:159. Diogenes Laertius’ 
description of the Stoic Logos in Zeno 7:88 as the law common to all that exists, which is the right 
reason that pervades everything and is identical with Zeus, affirms at least some common ground in 
Jewish and Greek thought in this area. See R. D. Hicks, trans., Diogenes Laertius: Lives of Eminent 
Philosophers, 2 vols. (Cambridge, MA.: Harvard University Press, 1969). See also C. G. Cobet, ed., 
Diogenis Laertii: Vitae Philosophorum (Parisiis: Editoris Firmin-Didot Et Sochs, 1929). 
49  The language of this verse indicates that Ben Sira might be hinting at the tabernacle tent of the 
sanctuary. See Nickelsburg and Stone, 1983, 216 n. g. Verse 10 also evokes this thinking when 
Wisdom declares that she served before God in the Holy Tabernacle and, thus, she was established in 
Zion. Segal offers two possible interpretations for the statement. Either Wisdom is describing her 
service in the heavenly Tabernacle or in the earthly Tabernacle in which the Holy Spirit served. See 
148, 1958, סגל . The aggadot contain numerous references to a prototypical heavenly structure that 
mirrors the replica on earth. The sacrifice and praise that take place in the heavens also occur in the 
physical realm, and just as the earthly building sat in Jerusalem, the model resides in the heavenly 
Jerusalem. See 257-277): 1931 (2תרביץ " ,בית המקדש של מעלה לפי האגדה", אביגדור אפטוביצר . See 
also The Wisdom of Solomon 9:8. The same idea of making an abode in Israel as a tabernacle appears 
in the account of the incarnation of the Logos in the first chapter of the Gospel of John. This idea will 
be discussed in detail in chapter 4 of the present volume. 
50  For a comparable sort of connection see Deuteronomy 32:1-9. The words of God’s mouth form the 
context, and the author centralizes the Word of God in Israel when he states that “ עמו יעקֹב ' כי חלק ה
 for the Lord’s portion is His people; Jacob is the lot of His inheritance,” in verse 9. See“ ”,חבל נחלתו
also Ben Sira 17:17, The Book of Jubilees 15:32 and Pirqe de-Rabbi Eliezer 24. The writer of Psalm 
132:8, 13-14 also discusses God’s resting-place. Before he talks of Zion as God’s eternal habitation, he 
conditions the establishment of an heir to David’s throne upon Israel’s keeping the covenant. Then God 
adds that He will be the teacher of the nation. The psalmist, thus, creates another link between a 
resting-place and Torah with this stipulation. The author of I Enoch 42:1-2, however, recounts the 
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force, Wisdom, and he raises Israel’s defining feature to an equal position 
ontologically in 24:9. Consequently, Torah, with the entire attendant metaphysical 
honor, has the reign and the revelatory and mediating functions of Wisdom. In his 
lifting Torah beyond simple textuality and saturating it with cosmic qualities, Ben 
Sira transformed it into a weapon that he employed against intrusive alien philosophy 
and/or theology. 
To accentuate the centralization, he decisively announces in 24:23, “ כל אלה
בברית אל עליון תורה צוה לנו משה מורשה קהלת יעקֹ ספר ,” “all of these things are the Book 
of the Covenant of the Most High God; Moses commanded Torah to us, the 
inheritance of the congregation of Jacob.” His words, which are redolent of the 
description of Moses’ blessing delivered over Israel prior to his death in Deuteronomy 
33:1-4, shatter any universalistic tendencies when he connects his lyrical paean to 
Wisdom to Torah. Ben Sira’s concept separates him from the writers of Job and 
Proverbs because when he fuses cosmic Wisdom and the history of Israel, he endows 
her with suprahistorical and rational characteristics. He underscores the 
universal/provincial maneuvers of 1:9-10 and 24:6-8 by situating Wisdom in Torah. 
The impetus for his adopting this philosophy might reside in Deuteronomy 4:1-20, 
and especially 4:6.51 von Rad believes that the theological thought of the age impelled 
Ben Sira to write overtly about what the author hints at beneath the surface of 
Proverbs 8 (von Rad, vol. 1, 1967: 445).  
The cultural atmosphere of Ben Sira’s era offers a more probable reason for 
his association of Wisdom and Torah. Certain groups in Israel struggled fervently to 
                                                                                                                                                                          
affair completely differently. Wisdom fails in her attempt to find suitable quarters among men and 
retreats to her heavenly domain. Upon her return, she dwells among the angels. 
51 See also Psalm 111:7-10 and Psalm 119:97-104. 
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prevent a total invasion of Hellenistic civilization, and this socio-religious clash might 
have provided the spark for Jewish retaliation. The appeal to Torah equipped these 
parties with their primary artillery to repel Greek cultural encroachment and its 
wisdom. Moses had previously stated that Torah indelibly marked Israel’s otherness 
in the eyes of the peoples of the world. Therefore, while particular aspects of 
Hellenistic traditions, such as the goddess Isis and the Stoic Logos, might have shared 
elements with Ben Sira’s ideology and could have even affected the way in which he 
expressed himself, he differentiated the Wisdom of Israel from that of other 
civilizations with the most striking line of demarcation, Torah. As a result, he 
bestowed ontological and suprahistorical character to Israel’s covenant with God in 
the same style with which he elevated Wisdom (Holdrege, 1996: 137).52  
 
The Book of I Baruch 
The Book of I Baruch, which is attributed to Jeremiah’s amanuensis, Baruch, 
also contains traditions that are similar to elements in the Wisdom/Torah motif.53 The 
section that is most meaningful to this study is the wisdom psalm in 3:9-4:4. The book 
                                                           
52  George Foot Moore opines that Ben Sira’s thought indicates that the union between Wisdom and 
Torah was widespread in the writer’s day, when the study of the Law and Wisdom were joined as a 
matter of course. See George Foot Moore, Judaism in the First Centuries of the Christian Era, The Age 
of the Tannaim (Cambridge, MA.: Harvard University Press, 1927), 1:265. Hengel posits that Ben Sira 
might have borrowed the concept from the disciples of the High Priest, Simon the Righteous. He 
supports his contention with Ben Sira’s obvious high regard for Simon, which is reflected in the 
beautiful panegyric to the High Priest in chapter 50, and with the saying attributed to the cleric himself 
in mAvot 1:2, that also clothes Torah with cosmic significance. See Hengel, 1974, 1:161. See Fichtner, 
1933, 127 ff. He comments that Israel battled Hellenism with a call to its quintessentially Jewish 
symbol, Torah. See also Nickelsburg and Stone, 1983, 216 n. l. 
53 See Charles, 1913, 1:569-595. 
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is interesting not only for its ontological content, but also because it is reminiscent of 
the three prior hymns in its language and imagery.54 
I Baruch is a composite work. The writer discusses Baruch’s authorship and 
his privileged lineage in 1:1-14, and he reports that Baruch read his book to Jechonias 
and to other exiles.55 The exiles confess their sins and request that the words should 
be read on the feast day in Jerusalem. Chapters 1:15-3:8 contain additional 
confessions along with an admission of God’s righteousness and justice and the 
realization that sin and disobedience were the reasons for their lamentable 
disconnection from their beloved homeland. The author finishes chapter 2 with an 
uplifting promise of a return to the Land of Israel.  
Following an emotional plea to God in 3:1-8, he shifts to the poetic techniques 
of Hebrew Wisdom Literature in 3:9-4:4. The wisdom poem combines five important 
themes: 1) Israel’s banishment is the result of forsaking Wisdom; 2) Man cannot find 
true Wisdom; 3) Wisdom was with God at creation; 4) God gave Wisdom as a gift to 
Israel; and 5) Wisdom and Torah are identical (Harrelson, 1992:158). The first 
proposition is the writer’s innovation. While other thinkers and writers drew a parallel 
between wisdom and obedience to Torah before him (Deuteronomy 4:6; Psalm 19:7, 
119: 98) and related exile and punishment to breaking Torah’s commandments, none 
                                                           
54 On its surface, the work is a letter that Baruch sent from Babylon to the Land of Israel after the 
destruction of the First Temple (1:1-4). Scholars, however, theorize that the author actually wrote the 
composition anywhere from the late Hasmonean era to the end of the days of the first revolt against 
Rome. A. Kahana favors the later estimate because of the resemblance between some of the events that 
the writer details in the prose section and certain incidents that Josephus chronicles in the War of the 
Jews. See 352, )1956, מסדה: אביב-תל( כרכים 2. הספרים החיצונים, עורך, אברהם כהנא .  However, the 
existence of further Baruch/Jeremiah apocryphal material at Qumran casts some doubt on such a late 
date. Kahana rejects dating the book in the Hasmonean period because of the prayer in chapter 1 for the 
well being of the king and his son who are ruling in the land of the Jewish captivity. He asserts that no 
one would have uttered these words during the time of the nationalistic fervor of the Hasmoneans. See 
351, כרך א, כהנא . Although settling on a precise date is difficult, even at the earliest guess, the author 
lived at a time after Ben Sira finished his book. 
55 Josephus also mentions Baruch’s ancestry in The Antiquities of the Jews X.9.1. 
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of his literary colleagues attributed the Babylonian Exile specifically to Israel’s 
abandonment of Wisdom (3:12).  
His second point, which mirrors the doleful tone of Job 28, is the familiar 
futility of man’s endeavor to locate true Wisdom. He adopts the imagery of Proverbs 
8:22-31 in his depiction of Wisdom’s presence at creation as he weaves the two 
concepts together in 3:9-34, and themes four and five are reminiscent of Ben Sira 24. 
Although this wisdom hymn is artful in its own right, the evidence suggests that this 
writer depended on earlier works for much of his philosophy. 
He reminds his audience that Torah, as the first of God’s creations, is an all-
inclusive guide to life, and that in its identification with Wisdom, it contains such a 
depth of thought that extracting the meaning in its recesses is an unending endeavor. 
In order to accent the utter despair of the punishment that they were enduring in exile, 
and, thereby, the urgent need to embrace Wisdom, he describes the people who were 
languishing in Babylon as defiled with the dead and as counted with those who have 
gone down to the grave.56 He addresses the nation in their plight, and the opening of 
the wisdom poem with words that ring of Deuteronomy 6:4, “שמע ישראל,” “hear, 
Israel,” likely awakened instant thoughts of Torah and God’s covenant. He 
encourages the people to hear the commandments and to walk in the ways of God in 
order to overcome their rejection of what he calls “the fountain of wisdom” in 3:12.57 
                                                           
56  The Greek equivalent for “grave” in the text is “a@/dou,” from “a@/dh".” Originally, the word described 
the nether world or the place for departed spirits. However, after Homer it also acquired the more 
generic meaning of “grave” or “death.” See Liddell and Scott, 1968, 21. Interestingly, Kahana chooses 
the late biblical poetic form “בור” instead of “קבר” in his Hebrew translation. For similar literary style 
see Isaiah 14:19, Psalm 28:1, 30:4 and 143:7. In all of these cases “יורדי בור” appears. 
57  The Ethiopic text reads “fountain of life.” This work probably derived from the Greek Codex 
Alexandrinus in abbreviated form. The Septuagint translation of Proverbs 18:4, “מקור חכמה,” “a 
fountain (source) of wisdom,” is “fountain or source of life,” “phghV zwh'".” David Burke suggests that 
the change results either from the more prevalent Hebrew phrase, “מקור מים חיים,” “fountain of living 
water,” found in Jeremiah 2:13 and 17:13, or simply from another textual tradition. A Latin text, Codex 
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The abandonment of Wisdom theme and the opening words, “hear, Israel” create a 
Wisdom/Torah relationship, which the author skillfully implies in his segue from 
wisdom to his reference to the way of God in 3:12-13. Therefore, Wisdom is not 
simply an academically acquired gnomic wisdom in his view, but it is the whole 
scope of God’s guidance and love and His singling out Israel in history. He laments 
that had they walked in this Wisdom, Israel would have lived in eternal peace.58  
A repetition of the questions in Job 28:12-27 concerning the way to Wisdom 
follows the innovative neglect metaphor. The rich and powerful of the world have 
never succeeded in finding her despite all of their prestige and might, and the author 
stresses the emptiness of their works in 3:19 with a death motif. They were once the 
elite of the world who enjoyed all of its pomp and glory. Yet, they simply vanished 
into the grave with no trace of their influence remaining, and a younger generation 
that was equally inept in locating Wisdom replaced them. A geographical tour of 
places such as Canaan and Teman, where wise men and writers of fables resided, 
accompanies the representation of man’s incompetence. However, despite all of the 
apparent understanding, great knowledge and renown of these thinkers, they also 
failed tragically to find the way of true but inaccessible Wisdom.  
The excursion continues with a universalization that includes the entire 
creation, which the author describes as “the house of God.” This metaphor has no 
                                                                                                                                                                          
Vallicellianus, even conflates the two traditions with “vitae et sapientiae.” Burke concludes, however, 
that the bulk of the textual evidence supports “חכמה.” See David G. Burke, The Poetry of Baruch 
(Chico, CA.: Scholars Press, 1982), 83. “Tree of life” and “fountain of life” are common expressions in 
Proverbs to designate wisdom or proper action. For example, in Proverbs 13:14 the writer declares, 
“ קשי מותתורת חכם מקור חיים לסור ממֹ ,” “Torah of a wise man is a fountain of life, enabling him to 
depart from the snares of death.” See also Proverbs 3:18, 10:11, 11:30, 13:12, 14:27, and 15:4. For 
more on this issue, see Shannon Burkes “Choosing Life in Ben Sira and Baruch,” Journal for the Study 
of Judaism in the Persian, Hellenistic and Roman Period 30 (August 1999): 253-276. I would like to 
thank Ms. Meley Mulugetta of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem for helping me to understand the 
Ethiopic text and some of its nuances. 
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Jewish background and likely originates from a Greek milieu and from Philo (Burke, 
1982: 127 n. 76). None of the ancients successfully solved the puzzle of Wisdom’s 
address, even the legendary giants of Genesis 6:1-4, who assume a role in post-
biblical literature in I Baruch as well as in I Enoch 7, Ben Sira 16:7 [in Greek and 
Latin texts], The Wisdom of Solomon 14:6 and The Book of Jubilees 7:22-23. The 
author’s next move directs his audience’s attention to God with language that refers to 
Deuteronomy 30:11-14. However, in a significant reversal of strategy, he wishes to 
maintain Wisdom’s inscrutability, whereas the Deuteronomist offers the encouraging 
hope of Torah’s nearness. He replaces Torah with Wisdom, but he alters the 
deuteronomic atmosphere with his gloomy picture of the difficulties in locating 
Wisdom. No one has been or will be able to make the trek to heaven or to travel over 
the sea to seize the ultimate jewel. 
Only God possesses the unchallenged omniscience and skill to know Wisdom 
and her location. The imagery of 3:32b-34, which is similar to the psalmist’s more 
expanded picture in Psalm 104:1-9 of God’s total mastery of creation, concisely 
communicates God’s preeminence. The combination of the Wisdom/creation motif 
infers a collaborative effort between God and Wisdom in the creation of the world, 
the animals and the astronomical wonders that the writer details to portray God’s 
unmatched supremacy in the universe. While he does not proclaim the association 
explicitly, in light of the thought presented in Proverbs 8 and Ben Sira 24, he likely 
whispers beneath the surface of these verses the thought that he implied in 3:12-13. 
Ben Sira’s insularity is also a significant element in I Baruch. God, who 
knows the way of Wisdom, does not hoard and hide her from man. Instead, He grants 
                                                                                                                                                                          
58 Walter Harrelson comments that the writer also might already be reflecting the increased societal 
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her to Jacob, God’s servant, and to Israel, His beloved, in apposition (3:37). This 
literary intertwining of Jacob and Israel is familiar in Scripture, and it is common in 
the election language of such passages as Deuteronomy 33:10, Psalm 78:5 and 
Psalm147:19. Gerald T. Sheppard notes that the writer interprets the election imagery 
based on Wisdom since Israel is the seat of Wisdom/Torah due to the nation’s 
chosenness. He remarks, 
Since the basic formulation of Scripture derives originally from the narrative 
traditions and concerns the giving of Torah or the land of Israel, its unique importance 
as the moment in which Wisdom is given to Israel can be described as a wisdom 
reading of an earlier non-wisdom motif within the context of the sacred canon 
(Sheppard, 1980: 98).    
 
The parochialism shrinks further with the definition of Wisdom as the essence of 
Judaism, “the book of the commandments of God, and the Law that endures forever.” 
The familiar refrain that those who hold on to her dearly find life and those who 
forsake her are appointed to death only fortifies the contraction.  
A similar tendency surfaces in other works such as The Book of Tobit, The 
Book of Jubilees and The Book of Judith, as well as The Testament of the Twelve 
Patriarchs, IV Maccabees, II Baruch and The Damascus Document at Qumran. These 
writers were likely employing the same defensive isolationism against the onslaught 
of Hellenistic culture that Ben Sira utilized. True Wisdom is indeed available, but 
only through what is enshrined in Israel’s Torah. The concept of the remoteness of 
Wisdom that pervades the passage in Job 28 influences the author’s doctrine in I 
Baruch, but the conclusion that he reaches represents a fresh development. While 
Wisdom is still unavailable, now God reveals the once hidden treasure because He has 
searched her out in order to present her as a gift to His people. The author confines 
                                                                                                                                                                          
influence of the Sages and the reduced sway of the Prophets. See Harrelson, 1992, 163. 
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her to Israel and identifies her with Torah, the commandments of life. The problems 
of exile and all of life, for that matter, find their solutions in Wisdom/Torah. 
 
The Wisdom of Solomon 
The composer of the apocryphal The Wisdom of Solomon provided additional 
material that parallels the thought conveyed in the Wisdom/Torah motif.59 He 
exhorted his readers to seek Wisdom in order to live a life that would lead to 
immortality. The internal literary evidence indicates that he was an educated Jew, 
steeped in the Hellenistic culture of Alexandria, which was under Roman occupation 
during the time that he produced his work.60  
The strong apocalyptic atmosphere in the work reveals a grave historical 
setting in which the iron fist of a merciless foreign power made the thought of a 
successful uprising implausible. Philo reports in De Legatione ad Gaius 20:133-134 
that ding the civil disturbances of 38 C.E., Alexandrian miscreants destroyed 
synagogues or defiled them with images of Gaius.61 Furthermore, he relates that the 
Roman prefect, A. Avillius Flaccus, who branded the Jewish people as “foreigners 
and aliens,” gave them no right to plead cases and condemned them without trial in In 
Flaccum 8:54. This political plot stripped them of certain rights and made them 
eligible for deportation. Their opponents carried out all of these acts in order to 
                                                           
59 See Charles, 1913, 1:518-568. 
60  While scholars have suggested various dates for the book, David Winston opines that the textual 
data point to the days of the reign of Caligula, between 37-41 C. E. See David Winston, ed., The 
Wisdom of Solomon, vol. 43 of The Anchor Bible (Garden City, NY.: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 
1979), 20-25. Nickelsburg concurs with Winston on the dating of the text. See George W. E. 
Nickelsburg, Jewish Literature between the Bible and the Mishnah (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1981), 
184. 
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ingratiate themselves to the emperor, whose hatred of the Jews was no secret. The 
subsequent execution of Flaccus brought no real relief until Claudius reinstated 
Jewish privileges, to some degree, in 41 C.E. No one, however, mistook Claudius for 
a sympathetic friend. He left little doubt that he would undertake severe punitive 
measures if the Jews attempted an insurrection that was even remotely aimed at 
emancipation. All of these factors contributed to the strained environment that was the 
backdrop for the author’s vitriol against his fellow Alexandrians and the hated Roman 
overlords. 
He integrated the wisdom and apocalyptic traditions of Israel with a liberal 
dose of Greek philosophy and religious thought to create the composition. In addition, 
he employed the widespread tactic of many post-biblical Jewish authors when he 
attributed his words to a prominent biblical character, King Solomon, in order to 
provide increased influence. The great ruler and wise man of Israel at the zenith of its 
glory was the ideal choice because of the author’s merger between wisdom and the 
religious traditions of Israel. His literary strategy was similar to Ben Sira’s grounding 
wisdom teachings within the sacred history of Israel and its seminal events, and 
because he connected his document to royalty, he was able to address kings and 
judges (1:1; 6:1).62 The overall message issues from the three interrelated parts of the 
book: 1) The book of eschatology (1: 1-6:11); 2) The book of Wisdom (6:12-9:18); 
and 3) The book of history (chapters 10-19). Since the second section is the most 
germane to the ontological element in the Wisdom/Torah motif, Solomon’s discussion 
                                                                                                                                                                          
61 See F. H. Colson, trans., The Embassy to Gaius, vol., 10 of Philo (Cambridge, MA.: Harvard 
University Press, 1962) for the Greek text with an English translation. For the additional references to 
Philo, see his solo work and/or those that he produced in partnership with G. H. Whitaker. 
62 Charles maintains that these judges were actually the rulers of the Jewish community in Alexandria. 
The kings were leaders in the outside world. See Charles, 1913, 1:535, 543. 
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of Wisdom in 7:15-8:1 and his prayer that God would bestow her upon him in chapter 
9 are the highlights of this analysis. 
The paean to Wisdom begins in 6:12. She is “lamprav,” “radiant” and 
“a*mavranto",” “unfading.” The Septuagint translator(s) of Psalm 18:8 (19:8 in the 
Masoretic text) chose comparable imagery with the synonym, “thlaughv",” 
“brightness,”  “whiteness seen far off,” “far shining” or “far beaming as the sun.” 
Philo selected both “lamprov"” and “thlaughv"” in the superlative forms to describe 
the divine Word in Legum Allegoria 3.59.171 and “lamprov"” in 3.10.35 concerning 
the mind that is in man. It is significant that the adjective “a*mavranto"” appears in 
inscriptions and papyri from the second century B.C.E. in contexts of immortality. 
Winston, therefore, asserts that the author conveyed the idea of Wisdom’s immortality 
when he opted for the word in his portrayal (Winston, 1979: 153). 
Unlike other poets, who depict an elusive Wisdom, this writer supplies the 
way to discover her riches in 6:13. The condition is simply that the seeker must love 
Wisdom. She is available and waiting to interact with man to such a degree that she 
actively seeks the relationship with those who wish to commune with her. The author 
illustrates her strong desire with “fqavnei,” and he allows that the man who arises 
early to pursue her will not become weary from his quest. This man receives the 
reward of finding her sitting at his gates, and to think upon her is perfection of 
wisdom and understanding, “frovnhsi".” 63 While Wisdom is accessible and longs for 
                                                           
63 This word reflects Platonic thought, as Plato used it both theoretically, to describe wisdom as the 
soul’s natural and proper condition in Phaedo 79d. 6-7, and as a practical virtue in Symposium 209A. 
5-7. See C. J. Rowe, ed., Plato: Phaedo (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), and C. J. 
Rowe, ed., Plato: Symposium (Warminster: Aris & Phillips Ltd., 1998). See also R. G. Bury, ed., The 
Symposium of Plato (Cambridge: W. Heffer & Sons, 1932). Plato maintained that this sort of 
contemplation would transform a man’s character because the mind imitates those thoughts that occupy 
it. See A. E. Taylor, Plato (London: Archibald Constable & Co., 1908), 35.  
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man to locate her, the one who searches still must be diligent. The writer 
communicates perseverance metaphorically in 6:15 with “a*grupnevw,” “to lie awake” 
or “to pass sleepless nights.” The persistence eventually effects a freedom from care 
because Wisdom travels about in search of those who are worthy of her. 
The ensuing section of The Wisdom of Solomon consists of the Sorites, an 
artful literary device. They contain a series of syllogisms in which the end of the 
previous statement becomes the premise for the following remark until a writer 
arrives at his conclusion. Within this cluster of ideas, the author remarks that the 
truest beginning of Wisdom is the desire for instruction, a note that echoes Psalm 
111:10, Proverbs 1:7, 9:10 and Job 28:28. He also mimics the thought put forth in Ben 
Sira 2:15, that one demonstrates his love of Wisdom by keeping her laws. While one 
could construe this idea as an oblique reference to covenantal laws, the thinking falls 
well short of the outright association of Wisdom and Torah that appears in Ben Sira 
and I Baruch. Nevertheless, E. S. Hartom submits that if one understands this legal 
concept in tandem with the next syllogism, that adherence to Wisdom’s laws assures 
incorruption, then the author intended to speak about eternal life in the World to 
Come ( 185: 1969, 2כרך , הרטום ). Joseph Reider concurs, as he comments that although 
“a*fqarsiva” literally means “incorruption,” the word is often synonymous with 
“a*qanasiva,” “immortality” (Reider, 1957: 105). Naturally, only the man who piously 
follows the laws of Torah can expect entrance into the next world and immortality. 
The Sorites end at verse 20 with the declaration that the desire for Wisdom elevates 
the man who pursues her near to God, and to a relationship that produces true spiritual 
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and earthly sovereignty.64 The author, in the person of Solomon, then turns to his 
royal counterparts in the final portion of this segment and points them to Wisdom as 
the sole means by which they can retain their power. He follows with a promise to 
declare Wisdom’s essence precisely and to withhold none of her mysteries. He also 
intones, with a belief that echoes the words of Proverbs 10:25, that a multitude of 
wise men is the salvation of the world.65 
Solomon, as an assumed identity, also narrates chapters 7-9. He recounts the 
story of his search for Wisdom, which the biblical writer chronicles in I Kings 3:5-15. 
He names God as the source of Wisdom, and he gives details in 7:17-22 of the 
knowledge that the gift of Wisdom has conferred upon him. The range of the subjects 
in his grasp is striking in its latitude, including his comprehending the constitution of 
the world, the power of the spirits and the thoughts of men.66  
However, he abruptly sheds his royal trappings, affirms his mortality and 
admits that his conception and birth were no different from those of other men. He 
also allows that he breathes the same air and that he shares the common ultimate fate 
of death with all mankind. The character then extols the value of Wisdom above any 
material object or physical quality, and he adds that because he sought Wisdom, his 
wealth and a comely appearance resulted as unsolicited ancillary bonuses. He 
acknowledges, however, that he was unaware that Wisdom was what he calls the 
                                                           
64  The Stoics held that only the wise were true rulers. See Hans von Arnim, ed., Stoicorum Veterum 
Fragmenta 3. 617, Strobaeus (Lipsiae: B. G. Teubneri, 1923), 158-159. Also, in De Sobrietate 11:56 
Philo describes Abraham with “eu*genhv",” “nobly born,” because he received wisdom. Philo calls 
wisdom God’s friend and raises Abraham to the privileged friend status from an association with 
Genesis 18:17-19, verses in which the writer characterizes the patriarch in the same manner. See also 
The Testament of Levi 13:8, Sparks, 1984, 533. 
65  Similar imagery appears in bBerakhot 28b. R. Johanan b. Zakkai is called “עמוד הימיני,” “the right 
pillar,” in reference to one of the pillars of the Temple mentioned in I Kings 7:21 Other references of 
this sort surface in bSanhedrin 97b, 113b, bSukkah 45b and bBerakhot 17b. A tradition in tSotah 10:1 
states that when the righteous come into the world, good enters along with them and trouble disappears. 
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mother of these benefits.67Although not all the manuscripts of the text attest to the 
reading of “genevtin,” “mother,” it appears in the Greek version in 7:12.68 Philo 
employs parent figures in De Ebrietate 8:30 as well when he calls the architect of the 
universe the father of what was born and the knowledge that the master possessed the 
world’s mother.69  
  In addition, Wisdom is the artificer, “tecnivti",” of all aspects of creation. 
The word first emerged in the Delphi inscriptions in the second century B.C.E. 
(Winston, 1979: 176). Although its meaning is difficult to determine precisely in this 
context, it could indicate that a Hebrew vorlage of The Wisdom of Solomon would 
have contained “ מןאּו ,” or that the translator adjusted his choice of words in 
accordance with an already existing tradition of reading “אמון” as “ מןאּו ,” just as R. 
Hoshaya reads it in Genesis Rabbah 1:1.70 One should exercise caution in equating 
                                                                                                                                                                          
66 No list with this kind of volume appears in any other book in Jewish Wisdom Literature. See 
Nickelsburg and Stone, 1983, 221 n.a. 
67  The editor of Pesiqta Rabbati )איש שלום(  includes a parable in 59a with a corresponding tone. R. 
Simon b. Halafta tells of a king’s adviser who was allowed to petition for whatever he desired. He 
correctly reasons that if he were to ask for a promotion to ruler of a province or to another high 
political office, the king would fulfill his wish. However, he wisely decides to seek the hand of the 
king’s daughter in marriage because he knew that all of the monarch’s domain would accompany her. 
Ultimately, he would have position, material wealth and the princess.  
68 The author displays a fondness with this word and others such as “tecnivti"” in 7:22 and “ai&retiv"” 
in 8:4 for engendering Wisdom with female terminology or substantives. The latter two words reflect 
the popular literary trick among late Hellenistic writers of forming feminine words by appending “i"” 
to a masculine root. See Leonard R. Palmer, A Grammar of Post-Ptolemaic Papyri (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1945), 92.  
69  Jane S. Webster, while she agrees that a definite feminization of Wisdom exists in this composition, 
also finds elements of male engendering. The writer joins Wisdom with the Logos in 18:14-16, and 
they proceed from the heavenly throne in 9:10 and 18:15. They are instruments of divine retribution in 
16:12, sustenance in 7:27 and 16:26 and salvation in 11:1 and 18:21-22. Both Wisdom and the Logos 
are intimately involved in creation in 9:1-2. The terms are almost synonymous in this context. This 
writer chose Wisdom as his intermediary between God and the world, while Philo preferred the Logos. 
See Charles, 1913, 1:549 n. 9:1. Masculine overtones also obtain when Wisdom is privileged as the 
avenue to salvation in 11:1, which the author then transfers to God. He compares Wisdom to a father 
and a king in 11:10. The move incorporates her into the male deity. Webster, therefore, concludes that 
the topic of gender is quite unsettled in this book. See Jane S. Webster, “Sophia: Engendering Wisdom 
in Proverbs, Ben Sira and The Wisdom of Solomon,” Journal for the Study of the Old Testament 78 
(1998): 63-79. 
70  Certain Church Fathers, including Clement of Alexandria, Tertullian, Cyprian and Lactantitus, 
supported the notion of a Hebrew original. Ramban suggests that the author’s language was Aramaic. 
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the writer’s intention in The Wisdom of Solomon with the message in Proverbs 8:30, if 
he accepts the rabbinic interpretation and translates “tecnivti"” as “artificer.” This 
discretion is especially pertinent in light of 13:1, where the masculine form occurs and 
designates God as the artificer of the world. Therefore, A.T.S. Goodrick opts to 
translate the word in 7:22 as “contriver,” meaning the contriver of natural order and of 
men’s reasoning. He does not understand it, however, in the same sense as Philo’s 
Logos (Goodrick, 1913: 193). Reider does not accept this definition. Rather, because 
of 13:1, he classifies Wisdom as an intermediary between God and man in much the 
same way as Philo characterizes the Logos (Reider, 1957: 114). 
Stoic philosophy, which included the notion of an “artificer,” provides a 
precedent, however, for choosing the nuance. The Stoics defined nature as “an 
artistically working fire going on its way to creation.” Cicero, in The Nature of the 
Gods 2:58, quotes Zeno, who considered the character of the universe and said that 
nature is not only creative, but also the creator. In 2:57, Zeno defined nature in the 
same terms as Diogenes Laertius because the role of any artificer is to create and to 
generate. While one cannot arrive at a decision without a slight amount of reservation, 
the evidence allows for a conclusion that Wisdom, as “tecnivti",” is some sort of 
ontological intermediary with a creative and/or an ordering role in God’s universe in 
The Wisdom of Solomon. 
An exaltation of Wisdom, which contains her 21 characteristics and an 
account of her relationship with God, appears in 7:22-8:1. The author portrays 
Wisdom with such ontological language as the breath of the power of God, an 
                                                                                                                                                                          
Winston does not agree with either opinion, siding instead with those who posit a composition that was 
initially written in Greek. He cites the writer’s Greek style and the Greek theme words that he 
interspersed throughout the book. See Winston, 1979, 15-17, 17 n. 16. 
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emanation of His glory, an effulgence and God’s mirror image. When he selected 
“a*povrroia,” he was the first to apply the concept of an emanation to the Logos or to 
Wisdom. Winston remarks that the scope of all of this terminology is quite bold for an 
writer who worked within the confines of biblical tradition (Winston, 1979: 184). 
Even Philo stopped short of these kinds of expressions in his musings on the origin of 
the divine Logos. Cicero considers the idea of emanation in a less pointed fashion in 
The Nature of the Gods 2:79, as he reasons that if man possesses intelligence, faith, 
virtue etc, these characteristics could only have descended to the earth from the gods. 
The position of the author of The Wisdom of Solomon, however, was on a higher 
plane as he concentrated on the transcendence of Wisdom, her “with Godness” as it 
were, although he did not speak of the patent linkage of Wisdom and Torah that Ben 
Sira and the creator of I Baruch espoused.  
The selection of “pantoduvnamo"” conveys Wisdom’s all-powerful 
transcendence. It appears in 11:17 and in 18:15, where the author coupled the word 
with “lovgo".”71 The power possesses a meaningful salvific aspect, because in 7:27 
                                                           
71  The Logos in this case is probably not the Logos of Philo. Reider posits that this chapter sprouts 
from Hebraic, not Greek, soil, and that the wording and atmosphere of the text have an affinity to I 
Chronicles 21:16, where the angel of the Lord is the central figure. He is correct in this assessment, as 
the context is the Exodus from Egypt and the final blow to Pharaoh’s pride, the deaths of all the 
firstborn in his kingdom. Reider concludes that the author of The Wisdom of Solomon did not intend to 
portray a hypostasis, but simply the normal Jewish periphrasis for God, God in self-manifestation. 
Since the function of this nuance of “lovgo"” is sometimes expressed with “r&h'ma,” “that which is said 
or spoken,” “word,” or “saying,” as in the Septuagint text of Hosea 6:5, the writer depicts the divine 
word as a fierce man of war on a mission of destruction. Targum Jonathan also includes similar 
imagery in Exodus 12:29, in which the word of the Lord, “ 'מימרא ה ,” is the agent of doom in the 
ultimate plague in Egypt. See M. Ginsburger, ed., Targum Pseudo-Jonathan (Berlin: S. Calvary & Co., 
1903). The Masoretic text, Targum Onqelos and the Samaritan Targums, however, lack this reference. 
The Hosea and Targum Jonathan verses further strengthen the improbability of a connection to Philo’s 
Logos because his concept never behaves as a source of annihilation. Thus, Reider asserts that the 
composer of The Wisdom of Solomon employed the same poetic device that arises in certain biblical 
narratives, which sometimes depicts the agent as God, and at other times as the angel of God. See 
Reider, 1957, 210-211. Hartom concurs with Reider on this issue. See 216, 1969, 2כרך , הרטום . A 
similar attribution comes from the second oration of Aristides in his exuberant praise of Athena when 
he calls her the power of God. See Edwyn Bevan, Later Greek Religion (London: J.M. Dent &Sons, 
Ltd., 1927), 160. 
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she enters into holy souls and makes them friends of God and prophets. The friend 
metaphor also appears in Tanakh in Isaiah 41:8 and II Chronicles 20:7, and in other 
volumes of Jewish literature such as The Apocalypse of Abraham 10:6, The Testament 
of Abraham A 15, 16 and in The Book of Jubilees 30:20-21.  
Most commentators join 8:1 in The Wisdom of Solomon to the end of chapter 7 
because of the similarity in thought. The poet assigns Wisdom an active and 
encompassing role in the creation and the ordering of the world. When he illustrates 
the concept vividly with “dioikei',” a term which describes household management 
and/or to keep house, he metaphorically imparts the idea of control, management or 
administration. 
Solomon’s passionate plea for Wisdom to guide him in all of his deeds in 9:1-
18 is also instructive. Though the request is more intense and emotional, it contains 
themes that are present in other wisdom hymns, such as Wisdom’s participation in 
creation, the quest to find her and God’s bequeathing Wisdom to men. The passage 
opens with a typically hebraic invocation that resembles the petition of I Kings 3:5-6 
and I Chronicles 29:18. The author encases it in a creation environment, and he 
addresses God as the being who forged the world with his Word and as the God who 
formed man by means of Wisdom. Some scholars interpret the combination of Word 
and Wisdom in this creation context as a simple choice of synonyms and, therefore, 
they conclude that Greek thought dominates 9:1-2. Neither Reider nor Goodrick agree 
with this conviction because of the hebraic precedent in the blending of  “דבר,” 
“word,” and “חסד,” “goodness, loving kindness,” in Psalm 33:5-6. The psalmist who 
composed Psalm 19 also fused creation and revelation, while Ben Sira relates in 42:15 
that God’s Word and the formation of His works were intimately connected. The 
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authors of The Book of Jubilees12:4, II Baruch 14:17, 21:4 and The Testament of 
Abraham A 9:9 all express the tradition of God’s Word as the agent of creation. The 
writer of The Thanksgiving Hymn 1:14, found at Qumran, also discusses creative 
Wisdom. 
Wisdom resides beside God’s throne in The Wisdom of Solomon 9:4, 10 and 
while the underlying idea is biblical, as expressed in Proverbs 8:30, this motif occurs 
freely in Greek writings as well.72 Wisdom’s intimacy with God expands in 9:9, with 
shadows of Proverbs 8:22-31. She is not only with God, but she also knows His works 
and was present at the creation of the world. In addition, she is aware of what is good 
in God’s sight and what is right according to His commandments. 
After the prayer closes at verse 12, the chapter concludes with a series of 
moral reflections. The author completes the teaching that humanity is helplessly 
dependent on the spirit of Wisdom to live righteously with his remark that Wisdom 
sets man on the proper path. The Qumran community advocated a similar ideology in 
The Thanksgiving Hymn 4:29-33. Their philosophy on the disparity between the flesh 
and the spirit differed, however, from Greek thought, which distinguished matter and 
spirit. The Holy Spirit, who was God’s instrument to lift man from his low fleshly 
estate into a condition in which he could comprehend divine issues, was the key 
element in this dichotomy at Qumran. The sectarians still espoused the biblical 
anthropology that man is ashes and dust and, therefore, fleshly in and of himself. The 
Greeks, in contrast, viewed man as a creature whose spirit must suffer imprisonment 
                                                           
72 The second oration of Aristides is helpful, as the author describes Athena’s place by the side of Zeus 
as a counselor and an assessor. See Bevan, 1927, 128. Euripedes’ Medea 843 draws a like picture of 
wisdom. See Denys L. Page, ed., Euripedes: Medea (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1955). 
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in a corrupt earthly body and that this state would produce all of the expected tensions 
in the struggle between the two poles ( 161: 1958, פלוסר ).  
The Dead Sea community divided humanity into two distinct groups, the sons 
of light, and the sons of darkness. The spirit of truth, whom they sometimes called the 
“Holy Spirit” and on other occasions simply “the Spirit,” marked the former group, 
while the spirit of evil designated the latter. David Flusser submits that the division, 
which sprouted from the sect’s philosophy of ethical dualism and their teaching of the 
predestined choice of the righteous, was the root from which the distinction between 
flesh and spirit flowered in The Thanksgiving Hymn. This claim is essential because 
since The Thanksgiving Hymn reflects a later development in Qumran thinking, some 
scholars posit that Hellenistic thought influenced the writer(s) and accounts for the 
blending of Hebrew and Greek concepts in the work. 
 Flusser, however, suggests an anthropological harmony between The Wisdom 
of Solomon 9:13-19 and The Thanksgiving Hymn 10:3-7 and 12:32-39 that professes 
that man is earthly, shaped from clay and dust, and incapable of understanding 
spiritual matters apart from the Spirit of God. The author of The Wisdom of Solomon 
advances this concept first, by identifying the Holy Spirit with Wisdom (9:17), and 
second, by widening the polarity of flesh and spirit by means of the Greek notion of 
spirit and matter (9:15). However, the idea that men can discern the counsel of God 
only through the agency of the Spirit of God (9:13) concurs with the teaching of The 
Thanksgiving Hymn 12:11-13 ( 162: 1958, פלוסר ). Wisdom, as the Spirit, is a teacher 
and a counselor, and not representative of Greek dualism. While I. Seeligmann 
cautions against positing the influence of Qumran throughout The Wisdom of 
Solomon, he maintains that some correlation exists between chapter 9, especially 
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verses 17-18, and the sectarian volume in 4:31-32 and 12:32-34, as well as The 
Manual of Discipline 11:15-17. He further suggests that the Holy Spirit is the agent of 
divine Wisdom in 7:6-7 and 12:13 at Qumran, as well as in The Wisdom of Solomon 
9:17 ( 139-140: 1958, זליגמן ).73 
 
Apocryphal Psalm 154 
The multifaceted ideas from Qumran might also be part of the evolution of the 
ontological Wisdom component in the Wisdom/Torah motif. While one cannot say 
with total certainty that one of the Apocryphal Psalms, Psalm 154, and specifically 
column 18, is an original sectarian work, Wisdom was a critical feature of the writer’s 
beliefs. James A. Sanders compares the form of Apocryphal Psalm 154 to a blessing 
or to a call to worship, although he ultimately defines it as a sapiential hymn (Sanders, 
1965: 68). Wisdom functions as the vehicle by which the assembly or the “in-group” 
in the composition, which is described as “צדיקים,” “righteous ones,” “תמים,” “pure 
ones,” “טובים,” “good ones,” “מפאריו,” “those who glorify Him,” and “חסידים,” “pious 
ones,” proclaims the multitude of God’s works and makes known His glory. The 
psalmist acknowledges in lines 3-4 that Wisdom revealed herself to all men, but only 
this special group really possesses her. The importance of her restricted residence 
                                                           
73  Joseph Klausner proposes an interesting theory for the mixture of Jewish and Greek thought in The 
Wisdom of Solomon. While some researchers suggest that more than one author composed the book, he 
contends that one writer produced the work. In Klausner’s view, he was a pharisaic Jew from the Land 
of Israel who had fled to Alexandria from the persecution of the Pharisees by Alexander Jannai in 
approximately 80 B.C.E. He wrote the three sections of the book over a period, from perhaps 70-50 
B.C.E. His background accounts for the presence of talmudic/midrashic aggadah, hebraic expressions 
and parts of biblical verses in the text on the one hand, and his rich Greek expression and his 
familiarity with Greek philosophy, particularly Platonic and Stoic, on the other hand. His philosophical 
bent does not escape his Jewish heritage. He adapts it to the books of Proverbs, Job and Ecclesiastes 
and to Ben Sira. See 60, )1951, אחיאסף: ירושלים (5כרך , היסטוריה של הבית השני, יוסף קלוזנר . 
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comes to expression in lines 10-11 with the assertion that the man who glorifies God 
and is endowed with Wisdom is as acceptable as the man who brings many sacrifices.  
The senseless and the foolish occupy their state because they lack Wisdom. 
The language, the philosophy and the terminology in lines 4-6 are suggestive of other 
compositions, such as Proverbs 1:7, 8:5-6 and 9:4-6 and the Zohar passage discussed 
above, which regard those without Wisdom as simpletons. They are one of three 
groups named by the psalmist, to whom the privileged group was to relate the words 
of God. A third faction, the “זרים,” “foreigners,” or “רשעים,” “wicked ones,” is also 
deficient in Wisdom, and since they are enemies of the favored group, the spiritually 
aware do not attempt to lead them onto the right path. The gate and building 
metaphors, which are reminiscent of passages such as Proverbs 8:1-3, 8:34, 9:1 and 
14:1 and Ben Sira 1:17, 14:23 and 24:8, appear in lines 5, 6, 11 and 12 of column 18. 
This author’s work, however, is the only part of the Qumran library that betrays a 
personification of Wisdom, although wisdom vocabulary, such as “שכל,” 
“understanding, insight,” “בין,” “to be wise, to become wise,” and “חכם,” “wise,” 
exists in other sectarian volumes.74  
The vocabulary and idioms in the text do not permit conclusive decisions 
about the Sitz im Leben, the provenance or the dating of the psalm. The vocabulary is 
biblical, but if the composition is a Qumran original, the mimicry is not extraordinary 
in light of the imitative biblical language in other sectarian works. Although all of the 
phraseology does not actually flow from Scripture, Sanders notes that the words and 
                                                           
74  Jean Carmignac examines the similarities between Ben Sira and certain Qumran texts and concludes 
that they share common ideology and doctrine in various places. However, while Ben Sira used the 
root מ. כ. ח.  in most of his discussions of Wisdom, the sectarian library generally preferred the root 
ל.כ.ש . See Jean Carmignac, “Les Rapports Entre L’Ecclésiastique et Qumra'n,” Revue de Qumran 10 
(1964): 217. 
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ideas are redolent of Tanakh (ibid., 69). These qualities, however, do not necessarily 
point to a writing that bears the distinct stamp of the Judean Desert community.75 This 
concession notwithstanding, other traits at least lend it a sectarian atmosphere, 
especially lines 11-12, which discuss the community’s common meals and the life of 
sacramental eating and drinking, as well as meditation and consideration of the Law.  
Wisdom is the central feature of this fragment and the instrument of the 
community’s praises of God’s mighty acts. These ideas and the fact that Wisdom is 
heard in the enlightened assembly lead Nickelsburg and Stone to opine that, at a 
minimum, line 12, “שיחתם בתורת עליון אמריהמה להודיע עוזו,” “their meditation is on 
the Law of the Most High; their words on making known His might,” stands on the 
verge of identifying Wisdom with Torah (Nickelsburg and Stone, 1983: 209). 
Harrington also finds an association that intimates that the Law was one kind of 
wisdom, and, therefore, a component that constitutes the fullness of Wisdom 
(Harrington, 1996: 28). The possibility of the connection and the magnitude of the 
importance of Torah study at Qumran indicate that their meditations at meals might 
have been only a part of the contemplations in Scripture that took place around the 
clock. 
The Manual of Discipline, column 6:6-7, “ ואל ימש במקום אשר יהיו שם העשרה
יפות איש לרעהולדורש בתורה יומם ולילה תמיד ע איש ,” “and where the ten are, there shall 
never lack a man among them who shall study the Law continually, day and night, 
concerning the right conduct of one man with another,” testifies to the perpetual study 
                                                           
75  Daniel J. Harrington concurs with Sanders in his assessment that this psalm and the other non-
biblical elements of the Psalm Scroll from Cave 11 are not necessarily indigenous to Qumran, although 
these writings certainly could have been at home there. Harrington posits that the scroll was at least a 
hymnbook in use among the covenanters, and that the extra-biblical material was obviously acceptable 
and even significant to them. See Daniel J. Harrington, Wisdom Texts from Qumran (London: 
Routledge, 1996), 23. 
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and search for Wisdom at Qumran, and it lends support to the notion of an implicit 
Wisdom/Torah relationship.76 That Qumran writings have an affinity in language and 
spelling with Samaritan texts, in which the letters ח ,ה ,א and  ע are interchangeable, 
might supply an answer to unlocking the confusion surrounding this passage. If one 
substitutes ח  for ע in the enigmatic “עליפות,” it becomes “חליפות.” Isaiah Sonne points 
out that the word, which appears in the same sense in I Kings 5:28, is the classic term 
for “taking turns” or “in shifts” (Sonne 1957: 406).77 This understanding allows for an 
interpretation that the ten disciples mentioned in the text searched the Law day, and 
night by turns and that the sectarians simply believed that they were obeying the 
injunction of Joshua 1:8.  
Other groups, however, concluded that Joshua’s “יומם ולילה,” “day and night, 
constantly,” only referred to some designated period during the day or the night set 
aside for meditation on God’s Word. This thinking substantiates the idea that 
recitation of the Shema in the morning only is equivalent to meeting the requirement 
that Joshua spelled out. In Midrash Tehillim 1 ( 15-16: 1891, באבער ), R. Joshua, a late 
first century C. E. sage, embraces a dissenting opinion in a discussion about the 
Shema with R. Eliezer over the conclusion of Psalm 1:2, “ הגה יומם ולילהובתורתו י ,” 
“and in His Torah he meditates day and night.” The latter rabbi had taught that if one 
keeps the ordinance of Tefillin, God would consider the observance as laboring day 
                                                           
76 See 65, )1959, מחברות לספרות: ישראל(מגילות במדבר יהודה , עורך, אברהם מאיר, הברמן  for the 
Hebrew of this text. 
77  Sonne is not alone in his assessment on the interchangeability of certain letters and how they affect 
this particular word. See Hanoch Yalon’s review of M. Burrow’s work on the Dead Sea Scrolls in קרית 
 Preben Wernberg-Møller concurs with ”.חליפות “ as ”עליפות “ He also reads . 65): 1952-1953(ספר 
them, especially in light of the following words, “ איש לרעהו,” “one man to another.” See Preben 
Wernberg-Møller, “Observations on the Interchange of ע and ח in The Manual of Discipline,” Vetus 
Testamentum 3 (January 1953): 105. In addition, Sonne mentions a tradition that employs “ מתעלפין” 
in the same sense as “ מתחלפין,” “to alternate,” in tMakkot 5:15. See Isaiah Sonne, “Remarks on 
‘Manual of Discipline’ Col. VI, 6-7,” Vetus Testamentum 7 (1957): 406 n. 1. 
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and night in Torah. Moses had already commanded Israel concerning Tefillin in 
Exodus 13:9-10, but R. Joshua refutes R. Eliezer’s position because R. Eliezer 
interpreted the last words of Exodus 13:10,  “מימים ימימה,” as “day to day” and not in 
their derived sense of “year to year.” Furthermore, he submits that his associate’s 
exegesis of Psalm 1:2 is untenable because it contains no provision for contemplation 
and study at night. He concludes that reading the Shema is more applicable because 
one recites it both in the morning and at night.78  
 The writer’s use of “ ביומו יום ,” “daily,” in Exodus 16:4 reflects additional 
concern for the proper understanding of Joshua 1:8 in a tradition in the Mekhilta de-
Rabbi Ishmael 2 בשלח ( 161: 1970, רבין-האראוויטץ ). R. Simon b. Johai makes the 
startling statement that God does not give Torah to those who study and still fret over 
the next day’s provision of food and clothing. Instead, God grants Torah to a group 
known as “ המן אוכלי .” The same idea, attributed to R. Eliezer, appears in the Mekhilta 
de-Rabbi Simon b. Johai, בשלח ( 107, מלמד-אפשטיין ).79  
Apocryphal Psalm 154 reveals at least an allusion to the Wisdom/Torah 
connection. Other works in the Qumran library emphasized the significance of 
Wisdom in their teaching that the man who acquired Wisdom and glorified God 
guarded the sanctity of his relationship with the Almighty in the same manner as the 
man who brought the required offerings and expiatory sacrifices. The community’s 
                                                           
78  For an in-depth discussion of the recitation of the Shema, the appropriate times for this activity and 
all of the rabbinic parrying on the subject and its various sub-topics see bBerakhot 1a-11a. 
79 Sonne maintains that these “manna eaters” were a special group who dedicated their lives to Torah 
study and, therefore, to carrying out the intent of the biblical injunction. The concept of study by 
committee arises in Qohelet Rabbah 9:9, 1 as well, in which R. Jose b. Meshullam and R. Simon b. 
Menasia were part of a holy community that divided the day into three sections and assigned equal 
portions to Torah study, prayer and work. The text also discusses other rabbinic teams that divided 
their days in the same fashion. Sonne posits that each sage alternated among these activities so that 
Torah study went on uninterrupted. Moreover, he suggests that these examples imply that the influence 
of the Dead Sea sectarians endured for centuries after their actual existence. See Sonne, 407-408. 
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likely unending meditation on the Law of God only further buttresses the notion of the 
seriousness with which they viewed the value of Wisdom and Torah. 
The journey through Jewish literary history discloses the relationship between 
Wisdom and Torah through the development of Wisdom from simple adages and 
aphorisms to an ontological, royal and preexistent creative and salvific force. This 
character forms the other half of the Wisdom/Torah motif with Torah as the source of 
revelation and the mediator of the divine/human relationship. When Jewish writers 
and intellects ultimately merged the two ideas, they endowed Torah with a 
metaphysical feature that changed the whole notion of textuality. Torah was indeed 
still a text, but with its new trait, it represented divinity on earth, exercising 
transforming power. The conception of ontologized, numinous Torah was the fulcrum 
of the Sages’ world at the time of Christianity’s rise to power in the Roman Empire. 
The ideological cleft between this rabbinic notion of Torah and the Christian portrayal 
of the transcendent, extramundane Jesus provides the entrance into the reading of the 
texts in Genesis Rabbah. An understanding of what became the orthodox Christian 
understanding regarding a prepotent heavenly being in the physical realm, the Word 
of God in a person, who was the source of creation and order, revelation and 






The Suprahistorical Logos of John: 
The Historical, Cultural, Theological and Literary Background 
 
Christian ideology concerning the Word of God also included highly 
developed metaphysical and transhistorical ideas. Some of the earliest thought on the 
subject appears in the Gospel of John, especially in the Prologue.1 The writer 
(hereafter known as John) opens the work with a terse and pointed exegesis of the 
beginning of the creation account, which forges an instant transcendental atmosphere 
for his Logos, Jesus, the Word of God in a person. While the latter concept was 
certainly an innovation, the general characterization of the Logos bears unmistakable 
similarities to the portrayal of Torah as a creative, revelatory and ontological entity.  
The concern of this chapter is the historical, cultural, theological and literary 
components that provided John with the building blocks from which he constructed 
Jesus as the embodiment of divine revelation and the preexistent source of creation 
and salvation from the Logos character. The analysis features a consideration of 
John’s Logos in light of the author’s use of Wisdom/Torah imagery, as it relates in 
particular to the way that previous writers employed it in the process that bestowed 
the heavenly and revelatory qualities upon Torah. The purpose of the examination is 
to begin to highlight some of the basic ideational differences that divided later 
                                                           
1 See C. K. Barrett, The Gospel according to John (London: SPCK, 1972), George R. Beasley-Murray, 
John, vol. 36 of Word Biblical Commentary (Waco, TX.: Word Books, 1987) and Raymond E. Brown, 
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rabbinic Jewish and Christian intellects regarding the fundaments of their respective 
belief systems at the time of the redaction of Genesis Rabbah despite the common 
imagery and the shared biblical passages they used to arrive at their decidedly 
divergent understandings.  
While ecclesiastical theorists certainly venerated the biblical text, in the end it 
was a record of the revelation of God and not the definitive means of communication 
(Smith, 1989: 30).2 Their notion went beyond holy writ to the ahistorical, divine 
Jesus. The degree to which John influenced the Church Fathers, if he affected them at 
all, is a matter of debate. However, since his gospel was part of the move from 
text/Torah to the Word/person that lay at the foundation of the religious confrontation 
that the christianization of the Roman Empire exacerbated, his thought is an essential 
element in the greater picture. 
Although he ultimately introduced a fresh figure, both John and his audience 
were obviously familiar with the notion of a mediating divine being or hypostasis, 
which some circles described with “lovgo".” The role of the Logos as an instrument of 
God and its connection with Wisdom from Proverbs, particularly chapter 8, in the 
Prologue is a vital part of the definition of Jesus’ position as the preexistent divine 
agent of creation and order, eternal life and salvation. However, before beginning the 
journey into John’s use of the Logos, a discussion of the Jewish background of the 
                                                                                                                                                                          
The Gospel according to John (I-XII), vol. 29 of The Anchor Bible (Garden City, NY.: Doubleday & 
Company, 1966) for helpful commentaries on this book. 
2 The concept of the Word of God in Christianity is more fluid and complicated than rabbinic 
Judaism’s notion. In some instances, the Word might symbolize the central tenet of the faith, the risen 
Jesus. On other occasions, an author refers to the revealed words of the Christian biblical text itself 
when he discusses the idea. However, in the Prologue of the Gospel of John, the Word signifies Jesus 
himself. For more on the subject, see William A. Graham, Beyond the Written Word: Oral Aspects of 
Scripture in the History of Religion (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), 119-125. 
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Gospel of John and its effects on the dialogue between following generations of 
religious thinkers is necessary.  
The cultural and religious milieu of the author, what W. D. Davies calls “the 
inherited furniture of John’s mind,” is an essential element in the investigation 
(Davies, 1999: 188). This environment produced the basic assumptions that lurked 
within his conscious and unconscious mind as he built the framework of his message. 
The contemporary historical circumstances that obtained when John wrote in the late 
first century (approximately 90 C. E.) are germane factors as well. The historical state 
of affairs in this era is pivotal because Jewish religious leaders were still coping with 
the disastrous consequences of the foiled uprising against Rome a number of years 
earlier. Primary among them was the still unimaginable loss of the center of Jewish 
identity, the Temple of Jerusalem. This event generated a restructuring of the faith 
and a new concentration on certain principles by men who hoped to keep Judaism 
viable without its national symbol. The socio-religious dynamic of John’s own 
community, Jewish followers of Jesus, is also a basic part of the examination, because 
he targeted some of the first believers in the nascent church. As will be shown, John 
thought as a Jew. Davies even posits that the Greek of the text exhibits a Hebrew-
Aramaic idiom and connotation. At the same time, to overlook the relationship 
between the Hellenistic and the Jewish worlds that existed due to the more than 400 
years of interchange that had taken place in that day would be mistaken. Thus, though 
John wrote as a disciple of Jesus and communicated his thought in the Jewish terms 
that dominated his outlook, his composition speaks in a sort of bilingualism. This 
aspect of his mindset is indispensable for the comprehension of the core of his 
discourse in general and his Logos doctrine in particular. 
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The first century C.E., until the brutal suppression of the Jewish insurgents by 
the Romans, was a period of variegated “Judaisms.” Different streams of the faith put 
forth their own interpretations and doctrinal statements that not only marked them as 
distinct, but also illustrated the theological complexity of the day. However, the 
Pharisees, the Sadducees, the Qumran covenanters, the various apocalyptic sects 
and/or Diaspora Judaism in general still held certain common ideas. Monotheism, 
Israel as the Chosen People, the centrality of the Land and the Law of God as the 
binding force of the people were fundamental elements of the faith. The Land and 
God, along with obedience to the divine Law, which controlled the future for an 
eschatological hope in the Land, were also part of the legacy that John’s generation 
had inherited from its forebears. While each of these topics was a separate 
component, and although at certain times one of them might have been more 
prominent, they combined to compose the fabric of the Jewish religious tradition that 
informed John’s thinking. 
The historical significance of the days after 70 C.E. is equally imperative for 
understanding the later theological wrangling among Jewish and Christian scholars. In 
the aftermath of the unsuccessful attempt to throw off the yoke of Roman hegemony, 
the process of religious transformation that began under the leadership of R. Johanan 
b. Zakkai elevated the Pharisees to a prominent position among the surviving groups 
within Judaism. While no consensus exists, many scholars maintain that pharisaic 
thought was the foundation of the rabbinic Judaism that developed in the centuries 
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that immediately followed. Consequently, even the ideology of the early period of 
change sheds light on subsequent theological developments.3 
Several substantial problems faced R. Johanan and his successor, Gamaliel II, 
the two masters who struggled with reconfiguring their brand of Judaism without the 
Temple. The circumstances dictated that obeying the tenets of Torah and Torah study 
should become the primary foci of piety. Because Torah was emblematic of Judaism, 
it was the chief weapon in the battle with internal religious difficulties and in the 
combat against outside forces, such as the rampant paganism of the Empire as well as 
Christianity and/or Gnosticism. Torah provided the platform for religious 
consolidation among the men charged with reshaping their faith and keeping it 
meaningful and vibrant under the new and extraordinary conditions. 
The consolidation program included the confrontation between the Pharisees 
and the remaining Sadducean element. One of the main areas of friction between the 
groups had always been the belief in the resurrection of the dead, which the 
Sadducees flatly rejected. The Pharisees converted this belief into such a doctrinaire 
article of faith that a tradition in mSanhedrin 10:1 later allows that all Israel has a 
place in the World to Come. When the anonymous tradent also names those who will 
not enter into that world, the first individual he mentions is the man who denies the 
resurrection. He emphasizes the severity of the rejection when he lists it even before 
the man who proclaims that Torah did not originate in heaven.4 The Pharisees also 
                                                           
3 For a valuable treatment of the births of Rabbinic Judaism and Christianity in the first century C. E., 
some of their beliefs and the eventual split between the sister religions, see Alan F. Segal, Rebecca’s 
Children: Judaism and Christianity in the Roman World (Cambridge, MA.: Harvard University Press, 
1986).  
4  Some texts contain “מן התורה,” “from the Torah,” after “האומר אין תחית המתים,” “the one who says 
there is no resurrection of the dead,” but Albeck cautions that the words do not appear in all versions. 
See 202, 4כרך , 1959, שישה סדרי משנה, אלבק . The Kaufmann text, the best of the Mishnah 
manuscripts, is among those in which the words are lacking. Textual critics consider Kaufmann to be 
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gained control over the calendar, gradually injected part of the Temple ritual into the 
synagogue and asserted authority over gifts and offerings that had previously been 
associated with the Temple. All of these measures effectively blocked much of the 
priestly prestige that could have held sway in the congregation (ibid., 195). 
The reorientation of this branch of Judaism included other measures for 
unity’s sake, such as a tightened connection between the worship service in the 
synagogue and the Temple. The leaders inserted the Temple’s priestly blessing into 
the synagogue, and Gamaliel edited the Passover Haggadah with references to the 
bygone Passover sacrifice in Jerusalem. Along with these allusions, he added prayers 
for the reestablishment of the eternal capital and the sacrificial system. The desire for 
a standardized and united Judaism also led to the formation of the canon and to the 
institution of the rabbinate. The latter move firmly designated the Pharisees as the 
keepers of the tradition. 
The new post-revolt environment called for defensive actions against external 
forces as well. While one cannot gauge with total confidence how much conflict 
occurred at this stage, some signs point to a certain amount of inchoate tension 
between Judaism and an already rising Christianity.5 Although the early literature of 
their religious foes that emphasized the centrality of Jesus was only one of several 
factors that supplied the impetus for a canon, Jewish leaders began to surround their 
                                                                                                                                                                          
the most reliable rendering because it features earlier readings, and because it escaped many of the 
corruptions of the copying process. For example, scribes often corrected the name “לעזר,” which was a 
form from first century C. E. and mishnaic Hebrew, to match the biblical “אלעזר.” Also, the Standard 
Printed Text contains the phrase, “עול מלכות שמים,” “the yoke of the Kingdom of God,” in mBerakhot 
2:2. Kaufmann, however, reads “מלכות שמים” in accordance with what one finds in other rabbinic 
texts, including the Jerusalem Talmud, when this concept occurs. The Sages did not view the Kingdom 
of God as a burden or a yoke. I thank David Bivin for his insights on the issue of the superiority of the 
Kaufmann text in a private conversation. 
5 Davies suggests that rabbinic interest in a canon was due at least in part to a reaction to this Christian 
intrusion. See Davies, 1999, 197. 
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own sacred writings within a necessarily more compact circle.6 Gamaliel’s invoking 
the portion of the Amidah directed against heretics, the Birkat ha-Minim, and the use 
of the ban were further evidence of attempts at isolation.7 
A comparison of the apocalyptic aspect of rabbinic Judaism with the 
eschatology of the Johannine text provides another channel for grasping John’s 
message. The evaluation also offers a preview of the later, more developed pressures 
between Judaism and Christianity that arose over key doctrinal issues. The Sages 
were not fiery proponents of an eschatological cataclysm, but R. Akiva’s embracing 
Bar Kochba as the hoped for Messiah, although admittedly in an era slightly past the 
time of John, illustrates that the sage and the apocalyptic dimension were compatible. 
However, while messianism was not foreign to the Sages’ world, they certainly were 
unable to reconcile themselves to the sort of messiah that Christian writers and 
theorists endorsed.8 
The stress in this area did not escalate concerning only the person of the 
Messiah, but also over the Christian idea that the messianic hope was now a realized 
experience and no longer an abstract tenet. This concrete notion of the Messiah surely 
                                                           
6 The force of literature in the Jewish/Christian dialogue and its use for cultural and religious 
recognition cannot be underestimated. See chapter 5 for more on this issue. 
7  The atmosphere of insulation touched even the great sage, R. Eliezer. The story of his arrest on the 
charge of heresy, with a special reference to Christianity, surfaces in bAvodah Zarah 16b-17a. He 
appears before a governor, who eventually acquits him. The editor used the governor, who inquires 
about what could motivate a sage to occupy himself with such foolishness, to take a swipe at 
Christianity. After this legal encounter, some of R. Eliezer’s disciples come to console him, since he 
was more than a little perplexed at the charge. R. Akiva suggests to his master during the visit that 
perhaps R. Eliezer’s approval of some heretical teaching that had been transmitted to him led to the 
arrest. R. Akiva’s idea reminds him of a conversation he had held with one Jacob of Kefar Sekaniah 
about the meaning of Deuteronomy 23:19, and R. Eliezer freely admits that Jacob’s words were quite 
pleasing to him. The message is not difficult to decipher. If a sage of the superior repute of R. Eliezer 
could experience problems because of his contact with Christianity, a rigid protective ring would be 
required for the survival of Judaism under the current circumstances.  
8  Though their basic beliefs were not congenial, Davies finds a similarity between the Sages and the 
early Christians in their lack of excessive and/or extreme eschatology. The sort of apocalyptic found in 
some eschatological volumes is a much more elaborate and complex system. He calls John’s system 
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strained the relationship between the two belief systems when the fourth gospel 
appeared. Jewish messianism and its premises of an ideal world, which included a 
restored Davidic kingdom, and the centrality of the Land of Israel and of Jerusalem 
after a collapse of history, were an accepted part of the tradition. No clashes existed in 
messianic thought whether the vehicle was Israel’s reinstatement in redemption to a 
former glory and the world’s return to its pristine condition, or whether it would be 
some other kind of redemptive paradise. The entire philosophy, however, flows in the 
opposite direction of the foundational element of revelation by means of Torah. 
Jewish ideologists did not devise the doctrine to solidify the fundaments of either 
Written or Oral Torah because it originated in a historical experience. However, as 
long as the messianic hope was still a future abstraction, and as Scholem says, “…not 
yet concretized in people’s experience or demanding concrete decisions,” it could 
contain the different essential building blocks of either restoration or utopia without 
causing much of a furor even though it ran counter to Torah (Scholem, 1971: 51). 
Still, the Rabbis promoted the view that the transformed Torah-centered community 
would usher in the Messianic Age. 
The messianism of Christianity was, by its nature, incendiary because it forced 
the theoretical and the ideal into the realm of history. The views directly confronted 
past tradition, Written and Oral Torah, with the actual presence of redemption, and 
religious conflict was simply a natural outgrowth. John elevated his concept of the 
Messiah above Torah by means of his revelatory Word/person. When he dressed this 
man in his own version of the Wisdom/Torah motif and called him the Word of God, 
                                                                                                                                                                          
“reductionist” in that the author centers his end time thinking on his christology. See Davies, 1997, 
206. 
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the Logos, he only exacerbated the problem because John’s program called for the 
concrete decisions that Scholem discusses.  
These historical and cultural factors provide a basis for a more focused 
understanding of John’s Prologue and his Word/person, the Logos. Of the various 
meanings of “lovgo",” the most germane to this study were popular among the Stoics 
in their distinguishing between “lovgo" e*ndiavqeto",” “the logos of the mind,” and 
“lovgo" profoikov",” “the spoken logos.” While these ideas might simply suggest 
“thought” and “word,” a more detailed appraisal is necessary because “lovgo"” would 
not have triggered such mundane signals in a Greek speaker’s mind. As “word,” 
“lovgo"” does not convey just the notion of a conglomerate of sounds, but a word with 
a specific definition that imparts meaning. “Thought” does not denote faculty or 
process, but a distinct unit of thinking that a person can articulate. The breadth of this 
unit ranges from one word, to a phrase or a sentence, to an elongated unit of speech 
and even to a book.9 The word also contains a nuance of rational order, especially as it 
relates to the laws of nature. Therefore, “lovgo"” denotes articulate thought or 
meaningful speech. 
The Septuagint translators frequently chose “lovgo"” to render “דבר.” 
Although the meanings and nuances of the Hebrew equivalent are not nearly as subtle 
or as extensive, an examination of the word will clarify the link and offer a sharper 
understanding of “lovgo"” in John. While one definition of “דבר” implies a spoken 
word as a means of communication, another aspect simply means “thing.”10 The 
                                                           
9 Part of the material in this chapter was developed from ideas put forth in C. H. Dodd, The 
Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1968).  
10  This sense often spurs midrashic comment among the Sages, especially from the prevalent scriptural 
phrase “אחר הדברים האלה,” “after these things.” The question that produces the exegesis is “what 
things?” 
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combination of these meanings covers both word and deed, and it grants “דבר” an air 
of dynamic power. For example, when the phrase “ 'ה אמר הכֹ ” appears in prophetic 
announcements, it does not signify God’s mere provision of divine information to a 
prophet. Biblical writers often expressed God’s revelation to man with “ 'דבר ה .” The 
words are particularly prominent among the very messengers who spoke according to 
God’s orders (Hosea 1:1-2; Micah 1:1; Jeremiah 1:2; Ezekiel 1:3 and others). Dodd 
underscores the importance of “ 'ה דבר ” as he remarks that although God’s complete 
self-revelation is Torah, this phrase frequently delivers the same connotation. 
The writer of Deuteronomy depicts God’s Word as life giving in 32:46-47 and 
points to it as the means of acquiring long life. The psalmist discusses its healing 
capabilities in 107:20.11 These references generate an image similar to John’s sketch 
in the Prologue, in which the Logos came to man, received power and gave life. The 
concept of “ 'דבר ה ” also carries a creative function. The Prologue is mimetic of 
Genesis 1, in which creation occurs when God says. The authors of Psalm 33: 6, The 
Wisdom of Solomon 9:1, The Book of Jubilees 12:4, II Baruch 14:17, 21:4, II Enoch A 
and B 25:3, The Testament of Abraham A 9:9 and IV Ezra 6:38 all speak of the 
Word’s capacity to produce. Thus, John’s statement in 1:3 that the Logos was the 
agent by which the entirety of creation came into being is hardly revolutionary, as it is 
reminiscent of Scripture and other works in Jewish literature. 
While hebraic thought certainly knows nothing of a personified Word, some 
writers impart a sort of independent existence to the Word once it has been spoken. 
The author of Isaiah 55:10-11 granted it a quasi-personal function. His appeal to 
                                                           
11  The author of The Wisdom of Solomon employs similar imagery in 16:26 when he relates that the 
Word, “r&h'ma,” preserves believers. He speaks of medicinal qualities as he attributes the healing of the 
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nature and a snow/rain motif conveys the sense that just as precipitation falls from 
heaven to make the earth fruitful, the Word proceeds from God’s mouth in order to 
effect His designs.12 A similarly colorful nature/Word theme appears in Psalm 
147:15-20. The Book of Revelation (19:11-13) in the New Testament details the 
exploits of the celestial soldier, known as the “ Word of God,” who will judge 
righteously. Extra-biblical works reflect an even more personal Word. The writer of 
The Wisdom of Solomon 18:15 talks of the warrior who descends from the heavenly 
throne to execute God’s commandments. These latter two writers fashioned characters 
that are destroyers with personal qualities.13 The creative force and these life-like 
attributes demonstrate that the spoken word in the Hebrew mindset is more than 
sounds and letters. It possesses a kind of substantive being and it functions without 
end.  
John employed “lovgo"” in various ways. Sometimes “lovgoi” simply indicates 
words uttered, as a synonym for “r&hvmata,” while on other occasions “lovgo"” refers 
to a saying, a statement or a discourse. It also appears as a collective noun to describe 
the message of Jesus to his disciples and to the world. However, John also selected it 
in the sense of the Word of God, God’s self-revelation to men. The section in 5:39-40, 
“e*rauna'te taV" grafav" o@ti u&mei'" dokei'te e*n au*tai'" zwhVn ai*wvnion e!cein kaiV 
                                                                                                                                                                          
Israelites bitten by the serpents in the desert to its therapeutic power in 16:12. Here, however, he opted 
for “lovgo".” 
12 Some scholars have interpreted the style in the passage as simple hyperbole. Even if their view is 
correct, Isaiah’s mixture of natural phenomena and the Word still highlights the productive character of 
the spoken word. 
13  An interesting situation arises in the Septuagint version of Habakkuk 3:5. Although the Masoretes 
pointed the consonants ר .ב. ד to indicate “pestilence,” the Greek translator(s) understood them in a way 
that led to his choosing “lovgo".” This Logos goes forth from God’s face into the earth. While the 
writer of the Hebrew text clearly assigns the following actions in Habakkuk to God, the context in the 
Septuagint is not as plain because of the translator’s new slant. If the works are those of the Logos, he 
is a powerful character. Since the Septuagint translators regularly inserted midrashic thought into their 
works, perhaps some thinking from an earlier tradition that was parallel to the destroyers of the writers 
of The Wisdom of Solomon and Revelation entered into the translation of Habakkuk. 
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e*kei'naiv eivsin ai& marturou'sai periV e*mou' kaiV ou* qevlete e*lqei'n prov" me i@na 
zwhVn e!chte,” “search the Scriptures for you think you have eternal life in them, and 
these are the Scriptures that testify about me; but you do not want to come to me in 
order that you might have life,” illustrates this definition and reveals the basis of the 
thought that led to the portrayal of Jesus as the mediator of eternal life.14 Yet, Jesus 
never claimed to be the source the divine communication. The sayings in 17:14 and 
17, “e*gwV devdwka au*toi'" toVn lovgon sou,” “I have given your Word to them,” and 
“o& lovgo" o& soV" a*lhvqeiav e*stin,” “your Word is truth,” testify clearly that the Word 
manifested from God. The latter statement is parallel to Psalm 119:42, “  צדקתך צדק
 your righteousness is an eternal righteousness and your Law is “ ”,לעולם ותורתך אמת
truth,” and 160, “רֹאש דברך אמת ולעולם כל משפט צדקך,” “your Word is true from the 
beginning and each of your righteous judgments is forever.”15 Therefore, in these 
contexts, “o& lovgo"” is the message, and it is “a*lhvqeia,” “truth,” the ultimate reality 
revealed. 
 The content of the teaching and the revelation that the words delivered to his 
audience were John’s main concern. The statement that he records in 17:8, “o@ti taV 
r&hvmata a@ e!dwkav" moi devdwka au*toi",” “for I have given them the words that you 
have given to me,” expresses the notion. Thus, although he employed “lovgo"” in 
some familiar ways, he added his own special flavoring of the nuance of eternal truth 
                                                           
14  This passage is a vital element in the Christian appropriation of Tanakh as a foundational document 
in the presentation of their ideological and theological stances as they related to their religious, cultural 
and societal positions in the Roman Empire. The process will be analyzed in more detail in chapter 5. 
15  See also Midrash Tehillim 25:10 ( 107: 1891, באבער ), “ חסד ואמת לנֹצרי בריתו ועדֹתיו' כל ארחות ה ,” 
“all the ways of God are grace and loving kindness to those who keep His covenant and His 
testimonies.” An anonymous midrashist comments, “ אמת זו תורה, חסד זו גמילות חסדים ,” “grace and 
loving kindness is philanthropy and benevolence; truth is Torah.” While the Septuagint translators 
usually opted for “novmo"” as the equivalent for Torah, the connection between “lovgo"” and “תורה” is 
evident when the context is the message of God, the ultimate reality and truth revealed. This thought 
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in order to elevate the meaning beyond spoken words. His maneuver corresponded to 
the way in which other writers raised adages and aphorisms from their rudimentary 
state to metaphysical Wisdom, and it produced an image that was in line with the 
Jewish proposition of the spoken and heard word revealing the ultimate reality and 
truth of the universe. 
The correlation, however, is much more profound. The relationship between 
“lovgo"” and “a*lhvqeia” and the words of 14:6, “ *Egwv ei*mi h& o&doV" kaiV h& a*lhvqeia 
kaiV h& zwhv,” “I am the way, the truth and the life,” offer further insight. Not only is 
the Logos the divine channel for delivering the Word, which is truth, he is the Word, 
and instead of merely giving life, he is life. The Word also takes the form of a man 
here, and when Jesus announces in 6:63 that the words that he speaks are life, he hints 
at the metaphor of Proverbs 3:18, which likens Wisdom to a tree of life. The 
connection enabled John to portray Jesus as an active, life-giving Wisdom among 
men, calling them and revealing truth in a comparable manner to Jewish authors who 
merged Wisdom and Torah. He united features of prophetic works and Wisdom 
Literature, and although the title, “the Word,” likely shares more of an affinity with 
the prophetic “ 'דבר ה ,” the actions of the Logos in the Prologue are more akin to 
Wisdom. 
Some of the characteristics with which John forged his Logos appear in the 
works of other Jewish writers. These literary similarities are another avenue of insight 
into his thought in general, and into his portrayal of Jesus as the Logos. Ben Sira 
speaks of Wisdom’s eternal residence with God and of her being His first creation in 
1:1, 4. The Logos dwells with God eternally in John in 1:18. The delicate relationship 
                                                                                                                                                                          
might have provided part of the foundation on which John based the shift from Wisdom/Torah to his 
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between Wisdom and God in this context, however, is sometimes difficult to 
ascertain. The authors of Proverbs 8:22-31 and Ben Sira 24:9 suggest that God created 
Wisdom. However, when the composer of The Wisdom of Solomon 7:25-26 describes 
her as a pure effulgence of the glory of God, his thought parallels John’s idea in 1:14. 
Although Jewish writers did not unequivocally state that Wisdom is God, she 
nonetheless assumed divine features, as was pointed out in chapter 3. While John 
provides no details concerning how the Word emanated from the Father, his choice of 
“monogenhv"” to categorize it as God’s only Son is instructive because the writer of 
The Wisdom of Solomon selected “monogeneV"” in his representation of Wisdom as 
unique.16 
Several authors discuss Wisdom’s activity in creation and her capacity of 
being life and light to men. John rehearses the Word’s entrance into the world and his 
ultimately being rejected by men. Wisdom comes to men in The Wisdom of Solomon 
9:10, when Solomon asks God to send her from heaven to be a royal aid. Proverbs 
8:31 notes Wisdom’s delight in dwelling with mankind. Ben Sira 15:7 and I Enoch 
42:2 chronicle human rejection of Wisdom, while the composer of I Baruch 3:12, in 
his exclusive interpretation of the exile in Babylon, limits the repudiation to Israel. 
This brief recapitulation of some passages that were considered in other 
contexts reflects a correspondence between their creators’ thoughts and nearly every 
turn in John’s presentation of the Logos/Word. Certainly, his Word in the guise of a 
person is unprecedented, but the literary evidence still leans toward his having 
                                                                                                                                                                          
Logos/Wisdom linkage. 
16  The author of the New Testament Book of Hebrews 1:1-5, a passage which likely draws from the 
same tradition as the opening portion of John, also utilizes imagery from Wisdom Literature in an 
attempt to explain how the Son proceeded from the Father. He portrays the Son as the reflection of the 
glory of God and as a representation of God’s being. 
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constituted his total concept more from biblical and other Jewish streams of thought 
than from any Hellenistic tilt. He fashioned the Jewish idea of the creative Word of 
God into the embodiment of divine revelation. However, John’s character, whose 
mission was to teach other men and to give them life, vaulted onto the stage of history 
as preexistent Wisdom, and not as Torah. He was God’s creative instrument, the 
source of life and the divine presence among men (Brown, 1966: 524). His essence 
was contained in his words, and in light of the wide theological scope of the Logos 
philosophy, the move to equate this man with the Logos in the Prologue was not 
really a quantum leap. 
In his introductory remarks, John discusses topics, such as cosmology and 
anthropology, that do not surface in the remainder of his gospel. He first designs the 
Logos as a cosmological being because of his fundamental desire to depict Jesus as 
the Logos incarnate. His strategy is already familiar. Just as Wisdom writers endowed 
Torah with supernatural and heavenly qualities in order to bestow a metaphysical 
status upon it, the evangelist clothes Jesus with identical vestments for the same 
purpose.  
In the first three verses of his work, John presents a Logos who is eternal and 
the source of creation. He creates the air of eternity with his dramatic use of “ĥn,” “he 
was,” in 1:1.17 The word is simple, but forceful, as it communicates the idea of being 
and existence. The timeless quality of the Logos is punctuated with the opening 
expression, “ *En a*rch/',” “in the beginning.” This phrase, which also initiates the 
Septuagint translation of the Book of Genesis, alludes immediately to the biblical 
                                                           
17 For a concise discussion of the Logos as the preexistent Christ, see Harry A. Wolfson, The 
Philosophy of the Church Fathers, 2 vols (Cambridge, MA.: Harvard University Press, 1956), 1:177-
182. See especially his comments on “h^n” on page 178. 
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creation account. At the dawn of history, since the Logos simply was, he was 
preexistent.18 John cements this notion in the collective mind of his community in the 
second clause of the first verse when he intones, “kaiV o& lovgo" h^n proV" qeovn,” “and 
the word was with God,” and in verse 2, lest there was any doubt remaining, when he 
declares, “ou%to" h^n e*n a*rch/' proV" toVn qeovn,” “this one (he) was with God in the 
beginning.” 
Not only is his Logos eternal, preexistent and with God, but John also 
identifies the Logos as the instrument of creation. However, this Word/man was more 
than a mere tool. All that came into being exists through the agency of the Logos, and 
apart from him, nothing could have lived. Verse 3 might also reflect concern over the 
already prevalent Gnostic doctrines of an inferior creator and self-existent matter. In 
order to erase any ambiguity about the source of all creation, John declares explicitly, 
“kaiV cwriV" au*tou' e*gevneto ou*deV e@n,” “and without him not one thing was created.” 
  After this terse discourse, he abruptly shifts his attention to the manifestation 
of the Logos’ power in life and light in verse 4. One of the primary considerations of 
this section is revelation and the Word’s ability to enlighten men. John’s thoughts 
bring to mind the psalmist’s light motif in 119:105, “נר לרגלי דברך ואור לנתיבתי,” “your 
Word is a lamp to my feet and a light to my path.” This idea strengthens the 
association between “fw'",” “light,” and “lovgo"” in verses 9-12 at the same time that 
it stresses the revelatory aspect of John’s divine figure.19 The portrayal is certainly not 
                                                           
18  The translator(s) of the Septuagint version of Psalm 118 (119):89 reflected a similar sort of thinking 
when he rendered “ דברך נצב בשמים' לעולם ה ,” “forever, O Lord, your Word is settled in heaven,” as 
“Ei*" toVn ai*w'na Kuvrie o& lovgo" sou diamevnei e*n tw/' ou*ranw/'.” His choice of “diamevnw,” “to last, to 
remain or to live on,” in this context echoes the Hebrew equivalent, “ נצב,” “to stand firm.” The Word 
of God is everlasting and unchallenged, and because of its eternal traits, it simply is. 
19 A notable grammatical quirk arises in these lines because the masculine pronoun, “au*toVn,” which 
refers to the subject of the sentence, does not agree with the neuter “fw'".” One of the two most popular 
attempts to solve this riddle suggests that the Logos remained at the forefront of John’s message, 
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unprecedented, since Torah is a symbol of light as well. In Sifre 41 on Numbers 6:25, 
a homilist interprets “יאר” from the priestly benediction, “ פניו אליך ויחנך' יאר ה ,” “the 
Lord make His face shine upon you,” as “the light of Torah,” based upon a relation to 
Proverbs 6: 23, “כי נר מצוה ותורה אור,” “for the commandment is a lamp and Torah is 
light.” An exchange in bBava Batra 4a recounts a conversation between Baba b. Buta 
and Herod in which the rabbi excoriates the king for executing the rest of the Sages. 
In his diatribe, he accuses the cruel ruler of quenching the light of the world with the 
heinous deed from a basis of the same passage in Proverbs cited in Sifre. The 
connection surfaces in Deuteronomy Rabbah 7:3 in a midrash on Deuteronomy 11:13, 
“ ע תשמעווהיה אם שמֹ ,” “and it will come to pass if you diligently hearken,” in relation 
to Song of Songs 1:3, “לריח שמניך טובים,” “your oils are sweet-scented regarding 
fragrance.” The midrashist concludes that in the same way that oil is life and light for 
the world, the words of Torah are also illuminating and life giving. 
The revelatory light/Word did not remain in the spiritual realm, as John 
discloses that the Word entered the world in verse 10. This notion exists in biblical 
                                                                                                                                                                          
though he considered its aspect of light. The other assumption maintains that he was already  preparing 
the ground for introducing the incarnate Word. Dodd analyzes both possibilities, and while he prefers 
the first idea, he comments that they are not really mutually exclusive. His suggestion has merit in view 
of the historical literary evidence. An evaluation of the former possibility requires a consideration of 
two basic questions, the first of which concerns whether “word” is an acceptable equivalent for 
“lovgo".” One of the many definitions that Liddell and Scott offer (1058, col. 2) is “verbal expression 
or utterance.” They advise, however, that when a writer intended to project this shade, he usually 
incorporated it in a phrase. The second issue involves the roots of the Logos doctrine and whether they 
rest in the hebraic soil of “ 'דבר ה ,” as considered above, or if they are grounded in the Stoic concept of 
the “rational principle” that Philo privileges. When one examines the Logos through a Jewish 
microscope, the way that some authors use “ 'דבר ה ” and “תורה” in tandem is instructive. Striking 
examples of this phenomenon appear in Isaiah 2:3 and Micah 4:2, in which both writers employed  “ כי
םמירושל' מציון תצא תורה ודבר ה ,” “for Torah will go out from Zion, and the Word of the Lord from 
Jerusalem.” The Greek translations in Isaiah, “e*k gaVr SiwVn e*xeleuvsetai novmo" kaiV lovgo" Kurivou 
e*x  &Ierousalhvm,” and in Micah, “o@ti e*k SiwVn e*xeleuvsetai novmo" kaiV lovgo" Kurivou e*x  
&Ierousalhvm,” illustrate the connection between “novmo"” and “lovgo" kurivou,” and they depict Torah 
as the tangible embodiment of the divine message, the Word. These instances, in which the terms are 
closely associated, shed more light on the Wisdom/Torah atmosphere that John engendered in the 
Prologue. 
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ideology as well. When the poet unites Torah and creation in Psalm19, his initial five 
verses are replete with the speech motif as the heavens declare the glory of God. 
According to tradition, when God gave Torah, His voice echoed throughout creation 
after He had brought the universe to silence.20 Not everyone welcomed the light with 
joy, and in fact, John allows that most men rejected the overtures because they did not 
know the Logos. Those who accepted the enlightenment that the Logos dispensed, 
however, received authority from him to become the children of God.21 John fortifies 
the idea of God’s involvement when he states in 1:13 that these people did not 
become children by any traditional means, such as natural birth, the desire of the flesh 
or the will of men. They are unique simply because “e*k qeou' e*gennhvqhsan,” “they 
were born of God.” Dodd posits that a connection also exists between this idea and 
the imagery of Psalm 2:7, and the current Jewish interpretation regarding the true 
Israel. 
John’s narrative builds to the devnouement in verse 14, in which he presents his 
innovative proposition, “KaiV o& lovgo" saVrx e*gevneto,” “and the word became flesh.” 
While the thesis unquestionably goes beyond any previous ideology articulated in 
                                                           
20  Although several passages localize the knowledge of God in Israel, a universal element of revelation 
that spread to all of humanity still existed, especially that which was revealed through the created 
works. See bShabbat 88b. R. Johanan asks for an interpretation of Psalm 68:12, and he replies that 
every word that God spoke split into seventy languages. The school of R. Ishmael taught on Jeremiah 
23:29 and declared that just as a hammer is divided into many sparks, every word that proceeded from 
the mouth of God was likewise broken into 70 tongues. This discourse testifies to a tradition that 
advanced the universality of God’s Word because 70 was the customary number of the languages of 
man. Midrash Tehillim on 92:1 ( 202: 1891, באבער ) contains an anonymous comment on Psalm 68:12 
that suggests that the Word divided itself into seven voices, which then became 70 languages. The light 
motif surfaces in this section when the homilist interprets “אֹמר” from the text of Psalm 68 as “מאור,” 
“light.” He then maintains that when God sent the Word out of His mouth, many radiances resulted 
from it.  
21   This filial relationship is another concept that is congenial with Jewish thought. The writer of 
Exodus cites Israel as God’s son, His first-born in 4:22, while the author of Deuteronomy 14:1 conveys 
sonship upon each member of the community. For other instances of this relationship see Hosea 2:1, 
The Wisdom of Solomon 2:13,18; 9:7; 18:13, I Enoch 62:11, The Book of Jubilees 1:24, bBava Batra 
10a, Pesiqta Rabbati 14b ( 1963, איש שלום ) and bQiddushin 36a. 
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Jewish literature, the ensuing declaration that the Logos dwelled among men, and that 
they beheld his glory, the glory as the only begotten of the Father, full of grace and 
truth, does have precedence. The thought is an essential element in the idea that the 
Word/person represents the presence of God on earth. Ben Sira’s description of 
Wisdom’s dwelling in Jacob with a form of “kataskhvnw,” “to live, to dwell,” in 24:8 
of the Greek version parallels John’s presentation of the earthly presence of the Logos 
with “e*skhvnwsen,” “to dwell,” or “to tabernacle,” in 1:14. These words are evocative 
of “שכינה,” “God’s presence,” from the root נ.כ.ש . The import of “שכניה” is multiplied 
in this context because it frequently served as one of several ways to circumvent the 
pronunciation of the Tetragrammaton. The “glory of God” motif frequently appears 
with “מתן תורה,” “the giving of Torah,” while the combination of grace and truth, 
“cavri" kaiV a*lhvqeia,” is reminiscent of the pairing of “חסד ואמת” that is prominent in 
Jewish writings. Therefore, although John’s Word in a person was a unique and 
perhaps radical notion, the other traits of his Logos character were not at all 
revolutionary. 
The Logos, therefore, was the preexistent source of creation who came into the 
world as light and revelation. The claim that centralized the light, which is the Word 
of God, in an individual, however, produced the beginnings of the eventual sharp 
discontinuity in the conclusions of Jewish and Christian scholars. This man was not a 
son similar to the community of Israel at Mt. Sinai. To John and to later ecclesiastical 
intellects, he was the unique Son of God.  
The Logos, as “ 'דבר ה ,” serves as the background to another decisive contrast 
that John espouses in 1:17, “o@ti o& novno" diaV Mwu>sevw" e*dovqh h& cavri" kaiV h& 
a*lhvqeia diaV  *Ihsou' Cristou' e*gevneto,” “for the Law was given through Moses; 
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grace and truth came through Jesus Christ.” This belief greatly influenced the 
doctrines of early Christian writers and the Church Fathers. The principle that the Law 
was given by Moses, but that grace and truth came by Jesus, was one of the elemental 
theological precepts that they developed. It became an additional factor in the 
ideological schism that occurred between the sister religions. 
While the Logos was “ 'דבר ה ,” this facet of John’s figure does not fully convey 
the doctrine of the Prologue. The propositions in 1:1, “kaiV qeoV" h^n o& lovgo",” “and 
the Word was God,” and in 1:14, “o& lovgo" saVrx e*gevneto,” expand the portrait. 
Since the latter proposal has no Jewish parallel, one must search for an analogy apart 
from the scriptural “ 'דבר ה ” for some sort of incarnation imagery. The first statement, 
that the Word was God, also stands alone because no author defined Torah as God. 
However, a connection might lie in the fact that a good deal of the Sages’ Torah 
doctrine, especially in its personified sense, derived from the association between 
Wisdom, as the medium of creation and revelation, and Torah. 
An examination of the Prologue refracted through the Wisdom symbols of 
other writers reveals an affinity in thought and allows for a more penetrating look into 
the mind of the author of the fourth gospel. When he announces immediately that the 
Logos was present in the beginning with God, his timing corresponds with the setting 
of the Wisdom passage beginning in Proverbs 8:22. The presence of the Logos with 
God in 1:1 also recalls Proverbs 8:30, in which the writer describes the intimate 
relationship between God and Wisdom. John’s conviction that the Logos was the 
source of life reflects the belief in Proverbs 8:35 that the man who finds Wisdom 
discovers life. The assertion that the life was the light of men in 1:4, coincides with 
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the author’s rhapsodic expressions in The Wisdom of Solomon 7:26 about Wisdom as 
the brightness of the everlasting light and the unspotted mirror of the power of God.  
A consideration of Philo’s Logos, which is at least related to the concept of 
ontological Wisdom, allows for a more developed understanding of the Wisdom 
element in the Prologue. Philo relates in De Opficio Mundi 6:24 that God conceived 
in His mind the “kovsmo" nohtov",” “the world of thought,” which is His Logos, 
before creation. In Quod Deus 6:31, he posits that God sent forth His younger son, the 
“ui&oV" newvtero",” but that He kept the elder sibling, the “ui&oV" presbuvtero",” the 
Logos, with Him. These ideas coincide with John’s opening remarks about the 
presence of the Logos with God at creation. When Philo writes in De Cherubim 
35:127 that God was the causative principle for everything that came into being in the 
world, and that the Logos was the instrument by which the Creator effected His plan, 
his reflections mirror the philosophy of John 1:3. The association of the Logos and 
light surfaces in a number of Philonic passages. The ideology in De Confusione 
Linguarum 14:60-63 is particularly helpful because Philo equates the incorporeal light 
with the eldest son, who is also called first-born, just as John’s Logos/light is the 
uniquely begotten Son. As the Alexandrian philosopher considers the topic of sonship 
in De Confusione Linguarum 28:145-147, he posits that those who live in the 
knowledge of God are rightly called sons of God. In addition, just as John points to 
his Logos as the channel of redemption and sonship, Philo suggests to men who are 
still unfit to become sons that they take their places under God’s first-born, His Word. 
Among the names that he applies to this being are “a*rchv,” “beginning,” and “lovgo".” 
The correspondence in thought implies that although the notion of the Logos 
as “ 'דבר ה ” is plainly perceptible in the Prologue, an audience familiar with 
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Hellenistic Jewish thought would likely have turned its thinking toward a Logos 
similar to Philo’s figure, active in creation and revelation. Dodd maintains that John 
intentionally created the attraction, thereby endowing his Logos, “ 'דבר ה ,” the spoken 
word of God, with another trait. The Logos, thus, also became the meaning, the plan 
or the purpose of the universe, which is simultaneously transcendent, immanent and 
the mind of God thrust into the tangible world.22 
This character conveys a rational content of thought that is visible in the order 
of the universe. The regularity and organization bear witness to the eternal mind of 
the Creator. The Logos, therefore, is God and His thought unveiled, the foundation of 
reality in the discernible world. Consequently, because he is the creative and 
sustaining force of the universe, he is “qeou' duvnami"” and “qeou' sofiva” in one 
entity, God’s living and active power, combined with the thought formed within the 
consummate mind.  
These ideas supply the hebraic flavoring to Philo’s philosophy of the Logos, 
and they are even more pronounced in John. John played on the versatility of “lovgo"” 
to carry the sense of “word,” along with the concept of power, to build the most 
compelling figure. Only “lovgo"” reflects both “thought” and “word.” In order to 
grasp the author’s intent fully in the Prologue, one must read “lovgo"” with the duality 
of “ 'דבר ה ” and the various traits of Wisdom from Philo and other Jewish writers. 
Dodd succinctly summarizes the matter with his definition: “it is the rational principle 
                                                           
22 John’s tactics are comparable to the strategies of the Jewish writers and thinkers who introduced the 
Wisdom element into Torah in order to define Torah as the plan and the purpose of creation. The 
opposing views of the Logos/Son and Torah in this capacity are significant in the opening section of 
Genesis Rabbah. See chapter 6 for an in-depth examination of the Sages’ ideas on this matter. 
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in the universe, its meaning, plan or purpose, conceived as a divine hypostasis in 
which the eternal God is revealed and active.”23  
These parallels testify that the gospel writer was quite conversant with the 
ideas of Jewish Wisdom authors. Moreover, the associations highlight the 
Wisdom/Torah framework in his depiction of the Logos in the Prologue. The Logos 
bears the traits of “ 'דבר ה ” and of Wisdom, active in creation and with power among 
men.24 
One could argue that the verses after verse 3 might describe the work of the 
historical Jesus. However, an audience with any previous knowledge of Hellenistic 
terminology probably would not have connected the ideas to a historical character 
until the declaration that the Logos became flesh. This view neither suggests that the 
                                                           
23 See Dodd, 1968, 280. The Wisdom/thought feature also somewhat mutes the gravity of the 
suggestion that the Logos became a person. The incarnate Logos as “creative reason” at least has 
antecedent equivalents in the idea of the Logos, immanent in man as the divine essential humanity, and 
as divine Wisdom that enters into souls and forges a relationship with God mentioned earlier from The 
Wisdom of Solomon. However, these concepts still do not coincide totally with John’s formulation of a 
heavenly hypostasis, appearing in human form, that became the life and the light of men. The move 
from the transcendent to the tangible Logos is also much more palatable if one views verses 9-13 as 
additional information about the pre-incarnate Logos. If the interpretation is filtered through the prism 
of Wisdom and some of Philo’s characterizations of the Logos, these verses relate that the Logos, as 
divine Wisdom, was present in the world that he had helped to create. However, since humanity in 
general did not receive or welcome the message that the Logos attempted to deliver, John presses the 
creation imagery further with his pronouncement that, despite the general obtuseness of the world, 
some men did recognize the Logos, who converted them into children of God. The metamorphosis 
occurred as a pure move of God. John, then, depicts the Logos not only as the original principle of 
creation, but also as the author of the new filial status. In his mind, the incarnate Logos, the 
Word/person, was the ultimate statement of God’s creative and revealing thought.   
24 Linking Wisdom to John’s conviction that the Logos was God requires great caution, although 
sometimes Wisdom functions in ways similar to God. The Wisdom of Solomon 10 contains a series of 
works that Wisdom performed that one would normally associate with God. The writer credits Wisdom 
with bringing Adam out of his fall, with guiding Noah on his righteous journey and, therefore, with 
saving the earth. She was involved with the calling of Abraham and with preserving Lot from the fiery 
destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah. In addition, Wisdom was with Jacob, and she showed him the 
Kingdom of God. She remained faithful to Joseph even after his brothers sold him. When Pharaoh cast 
him into prison, she later elevated the liberated Joseph to his royal status. Wisdom ushered Israel safely 
through the waters of the Red Sea, drowned the Egyptians, and she received the praises of the newly 
emancipated nation after the miraculous event. Despite the fact that these passages present some 
intriguing possibilities, one cannot exaggerate the scope of the references because the focus subtly 
shifts from the third person (Wisdom) to the second person (God) in 11:4, 8. Whatever the writer’s 
intentions might have been in switching from one subject to another, his move does not permit an 
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Logos descended upon Jesus nor that it entered into him. Rather, the Logos became 
the very human nature that he bore. Consequently, the Jesus of history, as the Logos 
incarnate, was merely an extension into time of the history of the Logos in its 
uninterrupted interaction with humanity and the world in a manner that resembled the 
divine realm visiting the physical world in the form of Torah in some circles of 
Jewish thought. 
From verse 4 forward, therefore, the Prologue is a narrative that moves on two 
levels. The author discloses the relations of the Logos with the world, while he 
recounts the human manifestation of the Logos, who, as a person, acted out those 
relations in visible form. In the end, John relates the story of a life whose events in 
time were concurrently signs of higher eternal realities and a display of the eternal 
thought of God regarding the meaning of the universe. Unlike other writers, he did not 
engage in cosmology in order to raise his audience to the knowledge of God by means 
of an examination of the created works. Instead, he began with faith in Jesus, a faith 
that propels man to the understanding that the meaning evident in the Logos figure is 
the meaning of the universe. Therefore, the knowledge of the man, not cosmology, 
produces the knowledge of the Logos, God and eternal life. If the created order 
divulges a divine reality, meaning or principle, the life of Jesus embodied them for 
John.  
Another feature of the Prologue, the exegesis of the biblical creation account 
and the conflicting traditions that arose from the various interpretations of the story, 
also relates to the role of the Wisdom/Torah motif in the Jewish/Christian debate. 
Familiarity with these traditions allows for a keener reading of John. The exegesis of 
                                                                                                                                                                          
unquestionable conclusion that Wisdom is God. Therefore, John remained alone when he united the 
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Genesis was vital to the Sages and to orthodox Christian intellects both internally and 
externally. Both sides attempted to demonstrate that their understandings of the Word 
of God, either Torah or Jesus, were present with God at creation. The move to 
antiquity, and in fact to pre-history, and, therefore to the supramundane world, were 
designed to sanction their claims with the imprimatur of eternity. 
A comparison of the exegetical tactics of John and the writer of the Gospel of 
Thomas (hereafter known as Thomas), a collection of Jesus sayings, is a useful device 
to explore different understandings of Genesis more deeply and how they affect the 
exegeses that proceed from them.25 The results of recent research support the integrity 
of the Gospel of Thomas, although it is non-canonical. Thus, they affirm its 
worthiness as a source that supplies credible information on the life of the historical 
Jesus. The analysis provides greater awareness of some of the already controversial 
interpretive conclusions that had arisen within the groups of the Jewish disciples in 
the budding new faith. It also offers a look at probable instances of literary polemic 
among these adherents on a reduced scale that are similar to those of the broader 
Jewish/Christian debate. Elaine Pagels posits that some of what John advocates in the 
Prologue derives from his attempt to refute the tenets of Thomas.26 One of the major 
problems that the Gospel of Thomas creates is the portrayal of Jesus as one who 
comprehends the world based upon the conditions that obtained in Genesis 1:1-2:4. 
His teachings encourage men to restore themselves to the undefiled estate of the 
                                                                                                                                                                          
Logos and God in the fourth gospel. 
25 Although the precise time during which the Gospel of Thomas was compiled is unknown, many 
scholars have placed its production somewhere from the middle to the late first century C. E. Thus, 
Thomas was active in approximately the same era in which the author of John worked. 
26  While no one can prove beyond doubt that John actually read this rival work, his principles, 
especially when one compares them to Thomas’ precepts, suggest that he was at least cognizant of the 
claims put forth by the other religious faction. For more on the entire issue see Elaine H. Pagels, 
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image of God, which permits a man to live in the rest and the immortality of the 
seventh day of creation. When the disciple ultimately reaches the stage that matches 
the original state of the world, he encounters Jesus.  
In contrast to John’s teaching, Thomas does not define the Logos/Son as the 
agent of salvation. Instead, he promotes the cosmological and anthropomorphic notion 
that God unmasks Himself, even if only in part, and makes Himself intelligible by 
means of creation. Thomas’ exegetical pattern, however, resembles John’s in that both 
authors adopted the tactic of analyzing the Kingdom of God protologically, 
retrojecting their exegeses to primeval creation (Davies, 1992: 664). Thomas’ journey 
begins at Genesis 1:3, which he interprets as the appearance of a primordial man 
within the primal light that shined before the creation of the world. He implicitly links 
this man with Jesus, who remarks in logion 77 that through him the All came into 
being.  
Thomas founded a large part of his theology on an analysis of Genesis 1:26-
27, in which the biblical writer discusses God’s creating man in His own image. In 
logion 84, Jesus declares that his disciples will be able to see their images, which 
came into being before creation, in the ideal man who was part of the primordial light. 
Parts of logia 11, 22 and 61 explain that man devolved into his present condition, 
lacking the divine image, from his initial androgynous state.27 However, if one could 
                                                                                                                                                                          
“Exegesis of Genesis 1 in the Gospels of Thomas and John,” Journal of Biblical Literature 118 (Fall 
1999): 477-496. 
27  The Sages were also intrigued by Genesis 1:26-27 for a variety of reasons. In an interpretation of 
1:26 in Genesis Rabbah 8:1, a midrashist inserts Psalm 139:5, “אחור וקדם צרתני ותשת עלי כפכה,” 
“you have beset me behind and before and you have placed your hand upon me,” as an interpretive 
device. He understands “צרתני,” from ר.ו.צ. , in its sense of “to form, to fashion,” rather than “to beset, 
to besiege.” Consequently, R. Jeremiah b. Leazar uses the verse along with Genesis 5:2 to determine 
that God originally formed the first man as a bisexual being. R. Samuel b. Nahman suggests that when 
God created Adam, He created him double-faced, then split him and made him of two backs, one back 
on one side and one back on the other side. When an anonymous rabbi objects that Scripture states that 
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return to the original undivided state of the primeval man, he would know himself, 
and he would achieve the status that Jesus refers to logion 3 as “sons of the living 
Father.” When Thomas uses logion 2 to propose that seeking and finding lead to 
access to God through the divine image given in creation, the involvement of the 
Logos in the process is absent. His ideology, however, did not arise in a vacuum. His 
stance shares common elements with certain Hellenistic and Jewish ideas as well as 
with some of Philo’s concepts and with those of The Poimandres tractate. The 
greatest affinity surfaces in the Nag Hammadi texts and related sources such as The 
Writing without Title, Eugnostos and The Apocryphon of John. The Gospel of 
Thomas, then, betrays thought gleaned from a Genesis exegetical pattern that was 
prevalent and widely interpreted (Pagels, 1999: 480). 
Examining Thomas’ system provides a means by which to compare John’s 
interpretive approach not only to Jewish, pagan and Gnostic interpretations of 
Genesis, but also to the exegesis of other Jewish followers of Jesus, such as Thomas, 
who followed a similar paradigm. For example, as opposed to Thomas, John places 
the divine light in the Logos, who made the light perceptible to humanity. John’s light 
met with far less initial success than Thomas’ because it was not comprehensible in 
the utter darkness (1:5), men failed to recognize it (1:10) and even when the 
Logos/light appeared among his own nation, they did not fully accept him (1:10). 
While there is no obvious rational flow from one saying to the next, Pagels 
maintains that Thomas did not arrange them randomly. His cryptic composition forces 
                                                                                                                                                                          
one of Adam’s ribs was the building block that eventually produced Eve, he deftly directs the dissenter 
to Exodus 26:20, where the author employs “צלע” with its meaning of “side.” In this case, the word 
indicates one of the sides of the Tabernacle. See also 25:12, 14 with reference to the Ark in the 
Tabernacle and 26:26, 27 for additional references to the Tabernacle. The Thomas passage and the 
rabbinic text are clear evidence that a tradition concerning an originally androgynous Adam existed. 
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the reader to persevere until he discovers the ultimate message: if an initiate reaches 
the highest stage of change, he returns to the all-powerful station that obtained in 
Genesis 1:26-28. Thomas opens on the hopeful note that whoever finds the proper 
interpretation of the sayings in his text will not experience death, the power that 
eventually destroyed Adam. He invites the seeker to finish his quest, which 
unfortunately, will lead him to trouble and astonishment. Then, however, Thomas 
announces the good news that the man who has sought and endured will rule over the 
All because he will have identified his origin, the light.  
He explains in logion 3, against the background of the creation account, that if 
one is led astray and searches for the Kingdom of God in the sky or in the sea, the 
birds and/or the fish therein will precede him.28 Those who fail to know themselves, 
blindly overlooking their positions as the “sons of the living Father,” will fall 
precipitously into a poverty that is the antithesis of the original state of Adam, who 
Jesus says came into being from a great power and a great wealth in logion 85. 
Logion 4 likens the reborn man to the infant who is seven days old. Stevan Davies 
suggests that this symbol points to a man who exists in the seventh day of creation, 
God’s rest and repose (Davies, 1992: 668). The child returns to the beginning in the 
light of creation, to a time prior even to Adam’s appearance on the screen of history. 
This retro-flight lands the disciple at a station of which the first man was not worthy 
by comparison. Thomas maintains in logion 22 that these spiritual travelers 
                                                           
28  This imagery also suggests the widespread theme that Moses first employed in Deuteronomy 30:11-
14, which others subsequently often imitated. 
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reconstruct the primordial condition of the image of God, the original “single one,” 
which knows no bounds of gender.29  
The journey leads, therefore, past the beginning to a place that precedes even 
the Genesis report on human creation. Comprehending what occurred before creation 
is difficult. Thomas offers a clue to the unraveling of the mystery in logion 77 when 
Jesus declares that he is the primordial light that is above all. The fact that this light is 
all encompassing and preexistent is unmistakable because Thomas’ Jesus calls 
himself the All. Jesus also states that from him the All came forth and from him the 
All extended. He demonstrates the pervasive quality of the light as he comments that 
if one splits a piece of wood or picks up a simple stone, the light is present. Thus, 
Thomas presents another version of a preexistent being who was with God and active 
in creation. In Thomas, as in John, the being appears upon the human stage because 
he speaks in the first person, as for example, in logion 77. Pagels posits that the light 
of this logion is an anthropomorphic being, which likely betrays the underlying tones 
of a pun on “fw'",” “light,” and “fwv",” “man,” read into the Greek translation of 
Genesis 1:3 (Pagels, 1999: 484). Since anthropomorphic phenomena abound in 
Scripture, this saying is well within the boundaries of Jewish tradition.30 Yet, just as 
John broke away form normative thought with his Word in a person concept, Thomas 
leaped beyond the borders of tradition when he portrayed Jesus in this manner. 
                                                           
29  Logion 61 offers a striking illustration of this concept. In a conversation with a female character, 
Salome, Jesus describes himself as existing from the undivided. He adds that only those who are 
undivided will be filled with light. See Thomas O. Lambdin, trans., “The Gospel of Thomas,” in The 
Nag Hammadi Library in English, ed. James M. Robinson (San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1977), 124-
125. 
30  The translators of the Septuagint and the targumists who produced the Aramaic versions of the 
biblical text assiduously avoided using the anthropomorphic phenomenon. At least part of this aversion 
is attributed, however, to its prevalence in Scripture and, therefore, to their desire to protect the 
“otherness” of God and to refrain from any hint of His having human characteristics. 
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The light appears to be both human and divine. Logion 50 reveals part of the 
divinity as Jesus allows that the place of the light is simply where it came into being 
on its own accord and established itself. His speaking from the light does not limit its 
scope because it is omnipresent. Therefore, according to Thomas’ ideology, Genesis 
1:3 reflects a tripartite light that is at the same time divine, the container of the 
prototypical human and the energy pulsating in a split piece of wood or beneath a 
stone. The light manifests in human beings through the image of the Father. When 
others ask the disciples for a sign of the Father in them, Jesus instructs them to reply, 
“it is movement and rest.” This brief retort draws from the atmosphere of Genesis 1:3-
22, which dramatically recounts the first rumblings of creation in the movement of the 
Spirit of God over the primal waters, the six days of work and the repose that the 
author of Genesis 2:1 conveys with “ויכל,” “and he finished,” and “וישבֹת,” “and he 
rested.” 
The sayings that interpret the account of Genesis 1 suggest that the divine 
image of creation is the avenue leading to a relationship with God. This image is the 
agent through which one uncovers the light, and without this discovery, Thomas 
sentences men to live in the oblivion of darkness in logion 24. His gospel also turns 
the searching disciple back to the form of the original creation according to the image 
of God. He bases his theological and anthropomorphic message on his reflections on 
Genesis 1, which, as is already evident, was a popular exegetical pattern. He 
associates the image of Genesis 1:26-27 with the light of 1:3 in order to map the way 
back to the origins of humanity in the primeval creation. 
John also moves within the structure of Genesis 1, although he emphasizes 
different facets of the report. Whereas Thomas privileges the primordial light as the 
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expression of the divine in the beginning and its subsequent manifestation to mankind 
as a second stage, John concentrates on the Logos/Son as the source of all creation. 
The following scene in John, the incarnation of the Logos, does not unfold as speedily 
as the parallel story in Thomas. John inserts this character only after creation and ages 
afterwards at that. His first phase is markedly longer than Thomas’ and encompasses 
not only the Logos/Son’s metaphysical history, but also his revelation from the 
creation of light, to the universe and man, through Torah and the arrival of John the 
Baptist (ibid., 489). 
 The next level of his drama occurs when the Logos steps onto the human 
scene as a man, but only after the light has suffered the series of setbacks discussed 
earlier in 1:5, 10 and 11. Thomas and other writers who share his point of view simply 
do not concur with John’s thought. John depicts the Logos in the Prologue as the 
creator and sustainer of the universe. After the Logos manifests himself to Israel, 
despite his unchallenged high station, he fails to eradicate the darkness that dominates 
the world. However, in a last heroic attempt, he appears in the flesh in order to elevate 
those who would receive him to the status of the sons of God. No matter how much 
the intellectual context of his Genesis exegesis resembles the work of his literary 
colleagues, John does not espouse cosmology as the path to the knowledge of God. 
The Logos/Son does not merely dwell in man as knowledge or light as one finds in 
Thomas. He is incarnate and actually lives and dies as a man. Thomas was simply 
silent on this point when he wrote his prescription for a relationship with God from a 
wholly different angle. Still, all of these differences of theological opinion simply 
demonstrate disparate views of Genesis 1. Contrasting ideas on this critical biblical 
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passage were also part of the controversy between rabbinic Jewish and Christian 
scholars. 
The historical, cultural, theological and literary evidence in this examination 
highlights the common exegetical foci and the shared qualities found in John’s Logos 
and in the characteristics that other authors employed to create a supernatural Torah 
and a sophisticated notion of metaphysical Wisdom. However, his Word/person began 
the creation of the unbridgeable canyon between foundational Jewish and Christian 
thought concerning the divine source of creation, revelation and redemption. The 
ideas of later ecclesiastical thinkers, regardless of the degree to which they were or 
were not dependent upon him, accentuated the separation inherent in John’s ultimate 




The Logos/Son in Later Ecclesiastical Thought 
 
Although Christianity had existed for a mere three centuries by the time that 
Constantine recognized the faith, church theologians had already produced a 
prodigious collection of writings to articulate their ideas on a plethora of issues.1 
Their works reveal an interesting curiosity because ideological and/or theological 
concepts often arose from the exegesis of verses from Tanakh, the revelatory text of 
the Jewish people. While the first disciples of Jesus and the initial wave of new 
followers were Jewish, that gentile Christian theorists would use the foundational 
texts of their rival was unusual. Ecclesiastical writers utilized them as a substitute set 
of classics, but with a contrary, christologically-based interpretation, and with a 
limited, though bold, supersessionary claim in relation to Jewish beliefs. On a grander 
scale, they claimed superiority in relation to all of ancient culture as well.  
This chapter offers the thoughts and speculative notions of some of the leading 
spokesmen in church history after John on the cosmological Logos/son. It also 
emphasizes some of the common biblical references and the shared imagery they 
employed as these points of contact compare to the exegesis and the figurative 
language used by Jewish writers to build the Wisdom/Torah motif. The investigation 
                                                           
1 The opening section of this chapter relies in part on Frances M. Young, Biblical Exegesis and the 
Formation of Christian Culture (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997). Particular attention 
was paid to chapter 3. In order to shed light on the role of Scripture in the development of Christian 
culture, her work challenges certain generalizations about the exegesis of the Church Fathers, such as 
the descriptions “literal,” “typological” and “allegorical.” She provides texts and authors as examples 
of ecclesiastical interpretation, its fundamentals and its assumptions. 
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underscores the widening of the already existing divide between rabbinic Jewish and 
church intellects regarding the fundamental elements of the two religions. However, 
in light of the Christian appropriation of Tanakh, before presenting the sampling, an 
examination of the vital roles of literature and culture in the Jewish/Christian 
controversy is necessary. One cannot overstate the implications of these aspects of the 
dispute because cultural norms even affected the very manner in which ecclesiastical 
theorists often expressed their convictions in philosophical language in order to make 
the ideas more palatable to Greco-Roman sensibilities. 
When the process that would eventually lead to Christianity’s becoming the 
religion of the empire began, the faith was not much more than a relatively small, 
persecuted community that lacked even the natural blood ties or the historical identity 
that often propels groups in similar situations to overcome seemingly insurmountable 
obstacles. These deficiencies did not prevent ecclesiastical rhetoricians from asserting 
the necessary universality to challenge the solidly entrenched customs of the 
Hellenistic educational system, which had spread its tentacles into other cultural 
traditions of the day, including Latin, Hebrew, Eastern and Western. Moreover, as a 
natural result of this intellectual power struggle, Christian ideologists extended the 
conflict to another front by repackaging the ancient world’s very idea of “religion.” 
The concept had required an unswerving allegiance to society that was both human 
and divine in character. The integration led people to believe that the lengthy period 
of Roman hegemony was a reward from the gods for the nation’s piety. Traditional 
ritual was an integral part of the Rome of the late republic period. In addition to the 
festivals that filled the calendar, religious ceremony opened public occasions, and 
even the venerable Senate began its affairs with religious business. The Roman 
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religious system compelled both the individual and the people in general to perform a 
rigorous set of duties at the same time that it demanded the obedience of individuals 
to the priests, who were also prominent characters in public life (Liebeschuetz, 1979: 
6). This interpretation of society would have made any attempt to separate the firmly 
rooted human and spiritual elements unthinkable. 
Christianity, however, redefined “religion” as a faith-commitment and truth 
claim, or as Young refers to it in more modern parlance, as an “-ism.” Previously, 
terms such as Hellenism, Judaism and Romanism would simply have indicated 
cultures. The new outlook forced paganism, Judaism and other religions to become 
belief systems apart from culture as a whole. Hellenization brought what had been 
local religious practices under the influence of the Greek classics, which offered 
models for style and diction as well as suitable moral behavior. The conventions 
within these venerated works produced a psychology of respect for inherited custom, 
fidelity to and reverence for the gods, ancestors and parents and a strong sense of 
community. The all-inclusive concept of society that often obtained in religious 
ceremonies involving local deities further heightened the human and spiritual 
connection. Thus, individual or group sets of beliefs were simply inconsequential, and 
if a doctrine appeared to be novel, as was the case with Christianity, it received scant 
attention. Consequently, the corpus of hallowed literature, appropriate rituals and the 
notion of society in general produced a well-defined order in the culture. Any other 
ideas were nothing more than superstition.2   
                                                           
2  Based upon this paradigm, Judaism was also a local society with its God, its deeply rooted practices 
and its obligations to God’s covenant. However, unlike the Romans, who adopted hellenized classical 
traditions, the Jewish people maintained their own literary world. 
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The notion of antiquity also influenced the foundational definition of society 
and culture. Antiquity was especially significant in the Christian decision to adopt 
Tanakh and to embrace it as the divine communication of truth. The move drew the 
literary battle lines between Jewish writings and the Greek classic, while it added a 
new component to a debate that had begun well before concerning culture and how 
civilization arose. One could summarize the argument with a simple question: who 
preceded whom, Homer or Moses? Arthur Droge points out that the question 
prompted an even more vitriolic ideological altercation concerning who plagiarized 
from whom. He cites an anonymous early Christian text in which the author discusses 
such Hellenistic luminaries as Homer, Solon, Pythagoras and Plato, among others, 
and their contact with the history of Moses during their individual sojourns in Egypt. 
After they studied the works of the Jewish lawgiver, they endorsed new positions 
against the people who had previously held false ideas about the gods. To bolster his 
point of view on the issue, this apologist highlights several ideas from Homeric 
literature that are parallel to the Book of Genesis (Droge, 1989: 1).  
Christian thinkers designed their strategy in order to illustrate that Moses not 
only lived prior to Homer, but also before the Trojan War. The chronology permitted 
them to contend that Hebrew civilization was more antique and, therefore, superior to 
Greek culture. One pagan philosopher, Numenius of Apamea, accepted the theory to 
the extent that he interpreted the philosophy of Plato simply as Moses speaking Attic 
Greek (ibid., 2). Even the Greeks, who boasted of having civilized the world, 
developed ideas about the barbarian beginnings of their own, supposedly more 
refined, civilization. Thus, the works of Christian ideologists found a place alongside 
the compositions of writers from the eastern regions of the empire who disputed the 
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idea of the Greek origins of civilization as well as the concepts contained in the 
apologetic histories of the Egyptians, the Babylonians and the Phoenicians.  
The cultural maxim that nothing could be both new and true necessitated the 
Christian reference to Jewish history. In order to douse the flames of the 
characterization of their religious tenets as a fresh superstition, they adopted the more 
ancient Moses as their spiritual forebear and the divine inspiration not only of his 
writings, but also of Tanakh in its entirety. They borrowed this device from a tradition 
that was at least as old as the works of Hecataeus of Abdera. Hecataeus, a 
philosopher, historian and grammarian, wrote the Aegyptiaca, a history of Egypt, in 
the latter portion of the fourth century B.C.E. under the auspices of Ptolemy I Soter. 
As he compared the civilizations of Egypt and Greece, he traced the origins of the 
latter to the former by demonstrating the antiquity and preeminence of Egyptian 
culture (ibid., 5). Although his work no longer exists, the substance of his message 
appears in the writings of Diodorus’ Historical Library 1:10-98. He declares that 
Hecataeus maintained that every other civilization derived from Egypt, that the 
Babylonians, the Israelites and the Athenians traced the foundations of their 
respective societies to the former North African world power and that even certain 
rulers of Athens were originally Egyptians.3 Diodorus also makes the first extant 
reference to Moses in pagan Greek literature in 40.3.1-8. 
                                                           
3  Diodorus posits that these peoples arose from the spread of a great number of colonies from Egypt to 
the rest of the inhabited world. The Israelites were among the emigrants, and Diodorus points out that 
they took the rite of circumcision, which they had learned from their Egyptian ancestry, to their new 
land. A variant account of this analysis appears in the Bibliotheca of Photius, an excerpt from 
Diodorus. He attributes the dispersion of the various ethnic groups from Egypt to a pestilence that the 
Egyptians imputed to spiritual difficulties. The foreign practices of non-Egyptians with respect to the 
temple and the sacrifices were the core of the problem, and it resulted in the neglect of the traditional 
worship of the gods. These aliens were banished, the largest group of which migrated to Judea under 
the leadership of Moses. After the journey to what Photius describes as an entirely desolate place, 
Moses founded cities, the most famous of which was Jerusalem, and a new society, which he ordered 
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Hecataeus’ historical apologetic generated responses from other kingdoms that 
sought to display their own supremacy through antiquity. That they conducted the 
discourse through literature was a notable aspect of the interaction. This approach 
affected Hellenistic Jewish historians such as Eupolemus and Artapanus, who 
challenged the earlier profession of Egyptian transcendence when they proposed that 
Moses and the Patriarchs were the architects of Egyptian civilization. When 
ecclesiastical authors adopted the same tactics in order to establish the ancient roots of 
their faith, they simply fell into a lengthy line of predecessors who had written for 
essentially the same reasons.4 
The dynamic role of literature in cultural debates stood behind their claims. 
When they joined the fray regarding the history of culture, they sought to relativize 
contemporary civilization against the background of the ancient body of literature that 
they had appropriated and to offer an alternative literary corpus to the established 
Greek classics. They formulated their program to combat those who wished to burden 
                                                                                                                                                                          
with his laws. This narrative, obviously deriving from an Egyptian version of the expulsion, bears little 
resemblance to the biblical account of the Exodus or to Hecataeus’ interpretation. Despite the 
discrepancies, Moses remains a highly distinguished character and a man of great practical wisdom and 
courage in the minds of all of these authors. Egypt, however, is still the superior culture. For more on 
this issue see John G. Gager, Moses in Greco-Roman Paganism (New York: Abingdon Press, 1972), 
26-37. 
4 Historical apologetic appears prominently in the writings of the Church Fathers. Eusebius’ 
Praeparatio Evangelica represents the apex of the process of substantiating the antiquity that would 
bestow the requisite cachet to promote the Christian agenda. Ironically, these authors packaged their 
messages in Greek assumptions, methods and theories in order to speak the language, as it were, of the 
dominant culture, while they implicitly elevated their theological doctrines on the basis of the 
preeminent ancient tradition of the Jewish literature that undergirded them. When Justin discussed the 
common ground between Christianity and philosophy, and when he suggested that the Logos provided 
the inspiration for a group as diverse as Socrates, Heraclitus, Abraham and Elijah, he sought to validate 
the supremacy of Christianity. He proposed that while the philosophers possessed a kernel of truth, 
Christianity is the quintessence of truth. When Tatian engages in the history of culture debate in Oratio 
ad Graecos 1:1, he contends that Christianity is a system superior to any Greek philosophy. As he 
attacks Greek assertions of cultural supremacy, he presents a litany of inventions such as divination 
through dreams, foreknowledge through the stars, astronomy, magic, geometry, sculpture and bronze 
work that the Greeks usurped from other nations. He even strikes at the most basic level of culture, 
language, as he points out that the Greeks were not able to agree on a uniform way to speak. Dorian, 
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Christian doctrine with the yoke of novelty and to cloak themselves in the antique 
foundational documents of Tanakh, which they defined as “classics.”5 The entire 
drama occasioned the interesting development of two literatures, Tanakh and the 
Greek classics, poised against each other.6 
Christian writers and leaders successfully employed the plan to subordinate 
Greek literary culture. Calling upon Moses was no real invention, since certain 
Hellenistic Jews, notably Aristobulus, had similarly leaned upon the redoubtable 
teacher in order to reinterpret Greek culture. Eusebius relates in Praeparatio 
Evangelica 13.12 how Aristobulus established Mosaic thought as the essence of the 
systems of Pythagoras, Socrates and Plato. He describes their associations with Moses 
with “perieirgasmevnoi,” which conveys an idea of taking more than enough pains in 
an endeavor.7 Thus, these august Greek philosophers spared no effort in seeking 
Moses when they heard the voice of God and when they contemplated the 
arrangement of the universe. This understanding allowed Aristobulus to wrap Greek 
                                                                                                                                                                          
Attic, Aeolian and Ionian speech all differed from each other. Justin and Tatian also cited an earlier 
singular wisdom that existed among the barbarians, which they maintained Plato obtained only later.  
5 As a result, in one move Christian writers behaved in two highly questionable ways in the eyes of the 
culture at-large. First, they commandeered a literature to which they had no real title and second, they 
confronted the very core of Hellenistic culture. All of these variables were also part of the cultural 
context of Christianity’s quarrel with Jewish ideology. In any event, ecclesiastical scholars could not 
easily justify expropriating the texts of another people, not to mention the radically different exegesis 
that they produced.  
6 In the midst of this larger cultural clash, internal church controversies swirled about in the second 
century C. E. concerning the status and the interpretation of Tanakh among diverse groups. Each of 
them professed to possess true revelation. Another element in the stormy situation arose when 
Christianity ultimately became enculturated and the proponents of a text-based version of revealed 
truth became the primary spokesmen of orthodoxy. The still opaque second century C. E. definition of 
“orthodox” Christianity further complicated the picture. Various “Christian” groups existed that were 
either Jewish or Gentile, while others were comprised of an ethnic assortment of members. Although 
some of these factions maintained loose connections, others remained autonomous and rivalry and even 
hostility were not foreign among them. Attitudes about Scripture and how each group chose to utilize 
the text for its own aims were landmarks in this complex social intertext. They arose from the idea that 
culture derived from literature and any doctrine would be even more enhanced if it appeared in ancient 
writings. 
7 See Friedrich Adolph Heinichen, ed., Eusebius: Praeparationis Evangelicae (Lipsiae: Serigiana 
Libraria, 1842-1845) for the text in Greek. 
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culture in Jewish packaging and to reduce some of the most exalted names in Greek 
thought to men who merely rehearsed with great exertion the hallowed Mosaic 
ingenuity and discernment.  
The scriptural literary canon, composed of Tanakh and certain of their own 
writings that included, among other positions, a witness to the fulfillment of the 
utterances of the Prophets, stood as the cornerstone of the theological structure that 
Christianity began to erect.8 The volumes served to enculturate the faith in the world 
of late antiquity and to present the orthodox plank against the ideas of heretical 
groups. At the end of the second century C. E., Christianity started not only to 
establish a literary beachhead in the cultural battle, but also to substitute its works for 
pagan classics. In their struggle of a “third race” seeking to define an appropriate 
literary canon that would educate adherents concerning the truth and train them in the 
right way of life, the words of Tertullian in De Praescriptione Haereticorum 7 
highlight the distinction that ecclesiastical intellects desired to establish.9 As he 
inveighs against philosophy, the damaging heresies it generates and its farfetched 
conjectures, he asks, “what has Athens to do with Jerusalem?”10 
The way in which church theorists read Tanakh and the early compositions of 
their own community that later became canonical were also crucial components in the 
                                                           
8 The Church Fathers often appealed to prophecy in their attempts to argue that certain prophets had 
predicted the works and the arrival of Jesus. Justin found Tanakh as the ideal platform on which to base 
his theology because in his view, the fulfillment of the divine pronouncements and the forecasts 
themselves confirmed each other. He explains in Dialogue 2 that he had studied a number of 
philosophical systems, only to be left dissatisfied until a highly placed Platonist led him to where “the 
comtemplation of ideas furnished my mind with wings, so that in a little while I supposed that I had 
become wise.” In chapter 7, however, he talks of his discovery of the supremacy of the Prophets, who, 
as witnesses to the truth, spoke by means of the divine Spirit.    
9 See Roberts and Donaldson, 1978, 3:243-265 for the full text. 
10  After asking what relationship existed between the Academy and Christianity or between heretics 
and Christians, Tertullian allows that Christian instruction came from “the porch of Solomon.” When 
he notes that Solomon taught that one should seek God with simplicity of heart, he refers to The 
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Jewish/Christian debate. Since they looked upon the books that constituted their 
sacred writings as a unit, they naturally spoke in terms of the hypothesis or the intent 
of a particular work. They also founded their exegeses upon the elementary notion 
that the biblical text imparted an overarching christological message. Thus, Origen 
maintained that an analysis of each verse or any apparent textual problem should flow 
from the position that the Pentateuch, the Prophets, the Psalms and all other Scripture 
speak christologically.  
The concepts of the unity of Tanakh and of its having an underlying 
hypothesis arose as a counterbalance to those who would reject or erroneously 
interpret some of the community’s canon and assert that these sections did not 
originate from the same God. This philosophy prevented heretics from claiming that 
orthodox Christianity had misinterpreted the veiled object of Scripture. Origen even 
embraced the Jewish tradition that nothing in the text was superfluous and that 
inspired texts could be interpreted in the light of other inspired texts. However, one 
must not overlook the fact that when Christian leaders appropriated Tanakh, in the 
final analysis, they subordinated and demoted it somewhat. They took the biblical 
texts from their original environment to inform a new culture for a new community 
that not only received these writings differently, but also bestowed another kind of 
prestige upon them. The Word, written and read, was always pointing in a certain 
direction, to what Papius refers to, according to Eusebius in his Ecclesiastical History 
3.39.4, as “a living and surviving voice.”11 Young suggests that the process did not 
                                                                                                                                                                          
Wisdom of Solomon 1:1. His citation is just one example of how the Church Fathers not only relied on 
canonical Jewish literature, but on extra-canonical sources as well. 
11  Papius discusses his methodology for arriving at the truth in this section. He had purportedly heard 
the Apostle John speak, although he denies the claim. He relates that he did not rejoice in those who 
say much, but in those who teach the truth. Moreover, he allows that he did not find joy in those who 
recount the commandments of others, but in those who repeat the commandments of Jesus, and as a 
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actually place the more recent Christian documents on an equal sacred footing with 
the ancient Hebrew texts. Rather, the antique writings were relativized, although they 
retained the aura granted them by their age and their consecrated place in Jewish 
tradition. Nevertheless, within the understanding of the new faith they occupied a kind 
of secondary status. 
The words of Ignatius in Philadelphians 8 illustrate the balance. He discusses 
those who believed that unless the testimony to the Gospel appeared in the ancient 
records, they would not accept it.12 They met his assurances that it was indeed written 
with a retort that he would have to supply proof. In response, Ignatius defines his 
sacrosanct records and his hope for justification as Jesus and the basic elements of the 
Gospel. He does not refer in this passage to a written document, but to the teaching, 
the kerygma, that men had placed beside it. Jesus was the hypothesis of Scripture and 
the hermeneutical key that unlocked the mystery of Tanakh as verification of the faith 
at the same time that Jesus’ message relativized the text.13  
Consequently, the exegeses of ecclesiastical scholars generated a prophetic or 
an apostolic witness to Jesus, the Logos/Son. They arrived at their findings by means 
of an interesting process. Once they had availed themselves of Tanakh, they 
                                                                                                                                                                          
result, derive the truth itself. Consequently, Papius states that he listened to speakers and teachers who 
had been in the company of such presbyters as Andrew, Peter, Philip, Thomas, James, John and 
Matthew. He concludes that these voices provided even more effective information for him than the 
teaching he received from books. For the full text of Eusebius’ work see Christian Frederick Cruse, 
trans., The Ecclesiastical History of Eusebius Pamphilus (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1971) and Kirsopp 
Lake, trans., The Ecclesiastical History (London: William Heinemann Ltd., 1965). 
12 For the Greek texts of the letters of Ignatius see T. W. Crafer, ed., The Epistles of St. Ignatius (New 
York: The MacMillan Company, 1919). See Philadelphians, 47-50. For a helpful English translation 
see James A. Kleist, trans., The Epistles of St. Clement of Rome and St, Ignatius of Antioch (New York: 
Newman Press, 1946). See Philadelphians, 85-89. See also William R. Schoedel, Ignatius of Antioch: A 
Commentary on the Letters of Ignatius of Antioch, ed., Helmut Koester (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 
1985) and P. Camelot, ed., Ignace D’Antioche, Polycarpe De Smyrne: Lettres (Paris: Cerf, 1951). 
13  Since Christianity received Tanakh in this fashion, one can understand how Marcion rejected it and 
his questioning whether the text even testified of the same God. His stance, then, was a matter of 
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relativized this body of literature with John’s theological innovation of the Word 
made flesh. In addition, in a move that resembled rabbinic thought, Christians 
honored oral testimony with the written. The idea of the unity and inspiration of 
Scripture, however, added to the divine aura what the relativization might have 
stripped away. Church history is replete with rival readings, whether they were 
external Jewish understandings or internal heretical notions, which fostered debates 
that led to the need for an authorized text and an authorized reception. The 
controversies, in turn, yielded the various creeds and the orthodox definition of 
doctrine. Within these encounters, the message, the “letter” of the text and all of its 
seeming contradictions and problems, was examined with a strategy that did not 
simply seek out proof-texts, but with a plan that attempted to uncover its unitary 
intent.14  
In the end, Christianity’s cultural struggle, the use of literature as a weapon in 
the battle and Tanakh, with its latent christological hypothesis, were the forces that 
generated the late second century C. E. Christian documents and those of the later 
Church Fathers. The dynamic at play among these elements also provides a clearer 
understanding for the necessity to unify Jesus and the preexistent divine Logos 
cosmologically within their compositions. Their belief in Jesus as a messiah was the 
bedrock of a faith system that they were attempting to authenticate from the ancient 
Jewish Scriptures. The concrete combination of his preexistence and the antiquity of 
the prophetic pronouncements that they contended that he had fulfilled helped 
                                                                                                                                                                          
reception and appropriation and the concomitant exegetical process by which readers make the text 
their own. For additional insight on this important topic, see Young, 1997, 9-29. 
14  Christianity adopted public reading and teaching of the texts as the method for relaying the 
testimony of its basic tenets. Persistent repetition provided reception that ensured that believers would 
consistently hear doctrine in a meaningful way. 
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Christian rhetoricians to secure their grip on culture and to buttress the tenets of the 
faith. 
In addition to the importance of literature and the cultural situation, the 
deepening of christological thought in the second century C. E. is another vital factor 
for comprehending the cosmological packaging of the Logos/Son and the way in 
which church writers utilized Wisdom imagery. The period saw lively debate among 
Christians, Jews and pagans over the proclamation of Jesus. The increasing 
opportunities for spreading the message lay behind the Christian literature that authors 
produced both to defend the tenets of their belief system and to engage in discourse. 
In the course of time, the need to crystallize a doctrine of the Word became essential 
for the theology of the still inchoate faith. While John concerned himself with 
cosmology, his works and other writings, which later became canonical, displayed 
both the Logos/Son and the Spirit in their salvific roles. While a number of writers 
made early desultory attempts at unraveling the spiritual intricacies of the relationship 
between the Father and the Logos/Son, none really succeeded in harnessing the 
fluidity in order to present a correct formulation. Christian theologians did not 
complete the task satisfactorily until the fourth century C. E., but the operation of 
defining the theology of the Word began among the Apologists, and later with Origen 
and other scholars. 
The Apologists built their concept of the Word on the foundation of the 
contrast between the transcendent and invisible God and the Logos/Son, who is the 
agent of God’s activity in the world. While they certainly did not address the entirety 
of their message to a Hellenistic audience, Justin’s Dialogue is but one example of the 
desire to speak on the same plane as the philosophers with whom they were often 
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interacting. Due to the socio-cultural atmosphere in which they wrote, Christian 
spokesmen chose to punctuate their works with cosmology rather than soteriology. 
However, even though they viewed contemporary philosophies as a form of primitive 
revelation, the Apologists and their successors were constructing a new Christian 
understanding of the universe (Daniévlou, 1973: 346). The system granted the 
Logos/Son a cosmological function as the creator and the organizer of the universe 
that reached its apex in Justin’s even including it as an element in the title “Cristov",” 
“Christ.”15   
Individual authors constructed their treatises from the lively oral tradition that 
was still a part of their inheritance, as was mentioned above. Oral tradition and 
Tanakh comprised the essential building blocks of the message that they presented to 
the world. These devices, however, were not the only weapons in their arsenal. The 
church also began to develop creeds, each with its own significance, as didactic tools. 
These doctrinal manifestos and formulated tradition worked in tandem with the 
revelation that was completed in the Logos/Son. In the early Christian period, the 
depth of development was modest. This lack of sophistication yielded a uniformity in 
teaching and preaching designed to overcome what A. Grillmeier terms “the deficient 
theological education” of the majority of the new faith’s most visible proponents and 
to ward off heresy (Grillmeier, 1975: 35). Nonetheless, the pronouncements, though 
                                                           
15 Henry Chadwick posits that the idea that John was the originator of what later became the more 
developed Logos theology should be resisted. Thus, he holds that Johannine thought had little if any 
impact on Justin, although Justin was likely familiar with the fourth gospel. Chadwick also remarks 
that the claim that John’s work was an apologia for the non-Jewish world is without real merit. See 
Henry Chadwick, Early Christian Thought and the Classical Tradition (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1984), 4. Geza Vermes presents another view, which might be the more prevalent belief. As he 
contrasts the teachings of Jesus and the tapestry woven by the Synoptists in Matthew, Mark and Luke 
with the main sources of Christian faith, he defines the traditions as the centuries of speculation by 
ecclesiastical spokesmen on John’s concept of the eternal Word in a person and Paul’s focus on Jesus’ 
death, atonement and resurrection. For Vermes, John supplied the raw material that ultimately built 
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less than elaborate, formed the core of the tradition about Jesus, and along with belief 
in the Godhead and the humanity of the Logos/Son, they offer a window through 
which to view the evolution of ecclesiastical thought. 
While the impetus to devise a regula fidei that would impart an understanding 
of the mystery of the preexistent Logos who became flesh derived from within, the 
dialogues between Christian ideologists and the dominant pagan world and its 
philosophy were also a decisive factor in the development. This encounter cultivated 
the desire to shape an erudite theology that would be capable of coping with the sea of 
paganism and with Gnosticism. Judaism presented other problems, especially 
regarding the question discussed in chapter 1 as to which group comprised the “true 
Israel.” The first stage in formulating the foundational statements called for a 
clarification of the relationship between the Father and the Logos/Son and an attempt 
to disentangle its inherent theological mysteries. Since the concept of the Logos was 
part of the very pagan philosophy that Christian spokesmen were striving to counter, 
their dilemma expanded. Several heresies sprouted from this daunting task, as well as 
what were to become orthodox christological ideas, primarily the static-ontological 
awareness of the Logos/Son as God and man. 
Although these early rhetoricians did not display the intellectual acuity of their 
later colleagues, they began the transition that led to the Patristic Age. They expressed 
their christology with familiar imagery and terminology, much of it gleaned from 
Tanakh. Their apologetics engendered a wide array of thought at the same time that 
they fostered the move from economic to ontological christology and the dual nature 
of Jesus. Thus, the Apologists cultivated the initial stages of a christocentric salvation 
                                                                                                                                                                          
Christian Logos thinking. See Geza Vermes, The Religion of Jesus the Jew (Minneapolis: Fortress 
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history, and they became the pioneers in wrestling with the problems that John’s 
doctrine of the eternally preexistent Word made flesh created. An examination of the 
works of three prominent writers who emerged from the embryonic attempt in the 
second century C. E. to communicate an acceptably intellectual theology to the world 
at-large offers more insight into how they confronted some particularly puzzling 
questions, and how they employed Wisdom imagery in connection with the 
Logos/Son. While differences naturally existed in the interpretations of Ignatius of 
Antioch, Justin and Irenaeus, they articulated the same basic faith. 
 
Ignatius of Antioch 
Ignatius, the bishop of Antioch, was one of John’s students, according to 
tradition. Therefore, his extant letters exhibit a christology that is unsurprisingly 
reminiscent of his mentor’s thought. The Logos motif, however, is relatively 
insignificant, as it appears on three occasions in his compositions. He applies the idea 
to Jesus only in Magnesians 8. He maintains in this passage that the Prophets were 
persecuted because they were inspired to convince unbelievers that God is one, and 
that He revealed Himself through Jesus, His Word, “lovgo",” who emerges from 
silence.16 Ignatius also links God and Jesus in this section in much the same manner 
                                                                                                                                                                          
Press, 1993), 210. 
16  Some scholars suggest a possible influence of Valentinian Gnosticism on Ignatius because of his use 
of the connection of the Logos and silence. However, Cyril C. Richardson points out that their reliance 
on the Gnostic work, The Gospel of Truth, as the basis for the claim is not totally convincing. George 
W. MacRae describes this composition simply as a Christian Gnostic tractate with affinities to 
Valentinian thinking. See George W. MacRae, trans., “The Gospel of Truth,” in The Nag Hammadi 
Library in English, ed., James M. Robinson (San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1977), 37. While later 
documents from the Nag Hammadi library contain the combination of these two concepts, Richardson 
suggests that it belongs to a more developed stage of Gnostic doctrine. One cannot say that Ignatius’ 
works are bereft of Gnostic terminology and/or ideas, but he was not a Gnostic. In fact, Richardson 
adds poignantly that since The Gospel of Truth was written approximately thirty years after Ignatius 
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that John associated them in his portrayal of the Logos as the revealer of God when he 
writes, “o@ti ei%" qeov" e*stin o& fanerwvsa" e&autoVn diaV  *Ihsou' Cristou',” “that 
there is one God, who revealed Himself through Jesus Christ.” In Ephesians 19, he 
addresses the concept of “saVrx e**gevneto” as he considers God’s having revealed 
Himself as a man. William R. Schoedel concludes that the evidence shows that the 
bishop was likely more interested in the Logos’ revelatory character than the Logos’ 
involvement in creation (Schoedel, 1985: 121-122). Since Ignatius employs the theme 
of silence in the opening of chapter 19 of his letter to the Ephesians, one can safely 
interpret it from this perspective.17 His Jesus demolished the silence with a dramatic 
appearance that demystified the secrets of God. The Logos is the spoken Word and 
Jesus, as the Logos/Son, uncovers the inscrutability of God that is always beyond 
human comprehension. Therefore, in this area Ignatius understands the Logos just as 
John had portrayed him, as God’s self-revelation, “ 'דבר ה .”  
Since he pays particular attention to the incarnation, which emphasizes the 
Son aspect of the Logos/Son concept, Ignatius attributes the preexistent activity of the 
Logos to the Son (Pollard, 1970: 31).18 Although the incarnate Logos shattered the 
previously unbridgeable incomprehensibility that existed between God and man, 
Ignatius in no way attempts to characterize the Logos’ entrance into history as God’s 
first discourse with humanity. He suggests in Philadelphians 5 and in Magnesians 8 
that God’s grace inspired the Prophets’ messages, and in line with other church 
                                                                                                                                                                          
was active, the parallels might flow in the opposite direction. See Cyril C. Richardson, Early Christian 
Fathers (New York: MacMillan Publishing Co., 1970), 78. 
17  Clement of Alexandria speaks in similar tones in Protrepticos 1.10.1 as he describes one of the 
functions of the Word as “unraveling the mystic silence of the prophetic enigmas.” See Claude 
Mondevsert, ed., Cle vment D’Alexandrie: Le Protreptique (Paris: Cerf, 1949) for the text in Greek. 
18 When Ignatius accentuates the unity of the Father and the Son, he often reflects a monotheism that 
borders on modalism. This concept suggests that God is one and that Jesus, though divine, was only 
one of the three modes by which God manifested Himself. 
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thinkers, he maintains that those heralds anticipated the Gospel in their preaching. He 
bases this view on the idea that the heavenly inspiration that guided them generated 
the persecution that they suffered.19 
Ignatius distinguishes between the Father and the Son in some of his works, 
although he makes no effort to resolve the enigma surrounding their complicated 
relationship. Even though the divinity of Jesus was a necessary element of Ignatius’ 
faith in the incarnation, his doctrine, expressed laconically in Ephesians 7, “e*n sarkiV 
genovmeno" qeov",” “come in the flesh, God,” requires Jesus to be fully human as well. 
He strengthens the reality of the Logos’ humanity, a necessity that likely arose from 
his struggle with the Docetists, with his repeated use of the “a*lhqw'",” “truly, 
actually, in reality.”20 The word removes any notion that the body of Jesus was a 
phantasm.21 The matter was decisive because had the Logos not been human for a 
time, the notion of an incarnation would have been void, and the message of 
Christianity would have been empty. 
 Since Ignatius’ Logos concept occupied a secondary position to the Son, his 
Logos was the preexistent Son of God who appeared as a man. His concern with both 
ideas illustrates his reliance on John, but Ignatius did little in the way of resolving the 
riddles of the Father/Son relationship and/or the divine/human connection in Jesus. 
However, the works of this early writer are still among those that paved the way for 
later, more sophisticated developments.  
                                                           
19  Ignatius might have arrived at this conclusion because of a certain kinship that he felt with the 
Prophets. He wrote his letters as a troop of Roman soldiers led him to what tradition relates was a 
martyr’s death, suffered as he was thrown to wild beasts during a period of intense Roman persecution 
of Christians. 
20  See, for example, Trallians 9 and Smyrnaeans 1-2. 
21  This idea is expressed by “dokei'n,” which in this context means “seems to be.” The word is the 




The works of Justin and the other Apologists played a significant role in 
devising a theology of the Word. Though Justin was a gentile, he was born in the 
Land of Israel in the early second century C. E. After an earlier lengthy journey into 
philosophical studies, his conversion to Christianity fathered a definition of his new 
beliefs as the “true philosophy.” As he and his colleagues grappled with the thought 
of divine activity in the world, they concentrated initially on cosmology. Since they 
regarded the philosophies of the day as a kind of crude revelation, the discourse was 
often less polemical than their dialogues with other groups. The innovative Christian 
system of the universe, however, was still anti-pagan even though church thinkers 
tried to dress it as much as possible in acceptable philosophical terminology. They 
linked the speculations that they based on their foundational Genesis exegesis to the 
Logos/Son as they contemplated God’s relation to the world. 
Before examining Justin’s works in detail, an overall view of the tone that 
prevailed in the compositions of his day will be beneficial. This survey requires 
reference not only to Justin, but also to the theological concepts of his coreligionists, 
Tatian, Athenagoras and Theophilus. Justin’s two Apologies betray a connection 
between the activity of the Son in cosmology and some prominent theses in 
Hellenistic thought. When he uses “lovgo"” cosmologically, he sets the Logos in 
relation to the universe. With his selection of “duvnami"” as a designation for the Son 
of God, he calls him both Logos and power in I Apology 23 and 33 and in Dialogue 
                                                                                                                                                                          
basing their theology on the Hellenistic concept that matter is evil, they denied the possibility that 
divinity could take on a body of such corrupt material. 
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105.22 The word, which shares affinities with the Middle Platonist notion of word and 
spirit, portrays God’s working power in the Son. Justin also compares the Son to 
Plato’s concept that orders the universe, the world soul.23  
This characterization impelled Justin to attach the Son’s cosmological role to 
the title, “Cristov".” The Logos/Son was the instrument of the creation and the 
ordering of the universe as a result of his anointing, “cristov",” and God’s having 
begotten him before all other creatures (II Apology 6). The same connection between 
creation and anointing also arises in Ad Autolycum I.12 as Theophilus maintains that 
all of creation is in some sense anointed by light and spirit.24 He chose “crivetai,” 
from the same family of words as “cristov",” to effect the proper image in his 
readers’ minds. 
The Son’s function in cosmology is not limited to Justinian thought. 
Athenagoras notes in Supplicatio Pro Christianis 10 that God created the universe 
through His Word, which also orders and holds it together.25 He portrays the Son as 
the Word in idea and actuality, “e*n i*deva/ kaiV e*nergeiva/,” by whom and through 
whom God fashioned the world. Moreover, he posits that the Son came forth to give 
form and substance to all material entities, whose natures are formless and inert. His 
attachment of the concept of “i*deva” to the Son was progressive, as it recalls the 
definition of an eternal model of thought that exists in nature. Athenagoras opts for 
                                                           
22 For Justin’s Apologies, see Roberts and Donaldson, 1989, 1:163-193. 
23 As one can understand more clearly in light of the literary and cultural battle that raged at the time, 
Justin attributes the original thinking in this area to Moses. In any event, Justin’s Jesus, and not Torah, 
was the creator and organizer of the world. 
24 See note 18 in chapter 1. 
25 For the full Greek text, see F. A. March, ed., Athenagoras (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1876), 9-
52. 
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this notion in order to convey the content of divine thought as it relates to the tangible 
universe and not just to the world of immateriality. 
Tatian contributed to the development of the theology of the Son of God as 
well. He proposes in Oratio ad Graecos 5 that God was in the beginning with the 
loaded phrase, “e*n a*rch/',” and that the tradition passed on teaches that this beginning 
was a power of the Logos, “lovgou duvnamin.”26 As he advances his Genesis exegesis, 
Tatian explains that the Lord of the universe was alone before creation, but in relation 
to all power and the basis for anything that was visible and/or invisible, the world, 
even then, was present with Him by the power of the Logos, “diaV logikh'" 
dunavmew".” The Word himself also existed at that time in God. Tatian’s thought 
resembles Athenagoras’ concept of “i*deva” as he supposes a creation that always 
rested potentially in God. Furthermore, his choice of “logikhv,” “speech,” to describe 
the divine power behind the universe places the Logos in the realm of cosmology. 
These texts demonstrate that God possessed a power within Him that 
potentially contained the whole creation. Thus, in an analysis of Justin’s remarks in I 
Apology 33, that the Spirit and the power of God are nothing other than the Word, 
Jean Daniélou opines, “It is plain that here ‘spirit’ like ‘power’ expresses the divine 
nature itself in its creative efficacy” (Daniélou, 1973: 350). Justin and Tatian refer to 
it as “duvnami" lovgou” or “duvnami" logikhv,” while Athenagoras expresses the notion 
with “i*deva” and “e*nergeiva.” 
The Apologists, however, still departed often from Hellenistic thought despite 
the familiar philosophical terminology and ideas that flavored their ideology. Even 
                                                           
26 For a valuable Greek and English text, see Molly Whittaker, ed., Tatian: Oratio Ad Graecos and 
Fragments (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1982). See also Edvardus Schwartz, ed., Tatiani: Oratio Ad 
Graecos (Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs’sche Buchhandlung, 1888). 
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though “lovgo",” “duvnami"” and “pneu'ma,” “spirit,” are terms that they could have 
utilized to describe the divine nature, and, therefore, the Father, they employed them 
in their discussions of the Son in order to portray him as divine. They conferred the 
cosmological attributes of God upon the Son from Scripture (Justin even attributes 
God’s interventions into human history to the Son) and from the philosophical realm. 
Thus, although the uniqueness of their doctrine lay in the assertion that the Son exists 
distinctly from the Father, the begotten became identical with the Creator God. The 
words that they selected in the texts cited to depict the divine nature created another 
image with adjectives and not substantives. When the Apologists took words that 
related to the Father and applied them to the Son, they placed him in the same 
heavenly genus. Therefore, he was not a creative characteristic of God, nor was he the 
world soul of the Middle Platonists created by God to order the universe. Instead, 
Justin and his colleagues forged a different character when they attached these two 
elements to the Logos/Son to create a divine being (ibid., 351-352). 
A trace of modalism inescapably surfaced even though these writers 
distinguished between the Father and the Son. Since the latter was simply one of the 
modes by which the Father expressed Himself to men, in a certain regard the Word 
did not always exist separately from the Father. However, they even sought to cloak 
this idea in the cosmological connotations of “duvnami".” When God begot the Son, 
the “logikhV duvnami",” He generated an existing entity, but with the ultimate 
objective of creating the universe. Justin’s creation and “Cristov"” connection fit 
within this framework because, according to this thinking, God brought forth the 
Word to co-exist with Him with a view toward creation. 
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These interpretations led to the notion that “h& duvnami" qeou',” “the power of 
God,” occurred in two stages. First, it was the impersonal power in the divine nature, 
and second, it was the Son of God, generated for the work of bringing the world into 
being. Tatian expresses the concept in Oratio ad Graecos 5, “qelhvmati deV th'" 
a&plovthto" au*tou' prophda/' lovgo",” “by a simple act of His will the Logos sprang 
forth.” In his Seventh Oration, he maintains that the celestial Word was made spirit 
from the Spirit and word from the power of the Word. Tatian illustrates the two states 
with “logikh'" dunavmew",” “power within the Father,” and with “lovgo",” that moves 
outside with its own substantiality. However, the divine being was unified before 
these subsequent moves.  
Theophilus articulates the thought concisely in Ad Autolycum II.22, “e*n 
prwvtoi" movno" h^n o& qeoV" kaiV e*n au*tw/' o& lovgo",” “originally God was alone and 
the Logos was in Him.”27 He speaks with this imagery in a creation context in II.10. 
He relates that when God desired to forge the world, He generated His own Logos, 
who was innate within Him, used him as a servant in what He formed and fashioned 
everything through him. Theophilus’ following comments are instructive as well. He 
allows that the Logos, whom he calls the Spirit of God from Genesis 1:2, was the 
beginning, the wisdom and the power of the Most High, who came to the Prophets 
and spoke to them about creation. He informed them because only Wisdom in God 
and His Logos were the eyewitnesses to creation. Theophilus, as was the wont of a 
                                                           
27  Theophilus also discusses in this text how God, who cannot be confined to a particular place, could 
have walked in the Garden of Eden as the writer of Genesis reports. He determines that God’s Logos, 
through whom He made everything, and who is His power and wisdom, took on the role of the Father 
in order to be present in Eden and to converse with Adam. It was, then, the voice of the Logos that 
Adam heard. Theophilus’ ploy here, and he is not alone among Christian authors in using it, shows that 
when God wishes, He sends the Logos as a messenger to a place in which men will see and hear him. 
Athenagoras delivers a similar message with his abovementioned idea of the Son’s coming forth from 
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number of church intellects, applies Proverbs 8, in this case verses 27-29, to support 
his contention. 
He posits in Ad Autolycum II.22 that the Word of God is the Son, but he 
cautions that this being, who was always innate, “e*ndiavqento",” in the heart of God, 
was not born from a human sexual union. In addition, the Logos was preexistent with 
God as the divine counselor because he is God’s mind and thought. When the 
climactic moment arrived for God to give form to what He wished to create, He 
generated the Logos external to Himself, “proforikov",” to carry out the plan. 
Furthermore, Theophilus allows that God did not deprive Himself of the Logos 
because He continually conversed with him after He brought him forth. Theophilus’ 
usage of “e*ndiavqento"” and “proforikov"” are helpful in order to interpret these 
two nuances of “lovgo",” the interior thought and the spoken word.28 Theophilus puts 
forward a Logos with two states. His character was preexistent and eternal with God, 
as part of God, as His thought and counsel. However, since he was begotten, he 
possessed his own identity before the creation of the universe.29  
This literary overview provides a look into the general theological atmosphere 
that prevailed when Justin wrote. In I Apology 31-53, he presents the divine Jesus to 
unbelievers from the prophecies of Tanakh. In his Dialogue, he removes any 
                                                                                                                                                                          
God to supply form and actuality to formless nature. In this case, God also has the Logos, who works 
to do His will, within Himself. 
28 Daniélou remarks that though such terminology was usually associated with the Stoics, since Philo 
and other pre-Christian writers used these expressions without any application to the divine Logos, the 
ideas point to a general language of the philosophical schools. Therefore, Christian theologians 
reshaped the concepts to define their specific theology of the Word. See Daniélou, 1973, 353-354. 
29 In Ad Autolycum II.22, Theophilus associates the scriptural theophanies with God’s Logos 
proclamations. He welds them together based upon his belief that while God is uncontainable, the 
Word can operate in restricted boundaries. Certain assumptions are inherent in Theophilus’ contrast. 
First, God is incommunicable and communicable, and although He is unlike His creation, He is the 
power that produced the world and sustains it. Second, the Son is the embodiment of the communicable 
facet. Herein lies the foundation for the differentiation between the hidden and the manifested God and 
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appearance of contradiction to monotheism that might have arisen from worshiping 
Jesus. As one of the first exegetes to expound upon the biblical text from a belief in 
Jesus, he founds his christological claims on new types in the Book of Genesis that 
allude to a proclamation of Jesus and his suffering. Justin’s interpretation of 
christology as “lovgo" novmo"” demonstrates the practice of using well-known 
concepts from philosophy to display Christianity as the “true philosophy.” While he 
used the works of other Gospel writers, he identifies the Word made flesh with the 
preexistent Logos, who was also the mediator of creation and revelation, in a fashion 
similar to John’s ideas (Grillmeier, 1975: 90). Yet, he stresses the historicity of the 
man, Jesus, invoking the historical data of his death at the hands of the Roman 
procurator, Pilate, during the reign of Tiberius Caesar, in Dialogue 30. He mentions in 
I Apology 35 that The Acts of Pontius Pilate, the regular accounts of the governor’s 
activities that Pilate sent to his superiors in Rome, testified to the event. 
Justin’s theory of history produces an earthly Jesus as the last in a series of 
occurrences during which the Logos appeared among humanity to unveil God’s will. 
He reviews the actions of the Logos/Son at the time of the Exodus from Egypt and 
how the character subsequently led Israel in the desert in Dialogue 75. His picture of 
history is compact, with a beginning, a purpose and an end, with the Logos as the 
source of revelation and as an ever-present mediator. From a foundation of Psalm 1:2 
and Isaiah 2:3, he also characterizes the entrance of the Logos into the world as the 
fulfillment of his task as “o& novmo".” The Logos brought order to a previously chaotic 
situation in this capacity and now he has broken the chains of the power that demons 
had exerted as they subdued their helpless victims (I Apology 14). As Justin firmly 
                                                                                                                                                                          
the distinction between the Father and the Son. The separation, however, does not lessen the unity or 
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anchors this aspect in the realm of Christianity, he wraps the Greek concepts of 
“lovgo"” and “novmo"” in his own historical theological exposition. 
His choice of “oi*konomiva” conveys the notion of God’s designs in history. 
Though other authors selected it previously for other purposes, Justin widens the 
scope into a synonym for the plan of salvation by lacing it theologically to the extent 
that the word no longer merely denotes the events in Jesus’ life as historical 
occasions. The innovation adds the idea of the unfolding of redemption by God’s 
wisdom (Daniélou, 1973: 159). The term also contains all the mysteries of Jesus, 
including the two most cryptic conundrums, the virgin birth, mentioned in Dialogue 
120, and the crucifixion, which Justin considers in Dialogue 30. While he maintains 
that the earthly existence of Jesus was the most salient aspect of God’s designs, he 
writes in Dialogue 67 that the significance of the incidents in Jesus’ life eclipsed the 
mundane because they were part and parcel of the evolution of a divine will not 
readily apparent to man. Although he uses “oi*konomiva” in this fashion, Justin also 
employs it in an interesting manner when he ponders episodes in Tanakh that were 
part of God’s grand scheme. These incidents, shadows of what Jesus ultimately 
achieved, integrate the typology that they express into the unity of God’s plan. In the 
end, Justin bestows two nuances on “oi*konomiva” in his works. It signifies the 
mysteries of Jesus, which comprise God’s ultimate design and the affairs chronicled 
in the biblical text insofar as they foreshadow that plan. 
Justin’s concept of the divine program broadened his theology of the 
Logos/Word because the Father and the Logos/Son are always partners in bringing it 
to fruition. He expresses the connection in Dialogue 61 when he suggests that the Son 
                                                                                                                                                                          
their divine natures. 
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performs the purpose of the Father and that he was born of the will of the Father. 
Justin offers Proverbs 8:22-31 in this passage as the grounds for portraying Jesus as 
the divine being with God before the world came into being and as God’s cohort in 
performing the creative work. Justin’s Logos, who is called by the Holy Spirit by 
various names, including the glory of the Lord, now the Son, again Wisdom, again an 
Angel, then God, then Lord and Logos, is a rational power proceeding from God. He 
illustrates the close and essential relationship between God and the Logos/Son with 
his contention that when a man speaks a word, he begets it. Yet, the speaking does not 
sever the bond, and since the word remains in the man even after he has uttered it, his 
power to speak is not diminished. The same idea obtains in the case of one fire that 
kindles another. The first does not lose its essence as fire even after it merges with the 
second. Therefore, Justin asserts that this Word of Wisdom, who is the begotten of the 
Father, and the Word, the Wisdom, the power and the glory of the begotten, testifies 
of himself through the words of Proverbs 8. 
Justin associates the will of God with Tanakh as well. In his consideration of 
the ancient prophecies in light of Jesus’ life, he interprets events as the 
communication of the Father’s will. The congruity between prophecy and concrete 
historical incident proves that the incarnation was not mere folly, but a revelation of 
God’s grand plan. Justin’s reliance on prophecy, therefore, buttresses his argument 
that what occurred in the earthly days of Jesus was the verbalization of God’s 
intentions. However, since the Logos performs God’s mission, Justin attaches another 
dimension, the “sending” of the Word, to the notion of “begetting.” His use of 
“a!ggelo"” and “a*povstolo"” in I Apology 63, both of which denote “sending,” 
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communicate this concept.30 While the idea of “a!ggelo"” possesses a partial 
Hellenistic background, Justin’s thought rests firmly in Tanakh. He maintains in 
Dialogue 76 that when the Septuagint translator called the Messiah “Megavlh" 
Boulh'" a!ggelo",” “the messenger of great counsel,” in his rendering of Isaiah 9:6, 
the words indicate that Jesus would be a teacher of divine truths. Moreover, as Justin 
explains in I Apology 63, the duties as a messenger included the theophanies of God, 
which were simply the materializing of the Word. The Word also assumed a variety 
of forms, including fire and angels. In this most recent display, however, he emerged 
according to the will of God after becoming a man. 
Justin’s heilsgeschichte is an intricate arrangement that began to unfold even 
before creation. The master plan articulates God’s purposes, which He executed under 
the auspices of the Son. The incarnation was the devnouement to Justin, but it was only 
the climax of heavenly intervention, because whenever God acted previously in 
human affairs, He chose the Word as His vehicle. This element of Justin’s thinking 
represents an advancement of John’s propositions. 
In contrast to his reliance on Tanakh and early Christian writings, certain 
vocabulary, such as “spevrma tou' Lovgou,” “seed of the Logos,” and “spermatikoV" 
Lovgo",” “generative, active principle,” which he borrowed from the Stoics, could 
attest to philosophical influences from Justin’s background. On closer inspection, 
what might appear to be philosophical leanings actually provide additional insight 
into his concept of the person of the Logos. These tendencies furnished him with 
more material to develop and to fortify the initial foundations of the Logos theology 
                                                           
30  The basic meaning of “a!ggelo"” is “messenger,” although it is often translated “angel.” Daniélou 
suggests that the messenger nuance is privileged in Justin because he applies it indiscriminately to the 
Word, to angels and to men. See Daniélou, 1973, 161. 
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and christology. The first phrase represents the participation of the Logos in the 
human spirit. The “spevrmata” are the means by which the Logos implants 
knowledge, although it is of a lower degree, in human reason. The incarnate Logos 
must finish the task of fulfilling knowledge in men because apart from him, the 
inferior comprehension of humans only permits him to be partially present. Since the 
Logos is the source of even fragmentary understanding of the truth in all men, he 
embodies the subject and the essence of this knowledge. Justin points out in II 
Apology 8 that men who at least lived ethically, like the philosopher, Heraclitus, 
achieved their success, though it was incomplete, by living in accordance with the 
divine Logos.  
Based upon this premise, both the philosophers and Christians had access to 
the Logos, although the former group did not partake of him fully. Justin surmises in I 
Apology 59 and 60 that the ancient philosophers gleaned their revelation from Moses 
and the Prophets in Tanakh. However, their knowledge was limited because they 
lacked full understanding of the Logos, Jesus. Furthermore, he asserts that while all 
men possess the divine seed, even though it is unfinished, a Christian receives total 
access because God has graced him with the whole, personal Logos.  
Justin summarizes his theology and christology in II Apology 10 when he 
intones, “diaV toV logikoVn toV o@lon toVn fanevnta di * h&ma'" Cristovn gegonevnai kaiV 
sw'ma kaiV lovgon kaiV yuchvn,” “that the Christ who has appeared for us men 
represents the Logos principle in its totality, that is both body and Logos and soul.” 
Grillmeier, citing C. Andresen, interprets “toV logikoVn toV o@lon,” as “the whole 
Logos principle,” who is now Jesus (Grillmeier 1975: 93). Thus, Jesus and the Logos 
form a cosmological principle that is analogous to Plato’s world soul, the principle 
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that ordered the world at creation and sustains it thereafter. Plato’s Logos also 
contains a rational element known as Nous, Logos or even “h& logikhv.” Jesus, as the 
Logos in Justin’s works, assumes the role of this cosmological principle, and he takes 
his place on the stage of human history as body, reason and soul. The connection is 
meaningful because as Grillmeier remarks, this division is simply the reality of the 
Logos as a man in history (ibid., 93-94). 
Justin’s concepts moved the Hellenistic Logos doctrine beyond any 
contemporary teaching because he transferred the cosmological into his christocentric 
historical-theological approach. The difficulty in linking Hellenistic cosmology and 
the Christian theology of history probably prevented him from constructing a 
completely clear set of ideas. In the end, however, Justin fit Jesus into the 
environment of prophecy and fulfillment in Tanakh as he simultaneously blended the 
Greek world and the history of its thought into his understanding of Christianity by 
making them prefaces to Christianity. He made important contributions to church 
ideology because he supplied the embryo for further development of the Logos 
theology and christology. 
 
Irenaeus  
 Irenaeus, whom Robert Grant calls the most important Christian 
controversialist and theologian between the days of the original disciples and Origen, 
studied under Polycarp. The connection is vital because, according to tradition, 
Polycarp received his teaching from the apostles and met people who had actually 
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seen Jesus.31 Irenaeus ultimately rose to the office of the bishop of Lyons in the late 
second century C. E. While he wrote on several topics, he contributed most 
significantly in the area of the Word as revealer. To Irenaeus, just as the Son 
functioned as God’s instrument in shaping and sustaining the world, he also displayed 
the Father before the eyes of men. However, the Father and the Son are equally 
invisible because of their identical transcendence. In his seminal work, Adversus 
Haereses, he relates in 4.20.5 that although love overcomes God’s inaccessibility to 
human faculties, the Son is the source of revelation.32 
 Irenaeus defines man’s chief problem as a desire for a vision of God. He 
teaches that men cannot live without the gift of life, but they obtain it only by sharing 
in God, which is to see God and to enjoy His goodness. Prophecy undergirds the 
thought in 4.20.5-6 that the Prophets indicated in the past that men would see God, 
although Irenaeus limits this discernment to grasping the reality of God’s love and 
kindness.33 Thus, God unveils Himself prophetically, through the Spirit and 
adoptively, through the Son. The process leads each man who acquires understanding 
to the incorruptibility of eternal life, because when he sees God, he receives 
revitalizing divine glory. Irenaeus further explains that the incomprehensible God 
grants the insight in order to bestow eternal life upon men. In 4.20.6, he reminds his 
audience that the Son, as the Word, is the central element in this divine 
communication. 
                                                           
31 See Robert M. Grant, Irenaeus of Lyons (London: Routledge, 1997), 1. 
32 See Roberts and Donaldson, 1989, 1:315-567 . 
33  Irenaeus bases this stipulation on Exodus 33:20, which sentences the man who would actually see 
God to death. His reference in section 5 is a striking example of an early Christian author who was 
already adept at employing Tanakh for his purposes. He calls upon prophecy in general and a specific 
verse from the text in particular to support his argument. In section 6, as additional proof that men 
would see God, he cites Deuteronomy 5:21, and to give the quotation added force, he writes, “as also 
Moses says.” Irenaeus buttresses his assertion with a reference to Hosea 12:11 here as well. 
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Irenaeus, however, diverges from Justin’s idea that the visible Son proclaims 
the invisible Father. He posits that although both are beyond the human orbit, they are 
accessible if they wish to reveal themselves.34 His view of the division of the roles in 
the Father/Son relationship echoes the Johannine thought that the Son is the vehicle of 
the manifestation and the revelation of the Father (Daniélou, 1973: 359). The idea 
expressed in Adversus Haereses 4.20.6-7 that the Word displays the one God and 
Father, who contains everything and gives life, which compensates for the fact that 
God is invisible and ineffable due to His nature, summarizes Irenaeus’ perception of 
the issue. 
Several lines earlier in 4.20.4, Irenaeus relates that God, by his Word and 
wisdom, created and arranged the universe. In section 7, he touches upon preexistence 
with his opinion that the Son declares the Father from the beginning, since the Son 
was with the Father eternally. Moreover, in his capacity as mediator, the Son 
dispenses the Father’s grace to benefit man, thereby showing God to men and men to 
God. This facet of the Son’s character preserves the invisibility of the Father, which 
always attracts men to spiritual advancement. Irenaeus concludes the discourse with 
an exposition of the man/God relationship, in which he calls the glory of God the 
living man and the life of man the vision of God. He employs a technique similar to 
the rabbinic “ ומרחקל ו ” as he declares that if the manifestation of God in creation 
gives life to all, then the manifestation of the Father through the Word grants life to 
those who see God even more. Irenaeus’ ideology contains the entire spectrum of 
Christian thought. Jesus was with God from the beginning as the instrument of 
                                                           
34  See Adversus Haereses 4.20.5, in which Irenaeus posits that man, in his own power, is unable to see 
God. However, men receive a glimpse of the eternal splendor when God wills such revelation. 
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creation, and he was the mediator of the relationship between God and man, the 
source of revelation and the life giver.  
 God, however, does not award access carte blanche to man. Two reasons 
support the notion that the Word willingly reveals Him, although he still jealously 
guards God’s invisibility. First, the gracious, yet limited accessibility safeguards the 
transcendence, the mysterium tremendum, of God because He reserves the position of 
master for Himself. Consequently, man is ever the student regarding questions of both 
creation and Scripture. These ground rules are even eternal in Irenaeus’ mind, since 
he posits in Adversus Haereses 2.28.3 that certain spiritual enigmas must remain 
within the domain of God. Therefore, He will forever have knowledge to disseminate 
and, man will always be striving to learn from his master. 
The second reason relates to the first. Man always needs a goal toward which 
to advance. Such striving preserves the foundation of grace in the divine/human 
relationship and in the positions of the Father, who dispenses His benevolence, and 
the man who is the recipient. Apart from this definitive arrangement, man would rise 
to a level of self-reliance, which would upset the spiritual balance and the 
disbursement of blessings. Daniélou asserts that these designated stations place man, a 
creature of becoming (God is a creature of being) on a path of continual progress, 
which is an essential element in his nature (ibid., 360).35  
The Word is the primary character in the operation because of his revelatory 
responsibility. Irenaeus considers the manifestation of the Son as the knowledge of 
the Father, because the Word brings forth everything. He relates in Adversus Haereses 
4.6.3 that since the Father wishes mankind to know Him, the Word fulfills the desire 
                                                           
35  See Irenaeus’ ideas on this issue in Adversus Haereses 4.11.2. 
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in whomever God wishes to enlighten. Therefore, while the Father is invisible, the 
Son in his mission as the revealer became visible and tangible. In addition, the 
disclosure is timeless and not restricted to the days when the Word visited the earth. 
Moreover, since the Word is preexistent and present at every point in time, Irenaeus 
suggests that the Word unveiled the Father from the beginning.36  
The Word/man dominates Irenaeus’ concept of redemption as he explains 
deliverance as the recapitulation of all existence in the Logos. He allows that God’s 
divine purposes are understandable both in creation and in redemption throughout the 
entire history of salvation. Therefore, the Word, whom God employed to create, also 
became incarnate in history in order to recover God’s creation as the devnouement in 
the salvation history drama. Irenaeus’ incarnation moves in two directions in that God 
draws near to man while man concurrently gravitates toward God. The bilateral 
relationship reaches its zenith in the Son, the divine Logos/Word, who appears as a 
man. This intimate interaction between man and God, which was the force that 
brought the world into being, existed at creation. Thus, Irenaeus posits in Adversus 
Haereses 4.20.1 that after the Word of God formed Adam in his image, he instantly 
placed the first man in the Garden of Eden in harmony with God. He suggests further 
that in Tanakh the Word seeks a deep relationship with men and makes the Father 
known, and that, therefore, he had been present with mankind from the outset of 
human history. 
 Irenaeus offers the proof of the myriad theophanies in the biblical narrative, 
which actually portray the Word/Son in his interactions with men, in Proof of the 
                                                           
36 The thought corresponds to the rabbinic notion that because Torah was preexistent it was, therefore, 
available in some form to Adam in the Garden of Eden, to Noah and to the Patriarchs before Moses 
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Apostolic Preaching 45.37 This sort of byplay was merely a dress rehearsal, however, 
for the ultimate appearance in order to allow the Word to accustom himself to the 
human experience. At one time, the Word spoke with Abraham when he was about to 
eat with the patriarch, and on another occasion, he discussed the dimensions of the ark 
with Noah. In another incident, he brought judgment upon Sodom, while in another 
episode, he visibly directed Jacob on a journey.38 
Irenaeus does not interpret these visions simply as isolated instances in which 
the Word was present with mankind from the beginning. He builds continuity 
between them and the incarnation.39 Biblical writers who reported the theophanies 
showed God acclimating Himself to man at the same time that man began to readapt 
himself to God. Therefore, Irenaeus concludes in Adversus Haereses 4.5.4 that 
mankind started to learn to conform to the Word of God, beginning with Abraham, 
and in subsequent generations, those who chose to follow the path became 
accustomed to this sort of life. The procedure includes a simultaneous descent of God 
and an ascent of man in which the Word elevates a person by educating him in God’s 
ways. Thus, the Logos/Son, mediating between God and man, allows humanity to 
receive God and God to dwell in the person who welcomes Him (Adversus Haereses 
3.20.2). The theophanies, consequently, were an essential factor in the Word’s role as 
revealer and as an agent of redemption. 
                                                                                                                                                                          
received the full revelation. See chapter 7 for a detailed look at the Patriarchs as Torah observant sages 
and Shem, one of Noah’s sons, as the head of a prestigious yeshivah. 
37 See note 19 in chapter 1. 
38  See Genesis 28:13 and 31:11. Irenaeus and others likely borrowed the idea of visibility from Philo. 
The notion arose from the derivation of the name “ישראל” from “ראה“ ”,איש” and “אל,” “the man saw 
God.” The Hebrew etymology arises from the changing of Jacob’s name to Israel in Genesis 32:29 
from “שרית,” “you wrestled,” and “אלֹהים” in the verse. 
39 The Word, in some sense then, is even the beginning of Torah to Irenaeus because the Word spoke 
from the burning bush in Exodus 3 to initiate the plan to liberate the children of Israel from Egyptian 
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Tanakh was also a part of the continuity that climaxed in the incarnation. This 
element of Irenaeus’ thought flows from his theory that man was a baby in the 
beginning. The concept was congruent with the Greek concept of “paidevia,” “rearing 
of a child, training, teaching, education.” According to God’s order, man as a recently 
created being was an infant and, therefore, he was imperfect. This situation even 
affected the appearance of the Word as a man because humanity was incapable of 
relating to God in His immortal glory. When the Word arrived on the human scene to 
recapitulate the creation to himself, he came in the form of milk, as a man to babes. 
The education continues on the elementary level until a man is able to digest what 
Irenaeus terms “the bread of immortality,” the Spirit of the Father, in Adversus 
Haereses 4.38.1. The progress is gradual, beginning in Tanakh and drawing to 
perfection in the natural growth of created beings. Irenaeus suggests further that the 
biblical text prefigured future occurrences in types and images simply because God’s 
order ordains the process to unfold accordingly and because human beings, in their 
earlier stages of development, could only cope with a certain amount of revelation. 
No one is exempt since he emphasizes in Adversus Haereses 2.22.4 that even the Son 
in his humanity passed through the infant stage. As a result, Torah came as a didactic 
instrument to man in a slave-like state so that he might serve God by means of his 
obedience to the commandments. Later, however, the emancipation that the Word 
effected generated a freedom of service. Man is still subject to his master, but now, 
because he is a free child, the new state of liberty is more glorious than the previous 
obedience offered in bondage (Adversus Haereses 4.13.2). 
                                                                                                                                                                          
slavery. See Adversus Haereses 4.12.4. This characterization of the Word as the provider of salvation 
for men in peril reached its summit in his earthly presence.   
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Irenaeus’ outlook on man’s education is associated with his teaching on the 
two stages of man’s spiritual journey. He metaphorically submits in a discussion 
about Jerusalem in Adversus Haereses 4.4.1 and 3 that mankind received discipline 
and obedience from Torah. However, the Word took the initial fruits of what the Law 
produced and completed the process. While the difference is marked, the two levels 
appear in Adversus Haereses 3.9.1 as part of one divine design, authored by one God. 
In 4.9.3, Irenaeus explains his perception of the conjunction in the covenants. The 
new covenant is evident, for example, in Jeremiah 31:31, as is the one who was 
destined to institute it. God, according to His will, revealed the Word/Son to men that 
they might always advance by believing in Him, and that they should reach perfect 
salvation progressively by means of the covenants. 
Irenaeus declares that the new covenant surpasses the Mosaic pact, but he 
reminds his audience that one speaks in this fashion only when he compares items of 
similar substance. The difference is merely an issue of number, size etc. What the 
Word prompted, therefore, has a greater universality because his liberty circulates 
past the borders of one people to the whole world. This privilege does not constitute a 
man’s transferring his allegiance from one God to another, since the Word does not 
change God or proclaim another Father. Daniélou explains that the distinction lies in 
the fact that the first covenant heralded the Logos/Son, while the second covenant 
brought him to reality (Daniélou, 1973: 172). Irenaeus illustrates the dichotomy in 
Adversus Haereses 4.34.1 with a story of a king whose servants proclaim his future 
advent to his subjects as the answer to the question concerning what the Word brought 
with his coming. When the monarch finally arrives, the people rejoice in their liberty 
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and in his words and gifts. They are even joyous in simply experiencing the 
realization of previous promises. 
For his part, Irenaeus demonstrates all of the features that ultimately 
characterized the Logos. He emphasized the Word as the source of divine revelation. 
In addition, he portrayed him as the instrument of creation and worldly order, and as 
the fountain of redemption.  
 
Tertullian 
Another important voice in the process of the molding of ecclesiastical 
ideology belonged to Tertullian. Born in Carthage, probably no later than 160 C.E., 
his well-rounded education included studies in law and rhetoric as well as his eventual 
mastery of Greek. He chose law as a profession, and he later became a jurist of no 
small repute in Rome. After his conversion to Christianity, he returned to North 
Africa, where he invested his considerable talents in his activities as a Christian 
spokesman and theologian. As the most prolific and perhaps the most influential of 
the Latin Church Fathers, he produced a sizeable collection of writings, in which he 
created the theological vocabulary of the western church (Cross, 1960: 136) 
Tertullian waged his christological warfare in two fronts. First, he battled with 
the modalistic monarchians who held that the Logos/Son was a mere manifestation of 
the Father in their defense of God’s oneness. Consequently, they drew no distinction 
between the Father and the Son. Second, Tertullian confronted pagan polytheists, 
which was an undertaking of great proportions as well. While he concurred that God 
is one, he strenuously safeguarded the individuality within the Christian Godhead. His 
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contributions also included advancing Johannine thought regarding the Logos/Flesh 
and the Word/Man traditions that had passed to him, and a development of the 
God/Man schema that emphasizes the fullness of both the divinity and the humanity 
of the Logos/Son.  
Tertullian initially displays what T.E. Pollard refers to as “the evolution of the 
Logos” (Pollard, 1970: 61). He begins with a foundation, which appears in Adversus 
Praxean 5, of a solitary God, alone before the creation of the world, being in and for 
Himself universe and space.40 Despite the apparent isolation, Tertullian posits that 
even then God was not alone, because His own Reason, which He possessed within 
Himself, was within Him. In Tertullian’s delimitation of this Reason as God’s own 
Thought, what the Greeks call Logos, he describes it with “sermo.” Consequently, he 
concludes in the same passage that the Word was in the beginning with God.41 
Reason, though, is more ancient because God did not have the Word from the 
absolute beginning because it consists of Reason. The subtle difference is really of 
little consequence because the Word was still in God with His Reason while the 
majestic plan for everything He would later create through His Word was percolating. 
Thus, as God was drafting His program with His own Reason, He was actually 
converting Reason into His Word. As was the case with his colleagues who wished to 
speak in philosophical vernacular, Tertullian’s concepts sound strikingly similar to 
Plato’s world of ideas. 
To clarify the process to his audience, Tertullian compares it to the same 
procedure by which a man reasons within himself. Words comprise what a man 
                                                           
40 For the complete text see Roberts and Donaldson, 1978, 3:597-627. 
41 A. Cleveland Coxe submits that Tertullian refers to the Logos as “sermo” in this section rather than 
“verbum” because the masculine word reflects his thought more vividly. Ibid., 1978, 3:600 n. 11. 
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thinks, and what he conceives consists of reason. Therefore, when man speaks in his 
mind, speech becomes a mental element and, in a certain sense, the words are a 
second person within him. In his thinking, he utters speech and, reciprocally, through 
the speech he generates thought. Since the system operates in this manner among 
men, Tertullian allows that it certainly functions in this vein, and even more, with 
God. As a result, even before creation God was not alone because Reason, with the 
inherent Word that was second to God, resided within Him. 
While Tertullian’s more sophisticated thinking regarding the Logos combines 
the notions of Reason (“ratio”) and Speech (“sermo”) and it appears to align these 
concepts in succession, his Logos does not exist on two levels. Reason is the 
substance of Speech, but it only precedes it logically and not temporally (ibid., 61). 
His assertion that the power and the disposition of the divine intelligence appear in 
Scripture as Wisdom magnifies the scope of the Logos. He suggests that no more 
appropriate name could be affixed to Wisdom than Reason or the Word of God. 
Tertullian is yet another Christian writer who arrived at these ideas from the 
conclusions he formed from his exegesis of Proverbs 8:22-31. He initially focuses on 
the words of Wisdom, which is constituted in what he calls the Second Person, in 
8:22-25. After he defines Wisdom as a separate being, based upon the implicit 
division in 8:27-30, he presents the Word in its capacity as a creative implement. 
When God decided to give substance to what He had planned and ordered within 
Himself in conjunction with His Wisdom’s Reason and Word, He sent the Word forth 
so that He might bring His designs to fruition. However, Tertullian submits in 
Adversus Praxean 6 that the Word assumed his own form, sound and vocal utterance 
only when God activated the creation plan with “ אור יהי ,” “let there be light.” 
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Herein lies the complete nativity, as Tertullian refers to it, of the Logos. He 
proposes that God formed the Logos to emanate from Him to devise and to think 
under the name, Wisdom from “קנני,” with the shade of “created” or “formed,” in 
Proverbs 8:22. The procession affords the Son equality with the Father because he 
became the first begotten. Moreover, he is the only begotten, and in a peculiar way, 
from the womb of God’s own heart. Tertullian reinforces the latter point from Psalm 
45, which bore messianic overtones to both Jewish and Christian thinkers. His 
understanding is reflected from his Latin translation of verse 2, “ בי דבר טוברחש ל ,” 
“my heart overflows with a good word,” “eructavit cor meum Sermonem optimum,” 
“my heart has spewn forth an excellent word.”42 The Septuagint translator rendered 
the words in an almost identical fashion (44:1), “ *Exhreuvxato h& kardiva mou lovgon 
a*gaqovn,” “my heart is overflowing with a good word.” Both of these translations 
reveal that the men who produced them comprehended “דבר” as “word” and, 
therefore, Tertullian conveys the idea of the Word/Son’s procession from the Father 
with the nuances of “spewing forth” and “overflowing.” He also expresses the 
mystery of the eternal generation of the Son from the Father and his involvement in 
the creation of the world (Holmes, 1868: 66 n. 5). 
Tertullian points to the words of the poet in Psalm 2:7 to illustrate that the 
Father acknowledges the Son. The Son reciprocates by speaking in the name of 
Wisdom in Proverbs 8:22, 25. Tertullian then declares that God created Wisdom with 
a view to His works and to carry out His master plan. He fortifies this judgment with a 
reference to Psalm 33:6. These examples reveal that he applied many of the same 
                                                           
42  The first Hebrew word conveys the idea of “to keep moving” or “to stir” in this context. The Latin 
“eructavit” and the Greek “e*xhreuvxato” both bring out this flavor. In the Vulgate translation of Psalm 
45:2 (44:2), Jerome also chose “eructavit” as the equivalent for “רחש.” 
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interpretive ingredients that obtain in the Wisdom/Torah tradition of Jewish exegesis 
to the Logos/Son, the Word, who is called Wisdom and Reason. The correspondence 
is not coincidental because his system obviously relies upon founding his claims on 
the basis of Scripture, and his strategy is a further demonstration of the way in which 
ecclesiastical theologians and writers adopted Tanakh and reinterpreted it 
christologically. Tertullian concludes that the evidence leaves little doubt that God 
brought forth the same power, which one writer might call Wisdom and another 
interpreter might label the Word, to shape His purposes.  
Tertullian’s Genesis speculations, which appear mainly in a polemical tome he 
wrote against the heretical beliefs of Hermogenes on the eternity of matter and other 
subjects, are germane as well. Since Tertullian was a firm monotheist, his God is the 
only God, and nothing coexists with Him. He submits that no independent power, no 
separate material and/or no other nature is or was present with God. Moreover, he 
comments that if God had required eternal matter in order to effect His creation, then 
He would have needed to acquaint Himself with the design and the order of the matter 
in accord with what Tertullian terms, “the way of wisdom and knowledge.” God 
would also have been required to operate according to the quality and the nature of 
the matter and not in conformity to His will (Adversus Hermogenem 17).43  
Tertullian rejects such thinking out of hand. Nevertheless, he intones that had 
any material been necessary, God had a far superior ingredient, Wisdom. He narrows 
its bounds for those who were unaware of which Wisdom he spoke as he remarks that 
one does not derive Wisdom from philosophical meandering, but from the words of 
the Prophets. He bolsters his contention that only this Wisdom knew and knows the 
                                                           
43 See Roberts and Donaldson, 1978, 3:477-502 for the full contents of this work. 
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mind of God and acted in conjunction with Him with another reference to Proverbs 
8:27-31. In Adversus Hermogenem 18, he describes Wisdom as the origin of all 
existence and as the “matter of all matter.” When God recognized the necessity of 
Wisdom, He instantly created and generated her in Himself. Tertullian establishes this 
idea with an additional appeal to the Proverbs 8 passage in verses 22-26. He 
particularly stresses the generation of Wisdom in order to parry the stance of 
Hermogenes on eternal matter. If even God’s Wisdom, which was the instrument of 
creation, had a beginning, matter, which was extrinsic to God, would require a 
starting point. Tertullian then connects Wisdom and the Son in his determination that 
this Wisdom is the Word of God, the Son, in the capacity of Wisdom. 
Another heretical issue that he countered obliged him to turn to the history of 
creation and the initial word of the biblical text, “בראשית.” The dispute centers on the 
interpretation of “principium,” “a beginning” or “an origin.” The heretics expanded 
the plain sense of the word by insisting upon a nuance of concreteness that would 
indicate matter (Daniélou, 1977: 367). Tertullian’s system, at least in this case, does 
not allow for this sort of exegetical freedom. “Principium,” with its simple meaning 
“beginning,” is a term of inception, not substance, because everything that exists has 
an origin. While God certainly might have employed an agent to frame the universe, 
the medium was Wisdom. The writer of Genesis prefaced his report with “בראשית,” 
therefore, because heaven and earth are both God’s principal works and the 
commencement of His creation. If he had intended to refer to a substance, Tertullian 
reasons that he surely would have mentioned it. The author meant, then, only to 
catalogue the work and not to discuss any of its components. 
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Tertullian moves tangentially for a moment as he considers the Greek 
equivalent of “ראשית,” “a*rchv,” which conveys a sense not only of beginning, but also 
of power. For example, he submits that the Greek speaks of a prince or a magistrate 
with “a!rcwn.” Because God made heaven and earth from the foundation of His 
transcendent power and authority, one might understand “beginning” as princely 
power and authority. Lest anyone be confused, however, Tertullian emphatically 
declares that the Greek only indicates “beginning” in this context and that it carries no 
other sense than its first nuance. As he refers to Proverbs 8:22 for support, he 
connects “ראשית” and “a*rchv” in the Greek version to “בראשית” and “e*n a*rch/'” in 
Genesis 1:1.44 Tertullian’s philological move reinforces the notion that God required 
no extrinsic matter, and that He brought His grand design to reality “in principio,” by 
Wisdom. 
Tertullian’s thinking on “in the beginning” is also enlightening because he 
maintains that God executed His plan at first in Wisdom. When God meditated on the 
creation, He arranged it in Wisdom before unveiling the universe in substance. 
Therefore, Tertullian asserts that God had already done the work. Wisdom’s role is 
critical because since the conceiving and the ordering were the principal tasks of 
Wisdom, Wisdom initiated the entire operation (Adversus Hermogenem 20). Since, 
however, the Genesis text does not acknowledge material, none obviously was in 
evidence to Tertullian because he suggests that Scripture does not mention anything 
that did not exist. His lack of any reference to substances resembles the ideology of 
the Prologue of John, which, not accidentally, also opens with “e*n a*rch'/.”  
                                                           
44 The Sages employed similar strategy from the same foundational text in order to elevate Torah to the 
position of the divine creative implement and as the basic plan for creation in Genesis Rabbah 1:1. See 
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Tertullian’s interpretations of Genesis are familiar, with the exception of his 
ideas on Wisdom. Wisdom was the heavenly agent and blueprint that was present 
with God when He activated the creation process. Like many of his colleagues, 
however, Tertullian incorporated his understanding of Wisdom into the Word/Son to 
strengthen the Son’s divine position in a fashion that resembled the strategy that 
Jewish intellects employed in order to enhance the character of Torah. 
 
Origen 
 Origen was born, according to tradition, in one of the bastions of Greek 
culture, Alexandria, around 185 C. E. into what was likely a Christian household. 
Tradition also holds that in addition to his Greek education, his father required him to 
memorize and to repeat daily sections from Scripture. This background ultimately led 
him to become a highly regarded teacher of the principles of Christianity. He was one 
of the more enigmatic of the Church Fathers as well as one of the more compelling 
because of his interest in Jewish customs and traditions, and because of the 
relationships that he forged with Jewish teachers during the years that he spent in 
Israel. In fact, according to N.R.M. De Lange, other than Jerome, no other Christian 
theologian related with the Jewish people as well as Origen (De Lange, 1976: 7).  
The problem in deciphering his Logos concept begins with determining 
whether he was an exegete, a philosopher, a theologian or a mystic. Thought that 
contains a tension between biblical concepts and Greek based ideas compounds the 
difficulty. He attempted to move beyond the Hellenistic cosmological framework that 
                                                                                                                                                                          
chapter 6 for a detailed examination of the exegetical program that the midrashist devised to arrive at 
this conclusion. 
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served as the background for his expression, and although he appears to be 
dissatisfied with its ability to function as his matrix, Pollard submits that Origen’s 
efforts ultimately failed (Pollard, 1970: 88). 
Origen naturally highlighted the areas in which Christian faith and Hellenistic 
thought shared affinities because of the Greek sensibilities he developed from his 
youth. While he declared the superiority of Christianity based upon convictions he 
formed from Tanakh and early church writings, he also blended certain extra-biblical 
materials into his system. However, he could only support these ideas, many of which 
derived from Middle Platonic philosophy and its questions concerning providence and 
what kind of interaction is possible between God and His created world, by means of 
allegorical interpretation. 
Origen’s concept of the universe helps to clarify his Logos doctrine. The 
cosmos of spiritual beings, which God created and still governs through His 
providence, is of greater concern than the physical cosmos. This priority required 
Origen to wrestle with the various conditions of spiritual beings, for example, the 
difference between angels and men. In addition, he was forced to reconcile the 
spiritual taxonomy that resulted from his conclusions with the concept of the 
goodness and the providence of the Creator. He resolved the issue by injecting the 
idea that the disparities arose from an exercising of the freedom of the will that each 
being received from the good Creator. This answer was insufficient to explain the 
inequalities, however, without his fusion of the Platonic notion of the eternal 
preexistence of equal spiritual beings and his introduction of man’s fall from his 
original pristine condition from Genesis 3. The ramifications of the latter event 
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affected all spiritual beings, except for the Logos and the Holy Spirit, and caused the 
present diversity among beings (ibid., 90). 
The loss of man’s original station is pre-mundane, and the universe resulted 
from the fall. Therefore, God fashioned His world, according to Origen’s thinking, as 
a kind of proving ground and correctional institution for souls who have plunged into 
transgression farther than the angels, but not as deeply as demons. He reinforces his 
belief in the preexistence of souls with a rhetorical question concerning infants who 
are born blind when they have not violated any commandments, and other children 
who enter the world without physical flaw. This cosmology not only guides Origen’s 
Logos doctrine, but also his explication of the relation of the Logos to God. 
He also utilizes pieces of Middle Platonic material and scriptural elements to 
formulate his concept of God. He emphasizes the absolute spirituality of God by 
defining Him in such non-biblical terms as pure intelligence, invisible and incorporeal 
(Contra Celsum 7:38), as well as transcendent and beyond comprehension.45 The 
profile includes other rudiments from Plato and Philo such as God as Mind in De 
Principiis I.1.6 and God as “primal goodness” in De Principiis I.2.13, although he 
comments in Contra Celsum 7:38 that God is “something transcendent, intelligent and 
existing.”46 However, he discloses his scriptural tendencies with references to God as 
the God of the living and as absolutely good.  
The Platonic fundamentals in his doctrine of God colored his principles 
regarding the Logos. God’s complete transcendence and the attendant chasm between 
                                                           
45 The entire text of Contra Celsum appears in English in Alexander Roberts and James Donaldson 
eds., vol. 4 of The Ante-Nicene Fathers: Tertullian, Part Fourth; Minucius Felix; Commodian; Origen, 
Parts First and Second (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1989), 395-669. 
46 Ibid., 1989, 4:239-382 for De Principiis. See also Frederick Crombie, trans., The Writings of Origen: 
De Principiis (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1869). 
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Him and His created order compelled Origen to confine the Logos to an intermediate 
rank as the agent between God and created spiritual beings (De Principiis II.6.1). His 
mediator, Jesus, the Logos/Son stands between the natures of the uncreated and 
created worlds (Contra Celsum 3:34). Origen’s Logos is of the same substance as 
God, but he is still inferior. This lowered state does not affect the Logos’ relationship 
with created spiritual beings, to which he is still superior. The status of the Logos in 
relation to God, however, does not diminish his spiritual posture. Origen’s Logos/Son 
is part of the divine economy with a sonship that derives from his nature and not from 
some external move such as adoption. Moreover, the Logos/Son is the truth and the 
life of all that exists because nothing created could live without him. Origen further 
maintains in De Principiis I.2.4 that rational beings could not exist unless the Word or 
Reason had previously existed, and that they could not be wise apart from Wisdom. 
Origen’s Homilies on Genesis is an instructive volume as well.47 As he 
explicates the opening verse of Scripture with the idea that Jesus, the Logos/Son, is 
the beginning of all existence, he interprets “בראשית” as “in this beginning.” He 
opines, therefore, that God made heaven and earth with His Word. Origen concludes 
that the writer of Genesis was unconcerned in his opening remarks with any temporal 
beginning, and that he wished to convey to his audience that heaven, earth and all else 
that came into being were made “in the beginning,” i.e., in Jesus (Homilies on Genesis 
                                                           
47 See Ronald Heine, trans., Origen: Homilies on Genesis and Exodus (Washington: The Catholic 
University of America Press, 1982). For more on Origen’s thought see also Ronald Heine, trans., 
Origen: Commentary on the Gospel according to John. Books 1-10 (Washington: The Catholic 
University of America Press, 1989) and Allan Menzies, ed., The Ante-Nicene Fathers: Origen’s 
Commentary on John (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1990). 
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I).48 While the nuances of Origen’s view of “בראשית” differ from Tertullian’s, both of 
these ecclesiastical intellects concur that the Logos/Son was the agent of creation. 
God, then, was always the Father of His only begotten Son, the Son who 
existed eternally. The everlasting essence of the Son propels Origen’s musings in De 
Principiis I.2.1-3 on the Son’s divine nature vis-a V-vis the human nature he assumed 
when he appeared on earth. Despite this dual nature and the multiplicity of names by 
which the Son was known, Origen concentrates on the Wisdom connection in 
Proverbs 8:22-25. However, this Wisdom is not simply impersonal and implanted 
within the minds of men, because in De Principiis I.2.2 he defines Wisdom as the 
only begotten Son, without whom God did not exist even for a moment. God 
generated Wisdom before the beginning with all the prolific power of His impending 
creation, and within the very existence of Wisdom, God formed His world and 
arranged it by the power of foreknowledge. Origen understands “ראשית” from 
Proverbs 8:22 in De Principiis I.2.2 as a sign that Wisdom contained either the 
beginnings or the forms of the species of all creation. In addition, his Logos operates 
as a mediator not only in creation, but also in the world of fallen souls. He is a 
redeemer, before and after the incarnation, to direct them on their return to a pre-
fallen state and to divinity by revealing the knowledge of God. 
                                                           
48  Irenaeus offers another equally interesting exegesis of the first verse of Scripture, although his 
reading appears to have been corrupt. He interprets the words as, “a Son in the beginning God 
established, then heaven and earth,” from the transliterated “bereshit bara Elohim basan benuam  
samentares.” While no one can unravel Irenaeus puzzling interpretation with total certainty, perhaps he 
understood “ברא” in the sense of the Aramaic “ברא,” “son.” His source likely took “ God established a 
Son in the beginning” as the uttering of the Word as the first instance of the creation  (but not an actual 
creation itself) of heaven and earth. Whatever Irenaeus might have wished to express with his 
perplexing interpretation, he adds another bit of compelling Genesis exegesis that might have 
influenced Jewish sensitivities. Justin finds a reference to the Word in the verse and proclaims in I 
Apology 59 that the whole world was fashioned by means of the Word of God. Theophilus, in Ad 
Autolycum II.10, also refers to Genesis 1:1, as mentioned above, and discusses the Logos as the 
medium of creation. These opinions, however, are more of an exegetical issue regarding the opening 
line of the biblical text.  
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Origen, however, does not limit Wisdom to a role as the beginning of the ways 
of God. Because Wisdom discloses the nature of the mysteries of God, Origen speaks 
in De Principiis I.2.3 of Wisdom as the Word of God, eternal and preexistent with 
God. The eternal characters of the Word and Wisdom are prominent when he counsels 
against assigning a beginning to either of them. Such a claim would be tantamount to 
denying God’s everlasting Fatherhood, His generation of the Word and His 
possession of Wisdom throughout the ages.  
Despite the intrusion of Middle Platonic philosophy into Origen’s concept of 
the Logos, he still attempts to focus his system on the more religious notion of 
sonship. He is explicit in his declaration that one of the canons of the interpretation of 
the Logos is the concept of the Son, as he links the Logos to Jesus (Pollard, 1970: 96). 
Although he intermingles various components in his struggle to bridge the gap 
between philosophy and religion, Origen’s Logos/Son is life, preexistent Wisdom, the 
revealing Word and the way back to God for those who have fallen away from their 
prior untarnished states. 
 
Eusebius 
Christian writers of the first two decades of the fourth century C. E. also 
contributed to the advancement of the Logos doctrine. Their works are particularly 
important to the discussion of the Wisdom/Torah motif as they set the stage for heated 
internal debates over the Father/Son relationship, and the nature and the preexistence 
of the Son. Eusebius, whose theology is reminiscent of Origen’s in some areas, was 
one of the most influential scholars during this period. He was born in Caesarea, Israel 
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in approximately 260 C. E., and he died as bishop of the city in 339 C. E. His love of 
history led to his writing the previously mentioned The Ecclesiastical History (Frend, 
1984: 477-478). 
In his cosmological framework, he assigns the highest place to the Creator of 
the universe, who is the first, eternal, alone and unbegotten God. Eusebius’ Logos is 
not this transcendent God, but a second God, as it were, who ranks between God and 
the created order. While the Logos is only the Lord or God in a secondary sense, he is 
not similar to a human word because he is a personal, divine being. Moreover, the 
way in which God generated the Logos was unlike His method of creating other 
beings. The Logos was instead preexistent or as Eusebius phrases it “begotten before 
the ages,” and the creative Logos of God who coexisted with Him as His fellow 
worker in establishing the universe. God bore the Logos within Himself in His 
creative capacity along with all that He made, as well as the incorporeal and invisible 
ideas of all that became visible. Consequently, the Logos is also Wisdom.  
Eusebius’ view of the eternity of the Logos is somewhat more subtle and 
weakened. His Logos is still begotten before all the ages, but he is not co-eternal with 
God. Eusebius argues that a father must naturally exist before and precede his son 
and, therefore, the Son derived his eternity. The slight difference does not prevent him 
from linking the Logos with the Son, but his theology still revolves around the Logos 
concept and the idea of an intermediary between the wholly transcendent God and His 
universe. In the tradition of previous church thinkers, Eusebius determines that Jesus 
was the Logos of God, who is God from God, light from light, life from life and the 
only begotten Son, the first born of all creation through whom everything came into 
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being.49 The portrayal identifies Jesus first as the Logos, and only afterwards, 
Eusebius embellishes the idea with phrases from what had already become a common 
storehouse of tradition from the Apologists and Justin onward to elucidate the 
relationship of the Logos to God. Once he establishes the centrality of the Logos, he 
introduces the Son with a cosmological emphasis. He highlights the Son’s position 
before creation and his actions as a partner and as an intermediary in the unfolding of 
God’s creative plan. 
Eusebius does not limit the Logos to a creative role. The revelatory function is 
so dynamic that Eusebius considers the incarnation as merely another station on the 
Logos’ pedagogical journey throughout history, although it is easily the most 
momentous of the heavenly theophanies. To clarify the divinity of Jesus, Eusebius 
associates him with the preexistent Logos, who reveals his divinity through his 
involvement in creation, in the theophanies of Tanakh and by the pronouncements of 
the Prophets. The incarnation was indeed another instance of revelation, but because 
the Logos required a human instrument to present the true teaching of the knowledge 
of the Father, he chose to come among men as one of their own. Yet, since Eusebius 
submits that the Logos employed the same modus operandi in the theophanies 
recorded in Scripture, he does not limit the incarnation methodology to one 
occurrence. Jesus performs as an instrument of the indwelling Logos, and in keeping 
with the Logos’ function as a mediator, he donned human flesh so that he could 
continue the work of instructing men about God and true religion that he had begun 
with the Patriarchs, Moses and the Prophets. Therefore, soteriology is not Eusebius’ 
primary concern in his thoughts on the incarnation. The nucleus of his Christianity is 
                                                           
49  This description is part of the christological clause of the Creed of Caesarea that Eusebius presented 
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the intermediary cosmological capacity of the Logos and his role in enlightening men 
throughout history concerning God and true religion. 
The political rise of Christianity that Constantine’s recognition initiated, 
though more visibly spectacular, was only one aspect of the faith’s ascent to 
predominance. As part of their socio-religious campaign for acceptance, Christian 
theorists, expressing themselves in the philosophical jargon of their culture in a 
variety of literary media, combined the Logos and Wisdom with the Son. As a result, 
they presented their messiah as the transcendent instrument of creation, and not only 
as the source of revelation, but also as revelation itself. From the basis of their 
christocentric salvation history, they also contended that he was the font of 
redemption. They constructed this portrait, which had become the orthodox 
ecclesiastical view on the nature of Jesus and his position in God’s economy when the 
redactor of Genesis Rabbah was active, with similar Wisdom imagery and with many 





                                                                                                                                                                          




Torah as a Divine Implement of Creation, Revelation 




Torah, as the nucleus of rabbinic society and the agent that classified Israel as 
another genus of people, also constituted a sort of social boundary. This chapter 
presents the aggregation of interpretations in Genesis Rabbah that portrays 
suprahistorical Torah as the plan and the instrument of creation, the wellspring of 
revelation and the fountainhead of redemption. The careful analysis of each section in 
the unit will reveal the fundamental disunion between the ideology and the theology 
that the interpreters promote together in comparison to the ecclesiastical depiction of 
Jesus. Before the probe begins, however, some background information on Genesis 
Rabbah is necessary.       
Genesis Rabbah presents rabbinic Judaism’s perception of the accounts of the 
creation of the world, Adam’s sin and the total depravity of mankind at the time of 
Noah. It also features the nascent stages of the history of Israel, the nation called to be 
God’s instrument to reverse the consequences of the first man’s disobedience.1 Along 
with the content, the date of the redaction of Genesis Rabbah is critical to any analysis 
                                                           
1 Rashi, who makes numerous references to the collection in his exposition of the Book of Genesis, 
cites Genesis Rabbah immediately in his evaluation of the opening portion of Scripture. He considers a 
question of R. Isaac, who wonders why Torah does not begin with Exodus 12:2, the first verse in which 
an authentic commandment appears, if Torah is indeed the receptacle of God’s statutes and precepts. 
Rashi founds his reply on the reading of Genesis 1:1 in Genesis Rabbah 1:3, which suggests that since 
the creation account establishes God as the sole owner of the universe, He is privileged to operate it as 
He wishes. Thus, if the nations of the world were to claim that the Land of Israel had been stolen from 
the previous occupants, God’s people could simply rejoin that He is permitted to grant possession at 
any time to whomever He chooses. 
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of the use of the homilies in which the more developed concept of Torah surfaces. 
Most researchers agree that the editor compiled the collection during the first half of 
the fifth century C.E., when Christianity was becoming solidly entrenched as the 
religion of the empire.  
Although Galilean Aramaic is the language of selected passages, and the 
names of Babylonian Sages appear, Genesis Rabbah probably sprouted from the 
academic and spiritual soil of the Land of Israel. Philip S. Alexander posits that the 
rabbinic academy of Tiberias produced the text at nearly the same time that its Sages 
were also undertaking the daunting task of editing the Jerusalem Talmud (Alexander, 
1992: 232). While the setting is primarily scholastic, the anthology still contains a 
significant amount of popular preaching. The liberal usage of the petihah, a literary 
device that illuminates the base verse by lifting an intersecting verse, normally from 
The Writings, testifies to the origin of a part of Genesis Rabbah in the synagogue.2 
The impact of the synagogue does not diminish, however, the intellectual character of 
the commentary and how it contrasts with the Aramaic Targums, which reflect more 
of the vernacular of popular biblical interpretation.  
The redactor expresses his ideology with a detailed verse-by-verse 
consideration that frequently incorporates a variety of interpretations of the same 
word or groups of words in the homiletical units. Though he conceivably could have 
intended each segment to be an independent entity, he more likely ordered the 
material to put forth a distinct message on certain theological themes. This often- 
                                                           
2 One should still be cautious in assigning a substantial influence of the aynagogue to the derivation of 
the work based solely on the numerous petihot that appear in Genesis Rabbah. The technique was also 
an important tool of academicians. 
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recognizable tendentiousness was a likely factor in his selection of sermons that 
included a metaphysical view of Torah.  
Understanding the choice of theological issues and the direction of his 
worldview helps to clarify the redactor’s objectives, especially as one wrestles with 
the puzzling question raised by mHagigah 2:1. This mishnah, which seems to bar 
speculation concerning premundane issues, prohibits even two students from delving 
into such details of the creation story as how God created the world, whether He 
fashioned it from preexisting material etc. The tradition also proposes that one who 
contemplates four matters, including what might have occurred before creation, would 
be better off not to have been born at all. Because these sorts of reflections are 
prominent in Genesis Rabbah and in other passages in rabbinic texts, one must ask if 
the Sages, who engaged in attempting to unravel the mysteries of the origins of the 
universe, consciously violated the mishnaic proscription. 
The answer might lie in the editor’s intention to assemble a text whose 
components, when read as a whole rather than atomistically, would reflect definite 
theological persuasions. For example, in Genesis Rabbah 8:2, a unit that will be 
considered in detail below, the midrashist contends that Torah contains the secrets of 
what transpired prior to creation, and that no one should attempt to decipher these 
riddles. The intersecting verse, Job 20:4, sets some interesting boundaries, however, 
with “ עד מני ,” “of old,” and “מני שים אדם עלי ארץ,” “since man was placed on earth.” 
The former phrase refers to the era before creation, while the latter designates the 
days after God completed His work. The gap between these terminals appears to be 
open to investigation, as is the actual story of creation itself. However, since Genesis 
Rabbah 8:2 involves the much discussed Genesis 1:26, perhaps the redactor wished to 
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relate that contemplation can only begin from the point at which man steps onto the 
stage, and that all that precedes creation falls outside the bounds of acceptable inquiry 
(ibid., 235).   
The midrashist who speaks in Genesis Rabbah 9:1 offers additional insight 
into this matter. R. Levi, in the name of R. Hama b. Hanina, combines Genesis 1:31 
and Proverbs 25:2, “ ר דברקֲֹחד מלכים הים הסתר דבר וכבֹד אלֹכבֹ ,” “it is the glory of God 
to conceal a thing and the glory of kings to search out a matter,” and declares that the 
text forms a border from Genesis 1:1 to 1:31 to teach that God’s glory allows Him to 
conceal issues such as the preexistent inner workings of creation. The glory of kings, 
though, permits an investigation of whatever occurred after 1:31 because the opening 
of Genesis 2, “ לו השמים והארץ וכל צבאםכוי ,” “and the heavens and the earth were 
finished, and all their host,” indicates that God had finished the work of creation. The 
midrashist then interjects Proverbs 8:15, “בי מלכים ימלכו ורֹזנים יחוקקו צדק,” “by me 
kings reign and princes decree justice,” in which Wisdom presents herself as the 
foundation of the kingdoms whose rulers behave according to her precepts. The 
connection with 25:2 cultivates an interpretation that defines “כבֹד מלכים” as the 
words of Torah. The association leads to the conclusion that the examination and the 
interpretation of the words following “ויכלו” are a requirement. Alexander suggests 
that the line of demarcation in Genesis Rabbah 9:1 is Genesis 1:31 and not the more 
logical 2:3. Perhaps whoever divided the biblical text in this manner implicitly 
delimited the deeds of creation according to the tradition displayed in this reading. 
These two sections allow for another perspective regarding mHagigah 2:1 with 
their textual confines for “מעשה בראשית,” “the works of creation.” The puzzle is yet 
unsolved, though, concerning the relationship between mHagigah 2:1 and the lengthy 
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deliberations on Genesis 1 in Genesis Rabbah 1:1-8:1. While 8:2 could be a 
secondary insertion, either as a corrective or even as a rebuke against the prior 
material, Alexander proposes a solution, which he refers to as “preemptive exegesis,” 
an idea that matches the rabbinic mindset in general and the spirit of selected portions 
of Genesis Rabbah in particular. He submits that the detailed discourse of 1:1-8:1 is 
not the sort of technical interpretation discussed in 8:2 and that, therefore, the 
compiler sought to repel readings of “מעשה בראשית” that fell beyond the pale of 
rabbinic orthodoxy. He moved past the simple declaration of the interdict of 
mHagigah 2:1 by collecting the traditions in 1:1-8:1 in order to present the approved 
readings. If Alexander is correct, this maneuver adds to the confrontational nature of 
parts of Genesis Rabbah not only with the redactor’s exposition of the creation 
account, but also with a trumpeting of some of the central themes of rabbinic thought 
(ibid., 236). 
Consequently, and to the surprise of no one, Torah and Torah study, the nuclei 
of the Sages’ worldview, occupy pivotal roles in the ideology of Genesis Rabbah. The 
entire block of midrashic exegesis in 1:1-8:1 serves to put forth an in-house set of 
orthodox readings, while it simultaneously recites in certain passages the rabbinic 
convictions concerning the superiority of Torah as the divine tool of creation, the 
means of revelation and the redemptive avenue for the return to man’s Edenic past. 
The interpretations illustrate the idea of the synergetic relationship between Torah and 
creation as well. 
The redactor of Genesis Rabbah chose homilies and traditions that often 
reworked and reshaped the Book of Genesis from the account of man’s beginnings to 
the intrigues of the first family of Israel in order to focus on the nation’s history and 
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the rules for its salvation. In its entirety, the story reveals the paradigm of exile and 
return on which the Rabbis built their system of social and world order. The center of 
the compiler’s narrative is Israel’s sacred history, including the redemption from 
Egyptian bondage, the Temple in Jerusalem, the processes involved in the loss of The 
Land and the ultimate salvation at the close of history. The salvation of Israel, with 
God’s chosen nation as His messenger, leads to the redemption of all of humanity.3 
The story is not self-contained, as it provides answers for some of the 
perplexing questions of the existence of God’s people in their fifth century C. E. 
circumstances. The redactor presents the past in order to demonstrate that the events 
chronicled in Genesis were parts of an earlier era in the extended history of Israel. 
Therefore, according to Neusner, any episode extracted from the text, whether its 
principal character was Adam, Noah, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob or Joseph, carried a 
hidden meaning about Israel and what would happen to the people at the close of the 
age. Since the deeds of the fathers, especially the family of Abraham, presaged the 
history of the children, the Sages maintained that the nation’s still holy existence was 
simply an extension of the ancient paradigm of their forebears. This belief led to an 
exhaustive search in the biblical text for the origins of creation, of Israel’s 
genealogical roots and of the people’s unique belief system.  
As discussed earlier, from the early days of Christianity, many ecclesiastical 
writers and theoreticians held that strict adherence to Torah and its principles would 
not result in salvation. As they appealed to Abraham and to Genesis 15:6 to 
substantiate their conviction, they pointed out that God could not have subjected His 
                                                           
3 Some of the material in the following section includes the ideas of Jacob Neusner, Judaism’s Story of 
Creation: Scripture, Halakhah, Aggadah (Leiden: Brill, 2000). 
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covenant partner to a Torah that He would give only later to Moses.4 However, the 
editor of Genesis Rabbah offers a view of the Book of Genesis that stresses Israel and 
their relationship with God. In his synergistic linkage of creation and the nation, he 
implies that God created the world for Israel due to their peculiar position with Him, 
and that the nations of the world certainly occupied no such place. Sin, atonement, 
divine punishment and forgiveness, a process that is the basic expression of the 
interaction between man and God, governed the relationship. Neusner suggests, then, 
that the lives of the Patriarchs were a paradigm for the history of Israel, and, therefore, 
the narrative of Genesis from creation onward was simply an adumbration of what the 
future would hold for their descendants.  
With the Israel/creation motif as his foundation, the framer connects the 
unfolding of history to Israel. The association moves from the original fall of 
humanity, to the total moral degradation that triggered the Flood in Noah’s time, to 
the beginnings of the lifting of humanity from the morass by the calling of Abraham 
and his offspring.5 Abraham serves as a model in the editor’s attempt to find meaning 
in the difficult historical realities of the fifth century C. E. This concern is quite 
visible in his preoccupation with the historical flow of the Babylonian, the Greek, the 
Median and the Roman empires, which ruled over Israel at certain times. The focus is 
germane because of the Sages’ belief that Israel’s salvation would follow the end of 
Roman hegemony. 
                                                           
4  Rabbinic ideology countered this notion with an offensive that depicts the founding father of Judaism 
and his immediate descendants as keepers of Torah even prior to Mt. Sinai. This issue will be analyzed 
in more detail in the following chapter. 
5  Certain exegetical material also compares Adam’s situation to Israel’s. After God created Adam, He  
placed him in paradise in Eden. He was compelled to evict the first man from this pristine world 
because of the disobedience recorded in Genesis 3. The same sequence occurred in Israel. The people 
entered The Land, the metaphorical counterpart of the Garden, but as a consequence of their betrayal, 
God exiled them from this Eden-like state. 
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The unit in Genesis Rabbah 42:4 illustrates the matter well. The midrashist 
ties the life of Abraham to the history of Israel and their relationship to the four 
ancient superpowers. He even extends the relationship to the messianic kingdom. 
Each of the four kings against whom Abraham fought to liberate Lot in Genesis 14 
represents one of the masters that controlled the world consecutively from Babylon to 
Rome. Since each of the first three seemingly invincible kingdoms ultimately 
collapsed, the Sages were convinced that the same fate would visit their Roman 
overlords.6 R. Eleazar bar Avina warns that when the kingdoms of the world gather 
for combat, the appearance of the messianic king of Israel to redeem his people and to 
preside over the earth will follow shortly. One could be assured of this outcome 
because just as Abraham routed his opponents and rose to a position of greatness, 
Israel will also enjoy prominence at the close of history.7 Thus, the commentator 
infers that the messianic sovereign will arise to crush the peoples who will array 
themselves against Israel, and after his categorical victory, he will reign supreme.  
Genesis Rabbah 42:4 is only one of many allusions to the four hegemonic 
empires, of which Rome was the most distasteful and despised. Jewish interpreters 
                                                           
6  See Genesis Rabbah 42:2, in which R. Pinhas suggests in R. Avin’s name that the four rulers 
mentioned in Genesis 14:3 joined forces so that Abraham could defeat them. He implicitly predicts that 
just as Abraham vanquished his enemies, the messianic king will dispose of the wicked empire of 
Rome. This thought corresponds to the midrashist’s reference in 42:4 to the messianic king. Following 
customary procedure, he uses muted language, “ מלכות אדום,” “the kingdom of Edom,” to describe the 
Roman authorities to refrain from annoying them. He expands the imagery to leave little doubt 
concerning his allusion when he portrays this kingdom as one that forcibly conscripts soldiers for its 
military from all parts of the world. 
7  R. Eleazar bar Avina also relates in the printed edition of Genesis Rabbah 42:4 that when the four 
kingdoms battled in the biblical account, redemption, “גאולה,” came to Abraham. However, the 
traditions preserved in the London manuscript of Genesis Rabbah and in Jalkut Shimoni עב לך לך 
replace “גאולה” with “גדולה,” which draws the picture of greatness or high rank. See also Genesis 
Rabbah 40:6 for another excellent example of the paradigmatic connection between Abraham and his 
progeny. R. Pinhas, in the name of R. Hoshaya, comments on a dialogue in which God declares to 
Abraham, “כל מה שכתוב באברהם כתיב בבניו,” “everything that is written concerning Abraham is 
written concerning his sons.” See the old printed edition of Tanhuma צא וכבוש את הדרך לפני “ ,9 לך לך
 ”.go out and pave the way before your sons“ ”,בניך
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often set Rome against Israel in their readings of Genesis, especially because of the 
historical context in which Genesis Rabbah appeared. Rome had not only mercilessly 
leveled the Second Temple, but the emperor also aggravated the situation when he 
ordered the construction of a pagan shrine on the sacred Temple Mount. Further pain 
arose from a ban on any Israelite from even visiting Jerusalem. In the current 
uncongenial auspices of the fourth and fifth centuries C. E., the Sages confronted a 
new and even more vexing problem: Christianity as the state religion and a messianic 
Rome, as it were, with all of the religious and spiritual ramifications that obtained as a 
result.  
Consequently, the program of Genesis Rabbah directly countered the crisis 
precipitated by the christianization of the empire. The process had survived Julian’s 
unsuccessful campaign aimed at reestablishing prior pagan religious policies. When 
his plan to rebuild the Temple in Jerusalem did not materialize, the hope founded 
upon the destruction/rebuilding paradigm that the Sages extracted from Scripture was 
dashed, at least temporarily. At that stage, Christianity appeared to have triumphed. 
The implications of their historical reality forced certain exegetes to adjust their 
courses and to produce the reading of Genesis that pointed to a postponed salvation of 
the patiently enduring Israel, spiritually renewed through obedience to Torah.  
Insight into the Sages’ reading methodology, part of which included looking at 
Tanakh as a whole, self-contained unit from the vantage point of their own time and 
circumstances, helps to unravel the way in which some of these rabbinic expositors 
presented their historically altered views in an attempt to counter certain tenets of 
Christianity. In Neusner’s view, at the time of the redaction of Genesis Rabbah, they 
read with a perspective beyond the era of the destruction of the Second Temple that 
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they formulated from their understanding of what had occurred from creation until 
their day and to the age to come. This system produced ideology and theology that 
surpassed a mere retelling and embellishment of the story of creation, as they spiced it 
with their philosophies of revelation and redemption. They reshaped specific areas of 
the text with the whole in mind in order to accentuate particular interests and to 
impose their distinguishing vision. This thinking included their knowing that after the 
demolition of the First Temple, a remnant of the Jewish nation built a second Temple, 
only to see it pillaged as well. The pattern of building/destruction/building that 
formed the foundation for the concept of the redemptive return to man’s initial 
undefiled status reflects ideas that modified the Rabbis’ philosophy of Scripture from 
a linear story to a text that contains the models by which Israel should live and by 
which the Sages themselves interpreted Scripture. The next reconstruction, which was 
yet to come according to precedent, became the focus of the entire program. 
Thus, the Sages’ system for reading Scripture and their constant interaction 
with the text created a notion of Torah as the governing principle for an ideal world 
defined in terms of God’s original design before the intrusion of sin. Although many 
midrashic interpretations bear little resemblance to the plain sense meaning, Scripture 
was still the basis of the definition of Israel’s social order and worldview because it 
yielded the patterns that illustrate the reality that God had placed in the universe. 
Consequently, Torah was not only the blueprint for creation, but it was also the basis 
of social and religious behavior. This concept appears in the halakhic texts, whose 
goal is to enunciate normative conduct in concrete terms, and in aggadic compositions 
that illustrate exemplary attitudes in abstract terms. When followed properly, the 
program spawns a way of life and thought that promises God’s presence among His 
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holy people, transformation and regeneration. In the end, it provides the map that 
directs a person to the World to Come. The Sages define the ultimate objective in the 
proposition that the entire master plan of creation fosters an implicit world order that 
the lofty pronouncement of Leviticus 19:2, “ םאלֹהיכ' שים תהיו כי קדוש אני הקדֹ ,” “you 
will be holy for I, the Lord your God, am holy,” expresses. 
Rabbinic exegesis of the biblical text, therefore, conveys the story of humanity 
from creation through redemption within a Creation/Revelation/Redemption 
framework. Commentators painted a world of perfect justice in creation, with man 
made in God’s image and with the power of will. Humans exercised their will and 
bowed to the seductiveness of sin, with the resultant expulsion from the flawless 
existence in Eden and the introduction of death. Israel, as the representative of 
humankind, received Torah as the panacea for the catastrophe that disobedience 
initiated, as God directly challenged the sordid events of Genesis 3 at Mt. Sinai by 
opening a path to redemption. Man was now able to repent and to restore God’s will 
with Torah as an escort through a process ultimately designed to transport humanity 
back to Eden and to eternal life. Thus, the Creation/Revelation/Redemption paradigm 
demonstrates that Torah is the principal character in God’s program to recreate 
creation, as it were. He first brought a community, Israel, into being to educate them 
in the divine ways that Torah reflects. Through the discipline and the rehabilitating 
effects of His Word, He began to prepare them to reenter in redemption the sublime 
state of perfect justice and eternal life.  
The Sages arrived at this end from the beginning, but not from the traditional 
understanding of “ הים את השמים ואת הארץבראשית ברא אלֹ ,” “in the beginning, God 
created the heavens and the earth.” The redactor of Genesis Rabbah arranged his work 
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in order to wrap the tale in its own aggadic atmosphere for the purposes of displaying 
the foundations of rabbinic instruction and of emphasizing the system that permits 
God to abide with Israel on earth. As a result, the work begins with an interpretation 
of the opening statement of Scripture that differs sharply from the biblical writer’s 
“literal” slant. When R. Hoshaya declares in the second segment of Genesis Rabbah 
1:1 that Torah was God’s blueprint for creation and His grand design for the world, he 
depicts it as the agent that manufactured the sanctification of the social and world 
order that was the original basis of God’s creation of the universe.  
 The elevation of Torah to the concept of a regulating principle and the Sages’ 
interaction with its contents from their historical perch also affected the way in which 
they read the creation account. Immediately, and one cannot belabor the point, the 
redactor of Genesis Rabbah redirected the story and focused on a wholly different 
issue. He opened Genesis Rabbah 1:1 with a reading that casts Torah in a 
metaphysical, ahistorical light as the very plan for creation and the universe. This jolt 
advised the audience that if they wished to be in harmony with God’s universe and its 
underlying fundaments, they would have to saturate themselves in the words of the 
design of the world.  
Although a dialogical engagement with the biblical author’s words and/or 
finding a starting point for a verse-by-verse investigation of the Book of Genesis were 
a part of his agenda, the compiler’s additional concern in this tendentious shift was 
the profound ideological and theological statement regarding the role of Torah at the 
outset of the exposition of the creation story. He decidedly conveys the thought that 
since God used Torah as the guideline for the construction of the universe, Israel 
received the very essence of the reality that served as the world’s blueprint. This 
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literary strategy allowed the redactor to ignore any questions concerning “in the 
beginning” because he would likely have assumed that any informed student was 
already aware of the concept. Instead, he focused upon the idea of “with the 
beginning” when he formulated the message around a glimpse into the origins of the 
world and not around a succession of events. Torah, therefore, was paramount without 
delay, although one familiar with rabbinic thought would not be taken aback with how 
he fundamentally changed the subject of Genesis 1:1. The move began the 
reconceptualizing of the creation story with an overt announcement that is quite 
enlightening. The editor reconstructed, and reread, as it were, the beginning with his 
choice of a reading that stresses an ontological Torah that is entirely absent from the 
Genesis version of the birth of the universe. 
The “true Israel” debate sparked the abrupt insertion of Torah into the 
narrative as well. Since Christian scholars viewed their faith as the “true religion,” 
they usurped the privileged legacy of “Israel.” They proclaimed that they interpreted 
Tanakh properly because they had perceived the authentic christological 
understanding of its intent and, therefore, the fulfillment of its message. In addition, 
they maintained that Jewish intellects had erred or had blindly missed the mark in the 
interpretation of Israel’s own sacred text as a result of a failure to comprehend the 
essence of the witness of Tanakh to the Christian messiah.8 
                                                           
8 Augustine, the ecclesiastical writer and ideologist who was active at approximately the same time that 
Genesis Rabbah was edited and redacted, used the blindness motif in his commentary on Psalm 56. He 
depicts the Jewish people as a blind man with a lantern that illuminates the way for others, but due to 
his own lack of sight, he is unable to travel along the path. Augustine also equates Israel to carpenters 
who perished in the Flood, although they helped to build Noah’s ark, and to people who do not avail 
themselves of the landmarks that guide others in a certain direction to reach a desired destination. See 
Bernhard Blumenkranz, Juifs et Chrevtiens Patristique et Moyen Age (London: Valorium Reprints, 
1977), 232. 
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The Sages naturally took umbrage with these claims. For example in the old 
printed edition of Tanhuma 34 כי תשא, the midrashist uses Hosea 8:12, “ ) אכָתב(אכתוב 
תורתי כמו זר נחשבו) ֻרֵּבי(רבו  לו ,” “I wrote for him the great things of my Torah, but they 
were reckoned as a strange thing,” to expand the scope of the opening portion of 
Exodus 34:27 “ אל משה כתב לך את הדברים האלה' אמר הויֹ ,” “and God said to Moses, 
write these words.” R. Judah bar Shalom relates a tale in which God instructs Moses 
to write the scriptural text. After he receives this directive, Moses requests God’s 
permission to put the contents of the Mishnah into writing as well.9 However, God 
informs him that the nations of the world would translate Torah into Greek in the 
future and, with all of their newly acquired understanding, they would conclude, “we 
are Israel.” He rebukes the nations and addresses their hubris by declaring that though 
they profess to be His sons, only those who possess His mysteries are genuine sons. 
He identifies the mysteries as the orally transmitted Mishnah. 
The midrash leaves little question concerning the identity of the “true Israel.” 
When he reads “על פי” in the continuation of Exodus 34:27 as “according to my 
mouth,” the midrashist presents Oral Torah as the distinguishing mark of the real filial 
and spiritual connection. In a parallel passage in Numbers Rabbah 14:10, which 
comments on Numbers 7:77, the tradition suggests that the verse testifies to God’s 
giving two kinds of Torah, written and oral, to Israel. The written version, with its 613 
commandments, came to fill the people with those edicts and to make them 
meritorious.10 However, God deposited Oral Torah only in Israel in order to grant 
                                                           
9  While sometimes obvious problems exist with certain rabbinic attestations, R. Judah bar Shalom was 
active in the middle of the fourth century C. E. The historical, religious and cultural factors of the era 
combine to indicate that this Sage could indeed have said these words. 
10  See Isaiah 42:21. See also bMakkot 23b-24a for an explanation of the methodology that the Sages 
employed to arrive at the idea that Torah contains 613 precepts and statutes, and how ultimately 
Habbakuk reduced their essence to just one in Habbakuk 2:4. 
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them the special status that the use of “מצוין” conveys. Therefore, the second part of 
the rabbinic concept of Torah was communicated orally so that other nations would 
not boast from a distorted understanding that God had entrusted them with Written 
Torah and allege that they had replaced Israel as God’s people.11  
The framer of the Numbers Rabbah midrash also employed Hosea 8:12 and 
adapted it to accentuate the distinction. The biblical author excoriates Israel for 
having strayed so far from God’s statutes that they considered them strange. The 
interpreter, however, turns the verse inside out to declare that if God were to have 
written all of His regulations, His people would have become strangers. He divides 
the biblical text between “תורתי” and “כמו,”and thereby, he creates a new definition of 
“ תורתי רבו ,” “  this is the Mishnah, which is greater“ ”, המשנה שהיא גדולה מן המקראהז
than Scripture.” As a result, while the nations of the world were claiming title to 
Torah, God declares that although He had given Written Torah openly, Mishnah, 
Talmud and Aggadah were communicated orally. The interpretation spotlights the 
Gentiles who translate the biblical text into Greek and contend that they have assumed 
Israel’s privileges.12 
                                                           
11  Most manuscripts contain “אומות העולם,” “foreign nations,” to describe these peoples. Others 
feature “ישמעאלים,” “the Ishmaelites,” in reference to Muslims. H. Mack suggests that the substitution, 
which erased any possible allusion to Christianity, arose as a precaution against possible censorship. 
See למדעי היהדות דברי הקונגרס העולמי העשירי, במדבר רבה במדרשדרשות אנטי נוצריות, חננאל מאק  ,
 . 29הערה , 140, )1990, האיגוד העולמי למדעי היהדות: ירושלים( כרך ראשון ,חטיבה ג
12 Song of Songs Rabbah 7:3, 3 also offers evidence that Jewish scholars grappled with the exegesis 
that characterized Christians as the children of God. From the foundation of Isaiah 40:17, R. Hunia 
suggests that just as a farmer finds no interest in baskets of fertilizer, straw, stubble or chaff because of 
their lack of value, God is less concerned with the nations of the world because of their meager worth. 
In contrast, the commentator asserts from Exodus 30:12 and Numbers 1:2 that Israel is God’s primary 
interest. R. Nehemiah adds an elaborate, agriculturally based argument for Israel’s superior standing. 
The nations have no planting, sowing or root (Isaiah 40:24), whereas God firmly planted Israel as His 
chosen people (Jeremiah 32:41). He will also sow them (Hosea 2:25) and solidly establish their roots 
(Isaiah 27:6). The discourse closes with a parable in which the straw, the chaff and the stubble quarrel 
over for whose sake the farmer had labored. The wheat, however, cautions all of them to wait for the 
threshing season until they formulate any conclusions. When that day ultimately arrives, the pretenders 
discover, to their dismay, that the farmer had toiled only for the wheat’s sake from his cavalier casting 
aside of the other parts of the harvest. The midrashist employs the story to illustrate the fates of the 
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R. Avin interprets Hosea 8:12 in jPeah 2:6 to emphasize that Oral Torah is the 
element that both differentiates Israel from the other peoples and places a special 
mark upon them. The Law given to Moses at Mt. Sinai and Oral Torah’s position 
within the scope of the entire revelation comprise the framework within which he 
speaks. The participants in the discussion also consider which section of the dual 
revelation is the more privileged or if each portion might even be of equal weight. R. 
Haggai, in the name of R. Samuel bar Nahum, offers “על פי” from Exodus 34:27 to 
posit that the oral commandments are more favored. R. Avin searches for the 
distinction between Israel and the Gentiles, since each group sets forth its books and 
diftera.13 While he does not answer the question explicitly, the context demands that 
he infers that Oral Torah is the brand of Israel’s preferred status. 
                                                                                                                                                                          
peoples of the world who claim that they are Israel and that God created the universe for them. He 
warns them to wait for the Day of the Lord, when they will recognize that their pretensions were 
unfounded. The wind will carry the nations away as chaff and the storm will scatter them, but Israel 
will rejoice in the Lord and glory in the Holy One (Isaiah 41:16). Another form of the parable appears 
in Genesis Rabbah 83:5. When the farmer comes to reap, he scatters and burns the extraneous material 
as he packs the truly valuable wheat into piles. The midrashist compares the other nations in their 
bickering over which of them is superior to the worthless parts of the yield. When he likens Israel, as 
God’s people, to the wheat, he counsels the feuding nations to await the Day of Judgment before 
testifying to any heavenly advantage (Malachi 3:19). In his decisive closing, based on Isaiah 41:16, he 
asserts that the nations will be strewn about as chaff, while Israel glories in God. The redactor 
strategically situated the story within the interpretation of Genesis 36:36-43, a passage in which the 
biblical writer discusses the kings who reigned in the land of Edom and the chiefs of Esau, the father of 
Edom. Since Edom and Esau were common rabbinic circumlocutions for the Roman Empire, the 
placement of this legend, whose outcome establishes Israel as God’s chosen people on the Day of 
Judgment, was probably quite purposeful within the context of the exegesis of these verses. 
The Song of Songs Rabbah and the Genesis Rabbah texts, however, only contain implicit discourse 
with the Christian resolve that “the world was created for us.” The Tanhuma excerpt unmistakably 
exposes the rival because the commentator combined the “we are Israel” allegation with the Greek 
translation of the biblical text. The blending of the information points to Christians as the nations of the 
world. See Hirshman, 1996, 15-16.  
13  The hebraized Greek “דפתריה,” from “difqevra, “hide prepared for writing,” reveals that Christians 
assembled the Septuagint in codices. They hoped that the practice would resemble the Jewish method 
of manufacturing Torah in order to give their text an equal physical appearance. Therefore, they not 
only used Tanakh, but they also imitated the workmanship of their rivals. This element was another 
factor in the controversy that moved the Sages to appeal to Oral Torah, the secrets of God, as the 
unique badge of Judaism. See Saul Lieberman, Hellenism in Jewish Palestine (New York: The Jewish 
Theological Seminary of America, 1950), 208. 
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 Exodus 34:27 and Hosea 8:12, are crucial components in a discussion in 
Pesiqta Rabbati 5:1, which concerns the prohibition against looking at a written text 
while one translates orally.14 The consideration of the first verse leads to the 
conclusion that if one writes oral material or if he speaks written data, God will not 
maintain the covenant with Israel. The compiler of Pesiqta Rabbati offers support 
from the tradition of Moses’ request to write both Mishnah and Torah.15 God’s 
negative reply incorporates the reasoning that the nations of the world would translate 
Torah into Greek, and that after they would arrive at their exegetical conclusions, they 
would declare themselves to be “Israel,” the children of God. If Israel were to object 
and to insist upon the right to preserve their favored status, the scales would have to 
be balanced at that point. However, God decides the case without ambiguity when He 
discloses that possession of His secrets sets His children apart. When the nations 
inquire as to which mysteries he refers, He succinctly retorts, “זו משנה,” “this is the 
Mishnah,” in order to define Oral Torah as the mark of the children of God.  
The attempt to wrest Israel’s entitled station was intertwined with some of the 
previously discussed historical and political elements. Christianity initially arose 
within a Jewish context and as a result, the first adherents viewed themselves as 
another stream of Judaism. Even after the church became an ecumenical body, 
Christianity benefited from the genetic connection as the basis for the profession of 
the antiquity of its origins, as was discussed in chapter 5. Hirshman proposes an 
additional explanation with his suggestion that Christians simply maintained that the 
                                                           
14 This section also contains explicit references to the Christian argument. 
15  William G. Braude suggests that “Mishnah” is a metonym in this passage for the entire body of early 
oral Jewish tradition, including the halakhic Midrashim. His idea has merit because, given the context 
and the critical issues involved in this exchange, R. Judah bar R. Shallum would not likely have limited 
the boundaries only to the Mishnah. See William G. Braude, trans. Pesiqta Rabbati (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1968), 1:93 n. 9. 
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“true Israel” was comprised of those who believed in Jesus as the messiah, while 
those who did not share this conviction were infidels. Justin appeals to Malachi 1:10-
12 in Dialogue 41 to support the contention that the church had assumed the mantle of 
“Israel.” As the faith gained a foothold beyond the bounds of its birthplace, the 
followers interpreted the proliferation of new converts as the fulfillment of the 
prophet’s words. Therefore, at least as early as Justin’s time, the combat for the right 
to be called “Israel” raged. All of the historical, philosophical and religious factors, as 
Hirshman phrases it, “…turned the battle over Scripture, Israel’s quintessential 
legacy, into a matter of life and death” (Hirshman, 1996: 20).  
The Christian dictum that the messiah’s advent had nullified Torah’s relevance 
might also have provided the impetus for the redactor to introduce Torah into his 
presentation of the creation account. Church theorists found Torah to be immaterial to 
salvation since belief in Jesus had replaced it as the way to a proper relationship with 
God, as the instrument of spiritual regeneration and as the road that would lead to 
redemption. In this context, the broader definition of “Torah” that includes both the 
written and the oral portions is a critical issue in Genesis Rabbah.16 While the basic 
concept does not indicate different levels of value, the Oral Torah that the Sages 
linked to the revelation at Mt. Sinai does not precede Written Torah and/or supersede 
it in prestige. Oral tradition, and the significance of this thought is decisive, marks the 
                                                           
16 An exchange between Shammai and a prospective proselyte demonstrates the widely held 
consideration of Oral Torah as part of the definition. When he asks the famous first century C. E. 
scholar how many Torot Judaism possesses, Shammai naturally replies that there are two. See 
bShabbat 31a. See also Sifre Deuteronomy 351. Urbach comments that the Rabbis offered this response 
to questions posed by Gentiles who were candidates for conversion. That they would phrase their 
inquiries in the manner of this anonymous character reveals that even foreigners recognized the status 
of the oral tradition as “Torah.” The question regarding the number of Torot in rabbinic Judaism is 
baffling otherwise. See Ephraim E. Urbach, The Sages: Their Concepts and Beliefs, trans. Israel 
Abrahams (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1979), 1:290. 
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uniqueness of the Jewish people. However, rabbinic thought is devoid of the parallel 
idea of the supremacy of the Greek notion of the Unwritten Law, “a!grafo" novmo".”  
This Law of Nature exists in and of itself neither in written nor in oral form, 
and as such, no one decreed it either from heaven or from among men. Oral Torah, 
although it was originally not inscribed in codices, is not a natural law because God 
consigned it to Israel. A comparison of Philo’s reading of Deuteronomy 19:14 in De 
Specialibus Legibus 4:149-150 and a rabbinic midrash in Sifre Deuteronomy 188 
highlights these divergent ideas, while it also sheds light on the notion that Torah had 
fallen into desuetude. Philo uses “גבול” from the biblical text, and he submits that the 
connotation is more expansive than a border that prevents covetousness between 
neighbors. The word includes the preservation of a people’s ancestral rites and 
customs, which he refers to as “a!grafoi novmoi,” laws that are impressed on the souls 
of those who share a common heritage. Furthermore, he holds that children should 
inherit these customs along with any property from their parents, and that one who 
obeys written dicta is actually undeserving of honor because he behaves according to 
the restraint of these edicts and the fear of punishment. The man who acquits himself 
based on the unwritten precepts is, however, praiseworthy since his behavior is the 
result of the freedom of his will. This principle is the most compelling because one is 
faithful to the unwritten law without compulsion (Urbach, vol.1, 1979: 291). 
The rabbinic commentary revolves around “תסיג,” “you will remove,” in the 
same verse. Any one of three interpretations of the initial part of Deuteronomy 19:14 
establishes the prohibition against substituting R. Joshua’s opinion for R. Eliezer’s (or 
vice versa), and it shapes the view that such an exchange comprises the transgression 
of a negative commandment. Thus, the midrashist accentuates the contrast between 
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the Philonic laws engraved on the souls of men and the words of the Sages, and an 
accurate transmission of their traditions. 
The dichotomy appears in an examination of another Hellenistic Jewish 
composition, IV Maccabees 5:6-38, with Sifra 11 קדושים, which evaluates Leviticus 
 I have set you apart from other peoples to be“ ”,ואבדל אתכם מן העמים להיות לי“ ,20:26
mine.”17 The writer of the first excerpt reports on a confrontation in which the 
tyrannical king, Antiochus, attempts to force a certain Eleazar to eat swine’s flesh 
under the threat of death. The ruler seductively appeals to Nature and challenges the 
Torah abiding Jew to partake of a delicacy that Nature provides. When the monarch 
suggests that one is mistaken if he rejects such favors, Eleazar’s riposte invokes the 
utter necessity of compliance with God’s Law. In his most consequential blow, he 
steadfastly maintains that Jewish people refrain from unclean food because they 
believe that their Law is divinely inspired, and that God, as a Lawgiver, feels for them 
according to their nature. While his response contains some appeal to nature, he 
frames it in a different fashion. The author of IV Maccabees, whose ideology bears 
signs of Stoic philosophy, brings law close to Nature and, as Aristotle believed, 
teaches that the higher law cannot be opposed to Nature. 18  
Conversely, R. Eleazar b. Azariah asks in the Sifra passage about what 
motivates a man to refuse to wear a garment of mixed materials, to eat pork or to 
engage in illicit sexual activity. Although he might admit that he would like to sample 
these items, the divine prohibitions restrain him. The precepts of Torah, therefore, are 
                                                           
17  See 22, 93, )1947, אום: ניו יורק(תורת כהנים : א דבי רבספר, עורך, אייזק הרש ווייס . The text derives 
from the Oxford manuscript, originally published by Jacob Schlosberg in 1862. 
18 Urbach suggests that the idea was also the foundation of allegorical exegesis and the notion that this 
interpretive technique was the most effective because it is the method by which one proves that 
Scripture is not opposed to Nature. See Urbach, 1979, 1:292. 
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not natural laws in rabbinic philosophy because they are inextricably linked to their 
source, God. 
Understanding these differences between the interpretations of certain 
Hellenistic Jewish thinkers and some schools of rabbinic thought is essential in order 
to thresh out the ideology of Paul, the earliest theorist on the place of the Law in 
Christian thought. He differentiates between the letter and the spirit of the Law as he 
seeks to define his position on the end of Torah’s function as the vehicle of salvation. 
In his discussion of the universal guilt that sin occasioned, he explains that God will 
judge Gentiles who have sinned apart from the Law’s demands, while He will 
sentence those who transgress despite their knowledge of the Law according to its 
statutes. In addition, men who carry out the Law’s commandments are righteous, but 
one who merely hears them without any attendant response falls short of 
righteousness. A non-Israelite, who by definition does not receive the Law, but 
observes its ordinances by nature, becomes a law unto himself because he 
demonstrates that the essence of God’s decrees is written in his heart. Paul regards the 
uncircumcised man who submits to the divine decrees as circumcised because the 
essence of Judaism is inward. Authentic circumcision, therefore, is a spiritual and not 
a literal issue of the heart (Romans 2:12-15, 25-29). In the end, Paul deems his fellow 
believers, whom he describes as “dead to the Law,” as servants in the new life of the 
Spirit (Romans 7:6). He concludes in II Corinthians 3:1-3 that his gentile converts are 
letters from Jesus, written with the Spirit of God on tablets of the human heart since, 
according to Jeremiah 31:31, the new covenant is a spiritual and not a written text. 
Paul supports his wide-ranging contention with his own exegesis of 
Deuteronomy 30:12-14. Man no longer must rely on Torah as the means of liberation 
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from sin unto salvation because the truth that speaks belief in Jesus’ messianic 
fulfillment lifts the believer to a new spiritual realm. In his expository move in 
Galatians 3:6-14, Paul calls upon Genesis 15:6 to establish Abraham as the paradigm 
of a faith-based relationship with God. He invokes Genesis 12:3, “  ונברכו בך כֹל משפחֹת
 and all the families of the earth will be blessed in you,” to maintain that men“ ”,האדמה
who trust in and rely upon God receive the blessing of Abraham, who entered into his 
covenant with the same steadfast belief.19 Paul buttresses his thesis with Habakkuk 
2:4 to demonstrate that faith, not Torah, justifies a man. Torah as the mediator 
between God and humanity does not rest on faith simply from “לעשות אותם” in 
Deuteronomy 27:26. His discourse culminates with the assertion that the death of 
Jesus redeemed the community of believers from the curse enunciated in 
Deuteronomy 21:23 because Jesus himself became a curse and absorbed the penalty 
on their behalf. As a result, Gentiles are eligible for the blessing of Abraham, the 
promise of the Spirit through faith, without compliance with Torah.20 
The exact thoughts and concepts that might have propelled this fresh exegesis 
of Deuteronomy 27:26 are not obvious, but Alan F. Segal notes that the verse could 
also prove that those who live by Torah are blessed. Perhaps Paul wrote against the 
tradition that appears in Exodus Rabbah 5:9 on Exodus 4:27, relating that God’s voice 
went forth at Mt. Sinai with two results. First, the sound killed all the idolaters who 
did not accept Torah (Deuteronomy 5:23), and second, the words gave life to Israel, 
                                                           
19 The perception of Abraham as the model figure in a community of adherents whose covenant is 
founded upon a concept apart from the Law is another element in the estrangement put forth by some 
Christian intellects between Judaism and its founding father. The necessity to portray him as a Torah 
observant sage in certain rabbinic texts is then more understandable. 
20  Whatever else one might say about this controversial character, Paul surely revealed the pharisaic 
roots that he claimed in the interpretive methodology he employed to arrive at his conclusions. The 
pliability of his exegesis is evident whether one agrees or disagrees with his perspective. His view that 
one must observe the entire Torah also reflects the pharisaic definition of conversion. 
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who agreed to come under the yoke of God’s commandments. In any event, Paul 
argues that the Gentile followers of the new faith need not fulfill Torah (the term 
includes Oral Torah) as a means of salvation. He warns that if a man wishes to live by 
Torah, the penalty for overlooking even the slightest of precepts is the curse upon 
those who do not satisfy all the requirements. 
Although Abraham was his standard for the faith life, Paul’s definition of faith 
is far more exhaustive than the idea of steadfast allegiance to the covenant. According 
to Segal, he espouses a profound redirection of the disciple’s life by a spiritual 
assimilation into what he understands as the accomplished work of Jesus. His 
definition of obedience to Torah as a total commitment to every precept neither 
denigrates Torah nor attacks Judaism. His appears to have intended to lend legitimacy 
to the gentile converts who joined what then was another stream of Judaism, and to 
graft them into the covenant with Abraham.  
 Paul’s personal experience afforded him a novel outlook. Segal suggests that 
it led the apostle to conclude that Deuteronomy 27:26 and Habakkuk 2:4 speak in 
contradictory terms, whereas pharisaic thought found the verses to be quite congenial. 
While the Sages interpreted the prophet’s saying as the distillation of all 613 precepts 
of Torah into a concise statement that characterized Torah as the quintessence of faith, 
Paul held Abraham’s belief up as the archetype of gentile piety. His principle 
countered the idea current among many Jewish thinkers that accepted certain 
foreigners as righteous, although their righteousness would never be sufficient to 
procure their inclusion in the Mosaic covenant without conversion. Paul brought all of 
his exegetical training to bear in order to fortify his claim because either Torah was 
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the source of life for those who kept its statutes (Leviticus 18:5) or faith was the agent 
that infused a believer with spiritual vitality.  
The mixed social composition of his religious community guided his judgment 
as much as theological concerns (Segal, 1990: 122).The initial Jewish believers, who 
remained faithful to their own religious roots, and Gentiles, who entered by faith 
without any historical, emotional or communal ties to Torah, comprised the group. 
Paul applies Deuteronomy 21:23 to consolidate the new approach. The biblical writer 
pronounces a curse against a person hanged on a tree, but with a rabbinic sort of twist, 
Paul joins the concept to Jesus. As a result, he offers scriptural substance to the 
previously unthinkable notion of the vicarious atonement for Gentiles and their 
assimilation into the promise to Abraham by faith, and not as proselytes. His 
exegetical tour de force attempts to overcome the problem of a crucified messiah to a 
Jew, or a crucified god or hero to a Gentile. Faith in the risen Jesus, then, would 
shatter the tradition of the curse of Torah from Exodus Rabbah 5:9 on the Gentiles 
who did not practice its regulations and free them to join God’s people as justified 
members of the covenant.21  
                                                           
21  Later theologians and ideologues overlooked the emphasis on the gentile factor in the argument 
concerning entrance into the covenant with God and the relationship to Torah. They understood the 
message to be about salvation in general, and they concluded that the new spiritual reality had 
rescinded Torah and rendered it expendable. Segal, however, proposes that the debate did not revolve 
around the value of abiding by the precepts of Torah or of moral behavior, and that if pressed on the 
issue, Paul would surely have been in favor of Torah as a standard for proper conduct. Instead, the 
apostle appears to have advocated a new definition of community in which the performance of the 
special laws of Judaism held no place. The new perspective was simply an effort to enfranchise the 
Gentile community, the one in which Paul learned the value and meaning of religious conversion. See 
Segal, 1990, 123-124. For another outlook on the matter, see Krister Stendahl, Paul among Jews and 
Gentiles (London: SCM Press, 1977), 7-23. Instead of understanding Paul’s experience in the 
conventional sense of conversion, i.e., a move from one religion to another, Stendahl views it as merely 
a summons to carry the faith to the Gentiles. He maintains that the apostle continued to serve the God 
of Israel both before and after his encounter with Jesus on the Damascus Road. Stendahl bolsters the 
proposition with a comparison between the imagery of Paul’s calling, which Paul relates personally in 
Galatians 1:11-17, and similar pictures of the calls of Isaiah and Jeremiah. 
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Paul’s exegesis and teachings on Torah, as his successors understood them, 
orthodox Christian biblical interpretation and the “true Israel” debate were all critical 
factors in the ecclesiastical promotion of Jesus as the source of creation, revelation 
and redemption in the fourth and fifth centuries C. E. These issues, along with the 
historical and political circumstances that obtained, must have created a palpable 
urgency among the Sages at the time. This background permits one to examine the 
selected units in Genesis Rabbah refracted through the differences in the fundaments 
of rabbinic Jewish and Christian thought and, then, to read them in a more nuanced 
way.. 
 
Genesis Rabbah 1:1 
   The first section of Genesis Rabbah, which comments on the initial verse of 
the biblical text, contains two segments. The homily, comprised of amoraic material, 
is one element of a larger unit of commentary on “ הים אלֹאבראשית בר ” that examines a 
number of concerns. The opening portion, with its instant introduction of Torah into 
the creation account, is transmitted in the name of R. Hoshaya. This sage was a first 
generation Amora, who selected Proverbs 8:30, “ ואהיה אצלו אמון ואהיה שעשועים יום
 and I was with Him as a confidant, a source of delight every“ ”,יום משחקת לפניו בכל עת
day, rejoicing before Him always,” as his intertext. The initial survey of several 
possible meanings for “אמון”includes a biblical cotext for each suggestion. This first 
division is more of an exegetical exploration of the Proverbs verse, and in and of 
itself, is not entirely relevant to a perusal of the beginning words of Scripture. 
However, it provides an ideal segue into the second unit, in which the rabbi begins to 
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weigh the start of the creation account. If one views the two components as a whole, 
the first element offers four understandings of “אמון,”while the second part, which 
completes the message of this midrash, furnishes a fifth nuance of “workman” or 
“master craftsman.” R. Hoshaya, with a refined sense of drama, withholds the 
concluding alternative and marks it for focus with “דבר אחר.” 
After capturing the audience’s attention with the first four meanings, he 
introduces the decisive interpretation “ ֻאָמן-ָאמון ,” that allows him to depict Torah as 
God’s blueprint for the universe and as the instrument of creation. Up to this point, 
the explanation revolves around the intersecting verses of Proverbs 8:30-31 in its own 
terms. However, at the end of the discussion, the exegetical issues inherent in Genesis 
1:1 finally come to bear. 
The first word of the biblical text, “בראשית,” is already problematic, at least 
grammatically, because it is a noun in the construct state with no companion noun. 
The construction is rare, as it appears in just a few other instances in the biblical 
text.22 After the introduction of the intersecting verse, the reading presents the initial 
four definitions of “אמון” in order to build to his climax in the second unit. The first of 
these, “ פדגוג-אמון ,” the latter half of which is the hebraized form of a Greek word, 
describes one who acts as a governor for a child. Numbers 11:12, in which the author 
used “ ןֵמאָֹה ,” “foster father,” is the intertext for the association that the midrashist 
                                                           
22  In order to deal with the difficulty that “בראשית” presents, Rashi and Ibn Ezra subordinate the 
opening to what follows, as though it were not part of an independent sentence. They read it as if the 
author intended to say, “at the beginning of the creation of the heavens and the earth, the earth (or when 
the earth) was without form and void….” Rashi opines that one should parse “ברא” as though it were 
the infinite absolute, “ברוא.” U. Cassuto objects to this position based upon the syntax of verse 2. He 
claims that the biblical writer would have selected “ותהי הארץ” or “ ץהייתה האר ,” “and the earth was,” 
(Jeremiah 26:1; 27:1; 28:1; Hosea 1:2) if Rashi and others were correct. The present word order 
indicates that verse 2 starts a new subject. Therefore, the preceding information is indeed an 
independent sentence that formally introduces the creation account and the fact that God created the 
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creates by means of the classic rabbinic ploy of rearranging consonants in order to 
match a certain understanding. 
He puts forward a another possible definition of “אמון” with “ המכוס ,” from 
Lamentations 4:5, “ תולע עלי ניםֻמֱאָה ,” which is normally translated “those brought up 
in fine scarlet.” He combines “אמון” and “מוצנע,” from Esther 2:7, “ הדסה את מןאֹ ויהי ,” 
“and he was a foster father to Hadassah,” as another feasible rendering, which depicts 
Mordecai as Esther’s foster father because he kept her under wraps and away from the 
emissaries of Ahashverosh. The final group in this unit pairs “אמון” and “רבתא,” from 
Nahum 3:8, “ א אמוןיטבי מנֹתה ,” “are you better than No-amon?” The correlation arises 
from the name of the great ancient metropolis, Thebes, and the name of one of her 
principal gods, “אמון.” Thus, the commentator understood “ א אמוןנֹ ” as No, the seat of 
Amon.23 Thebes was destroyed in Nahum’s day, but Alexander the Great later 
established Alexandria, the megalopolis that bears his name, in its place. The 
association is the foundation for the interpretation of “אמון” as “רבתא.” Jafe comments 
that although one could separate each of these meanings, the most precise 
understanding of the message from Proverbs 8:30-31 derives from viewing them as a 
whole. Consequently, God cared for Torah as a foster-child, and He protectively 
covered and hid it from the sight of everyone, including the angels, before the creation 
of the world.24  
The rabbi readies the audience for the dramatic conclusion with this first 
scene. Torah, the concealed “ דגוגפ ,” actually directed God as He carried out the 
                                                                                                                                                                          
heavens and the earth. See Umberto Cassuto, A Commentary on the Book of Genesis, trans., Israel 
Abrahams (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1961), 1:19-20. 
23  Moshe A. Mirkin comments that the Egyptian “ amon,” is the equivalent of “הנעלם” or “הנסתר,” 
“something hidden,” in Hebrew. Since faith is the currency of the unseen realm, Mirkin detects a basis 
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creation plan even before He presented the gift of His Word to Israel. After he 
heightens the tension, R. Hoshaya isolates the fifth pair in order to produce the 
dévnouement, “ אמון-אּומן ,” in order to introduce the craftsman motif. He says implicitly 
what the midrashist in the old printed edition of Tanhuma 1 בראשית speaks quite 
openly, “ מןאל תקרי אמון אלא אּו ,” “do not read amon, but read it as uman.” Torah, 
therefore, was with God as an instrument of His handicraft and as the document by 
which God superintended the creation program. R. David Luria maintains that, 
according to the wording of the text, Torah was an implement in the hand of the 
artificer, but not the artificer Himself, because God created the world with the Word. 
The idea is solidified with the addition of a parable taken from the tradition 
storehouse that highlights the plans of an earthly king to erect a palace.25 Because no 
ruler would engineer such an opulent project according to his own expertise, he enlists 
the services of a trained specialist to orchestrate the design and the construction.26 
Once this professional receives his commission, even he does not proceed without a 
meticulously considered plan. He subsequently transfers it from his mind to the 
                                                                                                                                                                          
for “אמונה,” in this relationship. For more on this idea see  ת בראשי,מדרש רבה, עורך, משה אריה מירקין
 . 3, )1968, יבנה: תל אביב (חלק א, רבה
24  For similar imagery see Job 28:21 and Deuteronomy Rabbah 8:2, 7. 
25  The commentator uses “פלטין,” deriving from a Greek word that is related to the Latin, “palatium.” 
It describes one or another of the imperial residences on the Palatine Hill, one of the Seven Hills of 
Rome. 
26  Philo uses a similar parable in De Opficio Mundi 4:17. H. Albeck offers a thought provoking 
consideration of the aggadic stories and views that are common to Philo, Josephus and the Apocrypha. 
The matter of the origins of these tales is especially germane when one studies those that appear in the 
works of Philo and in the midrashic collections. Albeck proposes that Josephus and the writers of the 
apocryphal texts gleaned their material from “books of Aggadah” that existed in their respective eras. 
These volumes provided homiletical ingredients for scriptural commentators not only in Israel, but also 
in the Diaspora. Later compilers collected them in their midrashic anthologies as well. Furthermore, 
Albeck posits that Josephus used these parables and stories from the workshop of The Land of Israel 
that appeared in aggadic works, and that he heard in his youth and later in Rome. However, one cannot 
support this conclusion in an analysis of Philo because the Alexandrian expositor probably did not 
know Hebrew. He filled the void that resulted from this deficiency by hearing aggadic accounts and 
scriptural clarifications from exegetes who traveled to Egypt from Israel, and/or he drew them from the 
aggadic books of Israel. Although Albeck’s ideas are intriguing, the question about the relationship of 
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diagrams and drawings, which direct the configurations of the rooms, the corridors 
etc.27  
 The parable leads to the next stage with the remark that when He looked into 
Torah, “ מביט היה ,” God adopted the same formula as the human builder and created 
the world. The grammatical construction of “היה” and a participle could be significant 
in this case. While this combination often simply emphasizes a past occurrence, it can 
also suggest a frequentative or an iterative sense.28 If he intended the second nuance, 
and the context would allow for such a reading, R. Hoshaya conveys God’s constant 
consultation with Torah during the process of creation. He heightens the intimacy of 
the relationship as he portrays Torah as God’s confidant, and not just as an incidental 
player.29 
The climactic scene opens with the proposition that Torah speaks for itself in 
the initial verse of Scripture. Einhorn suggests in his shorter commentary on this 
                                                                                                                                                                          
Philo and the Sages is not entirely answered and is still a subject of debate. See עורך, חנוך אלבק ,
84-85, )1996, שלם: ירושלים(מבוא , הדפסה שניה, כרך ג, בראשית רבה . 
27  The words “דפתראות” and “פנקסאות” appear to depict the sorts of writing surfaces the architect 
would employ. The first is the Hebrew version of “difqevra,” as was discussed in note 13, while the 
second derives from “pivnax,” “a board or a tablet.” The plural form indicates folded writing tablets, 
tables or catalogues. The Modern Hebrew, “לדפתר,” “to write down or to register in notebooks,” 
developed from the first word. 
28  For more on this prominent grammatical construction in Mishnaic Hebrew, see M.H. Segal, A 
Grammar of Mishnaic Hebrew (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1957), 155-157. 
29  A tradition even exists that teaches that God actually used the letters of Torah to frame the universe. 
In bBerakhot 55a, R. Judah, a second generation Babylonian Amora, relates in the name of his mentor, 
Rav, that the chief artisan of the Tabernacle building project, Bezalel, was capable of combining the 
letters of Torah by which the heavens and the earth came into being. In the prior saying, circulated in 
the name of R. Johanan, a third generation Amora, R. Samuel b. Nahman, discusses the origin of 
Bezalel’s name. He posits that this accomplished craftsman received his name because of his wisdom. 
As proof, the rabbi tells a story in which God orders Moses to instruct Bezalel to build a Tabernacle, an 
ark and vessels according to the word order of Exodus 31:7. When Moses communicates the directive 
with the elements reversed, Bezalel informs him that if the plan were to proceed according to the 
conflicting design, the ark and the vessels would have no place to be housed until he could erect the 
Tabernacle. Moses replies that perhaps this master was in the shadow of God, “בצל אל,” and, therefore, 
he already knew the proper layout. See also Sefer Yetzirah chapter 2 for a kabbalistic discussion of how 
God created the world with the letters. Each letter stands for a certain type of information, and by 
manipulating them in several different fashions, God built His universe and its contents. The words of 
the Ten Sayings of creation in Genesis 1 became the ultimate expression of these letters. For more see 
Ariyeh Kaplan, Sefer Yetzirah (York Beach, ME: Samuel Weisner, Inc, 1997). 
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section that Torah is the speaker because if God had commented on the subject, he 
would have said, “ בראתי בראשית ,” “in the beginning I created.” The first word of the 
text alludes, then, to God’s forming the universe by means of Torah. In case any 
doubt might remain, the midrashist concludes the unit with the straightforward 
proclamation, “אין ראשית אלא תורה,” “reshit is none other than Torah.” When he 
invokes Proverbs 8:22 with, “ קנני ראשית דרכו' ה ,” “the Lord created me as the 
beginning of His way,” in order to fortify the statement, his interpretation of “בראשית” 
becomes “with Torah.” He naturally adds the Wisdom element in his appeal to a text 
in which Wisdom is the principal character. Thus, with Torah, called “ראשית,” God 
established the heavens and the earth.30 The redactor of Genesis Rabbah wastes little 
time in setting forth his position on Torah’s ontology with his choice of R. Hoshaya’s 
homily. Though the biblical writer is silent on the issue, the editor presented Torah as 
the preexistent plan of God and the instrument He used to bring the plan of creation to 
fruition. 
The obvious importance of this idea makes an examination of the tradition in 
its various forms in other texts worthwhile. A much more spare version of the 
tradition appears in Tanhuma 1:5 ( 4: 1972, באבער ). The midrashist utilizes Proverbs 
8:30 and concentrates on “ואהיה אצלו אמון” to interpret “בראשית” through the prism of 
the last of these words. In his response to the question, “ ?אמון מה ,” R. Judah bar Ilai 
                                                           
30  The version of the end of the tradition that the compiler(s) of Jalkut Shimoni א בראשית preserves 
provides an explanatory comment, “ והתורה אמרה בראשית בי ראשית ברא אלֹהים שנאמר בראשית ברא
 ”.and Torah says, bereshit, with me, reshit, God created; as it is said, bereshit, God created“ ”,אלֹהים
Similar words also surface in Jalkut Shimoni תתקמב משלי, “ ה בראשית ברא אלֹהים בי והתורה אמר
קנני ראשית דרכו' ראשית ברא ואין ראשית אלא תורה שנאמר ה ,” “and Torah says, bereshit God created: 
with me, reshit, He created; and reshit is none other than Torah as it is said, the Lord created me as the 
beginning of His way,” as well as in the Paris 149 and the Oxford 147 manuscripts of Genesis Rabbah. 
They also appear in the Genesis Rabbah portion in Midrash of the Sages from the manuscript 
belonging to R. Epstein in Vienna and in the marginal notes of the London manuscript. 
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replies, “ בתורה אמון ,” “a craftsman with Torah.”31 Though this tradition is quite terse, 
the interpreter is still able to impart a similar message that echoes the aim in Genesis 
Rabbah. He does not include the parable of the king’s palace and the information 
about the architect who constructs the building, but he conveys the thinking just as 
effectively when he articulates God’s conferring with Torah to create the world with, 
“ ה מביט בתורה ובורא את העולם''היה הקב ,” “God would look into Torah as He was 
creating the world.” As he finishes the section with an analysis of the Genesis 1:1 in 
light of Proverbs 8:22, he concludes that, “ היםאין ראשית אלא תורה הוי בראשית ברא אלֹ ,” 
“reshit is none other than Torah; what is meant is that with reshit (Torah), God 
created.”  
Aמ commentator in the midrashic collection, Leqah Tov, ( 3,  אךכר, באבער ) 
employs the consultation motif in his interpretation of “בראשית.” He uses the reading 
of R. Hoshaya Rabbah, which contains a parable of a king reviewing the architectural 
plans for his palace to illustrate God’s perusing Torah when He forged the world. 
Interestingly, since this sage included no additional material, perhaps he thought that 
the tradition had become sufficiently well known that more information would have 
been superfluous.  
The old printed edition of Tanhuma starts with an exegesis of Genesis 1:1 in 
light of Proverbs 3:19, “ בחכמה יסד ארץ כונן שמים בתבונה' ה ,” “the Lord by wisdom 
founded the earth and established the heavens by understanding.” This interpreter 
incorporates a colorful association of consultation and wisdom, by which he submits 
                                                           
31  Buber comments that the Roman manuscript of the text, which according to some scholars’ 
evaluations is the superior version, lacks “ יהודה בר אלעאי. אמר ר ,” and the remainder of the sentence 
reads, “מהו אמון אמון בתורה.” However, he chose the reading from the basic Oxford manuscript that he 
employed in his work because he maintains that the scribe implied what the tradition expresses 
explicitly in the old printed version of Tanhuma, “אל תקרי אמון אלא אומן,” “do not read amon but 
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that when God established the world, He consulted, “נתיעץ,” with Torah. He founds 
his view on Proverbs 8:14, “לי עצה ותושיה אני בינה לי גבורה,” “counsel and sound 
wisdom are mine; I am understanding; I have strength,” which blends both elements. 
The economy of words subtracts nothing from the adroit usage of the Wisdom/Torah 
motif and the effective development of the relationship between God and Torah at 
creation. 
The commentator in Tanna Debe Eliyyahu 31 poses the question concerning 
the way in which a man might earn favor with the Creator. He offers Aaron as the 
paradigm in his advice to the one seeking divine goodwill to emulate God, who 
constantly looks to make peace among the myriad of angels. After he mentions the 
exemplary Aaron, he discusses several men known for their hauteur, including 
Ahithophel the Gilonite, the men of the generation of the Flood and those who 
shamelessly took advantage of the existence of only one world language and 
attempted to erect the Tower of Babel. He counterbalances his list of the notorious, 
which also includes the men of Sodom, Sennacherib, Nebuchadnezzar, Pharaoh and 
King Saul, with the brightest example of humility, God. The midrashist proceeds with 
a reference to Isaiah 40:14 in an inquiry about God’s taking counsel with any being. 
He upholds his contention on the matter that God conferred only with Torah from 
Proverbs 8:30, which he interprets only after advising, “ מןאל תקרי אמון אלא אּו .” He 
also inserts the king parable, but with a variation, based on Isaiah 48:13, to profess 
that the work of forming the heavens and the earth occurred simultaneously. Although 
the final argument of the interpretation moves in another direction, the depiction of 
                                                                                                                                                                          
rather uman.” This recommendation also surfaces in Tanna Debei Eliyyahu 31. Buber refers to the text 
in Genesis Rabbah as well to buttress his contention.  
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Torah as God’s overall scheme for the universe reflects the tradition of Torah’s 
presence with God at creation.32  
The compiler of Jalkut Shimoni ב בראשית preserved the last unit from the 
Genesis Rabbah section nearly verbatim. A truncated form of the king parable 
appears in chapter 3 of Pirqe de-Rabbi Eliezer within a discussion of God’s creation 
of the world and His preparations for executing the plan. The concept of Torah as a 
counselor, which bears the name, “תושיה,” “sound wisdom,” as it speaks of a 
consultant’s role from Proverbs 8:14, surfaces only after a discourse on seven 
premundane created items.  
The two segments that comprise Genesis Rabbah and these additional 
interpretations depict Torah as God’s intimate associate and as the preexistent 
blueprint for the universe. R. Hoshaya founds his reading of the opening of the 
creation account upon a connection of Genesis 1:1 and Proverbs 8. As a result, he 
allows Torah to testify to its unique, transhistorical station with “בראשית.”  
 
Genesis Rabbah 1:4 
Genesis Rabbah 1:4 offers another analysis of the first words of Scripture. The 
text reinforces the image of preexistent Torah and its honored position with God. This 
reading employs a tradition that entails six integral elements of Judaism that preceded 
the creation of the world: Torah, the Throne of Glory, the Patriarchs, Israel, the 
                                                           
32  See also קדל, 1998, אדרי(בראשית , ספר הזהר( . The secret of creation is God’s forming the world 
with Torah. This kabbalistic tradition is also founded on Proverbs 8:22. Zohar I.134a-135a also 
discusses God’s looking into Torah when He considered creating the world. The traditions of Proverbs 
8:30 as biblical support and the suggested reading of “אמון” as “אּומן” appear in this text as well. See 
Fischel Lachower and Isaiah Tishby, eds., The Wisdom of the Zohar: An Anthology of Texts, trans., 
David Goldstein (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989), 3:1123. 
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Temple and the name of the Messiah.33 The exegesis is generated with the division of 
 six” in Aramaic. God created Torah“ ”,שית“ he created,” and“ ”,ברא“ into ”בראשית“
and the Throne of Glory due to their spiritual natures, and He contemplated making 
the Patriarchs, Israel, The Temple and the name of the Messiah before creation 
because they were physical beings and/or entities ( 6: 1984 ,כרך א ,רשטינברג ). The 
interpretation for Torah’s preexistence rests upon Proverbs 8:22, but instead of 
concentrating only on “ראשית,” the midrash focuses on “קדם מפעליו מאז,” “the first of 
His works of old,” at the conclusion of the verse in order to amplify the concepts of 
antecedence and precedence. 
After treating the six elements and, then, Repentance individually, the 
commentary attempts to ascertain whether Torah preceded the Throne of Glory or if 
God created them in reverse order. R. Abba b. Kahana, another third generation 
Amora, opts for the preeminence of Torah from the witness of Proverbs 8:22, and his 
cotext, Psalm 93:2, “ אתהמעולם נכון כסאך מאז  ,” “your throne is established of old; you 
are from time immemorial.” He plays on his question of precedence, “קודם,” and after 
he invokes “קדם” from Proverbs 8:22 and the appearance of “מאז” in both verses as a 
connection, he determines that God created Torah even before the Throne of Glory. 
The verdict is only a small part of a lengthy and complicated unit, but the somewhat 
prosaic conclusion is still quite potent. The redactor’s choice of this midrash, which 
                                                           
33  R. Ahavah b. R. Zeira adds Repentance to the list. The expansion mirrors the tradition that 
enumerates seven pre-creation items in bNedarim 39b, bPesahim 54a and Pirqe de-Rabbi Eliezer 3. 
The components catalogued, Torah, Repentance, the Garden of Eden, Gehinnom, the Throne of Glory, 
the Temple and the name of the Messiah, differ in each of these works from those that the Genesis 
Rabbah version details. Tanna Debe Eliyyahu 31 also contains a register comprised of six features, 
with only Repentance lacking from the three previous records. See also the text in Midrash Tehillim 
93:3 ( 414: 1891, רבאבע ), Midrash Mishle 8 ( 59: 1893, באבער ), the old printed edition of Tanhuma 
Numbers 11 נשא and Tanhuma ( 34: 1972, באבער ), Numbers 19 נשא. 
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elevates Torah above the Throne of Glory, makes the powerful statement that Torah 
stands unchallenged in an entitled, venerated position. 
R. Huna maintains in the following segment of Genesis Rabbah 1:4 that the 
thought to create Israel preceded the whole of creation. Even this assertion has 
connections to Torah, as he proposes that God knew that Israel would accept Torah 
after the passing of 26 generations from the creation of the world. Without this 
foreknowledge “צו את בני ישראל,” “command the children of Israel,” and “  בנידבר אל 
 speak to the children of Israel,” which appear frequently in preexistent“ ”,ישראל
Torah, would be nonsense. R. Banayah adds that God founded the world and all of its 
fullness for the sake of Torah with a reference to Proverbs 3:19. He does not interpret 
the preposition, “ב,” from “בתבונה” instrumentally or locatively, but as “for the sake 
of” to arrive at his conclusion.34 
Alexander finds a correlation between Torah and creation, especially in the 
reading transmitted in the name of R. Mattenah, in the last section of 1:4. This sage, a 
second generation Babylonian Amora, suggests that God created the world for the 
sake of hallah, tithes and the first fruits (Alexander, 1992: 238-239). He ties “בראשית” 
from Genesis 1:1 to each of these three items, and based upon a comparable 
understanding of the preposition as “for the sake of,” he uses a companion text in 
which “ראשית”appears with one of them. R. Mattenah finds support for his argument 
for hallah with Numbers 15:20, and for his idea about tithes with Deuteronomy 18:4. 
The saying finishes with the proposition that God created the world for the sake of the 
first fruits from the words of Exodus 23:19.  
                                                           
34  See Zechariah 9:11 for an example of the preposition functioning in a similar fashion. Genesis 18:28 
offers another instance, in which the translation might also be “because of.” 
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This portion of the interpretation expands the previous notion that the world 
came into being for the sake of Torah by defining Torah as a system of precepts and 
religious duties, which are subsumed under the headings of the holy dough, the tithes 
paid to the priests and the bringing of the first fruits to the house of God. The statutes 
and obligations that embody the spirit of Torah lie behind creation according to this 
view. In his longer commentary, Einhorn maintains that without believers who would 
receive and observe Torah and its commandments, God would have had no reason to 
bring the universe into existence. Moreover, he posits that this immutable attachment 
compelled God to consult with Torah as the blueprint for creation so that those 
disciples who would manage their lives according to its guidelines would actually 
sustain the world by Torah. Therefore, Torah is not only the instrument of creation, 
but it is also the very essence and sustenance of all existence. 
A segment in Genesis Rabbah 3:9 revolves around the author’s unusual choice 
of  “יום אחד,” “one day,” in Genesis 1:5, the only instance in the creation account that 
designates a day with a cardinal number. Since the conclusion reflects a similar 
metaphysical bond between Torah and creation, it is worthwhile to examine the 
exegetical reasoning in light of Genesis Rabbah 1:4. R. Samuel b. Ammi, a fourth 
generation Amora, relates that from the beginning of the world, God longed to work 
in partnership with men by sending the Shekhinah to dwell among them. In a closely 
related passage, Numbers Rabbah 13:6, which concerns itself with “ביום הראשון,” “on 
the first day,” in Numbers 7:12, R. Samuel b. Abba interprets the words as signifiers 
of God’s great desire to live among men from the day that He created the universe. 
The biblical narrative moves him to search for a reason for “ שוןהרא ביום ” in 7:12 
because the previous verse already instructs each prince of Israel to bring his 
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dedicatory offering to the Tabernacle on his appointed day. While “ הראשון ביום ” might 
appear extraneous, no rabbinic exegete would have ever suggested that the words lack 
substance. 
The puzzling “יום אחד” in Genesis is certainly a magnet for the inquiring 
interpreter. If the numeration in the creation account were simply a matter of counting 
the days and not an issue of attaching them in a certain order, the author would have 
chosen the cardinal numbers one, two, three etc. The midrashist in Numbers Rabbah 
contends that he might have opted for “יום אחד,” “day one,” “יום שנים,” “day two,” etc. 
However, if the biblical writer had wished to put the days in order, he would have 
chosen “ראשון,” “first,” “שני,” “second,” “שלישי,” “third,” and reckoned them with 
relational numbers. The Numbers Rabbah commentator suggests that the 
unconventional accounting procedure alludes to God’s being alone, “יחידי,” with a 
play on “אחד,” “one,” and “יחד,” “together,” in His world and to His wish to reside 
with men that remained unfulfilled until Israel built the Tabernacle.35  
Since the exegesis in Genesis Rabbah equates the situation to a “debt” because 
God still “owed” a “ראשון” to the days, the midrashist in 3:9 inquires as to when God 
settled the account. He proposes that “ הראשון ביום ” in Numbers 7:12 unlocks the 
mystery. The examination in Numbers Rabbah concludes that when the chieftains of 
Israel presented their sacrifices at the Tabernacle on the initial day of the ceremony, 
God declared that the world had been created in full. The protracted wait ended 
because God was finally able to place the Shekhinah in the lower regions of His 
creation in partnership with man and to fulfill His primary intention for having 
fashioned the universe. 
                                                           
35  See also Genesis Rabbah 3:8. 
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The commentator in 3:9 also regards Numbers 7:12 as the fateful day on 
which the world ultimately conformed to God’s greatest hope. He relates that God 
thought as though He had created the world at that time and that the day assumed its 
rightful position of “ ראשון יום ,” a designation that God had withheld until this full 
companionship with man had been established. Thus, when Israel followed the plan 
for the design and building of God’s earthly habitation, the people became 
collaborators in creation. Moreover, the Tabernacle context implies the importance of 
the Cult. If one analyzes the sacrificial system in light of the midrash in Genesis 
Rabbah 1:4 that represents Torah as a system of precepts, as Israel governed their 
lives in accordance with Torah’s standards, they were not only participants in 
creation, but also the people who brought the master plan to its ultimate fulfillment 
(Alexander, 1992: 239). 
The interpretations in Genesis Rabbah 1:4 that deal with the creation account 
could be no more arresting. They emphasize the metaphysical character of Torah and 
the way in which it supplies the world’s very substance. Furthermore, since God 
would never have forged the universe without Torah and the believers who would 
observe its commandments, Torah upholds the entire world at the same time that it 
permits the realization of God’s most cherished hope, His dwelling among men. 
 
Genesis Rabbah 1:8 
The concept of the priority of Torah is also prominent in this reading, which 
features the Wisdom/Torah motif, another reference to Proverbs 8:22-23 and the 
separation of “בראשית” into “ברא” and “שית.” R. Menahem and R. Joshua b. Levi 
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begin with a consideration of six necessary items a builder requires for a construction 
project. These essentials include water and earth to produce mud, wood for the 
webbing of the structure, its pillars and its ceiling and stones for the walls. The 
operation also calls for reeds for thatching the roof and for coating them with mud for 
strength, and for iron to bolster the building as a whole. Even if the contractor 
possesses enough wealth to thatch his roof exclusively with a wooden framework so 
that he does not require reeds, his affluence still will not preclude the necessity for a 
measuring rod. The tool is mandatory for maintaining the aesthetics of the structure so 
that it will be straight on each side and so that the thickness of the walls and the length 
and the width of the gates will be standard. Therefore, a man with the greatest of 
fortunes, who would erect the grandest edifice, still must use these six elemental 
ingredients. 
While this interpretation is far less lengthy and complicated than others, its 
brevity does not diminish the power of its message, nor does it devalue the 
midrashists cleverness. Their building metaphor sets the stage for the six scriptural 
expressions of Torah’s preexistence before the creation of the world. All of them 
appear within the space of the two verses from Proverbs 8:22-23 in words with either 
roots or nuances that indicate priority. They include “מעולם“ ”,מאז“ ”,קדם,” “ מראש  ” 
and “מקדמי.” The final word, since it is plural, counts as both the fifth and the sixth 
bases for Torah’s preeminence. Einhorn comments that this interpretation does not 
take “ דרכו ראשית ” into account because the phrase is irrelevant to the building of the 
world. Since priority is the main issue and each of the six words fronts “ארץ,” “earth,” 
in the Proverbs text, the two rabbis conclude that Torah occupies an exalted station 
because it preceded all existence. In a simple but forceful manner, they employ these 
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six expressions of precedence to reveal the secret of Torah’s preexistence and to posit 
that God fashioned the universe through the agency of Torah. 
 
Genesis Rabbah 4:2  
This interpretation, which presents a fresh connection between Torah and 
creation, offers a different perspective because the Genesis story alone does not begin 
to hint at the results of the amplification. The midrash centers on the report in Genesis 
1:6, “ הים יהי רקיע בתוך המיםאלֹ אמרויֹ ,” “and God said, let there be a firmament in the 
midst of the waters.” The statement draws attention because the biblical writer’s 
account appears to discuss an additional construction of the firmament after he had 
recounted in the first verse that God made the heavens. Therefore, the reading looks to 
discover the relationship between these two heterogeneous renditions.  
The first tradition that aims to read the events, which is transmitted from two 
sources, explains that when God ordered the firmament to be formed, the middle layer 
of water congealed and froze. This process led to the formation of the lower heavens, 
 ,Rav maintains 36”.שמי שמים העליונים “ ,and the uppermost heavens ”,השמים התחתונים“
in accord with the opinion of the School of Shammai, that the heavens actually 
appeared on the first day of creation, though they were fluid and not solid. On the 
second day, they merely crystallized and took their visible shape, according to the 
account in jBerakhot 1:1. He summarizes his exegesis with “ הרקיע יחזק ,” “let the 
firmament be made strong.” 
                                                           
36  The writer of Deuteronomy 10:14 draws a similar picture of the celestial configuration. The 
interpretation concerning the upper and the lower heavens agrees with the position of the School of 
Hillel, espoused in Genesis Rabbah 12:5, that God framed the heavens on the second day of creation. 
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R. Judah b. R. Simon offers a comparable analysis of the state of the heavens 
on the first day with his exposition of the process that brought them to concreteness. 
His inventive reflections on the opening phrase of Exodus 39:3, “וירקעו את פחי הזהב,” 
“and they beat the gold into thin plates,” shape the idea that God spread and stretched 
out a layer of sheeting, “מטלית,” beneath the heavens to undergird them. While he 
concurs with the day one/day two theory, this rabbi suggests that the plank 
strengthened the firmament. His play on the root ע.ק. ר  in the Exodus passage 
provides the transition from Bezalel’s beating the gold of Aaron’s ephod into thin 
plates to the underlying pane that he utilizes in his interpretation to determine that 
God molded the heavens, “רקיע,” with the supporting plate.37 
R. Hanina’s account of the coagulation of the heavens follows. He proposes 
that when God directed the firmament to appear, flames of fire went forth from God’s 
habitation, licking and lapping the moisture until they dried and condensed the 
firmament. R. Hanina agrees with the assessment that God shaped the firmament on 
the first day, but unlike Rav, he maintains that God used fire to complete the celestial 
portion of creation on day two. In R. Johanan’s comments on a section from Job 
 by His wind (breath) the heavens were made fair,” he“ ”,ברוחו שמים שפרה“ ,26:13
concludes that God’s words and breath stretched forth the heavens, which, according 
to one interpretation of Job 26:11, were shaky and unstable. R. Johanan then remarks 
that whenever he studied the text in Job, he observed that R. Hanina had tutored him 
well concerning the fire that God emitted from His mouth to reinforce the firmament 
and to buff it with a lustrous shine. This exegesis creates another view of the 
                                                                                                                                                                          
Therefore, they appeared from the waters when God commanded, “יהי רקיע בתוך המים,” “let there be a 
firmament in the midst of the waters.” See 51, 1984, כרך א, שטינברגר . 
37  See Isaiah 40:22 and Psalm 104:2 for similar imagery. 
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psalmist’s intent in 33:6 when he intones, “ שמים נעשו וברוח פיו כל צבאם' בדבר ה ,” “the 
heavens were made by the Word of the Lord, and with the breath of His mouth all 
their host.” 
R. Judan b. R. Simon concurs that the flames were the thickening agents, but 
his end result is a firmament with a bright glow. For this sage, “שפרה” in Job 26:13 
indicates that God’s breath beautified, smoothed out and brought the firmament to a 
dazzling sheen.38 R. Berekhiah, a fifth generation Amora, disseminates a tradition in 
the name of R. Abba b. Kahana that initiates the final stage of the reading. It includes 
a masterful and surprising intertwining of Torah and creation, which leads to the 
deduction that the divine blaze gave materiality to the crude watery substance from 
the story of the deeds of creation. The Mt. Sinai theophany at the giving of Torah is 
also a telling part of this interpretation. 
The biblical account is devoid of information about the process for the 
stabilizing and beautifying of the firmament. When R. Berekhiah submits Isaiah 64:1 
as his intertext to supply the details, and to integrate Torah and creation, he declares 
that, “ תורה ונמצא למד ממנה בא מעשה בראשית ללמד על מתן ,” “the story of creation came 
to teach about the Revelation from Sinai, but was itself explained thereby.” This 
thought derives from employing the 12th of the 32 Middot used to interpret Torah.39 
The interpretive tool “ ללמד ונמצא למד כיצד מדבר שהוא בא ,” allows something adduced 
for comparison to appear in a new light. As the prophet longingly recalls the Sinai 
event, he cries out in Isaiah 63:19-64:1, “ כקדֹח אש . לּוא קרעת שמים ירדת מפניך הרים נזֹלו
                                                           
38  See 23, )1934, בלוך: ניו יורק(מדרש שלושים ושתים מדות : משנת רבי אליעזר, עורך, הלל גרשם ענעלוא .  
Middah 12 teaches that the firmament was not polished and burnished until the fire went out from 
above to accomplish the task. Enelow’s work provides a useful consideration in Hebrew of the 32 
Middot that the Sages used to exegete Scripture. 
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 O that you would rend the heavens; that you would come“ ”,המסים מים תבעה אש
down; that the mountains would melt away at your presence. As when the fire kindles 
brushwood, as when fire causes the water to bubble up.” Middah 12 permits one to 
conclude that what occurred explicitly when Israel gathered to receive Torah also 
transpired at creation implicitly when God fashioned the firmament.  
Isaiah’s words help to decode the complicated equation. The flames that 
ignited and divided the heavens when God presented Torah to Israel and prevented 
the people from ascending the mountain also kindled the foundational waters and 
partitioned the upper and lower heavens at the time of the creation of the world. The 
question of the timing of this fiery episode is murky, however, since the writer of 
Genesis does not comment on the matter. Moreover, Isaiah does not mention creation 
in his supplication for a repeat of the majestic exhibition at Mt. Sinai when the 
mountains melted away from the fear of God. Judges 5:5 and Psalm 68:9 are also 
limited, as the former refers specifically to Mt. Sinai, while in the latter, the poet 
declares, “ הי ישראלהים אלֹהים זה סיני מפני אלֹארץ רעשה אף שמים נטפו מפני אלֹ ,” “the 
earth shook, the heavens also dropped at the presence of God; even Sinai itself at the 
presence of God, the God of Israel.” The rabbi then justifiably inquires, “ אימתי חצה
יונים לתחתוניםהאש בין העל ,” “when did the fire divide the upper and the lower 
(heavens)?”  
The question of how the creation account presages what occurred later in the 
wilderness when God gave Torah in an incandescent exhibition of might remains a 
mystery. The problem arises from the interpretation of the temporal infinitive 
                                                                                                                                                                          
39  For an excellent treatment of the Middot in English, see H.L. Strack and G. Stemberger, 
Introduction to the Talmud and Midrash, trans. Markus Bockmuehl (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 
1992), 25-34. 
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construct, “ חכקדֹ ,” in the Isaiah passage with “האש” as “כמו שקדחה האש,” “as when the 
fire burns (into parts).” Although the biblical narrative in Deuteronomy 4:11 contains 
an account of Mt. Sinai’s burning with fire to the heart of heaven, it lacks any 
reference to the midrashic division of the upper and the lower regions. Nevertheless, 
the interpreter employs the description in an exceptionally supple interpretation to 
clinch the Torah/creation relationship.  
He understands “המסים” in the Isaiah 64:1 as an indication of separation as 
though it were the Greek “h@misu",” “half.” A parallel to this exegetical strategy 
surfaces in jMaaserot 1.2 in a discussion that centers on determining the stage of 
growth at which a pomegranate is subject to tithing. The conclusion, when it becomes 
soft, “משימסו,” requires a settled definition of “soft.” R. Zeira, in the name of R. Jose, 
argues that the proper softness is reached when one can crush the fruit beneath his 
hand. R. Judah bar Pazzi, in the name of R. Joshua b. Levi, suggests that one must 
tithe a pomegranate when it reaches half, “מחצה,” its normal size. In an instructive 
comment, R. Jonah contends that the preceding statement might have arisen from R. 
Joshua b. Levi’s having heard this interpretation of “ימסו” from the masters of 
Aggadah. They derived it from “ וּסַמֵה ” in the phrase from the text in Deuteronomy 
1:28, “ אחינו המסו את לבבנואנחנו עֹלים  אנה ,” “where shall we go up? Our brothers have 
made our heart faint.” This tradition teaches that when the spies returned from Canaan 
to the camp of Israel, their frightening and dismaying report about the unlikely 
chances of routing the giant inhabitants divided the people in two and prevented a 
united front. 
Just as this tradition evolved from using “ימסו” and “המסו” to arrive at an idea 
of “half,” the midrashist employs “המסים” to find the inference of division that 
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permitted them to depict the flaming partitioning of the heavens.40 As a result of this 
reading, Isaiah implores God to reenact the Sinai event, the separating of the heavens 
and the metaphorical melting of the mountains, as when the fire kindled the 
brushwood, “המסים,” and caused the waters to bubble. However, according to this 
intertextual ploy, the prophet actually refers to the creation account as a precursor to 
the scene at the giving of Torah with a reversal of the creation and the wilderness 
episodes. After he establishes the concept of the rending of the heavens, R. Berekhiah 
arrives at the climax with the 17th Middah, “ רש במקומו ומתפרש במקום מדבר שאינו מתפ
 This device allows an interpreter to exegete an issue that an author does ”.אחר כיצד
not describe specifically in one passage in light of a more detailed account in a 
different section. For example, the writer of Genesis details certain physical attributes 
of the Garden of Eden, such as its lush greenery and rivers, the abundant supply of 
food etc in chapter 2. However, the reader is oblivious to the canopy of the most 
radiant jewels that God built for the Garden until he encounters Ezekiel 28:13. 
By means of this exegetical tool, the rabbi solves the enigmatic timing of the 
flaming separation of the upper and the lower heavens. At the same time, he clarifies 
how Isaiah actually used the creation story to shed light upon the events surrounding 
the giving of Torah. His reading also reveals that the Genesis record on the molding 
of the firmament, though the writer does not openly chronicle the process, is in reality 
a forerunner to the story of the imposing manifestation of God’s glory at Mt. Sinai. It 
elegantly unites creation and Torah in Genesis Rabbah 1:8 with new imagery that 
                                                           
40  The concept of “half” with “מס” in the root might also derive from the hebraized “מיסון,” “middle,” 
which appears in Mishnaic Hebrew. It likely entered the language from the Greek “mevso",” “middle.” 
For more on this matter see 1940, יצחק רבינוביץ: ירושלים(שערי תורת ארץ ישראל , זאב וולף רבינוביץ( ,
105. For additional information on the concept of using Greek in rabbinic interpretation and the specific 
subject of  “h@misu",” see 49, )1967, ירושלים(מבוא הירושלמי , זכריה פראנקעל . 
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produces a fresh understanding. As a result, the redactor was able to present what 
were once apparently separate events, the creation of the firmament and the giving of 
Torah, as intimately related incidents. 
 
Genesis Rabbah 8:2 
 Genesis 1:26, “ויֹאמר אלֹהים נעשה אדם בצלמנו כדמותנו,” “and God said, let us 
make man in our image and in our likeness,” was problematic for both Jewish and 
Christian intellects. The original author’s choice of “נעשה,” “let us make,” and the 
plural possessive pronouns naturally point to the idea of consultation that would be 
anathema to Jewish sensibilities concerning God’s oneness. The engagement with this 
situation opens with R. Hama bar Hanina’s reference to Job 20:4, “ את ידעת מני עד הזֹ
רץמני שים אדם עלי א ,” “do you not know this from time immemorial, since man was 
placed upon earth.” The biblical author created an apparent contradiction by setting 
the first part of the verse in eternity with “ עד מני ,” and the second segment on the sixth 
day of creation when he inserted man into the matter.  
 The ambiguity impels R. Hama to introduce a parable in his attempt to 
resolve the issue. The tale involves a country that imports its necessities via a daily 
stream of businessmen who deliver their goods on donkeys. The traders who enter the 
country discuss the market prices and exchange rates with their colleagues who had 
transacted their business on the previous day. The man who sells his wares on the first 
day, however, has no one with whom to confer. Consequently, he must rely on 
information collected from the citizens of the land who are involved in the every day 
affairs of their nation. This introductory scene leads to a second act, in which the 
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audience is permitted to listen to the works of each day of creation asking, in the same 
fashion in which the salesmen inquired, which creatures God had made on the 
previous day. 
Day one encounters the same predicament that the first merchant from the 
opening act experienced because God, of course, had created nothing tangible 
previously. The storyteller heightens the anticipation by asking with whom this day 
could possibly have taken counsel. He breaks the tension with the reply, “  לא לתורה
 surely with Torah, which preceded the creation of the“ ”,שקדמה לבריתו של עולם
world.” Certainly preexistent Torah, the blueprint for creation and the reason that God 
fashioned the world, would be the source of all of the answers to the inquiries from 
day one.  
R. Simon b. Laqish, the familiar second generation Tiberian Amora, also 
known as Resh Laqish, then offers a sort of chronology for Torah’s preexistence. He 
calls upon Proverbs 8:30 to provide the framework through his focus on “יום יום.” His 
understanding of the duplication as an indication of two days leads him to couple the 
idea with the psalmist’s paean to God in 90:4, which likens one of God’s days to 1000 
years. Thus, he deduces that Torah preceded the creation of the world by 2000 
years.41 Because Torah’s antecedence grants the unique knowledge of what occurred 
before the creation of the world, it is the source of revelation par excellence. 
The reading concludes with a reinterpretation of the intertext from Job through 
the lens of Deuteronomy 4:44, “ את התורה אשר שם משה לפני בני ישראלוזֹ ,” “and this is 
the Torah that Moses set before the children of Israel.” With the same sort of move 
                                                           
41  Jafe points out that the psalmist speaks figuratively in language from the human realm because God 
is bound to no time constraints. Thousands of years are but a moment with Him. When placed within 
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that R. Hoshaya employs to associate “ראשית” and Torah at the conclusion of Genesis 
Rabbah 1:1, “ אתזֹ ” is linked with Torah. Therefore, Torah, which is called “ אתזֹ ,” 
knows what took place before creation because of its preexistence.42 The redactor’s 
choice of this agile interpretation of part of the creation story expands the concept of 
the eternity and the limitlessness of Torah and emphasizes its revelatory facet. 
 
Genesis Rabbah 10:1 
In an anonymous examination of Genesis 2:1, “ויכלו השמים והארץ וכל צבאם,” 
“and the heavens and the earth were finished, and all their host,” this exegete, much 
like R. Hoshaya in Genesis Rabbah 1:1, quickly introduces Torah into the biblical 
narrative. He displays his mercurial exegetical touch as he weaves the interpretation 
around the root ה.ל.כ  and the nuances of “to end” or “to be destroyed” that the root 
conveys rather than “to be finished” or “to be completed.” As a result of the maneuver 
that produces a remodeling of the original tone of the biblical text, the commentator is 
able to connect Torah and creation, and to emphasize the perpetuity of Torah. 
A brief review of Pirqe de-Rabbi Eliezer 18 helps to illuminate the passage in 
Genesis Rabbah. It contains a consideration of Genesis 2:1 within the scope of a 
debate between the Schools of Hillel and Shammai concerning the order in which 
God created the heavens and the earth. As he weighs the aspects of finishing and/or 
completion, this interpreter wonders if God had shaped the heavens and the earth in 
such a way that they could function without His constant providence. When he 
                                                                                                                                                                          
the limits of human reckoning, however, a day with God is as 1000 years and “ יום יום” in Proverbs 
8:30 provides the impetus for declaring that Torah antedated creation by 2000 years. 
42  In order to complete this reading, the interpreter understands “ידעת” in the Job passage as “יודעת,” 
“she (it) knows.” 
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adduces Jeremiah 23:24, “ 'מלא נאם ההלוא את השמים ואת הארץ אני  ,” “do I not fill the 
heavens and the earth says the Lord,” in order to reject the thought, he professes that 
God finished the heavens and the earth in regard to three areas: the original act of 
creation, “ממלאכה,” the accomplished work, “מפועל” and God’s commanding the 
heavens and the earth into being (Friedlander, 1981: 135). R. David Luria remarks 
that this conclusion is sound because the insertion of the prophetic words into a 
general interpretation of Genesis 2:1, and a study of “ויכלו” in their simplest forms is 
unnecessary. The Jeremiah text, therefore, allows the determination that God 
steadfastly superintends and maintains the heavens and the earth, and that the notion 
of consummation does not include autonomy and permanence.43 
The interpreter in Genesis Rabbah injects Psalm 119:96, “  לכל תכלה ראיתי קץ
דֹרחבה מצותך מא ,” “I have seen an end of every purpose, but your commandment is 
exceedingly broad,” to demonstrate that God did not finish the heavens and the earth 
in the sense of their being independent of His administration or as eternal entities. He 
pointedly selects the verse to begin his contention that had the biblical author intended 
to convey total completion and eternity, some form of the root מ.ל.ש , as it appears in 
Genesis 15:16, would have been more appropriate. Therefore, “ יכלוו ” in Genesis 2:1 
expresses the constraints of time under which even the heavens and the earth function, 
despite all their apparent glory, and their future ruin.44 Their magnificence 
notwithstanding, the heavens and the earth will disappear as mere smoke because 
nothing that exists in creation is free from some kind of finiteness. 
                                                           
43  See also the section on Psalm 119:89, “ דברך נצב בשמים' לעולם ה ,” “forever, O Lord, your Word is 
settled in heaven,” in Midrash Tehillim ( 498: 1891 ,באבער ). As a result of the interpreter’s inquiry into 
what upholds the heavens, he decides that “יהי רקיע” in the creation report in Genesis 1:6 still sustains 
them according to God’s will. 
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After he establishes this sobering point, the midrashist moves toward his 
central proposal. Although the universe functions subject to limitations and 
conditions, he presents an entity whose very essence lifts it beyond the pale of time 
and restriction. In order to build the suspense, he does not immediately disclose its 
identity. Instead, he challenges the audience to consider what could work in eternity 
beyond the bounds of this world before he answers, “זו תורה,” “this is Torah.” He adds 
Job 11:9, “ מארץ מדה ורחבה מני ים כהאֻר ,” “its measure is longer than the earth and 
broader than the sea,” for force to hint at a unit beginning at 11:5, which concentrates 
on wisdom and the limitlessness and the uniqueness of God.45 Though the reading 
substantiates the timelessness of Torah and places it beyond the limits of 
measurement with the psalmist’s “ דרחבה מצותך מאֹ ,” it reinforces the argument with 
the appeal to Job 11:9 and the allusion to Wisdom/Torah. The commentator takes the 
biblical author’s description of the futility of attempting to locate God’s borders, with 
“ שמים גבהי ,” “it is as high as heaven,” and “ משאול עמקה ,” “deeper than Sheol,” and 
understands “שמים” as “משמים,” “from heaven,” in order to fit the phrase to his 
message.46 Since the passage spotlights wisdom, he superimposes Torah upon it in the 
tradition of other Jewish exegetes to remove Torah from the restraints of time, 
restriction and finiteness. Therefore, God’s Torah has no end because it is wider than 
                                                                                                                                                                          
44 See Isaiah 51:6 and Psalm 102:26-27. The prophet and the psalmist both articulate the concept of the 
temporality of the heavens and the earth with strikingly similar images. 
45 The biblical author uses “תכלית,” which also derives from the root . ה.ל.כ , in 11:7. The midrashist’s 
reference to the unit is fitting, as well as ironic, in his juxtaposition of the finitude of the heavens and 
the earth and the eternity of Torah. 
46  The interpretive strategy at work here is based upon Middah 22. The commentator expands the 
meaning of the verse from within the verse itself. For another example of this maneuver, see the 
Mekhilta de-Rabbi Ishmael כספא (Lauterbach, vol. 3, 1949, 161) and R. Natan’s interpretation of 
 .in Exodus 23:1 ”חמס“
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the sea, longer than the earth, higher than the heavens and deeper than Sheol.47 While 
every other being or created object will ultimately meet its end, Torah remains eternal 
and infinite. These qualities naturally bestow divine attributes on Torah.  
The above homilies speak resonantly of Torah’s preexistence and eternity, its 
connection to creation as God’s blueprint and instrument for bringing the plan to 
reality, and its being the very reason for the existence of the world and the source of 
revelation. The redactor treated redemption with additional exegetical excerpts. 
However, before the examination of these sections can be meaningful, a working 
definition of “redemption” is necessary.  
At the time of the redaction and the editing of Genesis Rabbah, a mosaic of 
terminology was attached to redemption and related concepts. Individual and national 
religious redemption were important topics, as were such phrases and words as “end 
of days,” “end,” “days of the Messiah,” “resurrection of the dead,” “the World to 
Come” and “the future to come.” Some Sages even debated whether any Messiah at 
all would redeem Israel. Differing points of view also circulated concerning the 
timing and the circumstances that would surround redemption. Naturally, after the 
destruction of the Temple in 70 C. E., national religious redemption became an even 
more important interest. The urgency of the matter escalated after a few aborted 
revolts, most notably the Bar Kochba insurgency, and later, after Julian’s attempt to 
return Rome to paganism and to rebuild the Jewish Temple collapsed. The failure to 
experience redemption on the stage of history forced many rabbis to turn their eyes in 
other directions in an attempt to find answers to the bewildering questions engendered 
                                                           
47  The commentator in Genesis Rabbah 98:12 also employs Job 11:9 (along with Proverbs 4:2) in an 
interpretation of Genesis 49:14-15. His intention is clear when he intones, “ זו , ואת הארץ כי נעמה
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by Israel’s circumstances. God’s people under the dominion of foreign rule, 
particularly Christian Rome, did not correspond to any idea of a glorious return to 
political superiority and to a spiritually pristine Edenic past. As a consequence, some 
of them concentrated on repentance as the means to facilitate the dream. Others, 
however, pointed to Torah and Torah study as the expedient that would hasten another 
type of the Exodus from Egypt for the individual and the nation.  
For this latter group, the precepts and the commandments of Torah were the 
foundation of their understanding of redemption. These dictates and ideals were an 
even more critical element in light of the Christian assertion that Torah was no longer 
valid as a means to a relationship with God, to spiritual renewal and to salvation. An 
evaluation of the rabbinic philosophy of the function of the commandments, gleaned 
from an examination of the comments on Exodus 12:6 in the Mekhilta de-Rabbi 
Ishmael 5 בוא ( 14: 1970 ,רבין-האראוויץ ), sheds light on this cardinal concept. The 
midrashist’s curiosity to determine the reason that God ordered Israel to take the 
Passover Lamb on the tenth day of the month, only to wait four days before 
slaughtering it, motivates his interpretation. In typical rabbinic fashion, he affixes 
significance to this interim period.   
He begins the exegetical excursion with a saying from R. Matya b. Heresh, 
who refers to Ezekiel 16:8, with a special concentration on “ דיםדֹ .” He reads the word 
as “friend,” and associates his comments with Abraham’s being the friend of God. 
Thus, he understands the text as the unfolding of the oath that God swore to Abraham 
concerning the future enslavement of his descendants and their ultimate emancipation 
(Genesis 15:13-16). However, before God could liberate Israel from Egyptian 
                                                                                                                                                                          
'ארוכה מארץ וגו, התורה ,” “and the land that it was pleasant, this is Torah, the measure thereof is longer 
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servitude, He was compelled to overcome one essential obstacle, which the midrashist 
defines with the observation, “ עסקו בהם כדי שיגאלות בידם מצות שיוולא הי ,” “ but they 
did not have any commandments to carry out by which to merit redemption.” His 
remark discloses the fundamental principle that no redemption takes place without 
commandments. The interpreter supports his contention with a citation of Ezekiel 
16:7, in which “ םערֹ ,” “naked,” appears, and he concludes that during that stage of 
history Israel was, “ערום מכל מצות,” “bare of any religious deeds.” R. Eliezer 
Hakappar, a fourth generation Tanna, then relates that Israel possessed four virtues at 
that time. They were above suspicion concerning chastity and in regard to evil 
language, and they did not change their names or their language. These merits, 
however, were not commandments of “doing.” As a result, they were not central 
elements in the realm of redemption because reward does not depend merely on 
turning from evil.48  
 In order to fill the void, God prepared Israel for their destiny by ordering them 
to slaughter the Passover sacrifice and to carry out the rite of circumcision. Obedience 
would make the nation fit for redemption.49 The commentator accentuates the gravity 
of commandments in relation to redemption when he explains that the delaying of the 
sacrifice of the Passover arose from the necessity to ready the people for deliverance. 
He pungently seals the matter as he declares, “  one“ ”, שכר אלא על ידי מעשה נוטליןשאין
does not obtain divine reward except by deed.” R. Tanhuma suggests in his comments 
                                                                                                                                                                          
than the earth.” 
48  R. Eliezer addresses the core problem when he determines that though the four qualities he 
mentioned were exemplary, the four-day waiting period would still have been required because Israel 
had become steeped in idolatry during the long years of their stay in Egypt. The edict against idolatry is 
the law that outweighs all the other commandments of Torah in this midrash. 
49  That each decree would involve blood derives from the plural form, “בדמיך,” from Ezekiel 16:6. 
Zechariah 9:11 is the base text that determines circumcision was the second commandment. See also 
Exodus Rabbah 19:5 for more on the Passover/circumcision connection 
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on Psalm 21:1-2 in Midrash Tehillim ( 177: 1891, באבער ) that the Messiah will arrive 
expressly to give six precepts, “מצות,” such as Sukkah, the Lulav and Tefillin, to the 
nations of the world. In addition, Israel will learn Torah from the mouth of God in 
those days, and according to Isaiah 11:10, “אליו גוים ידרשו,” “to it (the root of Yishai) 
will the nations seek.” He wraps his ideas in a messianic atmosphere with this 
reference at the same time that he involves Torah and its precepts with another of the 
facets of redemption, the time of the Messiah.  
These readings could not be more transparent. Commandments are the 
essential component of redemption. This information allows for a more incisive 
understanding of the following interpretations that merge Torah and redemption. 
 
Genesis Rabbah 2:4 
Although this section contains no special reference to Torah, the exegesis 
incorporates material that provides general background for the rabbinic philosophy of 
redemption and the Sages’ reading of history. A look at more than one of the four 
political powers that extended their hegemonic tentacles during the course of history 
to the Land of Israel serves as a backdrop both for a discussion of redemption itself 
and for the fusion of the subject with Torah. Genesis Rabbah 2:4, a division that is 
part of a series of interpretations of Genesis 1:2, is an excellent example of the way in 
which certain sages perceived the evolving of the redemption process.  
The text begins in the printed edition with, “ שמעון בן לקיש פתר קריא בגליות' ר ,” 
“R. Simon b. Laqish interpreted the text in light of the exiles.” However, “מלכויות,” 
“kingdoms, foreign powers,” which Steinberger opines is the correct reading, appears 
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in the London manuscript instead of “בגליות.” The compiler of the Jalkut Shimoni 
version preserved a tradition that includes “מלכויות” as well. Steinberger suggests 
further that censorship was the probable cause for the appearance of “בגליות” in the 
Vilna manuscript ( 32: 1984 , כרך א,רשטינברג ). Therefore, the analysis of this text will 
be conducted from a reading of “50”.מלכויות       
The exegesis opens with the Genesis verse and Jeremiah 4:23, “ ראיתי את הארץ
הוהו ובֹהנה תֹו ,” “I beheld the earth and, lo, it was waste and void.” The strategy is 
reminiscent of the methodology of the Qumran sectarians, who connected divine 
illumination of prophetic texts to the circumstances that they thought would prevail at 
the end of the age in their pesher exegesis. This midrashist, therefore, reads Genesis 
1:2 as dual discourse because he suggests that at the same time that the writer spoke 
of aspects of the beginning of the world, his narrative hinted at events that would 
culminate in the unveiling of another era. 
The “תֹהו ובֹהו” imagery in the Genesis and the Jeremiah passages alludes to 
the Babylonian domination that hurled the world into chaos when Mesopotamian 
forces destroyed the First Temple.51 The initial portion of Genesis Rabbah 2:1 
illuminates this interpretation with the injection of Jeremiah 4:23 into the commentary 
on Genesis 1:2.52 R. Berekhiah’s assessment of “תֹהו ובֹהו”as “absence” leads to his 
                                                           
50  In some printed editions, which used the Venice printed edition as a foundation, “מלכות” appears 
even before “בבל,” “Babylon,” “יוון,” “Greece” and “ מדי,” “Media.” 
51  The commentator on Leviticus 20:26 in Sifra 11 קדושים ( 22, 93, ווייס ) makes an instructive 
comparison. If Israel remains separated to God from the peoples of the world in their ways and deeds, 
then they will be called by His name. If, however, they choose to follow their own path and to emulate 
the other nations, they will belong to the camp of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, and his associates. 
52  The Sages were divided in their opinions regarding the exact nature of “ הותֹ ” and “ ֹהוב .” According 
to part of the dialogue in bHagigah 12a, some rabbis felt that God had actually made “ הותֹ ” and “ הובֹ ” 
as one of the ten items He created on the first day. Those who held this position thought that their being 
created was the reason that the biblical writer had included them in his report. The midrashist in 
Genesis Rabbah 2:1, however, does not side with this belief. See Genesis Rabbah 1:9, in which a 
philosopher includes “תֹהו ובֹהו” as part of the primeval matter he believed God employed in creation.  
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concentrating on chaos and destruction, with Proverbs 20:11, “ גם במעלליו יתנכר נער אם
פעלו זך ואם ישר ,” “even a child is known by his doings whether his work be pure and 
whether it be right,” as an intertext. Even when one is a child, his actions point to 
purity and uprightness or to a lack of these qualities. He asserts, then, that a similar 
situation obtains in an examination of the world. Its beginnings, during which disorder 
reigned, prophesy its end because the wayward behavior of its peoples will result in 
desolation.  
A short parable from the rabbi, “ פגה אפיקת כוביאעד דהיא  ,” “while she (the 
earth) was yet immature, she produced thorns,” follows that directs the audience to 
the core of the message. The thorns of a bramble bush appear even in its early stages 
before the maturation of the wood. Likewise, the world’s initially unbalanced 
condition both foreshadowed its future with “ הוהו ובֹתֹ ” and adumbrated the sacking of 
the First Temple, which resulted from the iniquity of Israel (ibid., 29). He closes his 
case with the contention that Jeremiah intended to discuss the chaos and destruction 
of the world at the end of days in 4:23 even prior to the time that Nebuchadnezzar’s 
military razed the First Temple.53 This interpreter views the scope of the prophet’s 
words more broadly than a simple reference to the creation account, since he reads 
them as a forecast of a time when God will sentence creation to a return to chaos and 
darkness as punishment for evil works. Thus, while the upper layer of the text does 
                                                           
53  See Malbim’s commentary on the Jeremiah verse. He too places the prophet’s saying within the 
realm of creation, and he defines the setting as the annihilation of all existence and of all of creation in 
general. He holds that the prophetic vision depicts a process of the liquidation of the heavens and the 
earth because of the presence of “ ֹהות ” and “ הובֹ .” The prophet hints at creation with his 
announcement, “ הו ואל השמים ואין אורםהו ובֹראיתי את הארץ והנה תֹ ,” “and I beheld the earth and, lo, 
it was waste and void; and the heavens and they had no light,” in response to, “ יהי אור' ויאמר ה ” from 
Genesis 1:3. For more, see  כרך ג,  מקראות גדולותך" על תנ אוצר הפירושים,ם"מלבימאיר ליבוש 
 . תקיד,)1957, פרדס: ירושלים(
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not speak of reprimanding, he argues that the prophetic pronouncement stresses 
chastisement in its hidden strata. The penalty for sin results in “תֹהו ובֹהו.” 
The reading in Genesis Rabbah 2:4 also equates “ הוובֹ ” with the Median 
Empire of Ahashverosh. As R. Simon b. Laqish presents part of Esther 6:14, “ בהלו וי
 and they brought Haman hurriedly to the“ ”,להביא את המן אל המשתה אשר עשתה אסתר
banquet that Esther had prepared,” to corroborate the association, he rearranges some 
of the letters of the first word to arrive at “ הוובֹ .” The original context of the narrative 
strengthens the exegetical reference to Media.54 
He then links “ שךחֹ ,” “darkness,” from Genesis 1:2 with Greek rule, 
particularly with the reign of Antiochus, who ordered Israel to disavow their 
distinctive connection to God in writing on the horns of a bull. The conclusion derives 
from the metaphorical “darkening” of the eyes of Israel as a consequence of this 
policy. A reading in the old printed edition of Tanhuma 11 תזריע, which also involves 
the four kingdoms in an interpretation of Leviticus 13:2, includes a similar 
relationship with Greece and the directive to publish Israel’s disconnection from God 
on the horns of a bull. The punishment for failing to obey the injunction was death. 
The tradition creates the Greek overtone from “בהרת,” “bright spot, discoloration,” in 
the biblical passage and an understanding of “מבהרת” as “to lord over” in the 
statement, “  baheret, this is the kingdom of“ ”, ישראליון שהיתה מבהרת עלמלכות  בהרת זו
Greece, which ruled over Israel.” 
The assessment of the latent meaning of “תהום,” “the deep,” from Genesis 1:2 
in Genesis Rabbah 2:4 produces a definition of “ממלכת הרשעה,” which is a 
                                                           
54  Einhorn suggests another possibility. Application of the interpretive tactic of notarikon yields, 
among other results, “ויבא בוהו לו,” “and he brought desolation to him.” Steinberger opines that the 
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circumlocution for Rome.55 The midrashist founds the relationship on the notion that 
the depravity and the impiety of Rome were as boundless and as deep as the abyss in 
the creation tale. The situation is not totally desperate, however, as he reflects upon 
the author’s final words in Genesis 1:2,  “ הים מרחפת על פני המיםורוח אלֹ ,” “and the 
spirit of God moved over the surface of the waters.” He announces the dawn of a new 
age with his evaluation of “רוח אלֹהים”as the spirit of the Messiah, who will be 
sovereign over the world when God finally metes out Rome’s retribution. He calls 
upon Isaiah 11 to create the messianic and redemptive aura, which characterizes this 
entire portion of Genesis Rabbah 2. Enslavement will meet its just doom, the 
righteousness of the Messiah will judge the poor and equity will reign over the meek 
of the earth. In the end, this commentator claims that repentance will usher in these 
glorious days. However, another means of nullifying foreign subjugation and of 
restoring the untarnished early days of the first man in Eden is available. 
 
Genesis Rabbah 44:21 
The fundaments from 2:4 combine with the importance of the theory of 
commandments, to provide a more perceptive appreciation of R. Simon b. Abba’s 
intent in 44:21. His reading of Genesis 15:17-18, and particularly “ אש תנור עשן ולפיד ,” 
“a smoking furnace and a fiery torch,” in verse 17, immediately accentuates Torah. 
This sage, a third generation Amora, contends in the name of his mentor, R. Johanan, 
that during the covenant ceremony God showed Abraham Gehinnom, the kingdoms 
                                                                                                                                                                          
connection exists because Esther worked hurriedly, “בבהילות,” to save the Jewish nation from the edict 
of destruction that Haman had deviously devised against them. See 33 ,1984,  כרך א,רשטינברג . 
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that would rule the world in the future, the giving of Torah and the Temple. 
Gehinnom is the place of punishment and the refining of souls from iniquity in the 
World to Come, while the kingdoms are the evil empires that conquered Israel in the 
present world and functioned as a kind of expiation to cleanse Israel from ungodliness 
( 309 :1986 , כרך ב,רשטינברג ).56 God also reveals the ways of escape from these 
sanctions.  
The first avenue of flight, unsurprisingly, is Torah, which God granted to 
Israel that they might always be engaged in the study that would afford them 
protection from sin and chastisement. The revelation also includes the ominous 
warning to Abraham that God would redeem His people from the searing pains of 
Gehinnom and from subjection to foreign powers provided that they would diligently 
seek Him in Torah and through the sacrificial system of the Temple. If, however, their 
discipline were to falter in study or in cultic worship, certain retribution would follow.  
A portion from the Mekhilta de-Rabbi Ishmael 9 יתרו ( 236: 1970, רבין-האראוויץ ) 
knits Torah together with the majestic scene in Genesis 15. R. Natan submits that the 
association derives from “לפיד,” which Abraham saw in the dense darkness, and the 
imposing flashes of lightning, “לפידים,” on Mt. Sinai that appeared when God gave 
Torah. An interpretation in Pesiqta de-Rav Kahana 15:5 reveals the power of Torah to 
redeem from a sentence to Gehinnom and to prevent the repression of world political 
powers. R. Huna and R. Jeremiah put forth a tradition in the name of R. Samuel bar R. 
Isaac that professes that God is merciful regarding idolatry, unchaste acts and even 
                                                                                                                                                                          
55   The commentator in Deuteronomy Rabbah 1:16 uses Edom to signify Rome. He also discusses the 
ultimate reversal of fortunes when, finally, Israel will be liberated from the ruthlessness of their Roman 
overlords. 
56  See Exodus Rabbah 51:7 for a comparable exegesis concerning the four kingdoms. See also 
Midrash Tehillim 40 ( 258: 1891, באבער ). 
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bloodshed. However, He resolutely withholds such clemency from those who reject or 
show contempt for Torah. The two sages offer Jeremiah 9:11-13 as support for their 
contention that the Land of Israel did not perish and become a wilderness that no one 
could traverse due to the first three sins, heinous though they might be, that draw 
God’s benevolence. Disregarding Torah was the offense that brought destruction and 
deportation in the prophet’s day, and many sages contended that the same sort of 
derision would exact a similar penalty in their time.57 A citation attributed to R. Hiyya 
bar Abba heightens the impact. The rabbi speaks from Jeremiah 16:11, which assigns 
the blame for Israel’s woes in that generation to their abandoning Torah. The prophet 
defines the desertion as a lack of earnestness in keeping and observing Torah’s 
statutes and precepts. R. Huna and R. Jeremiah exhibit Torah’s magnitude in their 
depiction of God’s bewailing this lost estate and His wishing that the people had even 
rejected Him instead. God concludes that, at least in that instance, their steadfastness 
in executing the commandments, which the midrashist illustrates with the 
construction “היו מתעסקים בה,” would have led them back to Him.  
A parallel concept of redemption appears in Genesis Rabbah 21:9, which 
flows from an interpretation of “מקדם,” “at the east,” in Genesis 3:24. The 
commentator also probes “ כתואת להט החרב המתהפ ,” “and the bright blade of a 
revolving sword,” from the same verse through the prism of Malachi 3:19. He focuses 
on the prophet’s use “ְוִלַהט” in a passage that bears an obvious Day of Judgment tone. 
During his exegesis, he employs Middah 31, he joins “להט” and “מתהפכת” and he 
separates “חרב” for a completely different function. The maneuvers allow for a 
reading of “ואת להט המתהפך ואת החרב.” The new understanding enables a reading that 
                                                           
57  See also Lamentations Rabbah, proem 2 and Midrash Tehillim 119 on “כחסדך,” “according to your 
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portrays the sword as an instrument of salvation, which provides the answer to 
Adam’s plaintive cry, “ מציל את בני מאש לוהטת זו מי ,” “who will save my sons from this 
blazing fire.” With consummate skill, the anonymous interpreter reverses the sense of 
the biblical text in order to propose two possible antidotes for Adam’s dilemma. R. 
Huna transmits the first, “ מילה חרב ,” “sword is circumcision,” in the name of R. Abba, 
based upon Isaiah 5:2. 
He introduces the second idea with “רבנים,” indicating that it was the majority 
opinion. From Psalm 149:6, “ ת בידםרוממות אל בגרונם וחרב פיפיו ,” “the high praises of 
God are in their throat and a two-edged sword in their hand,” he asserts that Torah is 
the sword that rescues a man from the grip of Gehinnom. A fragment from Tanhuma 
) 25 בראשית 19: 1972, באבער ), which features an even more developed form of the 
tradition, illuminates this explanation. As the midrashist employs the linkage of the 
flaming blade of Genesis 3:24 and Gehinnom, he concurs that the man who immerses 
himself in Torah will be spared from grievous punishment. However, before he 
introduces the verse from the psalmist, the commentator declares, “ ואת להט חרב אין
 and the flaming sword; the sword is none other than Torah.”58 The“ ”,חרב אלא תורה
Paris manuscript of this portion of Genesis Rabbah reads “ חרב זו תורה  ” instead of the 
 which appears in the London text.59 Perhaps the explicitness of the ”,חרב תורה“
Tanhuma wording influenced the scribe to add the demonstrative “זו” to clarify the 
                                                                                                                                                                          
mercy and loving kindness” ( 497: 1891, באבער ).     
58  The interpreter in Exodus Rabbah 51:8 associates Torah with the sword as well. In order to 
strengthen the affiliation, he asserts that Mt. Horeb, “הר חורב,” received its name because it was the 
site upon which God gave Torah, “חרב.” One of Philo’s views of the flaming sword is also quite 
arresting due to the similarity it bears with the rabbinic philosophy of Torah and the connection he 
makes with “lovgo".” In De Cherubim 28, he regards the sword as the symbol of the Logos, which 
burns with scorching heat and moves swiftly. In addition, the Logos is the reason for what he calls the 
Cause owing to its precedence, a station that results from its conception before all created beings. 
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relationship between Genesis 3:24 and the psalmist’s declaration. The tradition in 
Genesis Rabbah 21:9 comes to full expression in the Tanhuma passage, which 
buttresses the reading with an appeal to the conclusion of Genesis 3:24, “ ר את דרך לשמֹ
 to guard the way to the tree of life.” R. David Luria’s observations help to“ ”,עץ החיים
clarify what the interpreter might have intended when he divided it into two segments, 
 to guard the way, and then, the tree of life.” He“ ”,לשמור את דרך ואחר כך עץ החיים “
suggests that in this context “ חייםהעץ  ” is equivalent to Torah (Proverbs 3:18).60 Thus, 
the Tanhuma tradition represents the sword of Torah as the guardian of the way and 
the defense against harm. 
The passages from Genesis Rabbah, along with the expansion from Tanhuma, 
present the concept of Torah as an instrument of redemption and salvation. Torah 
safeguards the man who engages himself in studying its precepts and manages his life 
in accordance with the commandments from meeting the grave consequences of 
Gehinnom in the World to Come. Moreover, it lends Israel potential protection from 
exile and from servitude even to the might of great world political powers. 
 
Genesis Rabbah 44:1 
This section offers another perception of the redemptive qualities of Torah in 
an examination of Genesis 15:1. It explores the verse in light of the poet’s theme in 
the intertext, Psalm 18:31, “ סים בוחֹל הצרופה מגן הוא לכֹ' האל תמים דרכו אמרת ה ,” “as 
for God: His way is perfect, the Word of the Lord is tried, He is a shield to all those 
                                                                                                                                                                          
59  The Paris manuscript is characterized as a text that contains shorter and/or missing sayings and 
interpretations that are absent in the majority of or in all the other manuscripts entirely. See כרך , אלבק
109, מבוא, 1996, ג  . 
60  See also bBerakhot 32b. 
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who trust in Him.” The reference discloses that God’s ways actually reveal His 
unblemished and unimpeachable character, since man cannot know the fullness of 
God’s perfection and virtue. Jafe, with a reading that is quite acceptable in view of 
what follows, interprets “דרכו” as the flawless ways of Torah. As the interpretation 
spotlights the irreproachable nature of God, the commentator provides a smooth segue 
for the remainder of this segment of the midrash and for delivering the message that 
spins around the root פ.ר.צ . 
To mention that God’s words are pure and tried is almost redundant. Rav, 
however, offers another facet of the psalmist’s statement that moves past the simple 
understanding.61 As a result of his reading “צרופה” as though it were an active form, 
he suggests that God gave the precepts and commandments of Torah to men only to 
refine, to purify and even to test them.62 This idea also surfaces in Leviticus Rabbah 
13:3, which examines the biblical text in 11:2, “  אכלו מכל הבהמה אשראת החיה אשר תֹזֹ
הארץ על ,” “these are the animals that you shall eat that are among all the beasts that 
are upon the earth.” The midrashist links the verse with Proverbs 30:5, which is a text 
that nearly mirrors Psalm 18:31 verbatim, “ בו  צרופה מגן הוא לחוסיםהכל אמרת אלו ,” 
“every word of God is proven; He is a shield to those who put their trust in Him.” 
Einhorn maintains that the refining process purifies those who keep the 
commandments as it prepares them for entrance into the World to Come. The exegete 
in Midrash Samuel 4 ( 53-54: 1893, באבער ) refers to Proverbs 17:3, “ לכסף וכור  מצרף
'חן לבות הלזהב ובֹ ,” “the refining pot is for silver and the furnace for gold, but the Lord 
                                                           
61  The statement is attributed to Rava in Jalkut Shimoni II Samuel קסא. In the old printed Tanhuma 
Leviticus 8 שמיני, the saying is anonymous. 
62  The wording, “לא נתנו המצות אלא לצרף בהן את הבריות,” “the commandments were given only to 
refine human beings with them,” appears in Genesis Rabbah 44:1 and in Jalkut Shimoni II Samuel קסא. 
The tradition mentioned in the Tanhuma text in note 62 includes “וישראל,” “and Israel.” 
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tries hearts,” as the framework for a similar explanation. He states that just as a 
goldsmith places crude gold in a fiery furnace and purges it until he eliminates any 
dross in order to burnish the precious metal and to increase its worth, God also tries 
each righteous person according to the man’s strength. This interpreter, however, is 
less exclusive than other readers as he restricts the scope of God’s chastening work to 
Israel.  
The Genesis Rabbah tradition and the parallel interpretations speak of the 
commandments that perfect and polish those who observe them. Rav posits that the 
progression to refinement is the primary reason for God’s decrees. He submits that 
God is not really concerned whether one slaughters an animal intended for food 
according to halakhah or whether he carries out the work contrary to proper 
procedure. The benefits of obedience accrue to those who honor the commandments 
as their spiritual compass and to those who enter God’s purifying kiln, as Jafe 
observes, in order that He might place mercy in their hearts and familiarize them with 
compassion.  
A reading in the old printed Tanhuma Leviticus 8 שמיני uses the imagery of 
ritual slaughtering to instruct that one neither benefits nor injures God by adhering to 
the scriptural edict for the proper butchering of animals for meat. Rather, the 
commandments are intended to temper a man so that he can enter into the preserve of 
God’s protective custody, as the psalmist writes in the last portion of 18:31. Those 
who comply with God’s decrees consider Him as the supreme authority of the world, 
they obey Him and, as a result, they receive great reward. When the Tanhuma sage 
intones, “ להם שכר טובומעת שעמדו ישראל על הר סיני הרבה להם תורה ומצות לתן  ,” “and 
from the time that Israel stood at Mt. Sinai, they received an abundance of Torah and 
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many commandments so that He might give them a good divine reward,” he 
summarizes the redemptive qualities of Torah well. 
The interpretations from Genesis Rabbah, together with the illuminating 
parallels, articulate an unambiguous message. They portray the orthodox rabbinic 
definition of Torah as the preexistent and metaphysical source of creation, revelation 
and redemption. The redactor’s choice of other units that include the Wisdom/Torah 
motif, which depict Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and Joseph as pre-Mt. Sinai Torah 

























When Christian scholars appropriated Tanakh as the ancient foundation of the 
faith tradition, the Patriarchs naturally became a prominent element in their thought. 
Paul’s claim that Abraham had entered into a covenant with God by faith, and not by 
means of the commandments of Torah, and Eusebius’ assertion that the founding 
father of Judaism had practiced an early form of Christianity were only a part of an 
ecclesiastical reconfiguration of the spiritual characters of the Patriarchs. This 
interpretive activity was not limited, however, to church intellects, as certain biblical 
exegetes also altered the personalities of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and Joseph during the 
course of Jewish literary history.  
Post-biblical writers remodeled and embellished the personas of several 
scriptural characters, from the renowned to less celebrated individuals such as Enoch. 
These figures often underwent transformations and/or expansions of their traits, 
theologies and backgrounds that spawned images quite unlike those that biblical 
authors had rehearsed. The redactor of Genesis Rabbah recast some of these traditions 
in order to make the reinvented personalities more culturally significant to his day and 
theological outlook, and to employ them, as Maren Niehoff states, as “ … a kind of 
epistemological tool for understanding the ever changing realities of each epoch” 
(Niehoff, 1992: 7). This chapter, therefore, concentrates on an examination of selected 
passages that depict the Patriarchs as men who obeyed Torah that will provide another 
shade to the reading of the texts featuring ontologized Torah in Genesis Rabbah. 
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A variety of traditions developed, for example, from the fast paced narrative in 
Genesis 11:26-32 that covers the first 75 years of Abraham’s life. Some of these tales 
represent him as a monotheist even before he left his idolatrous homeland, while other 
legends explain how and when he grasped the concept of the one Creator God. 
Another story, which evolved from a pun on the name of Abraham’s birthplace, “אור,” 
“Ur,” which can also mean “flame,” tells of Nimrod’s sentencing him to death in a 
fiery furnace, the future patriarch’s miraculous escape and the premature death of his 
brother, Haran.1 
Any rabbinic portrait of Abraham would have been incomplete without a 
reference to his compliance with the precepts of Torah. That Tanakh knows nothing 
of Torah until the first family of Israel had long departed from center stage did not 
prevent Jewish spokesmen from creating the extra-biblical concept of the Torah 
observant Patriarchs. The image began with Abraham and passed to succeeding 
generations to fortify the patriarchal connection to Judaism. It also provides the 
background for understanding the episode in Bet Hamidrash 6 ( 40-41: 1938, יעללינעק ), 
in which Moses asks the elders of Israel if they are willing to accept Torah. When he 
replies “ הדברים' י ,” “the Ten Commandments,” to their request for a preview of 
Torah’s contents, they remind him that the Patriarchs already had observed these 
decrees. After they follow with a list of examples of prior obedience, the elders finish 
the conversation with the rhetorical question, “אבותינו קימו התורה ואנחנו לא נקים,” “our 
forefathers fulfilled Torah, and shall we not fulfill it?”  
Since Genesis Rabbah is a compilation of interpretations of the biblical 
narrative, and not a continuous story, the comprehensive portrait of the Torah 
                                                           
1 For more on the life of Abraham in post-biblical literature see Geza Vermes, Scripture and Tradition 
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observant Abraham, as well as similar characterizations of Isaac, Jacob and Joseph, 
derives from scattered passages. As part of a series of reflections on Abraham, a 
reading in Genesis Rabbah 39:4 begins with a laconic interpretation of Ecclesiastes 
7:19 within an appraisal of Genesis 12:1, “ אל אברם לך לך מארצך וממולדתך ' ויֹאמר ה
 and God said to Abram, get out of your country and“ ”,ומבית אביך אל הארץ אשר אראך
from your kindred, and from your father’s house to the land that I will show you.” On 
the surface, the anonymous exegesis refers to God’s speaking to Abraham, but the 
terseness belies its deeper multidimensional nature. The portion of the original words 
that remains from the earlier and lengthier tradition is more than sufficient to convey 
the crisp and somewhat unexpected thought. When the commentator uses Qohelet’s 
declaration, “ ז לחכם מעשרה שליטים אשר היו בעירהחכמה תעֹ ,” “wisdom strengthens the 
wise more than ten rulers who are in a city,” to propose that the statement refers to 
Abraham, he concludes that “החכמה תעוז לחכם זה אברהם,” “wisdom strengthens the 
wise, this is Abraham.”2 The writers of Genesis and Qohelet do not predetermine the 
connection between a wise man and the patriarch. Even on the exterior portion of the 
exegesis, divine communication might appear to be the interpreter’s primary aim. Yet, 
subtly lurking within the interior is the imagery of Abraham as a sage.  
The idea develops further in the consideration of Genesis 15:1 in Genesis 
Rabbah 44:2. The commentator opens with Proverbs 14:16, “  חכם ירא וסר מרע וכסיל
 a wise man fears and departs from evil, but a fool is arrogant and“ ”,מתעבר ובוטח
confident,” and he ties it to “אל תירא אברם” “do not fear, Abram,” from the base text 
                                                                                                                                                                          
in Judaism (Leiden: Brill, 1973), 67-126. 
2 The last two words appear in brackets in the Theodor-Albeck text, since they are absent from the 
London manuscript. The textual evidence, however, strongly favors their inclusion as they surface in 
the Vatican 30 text as well as in Paris 149, Oxford 147 and Stuttgart 32, and in the Venice text of 
Jalkut Shimoni. See also Qohelet Rabbah 7.19.2. The opinion of one exegete of the verse links “חכם” 
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in order to transform Abraham into a sage. Although the central players in Genesis 
Rabbah 76:1 are Jacob and Moses, the intent of the midrashist’s, “ אינו אומר אל תירא
אלא למי שנתיירא ואות ,” “one only says do not fear him to someone who fears,” applies 
in 44:2 as well. Therefore, a wise man turns from evil after he examines the previous 
deeds of his life. The fool, on the other hand, stubbornly and boastfully clings to what 
he does not even realize is a road fraught with danger.  
Irving Jacobs maintains that the proem, “חכם את וסר מרע ירא אל תירא אברם,” 
“you are wise and turn from evil; he fears, do not fear, Abram,” that was inserted after 
the opening reference to Proverbs 14:16 in the Theodor-Albeck critical edition, is not 
an independent part of any of the printed editions of Genesis Rabbah (Jacobs, 1995: 
85). It appears only as a marginal reading in the London manuscript in a different 
handwriting, although Albeck comments that the writing is similar to the script in the 
main text ( 425: 1965, כרך א, אלבק-טהעאדאד ). Jacobs’ interpretation lends another 
element to the Abraham/sage motif. Proverbs 14:16 and Proverbs 3:7 combine to 
disclose Abraham’s agony over his lack of progeny, according to a tale in bShabbat 
156a. His mastery of astrology and his consultation with the stars on the subject of 
children lead him to the troubling conclusion.3 Jacobs’ explanation of the additional 
                                                                                                                                                                          
with Abraham, although others opt for Adam, Jacob or Moses. See also Jalkut Shimoni סב לך לך and 
Jalkut Shimoni Qohelet 7 תתקעו. 
3 For more on the Abraham’s astrological knowledge in particular, and that of the Chaldeans in general, 
see Philo’s De Abrahamo 15:68-71. Josephus discusses the patriarch’s introducing arithmetic and the 
laws of astronomy to the Egyptians, who were previously ignorant of these subjects, in The Antiquities 
of the Jews I.8.2.166-168. The Book of Jubilees 12:16-18 details Abraham’s ability to predict the 
weather from his studying the heavens. However, after a revelatory word, he realizes his folly and 
understands that rainfall or drought both depend simply on the will of God. Part of a dialogue in bBava 
Batra 16b relates that the kings of the Orient and the Occident conferred with Abraham about 
astrology, and in a legend in Exodus Rabbah 38:6, God dissuades him from relying upon consulting 
planetary alignment in order to determine whether he will father a child. Philo interprets the name 
change as an indication that Abram, the astrologer and meteorologist, became Abraham, the sage in De 
Abrahamo 18:82-83. Josephus points out, ironically, in The Antiquities of the Jews I.7.1.154-156 that 
Abraham’s aptitude for reading heavenly bodies led to the patriarch’s conclusion that a higher power 
controls them. 
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proem from the astrological slant leads to his reading it as “ ‘a sage feareth and 
departeth from evil’- you are a sage, and [therefore] one departs from the evil (viz. of 
astrology)! You fear [the portents of the stars]? Fear not Abram, [I am your shield]!” 
The choice of these verses, which contain “חכם” in reference to Abraham, is not likely 
an accident.4  
The interpretive journey in 44:2 ends with an association of Abraham and a 
wise man from Proverbs 3:7, “ וסור מרע' אל תהי חכם בעיניך ירא את ה ,” “do not be wise 
in your own eyes; fear the Lord and turn from evil.” While biblical writers who 
created this sort of idea normally made wisdom an issue of the heart, the midrashist 
purposely shifts the focus with “במה שאת רואה בעיניך,” “in what you see with your 
own eyes.” The tradition that appears in Jalkut Shimoni Proverbs 3 תתקלב refers to 
God as the source of the advice. Genesis Rabbah 44:10 supplies a broader 
understanding of the admonition against Abraham’s speaking about his inability to 
father a child from conclusions that he drew from astrology. Instead, God transfers the 
patriarch’s attention from the planets, which he read with his eyes, to what has already 
been declared about his fatherhood in heaven. When the commentator in 44:2 
integrates “ 'ירא את ה ” and “אל תירא אברם,” he places Abraham, the sage, squarely in 
the realm of God’s words at the same time that he pointedly removes him from the 
evil of stargazing or any other iniquity. The simple but artistic exegesis characterizes 
a sage as one who concerns himself only with what God has spoken on any subject 
without additional deliberations. 
                                                           
4 See Genesis Rabbah 57:1. This interpreter applies verses from the same chapters, 3:8 and 14:30, to 
Abraham. See also the old printed edition of Tanhuma 15 לך לך. In his  review of Proverbs 14:16, the 
midrashist openly intones, “ ל תיראזה אברהם שנאמר לו א, אל תהי קורא אלא חכם וסר מרע ירא ,” “only 
read a wise man fears and turns from evil, this is Abraham; as it was said to him: do not fear.” The 
exegesis includes an elegant maneuver as the exegete transfers “ירא,” alters the reading and removes 
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 Genesis Rabbah 43:6 features Abraham as the principle character in a section 
that contains five short analyses that evaluate the various components of Genesis 
14:18, “ הן לאל עליוןומלכי צדק מלך שלם הוציא לחם ויין והוא כֹ ,” “and Malkhizedek, king 
of Shalem, brought out bread and wine; and he was a priest of the Most High God.” 
The germane issue derives from the portion of the verse that begins with “הוציא.” 
Steinberger submits that when the writer opted for this word instead of “הביא,” he 
intended to illustrate something previously hidden ( 269: 1986 , כרך ב,שטינברגר ). In his 
comparison of the bread and the wine to the shewbread and the libations of the 
Temple, R. Samuel determines that Malkhizedek instructed Abraham in the ways of 
the High Priesthood.5 The Rabbis, in a majority opinion, demur because they did not 
rate the shewbread and the libations as the primary elements of the Temple service. 
They maintain, rather, that the biblical verse discloses that Malkhizedek revealed 
Torah to his visitor by attaching it to the bread and wine of Proverbs 9:5, “  לכו לחמו
 come, eat of my bread and drink of the wine that I have“ ”,בלחמי ושתו ביין מסכתי
mixed.” The core of the association, which stems from Wisdom’s speaking and 
extending this biblical invitation, permits the interpreter to equate Torah with bread 
and wine. The expansion takes one of the duties of the priests, the teaching of Torah, 
and charges the scene with greater religious significance as Malkhizedek fulfills part 
of his levitical duty and schools Abraham in God’s ways. While some commentators 
posit that he taught only the seven Noachide laws, the entire corpus of tradition 
                                                                                                                                                                          
the fear as the impetus for Abraham’s eschewing evil. Then, “סר מרע” becomes another title for the 
patriarch along with “חכם.” 
5 One tradition teaches that Malkhizedek was actually Shem, the son of Noah. In Genesis Rabbah 26:3 
Shem fills the office of the High Priest and, as a result, he is superior to his brothers. See Genesis 
Rabbah 46:5, which relates that Abraham was also the High Priest. 
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testifies that the understanding that Abraham acquired was far more intricate and 
comprehensive. 
 Genesis 18:17, “ שהעֹאמר המכסה אני מאברהם אשר אני ' וה ,” “and God said, shall 
I hide from Abraham what I am about to do?” propels the reading in Genesis Rabbah 
49:2, which develops the representation of Abraham as a Torah sage further. It widens 
the realm of the patriarch’s knowledge from his privileged information regarding the 
impending doom of Sodom with the tradition communicated by R. Aha in the names 
of the third generation Amoraim, R. Samuel b. Nahman, and R. Natan, which 
maintains that Abraham even knew the halakhot of the legal Sabbath courtyard limits, 
“ חצרותה ערובי .”6 Einhorn posits that the verse allows for the conclusion that God’s 
intimate relationship with His covenant partner also included making him aware of 
every word of Torah, all of the divine mysteries and future events. Abraham’s 
familiarity with the courtyard regulations, which are part of Oral Torah, speaks of his 
broad-based knowledge. His expertise in both divisions of Torah emanates from the 
interpretation of the plural form, “תורותי,” “my Torot (laws),” from the text in Genesis 
26:5, “ קותי ותורותיר משמרתי מצותי ֻחלי וישמֹ אשר שמע אברהם בקֹעקב ,” “because Abraham 
obeyed my voice and kept my charge, my commandments, my statutes and my laws.” 
A tradition in Tanhuma  לך לך ( 58: 1972, באבער ) with a slightly different 
attestation, from R. Aha, in the name of R. Alexandri, and R. Samuel bar Nahmani in 
the name of R. Jonathan, applies Genesis 18:17 to infer that the patriarch and his 
household complied with “ערובי תבשילין.” This enactment permits the preparation of 
                                                           
6 Solomon instituted the concept of the Sabbath spatial restrictions according to bShabbat 14b. The 
courtyard legislation is a rabbinic amendment that permits several householders who share a common 
walled area, defined as the private domain, to carry items into and out of their homes to the courtyard 
as though it were the public domain. Such movement from the private to the public domain is 
otherwise prohibited on the Sabbath. However, if each homeowner places some common food within 
the enclosure, the area becomes one house in theory, and the traffic is then permissible 
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meals for the Sabbath or a holy day falling on the sixth day of the week by preparing 
the dish, “תבשיל,” on the fifth day and allowing it sit until the end of the Sabbath. 
Therefore, all of the cooking that takes place on the sixth day holy day becomes a 
continuation of what began the previous day. In the more developed tradition that the 
compiler preserved in Midrash Tehillim 1:13 ( 13: 1891, באבער ), Abraham knows both 
 ”.ערובי תבשילין“ and ”ערובי החצרות“
The midrashist of the Genesis Rabbah passage then grants his audience a 
private view into the workings of the heavenly academy. R. Hiyya, R. Berekhiah and 
the Babylonian sages in R. Judah’s name maintain from Job 37:2, “ לו גז קֹשמעו שמוע ברֹ
מפיו יצא והגה ,” “hear attentively the noise of His voice and the sound that goes out of 
His mouth,” that God expounds upon new halakhah daily.7 He comments further with, 
 and the sound is none other than Torah,” from an association“ ”,ואין הגה אלא תורה“
with Joshua 1:8, its obvious Torah context and the corroborating “הגה.” The image of 
Torah going forth from God’s mouth as halakhic innovation also surfaces in Leviticus 
Rabbah 13:3 in a tale concerning a wild beast contest in the World to Come, in which 
an instance of unlawful animal slaughtering occurs. R. Avin b. Kahana refers to a 
portion of Isaiah 51:4, “ תורה מאתי תצאכי  ,” “for Torah will proceed from me,” to 
assert that God would issue a temporary exception to permit the aberrant procedure. 
His maneuver prepares the way for the final stage of the message. Abraham 
conformed to “ערובי תבשילין,” and he was privy to the daily divine reforms. The 
commentator closes the circle that he opened with God’s rhetorical question about the 
patriarch’s access even to sensitive classified heavenly information. Abraham, 
                                                           
7 Einhorn attributes the necessity for these modernizations to God’s having established the world by 
means of Torah and Wisdom. The sages who transmit the saying add to the image of God as a Torah 
scholar, whose ongoing studies produce updated conclusions. 
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therefore, was not a mere sage, but a man who also received the most recent wisdom 
from God’s halakhic workshop. 
Since God gave Torah to Moses at Mt. Sinai, Jewish interpreters were 
compelled to explain the anachronism of a pre-Sinai biblical character with any 
knowledge, not to mention the extraordinary level of revelation that Abraham 
acquired. The reading in Genesis Rabbah 61:1 presents an additional point of view, 
apart from the Malkhizedek connection. The midrashist generates the exegesis from 
an examination of Genesis 25:1, “ ורהסף אברהם ויקח אשה ושמה קטויֹ ,” “and Abraham 
took another wife, whose name was Keturah,” through the intertext of Psalm 1:1-3. 
Although the first verse provides an ample Abrahamic context, the initial part of 
Psalm 1, “אשרי האיש אשר לא הלך,” “happy is the man who does not walk,” lends 
further substance. The tradition in Midrash Tehillim 1:13 ( 12: 1891, באבער ) illuminates 
the tie unequivocally with the deduction that “אשרי האיש זה אברהם,” “happy is the 
man, this is Abraham,” from a reference to “האיש” in Genesis 20:7.8  
Psalm 1 provides the intellectual framework in Genesis Rabbah for elevating 
Abraham to an exclusive status, without the contamination of ungodly influence. The 
interpreter constructs the detachment from three examples of depravity and the 
patriarch’s contrasting behavior. Thus, when he designates the wicked in 1:1 as the 
generation that erected the Tower of Babel, he calls to mind Abraham’s dissociation 
from men of such arrogance. The commentator in Genesis Rabbah 38:6 features an 
assessment of “ דברים אחדיםו ,” “one speech (one language),” from Genesis 11:1, 
revolving around the root, ד.ח.א , that suggests that these miscreants railed against two 
beings who are associated with the idea of oneness. He juggles “אחד” on two levels as 
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he reads it as “חד,” the Aramaic equivalent, and describes them as “שאמרו דברים חדים,” 
“who spoke one language.” He couples this idea with his interpretation of the biblical 
narrative to convey a notion of vitriolic words of conceit. Jalkut Shimoni   נֹח סב
preserves a reference, “ואמרו דברים על שני אחדים,” “they spoke words about two who 
are involved with the concept of one,” that also paints the hubris of the Tower 
builders. The two-tiered exegesis leads Einhorn to posit that the commentator 
expresses the idea in 38:6 as though it were phrased “דברים חדים על אחדים,” “shrill 
words about two who are involved with the concept of one.” These insolent men first 
target God, whom the biblical writer describes as “אחד” in Deuteronomy 6:4. The 
second victim of their invective is Abraham, about whom Ezekiel declares, “ אחד היה
הארץ אברהם ויירש את ,” “Abraham was only one man and yet he inherited the land,” in 
33:24.9 
  The second instance of separation in 61:1 arises from associating “חטאים,” 
“sinners,” in Psalm 1:1 and in Genesis 13:13, in which the author employs the word to 
describe the inhabitants of Sodom. The biblical text certainly witnesses to the 
patriarch’s segregation from these wicked men. The tradition transmitted in Genesis 
Rabbah 42:5 and 43:5 that chronicles Abraham’s refusal to serve as king over the 
people of the world after his decisive victory against the royal league in Genesis 14 
only deepens the division. The midrashist puts forth his final exhibit of perversion in 
61:1 by connecting Avimelekh, the king who offered Abraham residence in Gerar, 
with the psalmist’s “ובמושב לצים לא ישב,” “and does not sit in the seat of scorners.” R. 
                                                                                                                                                                          
8 The inference arises in Jalkut Shimoni Tehillim תדיר, Jalkut Shimoni קט חיי שרה and bAvodah Zarah 
18b-19a as well. 
9 Steinberger notes that in rabbinic literature “דברים,” “words,” and/or “ דיבורים,” “talking, speech,” in 
these kinds of contexts denote more acrimonious speech, as opposed to the softer nuance of “ אמירה,” 
“saying.” See 152, 1986, כרך ב, ברגרשטינ . 
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Samuel b. Nahmani crystallizes the image in the name of R. Jonathan in bAvodah 
Zarah 19a when he proposes that Abraham rejected the generous overture because the 
Philistines were “10”.לצים 
He totally quarantines Abraham from these potentially infectious relationships 
so that he can tie Genesis 18:19 with the poet’s “ חפצו' כי אם בתורת ה ,” “but his delight 
is in the Torah of the Lord,” in order to depict the founding father of Judaism and his 
descendants as Torah observers. The copyist of a manuscript of Midrash Tehillim 
must have been aware of the tradition when he inserted the revealing editorial 
comment, “זה אברהם,” “this is Abraham,” after “ וחפצ .” The Genesis Rabbah 
commentator reinforces the concept of the continuing depth of the patriarchal 
commitment to God’s ways and the broad distance between Abraham and the three 
contrasting characters with “ובתורתו יהגה יומם ולילה,” “and in His Torah he meditates 
day and night,” from Psalm 1.  
After he firmly establishes Abraham as a conscientiously compliant Torah 
sage, he confronts the issue of pre-Sinai observance. Since Abraham received no 
formal religious education from his father or from a rabbinic scholar, R. Simon 
inquires about the origin of the patriarch’s full knowledge, which even included his 
acquaintance with the subtleties of Oral Torah.11 The concern with the breadth of 
Abraham’s erudition is evident from a comparison with Genesis Rabbah 43:6 and the 
                                                           
10 See also Genesis Rabbah 54:2 and Midrash Tehillim 1:13 ( 12: 1891, באבער ) for more information on 
Abraham’s vetoing the king’s proposal. 
11 See Genesis Rabbah 38:13 for the legend, communicated by R. Hiyya, which describes an encounter 
between Abraham and his father over the issue of idol worship. Abraham tends to his father’s idol shop 
and excoriates an adult man, who comes to purchase one of the figurines, for his belief in idols that are 
only a day old. When a woman brings a food offering, Abraham smashes several of the icons. Then he 
places the club he used in the hands of the largest of them, and he invents a fictional quarrel among the 
statues over who should eat first to explain the destruction. The midrashist’s sly humor is obvious as he 
tells of Terah’s chiding his son for the mere suggestion that the images have any knowledge and 
Abraham’s rejoinder that encourages his father to examine his own words more closely.  
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previously mentioned idea that Abraham might have received only introductory 
lessons from Malkhizedek. In 61:1, however, when the rabbi maintains that Abraham 
lacked any human guidance, he refers to unabridged Torah.12  
R. Simon then discloses that Abraham’s kidneys imparted Torah knowledge in 
their capacity as God’s emissaries and substitute sages.13 His description of the 
interaction with, “והיו נובעות ומלמדות אותו תורה וחכמה,” “and they poured forth and 
taught him wisdom and Torah,” evocatively captures the latitude of the instruction. 
The printed edition includes “תורה וחכמה,” while the London manuscript simply reads 
 Paris 149, Vatican 30, Oxford 147 and 2335, Stuttgart 32, Munich 97 and ”.חכמה“
other manuscripts provide extensive support for this reading. In this obvious Torah 
context, all of these scribes agreed that “חכמה,” the synonym for “תורה,” streamed 
from Abraham’s kidneys. The tradition in Avot de-Rabbi Natan A 33, ( 94: 1997, קיסטר ) 
also includes “חכמה” in the sketch of an even more intimate sort of learning 
environment, “ שתי כליותיו כשני חכמים והיו מבינות ה לאברהם אבינו "אלא מלמד שזמן הקב
ויועצות אותו ומלמדות אותו חכמה כל הלילה אותו ,”  “but it teaches that God put 
Abraham’s two kidneys at his disposal as two sages, and they instructed him, they 
advised him and taught him wisdom.”  
The intertext that serves as the foundation for the kidney/sage imagery derives 
from Psalm 16:7, “ אשר יעצני אף לילות יסרוני כליותי' ת האברך א ,” “I bless the Lord who 
gives me counsel; my kidneys also admonish me at night.” Einhorn suggests that a 
tradition in Pirqe de-Rabbi Eliezer 24 helps to shed light on the correlation of the 
                                                           
12 The difference is distinct from a review of Midrash Tehillim 1:12 ( 11: 1891, באבער ). Because Noah 
is the subject of the interpretation, when the midrashist ties him to “ חפצו' כי אם בתורת ה ” from Psalm 
1, he naturally restricts the scope of scholarly and spiritual refinement to the seven Noachide laws. 
13 The kidneys were considered the source of counsel and wisdom in this period. Jafe comments that 
the kidneys, and not the heart, were the metaphorical center of the understanding of truth. He points to 
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Abrahamic element in the psalm’s context, which actually begins in verse 5. The 
narrator recounts a scene in which the patriarch passes the construction site of the 
Tower of Babel and curses the builders of the structure with words from Psalm 55:10. 
Their summary rejection of his intervention moves God to convene the 70 angels who 
surround His throne and to decide to descend to earth in order to confuse the 
languages of the world. When God and His hosts arrive, they cast lots among 
themselves concerning the inheritances of certain peoples, and the lot of Abraham and 
his offspring falls to God. Deuteronomy 32:8-9 provides the foundation for reader’s 
claim. He nimbly intertwines the initial portion of verse 9, “ עמו 'כי חלק ה ,” “for the 
Lord’s portion is His people,” with Psalm 16:5, “ מנת חלקי וכוסי אתה תומיך גורלי' ה ,” 
“the Lord is the portion of my inheritance and of my cup; you control my fate,” and 
he places the latter words in Abraham’s mouth. When the patriarch then speaks the 
psalmist’s thought from 16:7, God designates Himself as Abraham’s counselor and 
teacher in the fullness of Torah, although the human kidneys appear metaphorically as 
sages.14 
The journey is complete. No one of Abraham’s ilk could partake of the 
spiritual contamination of the Generation of the Separation, the men of Sodom and 
Avimelekh. The midrashist removes the patriarch from that environment so that he 
could portray him as a pure sage who practiced the precepts of Torah even before the 
Mt. Sinai event. 
                                                                                                                                                                          
Leviticus Rabbah 4:4, “והכליות מחשבות והלב גומר,” “the kidneys think and the heart decides,” as an 
indication of this philosophy. 
14 The methodology at play in this exegesis highlights the unitary view of Tanakh in the Jewish 
interpretive mind. Words from the Book of Deuteronomy and from the Book of Psalms fall from 
Abraham’s mouth. Similar instances with Jacob and the Book of Psalms will be detailed below. 
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An evaluation of the opening portion of Genesis 24:1, “ואברהם זקן בא בימים,” 
“and Abraham was old, advanced in age,” in Genesis Rabbah 59:2 expands the 
rabbinic modification of Abraham’s character in a relatively short, but potent, 
segment. Although the commentator begins his discourse with Proverbs 31:25, “  זעֹ
 strength and dignity are her clothing and she laughs at“ ”,והדר לבושה ותשחק ליום אחרון
the time to come,” whose context is “אשת חיל,” “a woman of moral worth,” he 
immediately transfers the audience’s focus to Torah when he announces, “ עוז והדר
ורהלבושה של ת ,” “strength and dignity are the clothing of Torah.” A tradition found in 
Midrash Mishle 31 ( 108: 1893, באבער ) that relates, “אשת חיל מי ימצא זו היא התורה,” 
“who will find a woman of moral worth (Proverbs 31:10), this is Torah,” and a 
slightly truncated version in Jalkut Shimoni Proverbs 31 that reads, “אשת חיל זו תורה,” 
“a woman of moral worth, this is Torah,” are likely interrelated with the move. As a 
result, Torah clothes those who engage themselves in study and in heeding its 
commandments with dignity and strength in this world ( 590: 1986, כרך ב, שטינברגר ). 
Part of the lengthy discourse in Genesis Rabbah 62:2 spotlights these traits as well 
when the interpreter argues that Torah brings dual compensation to its adherents. The 
first benefit, the strength and dignity that guided Abraham to old age, is an idea that 
provides a more nuanced understanding of “זקן” in Genesis 24:1 and 25:8. Rashi 
comments succinctly on Genesis Rabbah 59:2, “הדר זו זקנה,” “dignity, this is old age.” 
The noble status of fullness of years and satisfaction, however, is only a partial reward 
to the man who centers his life on Torah. 
The buildup to the climax continues as the interpreter introduces the second 
dividend, which he bases on the latter phrase in Proverbs 31:25. He asks when Torah 
laughs, and he veers to the time when God will distribute final rewards in the World 
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to Come.15 As his fellow exegete in Genesis Rabbah 62:2 interprets the same 
Proverbs verse, he maintains that God prepares full compensation for the righteous in 
the World to Come and grants them a preview just prior to their deaths. He reinforces 
the idea with Ben Azzai’s saying, grounded on Psalm 116:15, “  המותה' יקר בעיני ה
 precious in the eyes of the Lord is the death of His pious ones,” because the“ ”,לחסידיו
preliminary glimpse of and the ultimate entering into the wages of the righteous is 
precious to God. Therefore, Torah laughs at the time of final recompense because of 
the merit awaiting those who followed its paths of peace. 
Compensation, however, is only an introduction to the essence of the ideology 
expressed in Genesis Rabbah 59:2. In order to prove that his convictions are more 
than mere conjecture, the midrashist asks from whom one might learn that Torah 
allots strength and dignity in the present world. In his response to his own question 
with “מאברהם,” “from Abraham,” he supports the assertion from Genesis 18:19, 
especially the latter segment, “ על אברהם ' לעשות צדקה ומשפט למען הביא ה' ושמרו דרך ה
 and they will keep the way of the Lord, doing what is just and“ ”,את אשר דבר עליו
right, so that God might bring upon Abraham what He has spoken about him.” The 
verse offers him a double substructure for his portrait of the patriarch/sage. First, the 
commentator unsurprisingly understands “ 'דרך ה ” as Torah. Second, his intertextual 
coupling of “צדקה” in the Genesis verse with the same word in Deuteronomy 6:25, 
which is part of a discourse on Torah, enriches it with a new nuance, Torah ( , שטינברגר
590: 1986, כרך ב ).  
The fullness of age and the dignity and the strength that Abraham merited, 
thus, were a result of the patriarch’s dedication to Torah study and of his having 
                                                           
15 See also Jalkut Shimoni קג חיי שרה for a similar understanding of the Proverbs text. 
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conducted his life according to Torah’s principles. Leviticus 19:32, “והדרת פני זקן,” 
“and you must show deference to an old man,” and Proverbs 20:29, “והדר זקנים שיבה,” 
“and the beauty of old men is a gray head,” intensify the connection between “זקן” 
and “הדר.” This elite status, however, is not the exclusive domain of Abraham. It is 
even applied to God in Genesis Rabbah 58:9 in an appraisal of Genesis 23:19, 
assessed through the lens of Proverbs 21:21. The interpreter defines Sarah’s burial as 
an act of righteousness and love, since according to Genesis Rabbah 8:13, God buries 
the dead. This pious behavior qualifies Abraham to dress in the divine attire that the 
writer of Daniel 7:9 describes in his vision of the glory of God, “  ועתיק יומין יתב לבושה
 and an ancient of days sat, whose garment was white“ ”,כתלג חור ושער ראשה כעמר נקא
as snow, and the hair of his head was like pure wool.” This reference is also part of a 
parable in the old printed edition of Tanhuma 4 חיי שרה that concludes when God 
places His own crown on Abraham’s head in order to complete the picture in Genesis 
24:1. The writer’s choice of “עתיק יומין” in Daniel parallels the selection of “בא בימים” 
in the Genesis verse. Part of the interpretation of Exodus 20:2 in the Mekhilta de-
Rabbi Ishmael 5 יתרו ( 219: 1970, רבין-האראוויץ  and“ ”,ונגלה על הר סיני כזקן מלא רחמים“ ,(
He was revealed on Mt. Sinai as an old man, full of mercy,” supplements this 
extraordinary revelation of this part of God’s character.16 
Dignity, strength and sage-like wisdom in this world and the venerable 
position of a citizen in the next world are the wages of Torah study and managing 
one’s life in conformity with Torah’s standards. When the midrashist wished to put 
                                                           
16 Abraham merited the divine-like apparel because he conducted himself like God. Before the 
patriarch requested the signs of aging so that men would know whom to honor, part of a discussion in 
bBava Metzia 87a reveals that the effects of age did not exist until God reacted favorably to the petition 
that a person’s years would affect his or her physical appearance. Previously, people who wished to 
speak to Abraham would mistakenly address Isaac, and sometimes the opposite situation would obtain. 
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forth the example par excellence of this idea, he presented Abraham and even dared 
to compare the patriarch’s raiment with the majesty of God’s attire in order to 
illustrate the heights to which a Torah sage can be elevated. 
God grounded His intimate and open relationship with Abraham on the 
knowledge that His covenant partner would live in compliance with the divine ways, 
and that the head of the first family of Judaism would command his descendants to 
follow his example. Since the biblical narrative explicitly discloses this information, 
Jewish commentators also portrayed Abraham’s son, Isaac, as a Torah sage. A 
reading in Genesis Rabbah 56:11 is motivated by a curious statement at the 
conclusion of the account of the Binding of Isaac in Genesis 22:19. As he recounts the 
story, the biblical author reports that Abraham returned to the young men whom he 
had left behind when he and his son ascended Mt. Moriah. However, the writer 
completely ignores Isaac, who had survived when God terminated Abraham’s test. 
The midrashist selects a tradition that relates that Abraham enrolled him in the 
academy of Shem to learn Torah in order to address Isaac’s absence from the scene.17 
Since a rabbinic tradition identifies Malkhizedek with Shem, Abraham would have 
been acutely aware of the quality of the curriculum at this study center from the 
instruction he had received personally from the eminent character. The reading 
employs Abraham’s expertise in Torah as the background for the decision. It 
introduces the concept with a compact, yet instructive, parable about a spinster whose 
distaff brought her great wealth. Since she recognizes the value of the primary tool of 
                                                           
17 Targum Jonathan interposes the tradition in Genesis 22:19 that Isaac received an angelic escort on 
his journey to the yeshivah, and that his stay lasted three years. Midrash Hagadol ( 327: 1902, שעכטער ) 
also attributes Isaac’s absence in the biblical narrative to his matriculation at the rabbinic institution. 
That Shem (some legends also include Ever) operated the school derives from the connection of these 
study centers with tents in rabbinic lore, in this case, the tents of Shem in Genesis 9:27. Thus, Targum 
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her craft, she promises that it will never leave her hand. Like the wise seamstress who 
was cognizant of the source of her good fortune, Abraham determines that his blessed 
station in life is due to his constant engagement in Torah. Because of his desire to 
bequeath his standing to his descendants and to begin to perpetuate it throughout the 
generations, he dispatches Isaac to Shem to hone his son’s Torah knowledge.18  
The elaborate text in Exodus Rabbah 1:1 furnishes more details about Isaac’s 
religious schooling. The midrashist cites Proverbs 13:24, “ הבו ואֹ חושך שבטו שונא בנו
 he who spares his rod hates his son, but the one who loves him chastises“ ”,שחרו מוסר
him early,” in his appraisal of Exodus 1:1. He eventually concludes that since Jacob 
chastised his children and taught them God’s standards, the biblical writer was free to 
compare the sons in 1:1 to Abraham’s grandson because they had become as 
righteous as their father. He offers instances of fathers who did not discipline their 
sons with the resultant tragedies and of those whose correction created situations that 
were more favorable. When he adduces the relationship between Abraham and Isaac 
as proof of the latter, the commentator presents the second portion of the Proverbs 
verse to submit that reproof even increases a son’s love for his father. Genesis 18:19 
and 26:5 serve to fortify the idea that Abraham’s teachings and admonitions to a 
family member derived from Torah. Additional evidence is exhibited from the 
seemingly tautological “אברהם אברהם,” “Abraham, Abraham,” at the opening of the 
                                                                                                                                                                          
Jonathan’s rendering of this verse, which includes the idea that the sons of Yephet will convert and 
dwell in the study center of Shem, comes into bold relief. 
18 The compiler of the old printed edition of Tanhuma utilizes the legend, with shades of the less than 
honest Abraham from Genesis 12 and 20, in a slightly different manner in 22 וירא. After God requests 
that the patriarch sacrifice his son, Abraham must find a plausible excuse to present to Sarah so that he 
and Isaac would be able to leave without suspicion. Surely, she would have objected vociferously had 
she known the truth. In order to placate his wife and to prevent her possible suicide, he offers his plan 
for furthering Isaac’s Torah education at the nearby academy. Though his canard ultimately becomes 
reality, when Abraham tells Sarah he intends to register their son in the Torah institute, it is a hoax.  
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generations of Isaac in Genesis 25:19. The repetition suggests that the son was the 
image of the father in every respect, including wisdom.19 
 Isaac’s Torah training is all the more dramatic in that earlier in the Exodus 
Rabbah passage, the interpreter blames the patriarch’s undisciplined relationship with 
Ishmael for that lad’s involvement with idols. The deviant worship becomes the basis 
for Sarah’s demand that her husband banish the boy and his mother, Hagar, to shield 
Isaac from the defilement that such behavior produces. After the expulsion, the 
biblical author remarks in Genesis 21:11, “ ת בנוד בעיני אברהם על אודֹוירע הדבר מאֹ ,” 
“and the matter was very grievous in Abraham’s eyes because of his son.” While 
Sarah’s insistence on ostracizing Ishmael grieved Abraham, the writer’s look into 
Abraham’s mind with “ ת בנואודֹ ” illustrates that the young man’s deviant spiritual 
conduct was no less of a source of anguish to his father ( 2: 1984, כרך א, שטינברגר ). 
Part of the midrashist’s discourse in Exodus Rabbah 2:6 on Exodus 3:3 reveals 
Isaac’s sagacity in Torah. The apparently redundant “משה משה,” “Moses, Moses,” 
elicits several attempts to create meaning, one of which posits that both in this world 
and in the World to Come, Moses will teach Torah. Israel will arrive in his classroom, 
however, only after seeking the expertise of the Patriarchs. As the people approach 
Abraham for his wisdom, he advises them to consult Isaac, whose knowledge is more 
expansive. Einhorn credits the son’s superiority to his having had more undivided 
study time, since Abraham was beset by a number of vexing problems, including the 
aggadic harassment of Nimrod and of the Generation of the Separation, wars and his 
                                                           
19 This explanation surfaces in the old printed edition of Tanhuma 1 שמותas well. See bBava Metzia 
87a and the ideas of the commentator in Etz Joseph in Tanhuma, who submits that the duplication 
appears to show that Abraham was more than Isaac’s father, and that they shared similar traits in all 
matters. See also mEduyot 2:9 for a parallel tradition of characteristics with which a father endows a 
son. 
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nomadic existence. Despite these obstacles, the composite tradition still draws 
Abraham as a master scholar and his referring Israel to his more enlightened son in 
this midrash testifies to the wealth of Isaac’s command of Torah’s content. 
Isaac’s wife, Rebekah, also engaged in Torah study and in God’s service. The 
concise, unattributed interpretation of the end of Genesis 25:22, “ 'ה ש אתותלך לדרֹ ,” 
“and she went to inquire of the Lord,” at the conclusion of Genesis Rabbah 63:6 
infers that the first word signifies a lengthy excursion from her home to seek the face 
of God. To support this judgment, the midrashist wonders if any synagogues and/or 
study centers existed in her day apart from those that Abraham and Isaac, as two 
Torah sages, would have operated in their homes. Einhorn notes that if the reader 
were suggesting an extended tour from “תלך,” then the institute of Shem and Ever was 
the only other likely place to which Rebekah could have traveled to seek God.20 After 
he adduces the scholarly nuance of “ שלדרֹ ” in the narrative to point to her intentions, 
the commentator observes that a visit to a sage was equivalent to an encounter with 
the Divine Presence.21 Thus, her decision to undertake the journey would not have 
been inconceivable. Moreover, according to Einhorn, no yeshivah was handing down 
halakhic decrees at the time, and because the homes of Abraham and Isaac were 
centers for study, worship and prayer, the mothers of Judaism, including Rebekah, 
would always be present. She would have been quite at home, then, in this legend. 
                                                           
20 For the idea that Shem was still alive at the time, see bBava Batra 121b. According to the Sages, 
seven men lived long enough to have been acquainted with all of human history up to the points of 
their respective deaths. Therefore, Methuselah saw Adam, Shem saw Methuselah and later, Jacob met 
Shem. 
21 The translator of Targum Jonathan was also aware of the tradition as he rendered the end of Genesis 
25:22 with “ 'ואזלת לבי מדרשא דשם רבא למבעי רחמין מן קדם ה ,” “and she went to the academy of 
Shem, the master, to ask for mercy from the Lord.” The treatment in Targum Onqelos of the same 
passage, “ ואזלת למיתבע אולפן מן קדם יי,” “and she went in search of instruction from the Lord,” 
creates a similar picture of Rebekah’s purpose, although without the specific location that Targum 
Jonathan supplies. 
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Since his parents occupied themselves to this extent with Torah and the 
service of God, the rabbinic characterization of Jacob as a Torah scholar follows 
naturally. In fact, his mother’s desire for deeper knowledge fosters his own 
association with the spiritual aspects of the world even before his birth in an 
anonymous interpretation in Genesis Rabbah 63:6. The tradition takes the initial part 
of Genesis 25:22, “ הבנים בקרבה צצוויתרֹ ,” “and the children struggled within her,” as a 
discursive framework, and it associates the concept of movement with the root צ.ו.ר  in 
order to portray the prenatal struggle in agile, yet pronounced, terms. Whenever the 
righteous Rebekah would stand near synagogues or study centers to hear words of 
Torah, the future father of the 12 tribes of Israel would kick and struggle within to be 
born so that he might participate in the lessons and the worship. The midrashist 
contends that Jacob’s conduct, which presaged his rectitude even from his mother’s 
womb, was similar to the imagery of the call of the prophet in Jeremiah 1:5 ( , רשטינברג
8: 1987, כרך ג ).  
The younger brother’s hallowed position comes into sharper focus through the 
inventive characterization of Esau’s pre-birth conduct. Esau, whose image among the 
Sages is generally uncomplimentary, strives in this setting to enter the world 
prematurely each time that Rebekah passes a temple of idol worship by chance. A 
shrewd choice of poetic vocabulary and syntax heightens the dramatic difference 
between the two boys even before birth. The commentary selects “היתה עומדת,” to 
convey habitual or customary behavior, instead of a simple past tense to describe 
Rebekah’s standing at the synagogues and study centers. He contrasts her practice of 
remaining in places where she heard words of Torah with “היתה עוברת” to emphasize 
her disdainful custom of not lingering for even a moment around institutions of 
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profane worship. Thus, he marks an unmistakable path for Jacob even before the 
father of Israel was born. 
R. Pinhas, in the name of R. Levi, examines Genesis 25:27 in Genesis Rabbah 
63:10 with a stress upon the polarity in the characters of the two siblings. His concern, 
however, is to cultivate the figure of Jacob, the Torah sage. In the opening scene, the 
spotlight shines on Jacob and Esau as youths attending school. A short parable 
compares them to the lovely myrtle and a wild rose bush that grow together. After 
they bloom, one emits a sweet fragrance, while the other produces thorns. During this 
maturation period, the midrashist in the old printed edition of Tanhuma 4 כי תצא 
remarks that no one could distinguish between the boys. However, after the age of 13, 
when they leave the care of their parents in Genesis Rabbah, they begin to follow the 
courses that would mark their eventual destinies.22 Whereas Jacob begins a lifetime of 
study in Torah institutes in order to deepen his knowledge, Esau chooses the abnormal 
route of attending idolatrous shrines. R. Tanhuma pictorially labels the first road as 
the way of life, and the second as the avenue of death in Pirqe de-Rabbi Eliezer 32.23 
Jacob’s choice is the focus of a clever assessment of the latter portion of 
Genesis 25:27, “ הליםשב אֹב איש תם יֹויעקֹ ,” “Jacob was a plain man, dwelling in tents,” 
in Genesis Rabbah 63:10. The interpreter seizes on the plural form of the final word 
and realizes that no one lives in more than one place at a time. The biblical author’s 
short entry in Genesis 4:20, describing Yaval as “אבי יֹשב אֹהל ומקנה,” “he was the 
father of the tent dweller and the herdsman,” supplies corroborating evidence. When 
                                                           
22 The text of Tanhuma fixes their ages at 15, which reflects a separate tradition. None of the 
manuscript evidence from Genesis Rabbah attests to the age that appears in Tanhuma. 
23 The passage in Tanhuma 4 כי תצא also contains an interesting analysis of Abraham’s life span in 
relation to the conduct of his grandson. Whereas Isaac lived until the age of 180, his father survived 
until he was only 175 so that he would not be a witness to Esau’s shameful lifestyle. The young man’s 
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the midrashist couples his grammatical observation with the rabbinic tradition that 
tents were in some cases synonymous with centers of advanced study, he determines 
that Jacob followed his father’s academic course and entered the academy of Shem 
and Ever.24 His matriculation, however, was a more protracted 14 years, according to 
a legend in Genesis Rabbah 68:11. The translator of Targum Jonathan made no 
attempt to render “ הליםאֹ ” literally with his choice of a tradition-laced “  ומשמש בבית
 and he was a disciple in the academy of Shem and“ ”,מדרשא דשם ובבית מדרשא דעבר
Ever.” Targum Onqelos expresses a comparable idea with “ אולפנא משמיש בית ,” “he 
was a disciple in the academy,” although it is abbreviated.25 
The backdrop of the final act of the reading in Genesis Rabbah 63:10 derives 
from Genesis 25:28, “ בהבת את יעקֹאֹויאהב יצחק את עשו כי ציד בפיו ורבקה  ,” “and Isaac 
loved (favored) Esau because he had a taste for game, but Rebekah loved Jacob.” 
While Isaac loved his first-born son for the tasty delicacies his hunting savvy 
provided, Rebekah preferred her second son. The author of Genesis reveals the 
various degrees of parental emotion with a polished syntactical ploy. He describes the 
father’s feelings with the finite verb, “ויאהב,” and the mother’s sentiment with the 
                                                                                                                                                                          
demeanor was so acutely disgraceful that it even shortened his grandfather’s life. This portrayal is just 
one of an abundant supply of scathing representations of Esau in rabbinic literature. 
24 R. David Kimhi, who was obviously familiar with post-biblical tradition, suggests that “ הליםאֹ ” 
indicates that Jacob would study with every available sage because the whole motivation of his heart 
was to learn. As a result, he was upright, without deceit or iniquity. This portrait is an outstanding 
exhibit of a refurbished rabbinic character, as the biblical account sometimes pictures Jacob as anything 
but honorable. Not every commentator agrees with Kimhi. In their analyses of Genesis 4:20, Rashbam 
and the biblical exegete Hezekiah b. Manoah, known as Hizkuni, decide that Jacob was a shepherd. 
25 A portion of the aggadic material in Exodus Rabbah 1:1 shines additional light on Jacob’s scholarly 
leanings and on the depth of his passion for his studies. Genesis 25:27 is the biblical setting for the 
notion that Isaac schooled his second son in Torah and chastised him in their study sessions. The 
commentator’s “ פירש מאביו ונטמן בבית עבר ללמוד תורהכ "ואח ,” “and afterwards, he departed from his 
father and buried himself in the academy of Ever to study Torah,” illustrates Jacob’s diligence. 
Unsatisfied with the foundation that his father had built, the patriarch travels for more advanced 
training, and while he is a student, he literally buries himself in his quest for knowledge. The tradition 
that the compiler retained in Jalkut Shimoni קי תולדות demonstrates that Jacob’s great desire never 
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participle, “ הבתאֹ ,” which indicates duration in this context. The commentator 
determines that Rebekah’s affection for Jacob grew incrementally each time that she 
heard his voice based on this nuance.  
Genesis Rabbah 65:20 helps to decipher this enigmatic conclusion with a 
reading that centers on the end of Genesis 27:22, “ ב והידים ידי עשול קול יעקֹאמר הקֹויֹ ,” 
“and he said, the voice is Jacob’s voice, but the hands are Esau’s hands.” R. 
Berekhiah’s interpretation revolves around the defective writing of “ להקֹ ,” and as he 
treats it as if it were “קל,” “light,” he works on two levels to put forth his point. On 
the negative side, he maintains that any time Jacob lowers his voice, “ ןמרכי ,” the 
hands of Esau prevail. Einhorn suggests that Jacob is whispering in this text in order 
to humiliate with a voice that speaks of complaint and sin instead of words of Torah 
and/or prayer. The London manuscript captures this spirit with the use of “מרגיז” 
instead of “מרכין,” which appears in the Standard Printed Version. The interpreter 
employs the grumbling of the thirsty congregation of Israel against Moses in Exodus 
15:24 as proof, which, along with other outbursts in 16:2 and 17:2, resulted in 
Amalek’s hostility in 17:8. The biblical text provides a clearer understanding of the 
association with the inclusion of Amalek as part of the family of Esau in Genesis 
36:12. 
The choice of “מצפצף” to express the positive softening of Jacob’s voice 
produces an image of the delicate and dulcet sounds of chirping birds. The 
commentator uses the metaphor to segue to the following section of the reading, in 
which he recounts a story that begins with the proposition that the world had never 
seen philosophers comparable to Balaam, the son of Beor, and Abnomos of Gadara. 
                                                                                                                                                                          
abated because he remained steadfast in his studies throughout his life. See also R. David Luria’s 
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The heathen gather around the latter and seek his counsel on the possibilities of 
success in a bid to subjugate Israel. As he directs his interlocutors to the synagogues 
and study centers of Israel, he warns them that if they should find schoolchildren 
whose voices are chirping sweetly, “מצפצפין,” the chances of overrunning Israel are 
nil.  
Part of a dialogue in bShabbat 119b, which considers the reasons for the 
destruction of Jerusalem, sheds light on his advice. R. Judah says, in the name of Rav, 
that “ ייָחִשְמ ,” “my anointed ones,” in I Chronicles 16:22 is a reference to 
schoolchildren, “  Resh Laqish remarks, in the name of R. Judah ”. בית רבן שלתינוקות
Hanasi, that the very existence of the world hinges upon the breath, “הבל,” of these 
young students. Since children attended school for religious education, these ideas 
equate the youngsters’ breath to words of Torah.26 R. Papa poses a question to Abaye 
that muses about the lesser value of the Torah study of adults, and his colleague’s 
rejoinder punctuates the innocence and purity of the children. He reasons that the 
breath that contains sin does not compare to spotless breath. When Resh Laqish 
declares in the name of R. Judah Hanasi that no one should prevent these tykes from 
engaging in Torah study even for the sake of the rebuilding of the Temple, he voices 
the unmatched importance of their work. The following tradition, which advocates the 
destruction of any town that lacks these schoolchildren, only intensifies the force. 
Rabina amplifies the point even more resoundingly when he suggests that the city 
should be made totally desolate. 
                                                                                                                                                                          
remarks that Torah only comes by means of correction, by example and through affliction. 
26 A. Steinsaltz comments that the statement is the basis for another interpretation that ties these tots 
with משיחי because their Torah study will usher in redemption. See  תלמוד בבלי,עורך, שטיינזלץעדין , 
2עיונים , 525 )1983, המכון הישראלי לפרסומים תלמודיים: ירושלים( 2כרך , מסכת שבת . 
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R. Abba b. Kahana connects these guileless voices with Jacob in Genesis 
Rabbah 65:20, as the philosopher bases his recommendation on what he defines as a 
promise from Isaac from “ בקול יעקֹ להקֹ .” Abnomos opposes any attempted conquest 
of Israel if anyone should hear the voice of Jacob, i.e., the words of Torah, in the 
synagogues.27 These traditions peg the harmonious sounds of Torah as emanating 
from Jacob’s mouth as the source of Rebekah’s ever-growing love for her second son. 
A passage in Midrash Sekhel Tov ( 99, באבער ) summarizes her feelings, “  תכל זמן ששומע
התמימות מוספת לו אהבה על אהבה דבריו הנעימים ורואת דרכיו ,” “each time that she heard 
his sweet words and she saw his upright ways, she loved him more and more.”  
Jacob’s Torah study also produced the sort of knowledge that allowed him to 
eclipse his grandfather’s Sabbath observance. Part of the portrait of the compliant 
Jacob emerges from Genesis Rabbah 11:7 and an interpretation that revolves around 
what the biblical author intended by the ostensibly redundant “ הים לעשותאשר ברא אלֹ ,” 
“which God had created and made,” which follows “ מלאכתו מכל ,” “from all of His 
work,” in Genesis 2:3. The interpretive discourse begins with a saying transmitted by 
R. Jose b. Halafta in the name of R. Johanan that proposes that although the rabbinic 
understanding of Genesis 26:5 permits the conclusion that Abraham obeyed even the 
slightest Sabbath restrictions, no biblical writer ever specifically characterized him as 
observant. While he was the founding father of Judaism and due all of the merit that 
his revered position commanded, he only inherited the Land of Israel in a certain 
                                                           
27 See also Lamentations Rabbah, proem 2 for this tale. See bZevahim 116a for Balaam’s connection 
with Torah. 
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measure. The author of Genesis 13:17 limits him to the length and breadth of the 
land.28 
The writer’s view is explicit, however, regarding Jacob’s Sabbath orthodoxy 
when he recounts in Genesis 33:18, “ או מפדן ב שלם עיר שכם אשר בארץ כנען בבֹא יעקֹויבֹ
 and Jacob came safely to the city of Shekhem, which is in the“ ”, ויחן את פני העירםאר
land of Canaan, when he came from Padan-aram; and he encamped before the city.” 
The opening segment could create the impression that Jacob entered into the center of 
Shekhem, even if the final portion chronicles his encampment outside the city limits. 
The report contains two distinct scenes, each with its own geographical sphere. 
Although the second appears to be excessive, because after the patriarch arrived in the 
city he likely would have rested, nothing is meaningless in the biblical account in the 
rabbinic eye. Thus, the language does not indicate Jacob’s actual residence on the 
outskirts of Shekhem, but a resting-place that he erected for setting his Sabbath travel 
boundaries.29 Since the biblical narrative relates in Genesis 34:5 that his sons were in 
the field with his cattle, Einhorn suggests that because they were feeding the herd at a 
distance and their quarters were also likely in town, Jacob established the border to 
facilitate their moving 2000 cubits, according to halakhic limits, from the grazing area 
back to the city. 
The author’s express phrasing allows the midrashist to infer from Genesis 
28:13-14, in which God promises countless descendants who would spread in every 
direction, that in contrast to his grandfather’s confined patrimony, Jacob inherited the 
                                                           
28 Rashi’s discussion in bShabbat 118b succinctly delimits the biblical writer’s “ רחבהללארכה ו ,” 
“through its length and breadth,” in Genesis 13:17 to “ארץ זו ולא יותר,” “this land and no more.” 
29 Einhorn’s analysis of “ויחן,” “and he encamped,” in Genesis Rabbah 79:6, in which Genesis 33:18 is 
also considered, is enlightening as well. He attributes the language of rest to a reversal of the letters that 
produces “וינח,” “and he rested.” 
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world without measure. Jacob’s conforming to the ordinances of the Sabbath and the 
geographical terms that illustrate the boundlessness of the patriarch’s inheritance are 
the support for the tradition transmitted by R. Johanan in R. Jose’s name that the man 
who delights in the Sabbath receives an unrestricted inheritance. Therefore, according 
to Jacob’s “doing” and his “making” the Sabbath spatial limits, which the midrashist 
derives from “לעשות,” “to do, to make,” in the biblical text in Genesis 2:3, the father 
of the tribes of Israel received an immeasurable blessing. The source was his 
scrupulous attention to Sabbath halakhah even before God had decreed the 
regulations.30 
The father of Israel was not only a scrupulously orthodox Torah scholar, but 
he was also a prayerful man, thoroughly conversant with the worship of the psalmists. 
Jacob’s sojourns with Ever and Lavan provide the scenery in Genesis Rabbah 68:11 
for the homiletic exposition of his prayers. Another presumably superfluous statement 
in Genesis 28:11, “וישכב במקום ההוא,” “and he lay down in that place,” fuels two 
attempts to explain its function. R. Judah maintains that the biblical narrative strictly 
specifies Jacob’s lying only in that particular place. He suggests that “במקום ההוא” 
refers to the patriarch’s 14-year period of intense study at the academy of Ever. 
Consequently, this commentator also describes Jacob as a man buried in his studies. 
However, he intensifies the fervor of the patriarch’s desire to advance when he inserts 
                                                           
30 See Pesiqta Rabbati 23:9, which contains additional information on Jacob’s Sabbath observance and 
a comparison with Abraham’s compliance. Jacob’s obedience was not limited to Sabbath ordinances. A 
legend in Midrash Hagadol ( 502: 1902, שעכטער ) contains conversations, based on Genesis 32:4-6, 
between Jacob and Esau in which the younger brother details his stay with his unscrupulous father-in-
law. He tells Esau that instead of disregarding the commandments in the company of Lavan, he 
carefully heeded all 613 precepts despite the less than favorable environment. The midrashic 
conclusion flows from the supple rearrangement of “גרתי,” “I lived,” in 32:5 to “תריג,” whose 
numerical value is 613. As he examines Jacob’s orthodoxy in Midrash Leqah Tov ( 164, כרך א, באבער ), 
the midrashist uses the identical technique with the word to illustrate the patriarch’s total devotion to 
Torah observance. 
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the simple and direct “ שכב לא ,” “he did not lie down.” He imagines a scholar who, 
according to Jafe, would not even permit himself a full night of rest so that he would 
not waste time away from his lessons. R. Nehemiah maintains that “לא שכב” 
represents the dutiful Jacob, who slept only sporadically during his 20-year residence 
with Lavan in order to protect the flocks for which he was responsible. The patriarch 
himself witnesses to his restless nights in Genesis 31:40-41.  
After the midrashist supplies this information, he poses a thought-provoking 
question. In order to lead the audience to the following stage, he muses about what 
Jacob might have done to occupy himself during his long hours. R. Joshua b. Levi 
replies that the shepherd/patriarch would recite the 15 Songs of Ascent from the Book 
of Psalms (120-134), which were particularly meaningful because of their petitions 
and thanksgiving for protection, success, deliverance etc. ( 128: 1986 , כרך ב,שטינברגר ). 
The rabbi grounds his assertion on the opening of Psalm 124:1, “ המעלות לדוד לולי שיר 
אמר נא ישראלשהיה לנו יֹ' ה ,” “a song of ascents of David; were it not for the Lord who 
was with us, let Israel now say.” He then interprets “ישראל” as though it were actually 
 Israel/Jacob, the patriarch.” Jacob’s bitter speech to his father-in-law in“ ”,ישראל סבא“
Genesis 31:42, which includes the corroborating “לולי,” secures the association 
between the patriarch and the psalmist’s initial verse.31  
R. Samuel b. Nahman does not confine Jacob’s activity to the Songs of 
Ascent. He proposes that Jacob recited the entire psalmodic collection to pass the 
wearying nights with his flocks. When this sage adduces Psalm 22:4, “  ואתה קדוש יושב
                                                           
31 The commentator who evaluates this Genesis passage in Genesis Rabbah 74:12 interposes Zabdi b. 
Levi’s opinion that whenever “לולי” surfaces, it includes an appeal to the merit of the Patriarchs. See 
also bBava Batra 14b for a baraita that contains another reference that affiliates the patriarchs with the 
Book of Psalms. The tradition professes that David interspersed works from several ancient poets, 
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 but you are holy, enthroned upon the praises of Israel,” he offers the“ ”,תהלות ישראל
same understanding of “ ראליש ,” so that the praises would be of Israel, the man. As a 
result, Jacob recited the entire biblical anthology of devotion, thanksgiving and 
worship well before its creation.32 These conclusions transformed the patriarch into a 
man who fastidiously observed Torah with a special relationship with God that was 
full of praise and adoration. 
Although Jacob educated all of his sons in Torah after the manner of his father 
and grandfather before him, Joseph drew the greatest amount of interpretive attention 
in post-biblical literature. The commentators in Genesis Rabbah began with the 
elements of what is a non-religious story in Scripture and reworked them in order to 
enrich his spiritual status. Several references combine to construct the more highly 
developed personality of Joseph, the wise Torah sage.  
Genesis 37:12 is the exegetical impetus for a reading in Genesis Rabbah 
84:13. While the biblical author’s Joseph is an arrogant youth, the commentator 
substitutes a loyal son who honors his father. Jacob wishes to send his favored child to 
check on the welfare of the elder brothers, who are tending flocks in Shekhem. In 
light of Joseph’s already less than cordial relationships with them and his recent 
dream, which he interpreted as a harbinger of his future superior position, Jacob must 
have been aware of the potential risks. In addition, Rashbam remarks that Shekhem 
itself was often a menacing place where the locals had killed more than one unwitting 
visitor. In spite of the possible hazards from within and without, Joseph respectfully 
consents to undertake the journey. 
                                                                                                                                                                          
including Abraham, among his own compositions. According to Rashi, Abraham was known by the 
nickname Etan the Ezrahite in the Book of Psalms. See Psalm 89. 
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R. Tanhum remarks in R. Berekhiah’s name that the reverential obedience was 
customary. Rashi defines Joseph’s response, “הנני,” “here I am,” in Genesis 37:13 as a 
reflection of an attitude of humility and willingness to accede quickly to a parental 
desire in the same way that Abraham’s “הנני” in Genesis 22:1 indicates his 
unhesitating allegiance to God. The tradition in the old printed edition of Tanhuma 
 as a term of submissiveness and piety, deepens the ”הנני“ which defines ,22 וירא
concept of Joseph’s respect for his father.  
R. Hama b. Hanina broadens the scope of the son’s devotion in the Genesis 
Rabbah passage. When the rabbi shifts the focus to Jacob, he offers a penetrating 
psychological insight into the remorse that arose from the decision to send Joseph into 
the antagonistic circumstances. His picturesque usage of “ומעיו מתחתכין,” “and his 
insides were cut,” provides entrée into the tormenting anguish and guilt that the father 
of Israel is experiencing because he thinks he is to blame for what he believes was his 
son’s death. Joseph’s acquiescence only multiplies the father’s pain. A tale in Midrash 
Sekhel Tov ( 217, באבער ) includes an agonized and apologetic imaginary father and son 
conversation, whose highlight is the moving “בני,” “my son,” in which Jacob 
confesses that despite his awareness of the inherent danger, he still permitted the 
devoted boy to carry out the request. 
This short but evocative section conveys the image of a deferential son who 
does not even allow perilous possibilities to prevent him from observing the 
commandment that would later promise length of days.33 The son who honors his 
father is only one of the new features with which the midrashists endow Joseph. 
                                                                                                                                                                          
32 For additional occurrences of the view of “ישראל” as “ ישראל סבא,” see Genesis Rabbah 70:2, 76:5, 
77:1 and 92:2. 
33 See bQiddushin 30b for the concept that honoring father and mother is equal to honoring God. 
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Along with the other traditions outside Genesis Rabbah, this profile is part of the 
remodeling of a biblical character, whose religious contributions to the nation of 
Israel were largely negligible, into a Torah observant hero before the Mt. Sinai 
experience.  
The rabbinic Joseph behaves consistently with the practice of his forebears by 
strictly adhering to the conventions of the Sabbath. This virtue comes to expression 
from an unnamed interpreter who evaluates Genesis 43:15-16 in Genesis Rabbah 
92:4. The biblical writer reports that Benjamin accompanied his brothers during their 
second appearance before Joseph, who by then had become the powerful governor of 
Egypt. Joseph orders his chief servant to invite his still unsuspecting family to his 
official residence, to kill an animal and to prepare it for the afternoon meal. The 
apparently unnecessary inclusion of “הכן,” “prepare,” in the directions is the nucleus 
of the midrashist’s curiosity because after the attendant would slaughter the animal, 
he would cook and dress it for eating as a matter of course. The simple idea of 
preparation, however, does not fit the main interest. The commentator connects “הכן” 
with “והכינו,” “they will prepare,” in the instructions for collecting manna on the sixth 
day of the week in Exodus 16:5 to infer that Joseph’s second audience with his 
estranged siblings unfolded on the eve of the Sabbath.34  
The Sabbath observant Joseph is only a portion of the modified character of 
the favorite son of Jacob. His resoluteness in his honoring this holy day as a public 
man of great authority while he lived in a highly pagan society widens the evolution. 
                                                           
34 The anonymous commentator in the old printed edition of Tanhuma 28 נשא provides an additional 
element with his remark that kings do not normally prepare food on one day for the following day. 
Therefore, R. Johanan declares “שבת היתה,” “it was the Sabbath.” In the Mekhilta de-Rabbi Ishmael 
) 2 בשלח 161: 1970, רבין-האראוויץ ), as he discusses “דבר יום ביומו,” “each day, that day’s portion,” 
from Exodus 16:4, R. Joshua also refers to the eve of the Sabbath. 
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Other Jewish interpreters formed another feature of his personality when they 
depicted him as an extraordinarily wise Torah scholar. 
One view of Joseph’s pious demeanor derives from “בן זֻקנים,” “the son of his 
old age,” from the base text of Genesis 37:3 in Genesis Rabbah 84:8. The expression 
engenders two interpretations that arose because Benjamin was really the last of 
Jacob’s sons.35 R. Judah’s version of “בן זקנים” is a shortened form of “זיו איקונים,” 
“his features,” and he determines that the fatherly favoritism flowed from the facial 
resemblance that Jacob and Joseph shared. The translator of Targum Jonathan and the 
compiler of the old printed edition of Tanhuma 2 וישב also incorporated this legend 
into their works to explain the situation. The tradition in Pirqe de-Rabbi Eliezer 38 
attributes the partiality to Jacob’s prophetic abilities, which enabled him to forecast 
that Joseph would rule in the future. The amalgamation of these ideas suggests that 
the son was the image of his father facially as well as in thought and deed.  
R. Nehemiah founds the second perspective on an understanding of “זקן” from 
Proverbs 8:22 in bQiddushin 32b. He submits that the word is an abbreviated form of 
 this one has acquired wisdom,” which produces the definition of a sage“ ”,זה קנה חכמה“
as “זקן.” Thus, Joseph as “בן חכמים,” “a scholar,” is the object of fatherly favor, 
although R. David Kimhi accounts for the doting Jacob in a slightly different manner. 
He maintains that the preference emerged from the unusually mature wisdom that 
Jacob found in the youthful Joseph. Targum Onqelos’ adaptation of the biblical verse 
reflects R. Nehemiah’s idea from the translator’s insertion of “ארי בר חכים הוא ליה,” 
                                                           
35 Ramban takes an idea from Seder Olam Rabbah II and suggests that an explanation of the somewhat 
opaque “ בן זקנים” was required because all of the patriarch’s sons were born long after he was a young 
man, and that Yissakhar and Zevulun were no more than a year or two older than Joseph. His 
assessment might also reflect his familiarity with the tradition in Genesis Rabbah that Jacob was 
already 84 when he married. R. David Kimhi writes that Jacob fathered all of the boys within seven 
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“because he was his scholar,” in an attempt to explain Joseph’s privileged status.36 
Each of these different positions, however, significantly shifts the focus from Jacob’s 
old age to his son’s wisdom.  
In the Genesis Rabbah passage, R. Nehemiah attributes the boy’s perspicacity 
to Jacob’s painstakingly indoctrinating his son with all of the halakhah that he had 
acquired during his years of rigorous study under Shem and Ever. The sage replaces 
the biblical view of the time of Joseph’s birth as the grounds for the paternal bias with 
the young man’s more culturally significant wide-ranging Torah knowledge.37 Joseph 
would need all of the education that his father had imparted to him when he 
confronted what many biblical interpreters define as the seminal event of his life, the 
attempted seduction by the wife of Joseph’s master, Potiphar. The extraordinary 
restraint required to repel her advances would be no easy challenge for a man of his 
age.  
                                                                                                                                                                          
years. The commentator in Etz Joseph suggests in the old printed edition of Tanhuma 2 וישב that R. 
Ishmael interprets Jacob’s bias in the light of Joseph’s supporting his aged father economically. 
36 Targum Onqelos treats “ילד זקנים,” “a child of his old age,” which the biblical writer uses to describe 
Benjamin in Genesis 44:20, as “בר סיבתין,” “son of  (his) old age,” and “בן לזקניו,” “son of his old 
age,” in Genesis 21:2 similarly as “בר לסיבתוהי,” “son of his old age.” The difference in his translation 
in Genesis 37:3 must reflect his awareness of the tradition that communicated Joseph’s exceptional 
wisdom and his concern to remold Joseph’s religious character. It also removes any emotional element 
from Jacob’s partiality. See Maren Niehoff, “The Figure of Joseph in the Targums,” Journal of Jewish 
Studies 39, no. 2 (1988): 240 n. 31. S. D. Luzzato provides another outlook. He discusses 32 reasons 
for Onqelos’ thinking and methodology when the translator chose to deviate from the biblical text as he 
faced an exegetical problem. Among the reasons was the desire to change the focus of an issue for the 
honor and respect of the Jewish people and their Patriarchs. If this idea is correct, the translator’s 
retailored wording in 37:3 is a defense of both Jacob and Joseph because Luzzato suggests that no one 
would imagine that a father would honor one son over his other children without some kind of 
motivation. See 9 ,)1895, קראקא( הוצאה שניה ,אוהב גר, שמואל דוד לוצאטו  .See also ביטויים " , יגריעקב
381 :)1977 (22 בית מקרא ",ניביים בתרגום אונקלוס לספר בראשית . 
37 The translator of Targum Jonathan inserts “במיפקיה מן בית מדרשא,” “when he came out of the 
academy,” into Genesis 37:2 after the information about Joseph’s age. The supplement testifies to the 
existence of traditions about Joseph’s student background. Within verses two and three the translator 
employs both rabbinic versions on display in Genesis Rabbah 84:8. See also Genesis Rabbah 95:3. 
Although scholars agree that the passage is part of the text that likely was originally Tanhuma material, 
it contains vivid testimony of the father and son study sessions and of the lasting imprint they left on 
Joseph. Joseph uses the last Torah portion that he and his father had examined as the setting for a 
midrashically coded message after his first encounter with his brothers in Egypt to inform Jacob that he 
was still alive and that, indeed, it was he with whom they had met. 
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The midrashic analysis of “ יאדוִנ הן ,” “behold, my master,” from Genesis 39:8 
in Genesis Rabbah 87:5 reveals the moral virtue of the Hebrew servant, who had 
spent his formative years under the spiritual guidance of his father and other Torah 
scholars. The linguistic link between “הן” in Genesis 3:22 and 39:8 propels the initial 
interpretation while it infuses the scene with the atmosphere of sin and punishment. 
The interpreter takes “אדוני” as God, repeats the biblical author’s reference, and 
construes Joseph’s attempt to ward off the seductress as evidence of the young man’s 
fear of God and the consequences of sin. While the Standard Printed Version lacks the 
direct citation and reads, “מתיירא אני ומה אדם הראשון,” “I am afraid, the first man,” the 
London manuscript includes the more biblically correct “ תיירא אני מהן האדםמ ,” “I am 
afraid of, behold, the man.” The Vatican text conflates them, which produces a 
reading of “מהן אדם הראשון,” “behold, the first man.” 38 
Joseph continues his plea with an additional sign of his relationship with 
Torah as he compares Adam’s violation of what he defines as a light commandment 
and the gravity of the transgression that the woman is proposing. He determines that if 
God punished the first man and ejected him from the Garden Eden for eating from the 
tree, his own fate would be even more bitter for committing an offense as heinous as 
adultery. A parallel midrashic treatment of “הן” from Deuteronomy 31:14 in 
Deuteronomy Rabbah 9:8 illustrates the possible severity of the discipline. This 
exegete also connects his explanation with the trespass scene in Genesis 3, and he 
concludes that since the consequence of disobedience in Eden was death, Moses had 
                                                           
38 In the first of these examples, when Joseph points to the grave results of Adam’s having transgressed 
a less severe commandment, he fears that God will reprimand him all the more for violating the 
sanctity of the man and wife relationship. The interpreter uses “ומה”  to intoduce the “קל וחומר” 
argument. 
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to meet his end even though he had committed none of the 36 Torah infractions that 
are punishable by death. 
The commentator who wrestles in Genesis Rabbah 87:6 with the outwardly 
tautological phrase “לשכב אצלה להיות עמה,” “to lie by her, to be with her,” from 
Genesis 39:10, and the targumists who treat the verse, enlarge the picture with a 
significant redemptive component. The midrashist cites an anonymous reference that 
explains that Joseph’s desire to avoid accompanying the woman to Gehinnom in the 
World to Come motivated his restraint. The translator’s refashioned verse in Targum 
Neofiti reflects a familiarity with the tradition, as he allows that Joseph would not 
sleep with her in this world so that he would not be with her in the World to Come. 
The Paris manuscript 110 of the Fragment Targums contains this expansion as well.39 
The frequency with which it surfaces in one form or another leads Niehoff to remark 
that it became established to the point that it was nearly considered part of the biblical 
narrative itself (Niehoff, 237: 1988). 
Targum Jonathan’s translator escalates the grievousness of the situation when 
he injects the more daunting concept of the great Day of Judgment. The author of The 
Book of Jubilees interprets the cause of Joseph’s dread of judgment in 39:6-7 as a 
consciousness of the death penalty that God ordained for any man who commits 
fornication with a married woman. He explains further that the words that Jacob 
transmitted from Abraham informed him as well. The writer of The Testament of 
Joseph 3:3 also refers to the father’s words as a source of information. A synthesis of 
these traditions reveals that not only was Joseph able to withstand the enormous 
                                                           
39 See Alejandro Di vez Macho, ed., Genesis, vol. 1 of Targum Neophyti (Madrid: Consejo Superior De 
Investigaciones Cientivficas, 1968) and Michael L. Klein, ed., The Fragment-Targums of the 
Pentateuch, 2 vols. (Rome: Biblical Institute Press, 1980). 
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pressure of his mistress’s overtures due to the Torah knowledge embedded within him 
from his childhood, but he was also redeemed from eternity in Gehinnom by his 
awareness of the consequences of adultery. 
Another view in Genesis Rabbah 87:5 of “ אדוני הן ,” which centers on the 
literal sense and spotlights Potiphar, discloses more of Joseph’s Torah-based virtue. 
The trusted Hebrew steward invokes his fear of and his respect for the powerful 
master of the house and the certain merciless anger that the tryst would provoke. The 
midrashist amplifies the biblical besmirching of the less than principled female 
protagonist’s character when he integrates the tradition that relates her proposition to 
murder Potiphar as the solution to her lustful dilemma.40 Joseph parries indignantly 
when he asks her if including him in her adulterous intrigues were not enough that she 
would also attempt to number him among murderers. He founds his stern rebuke on 
his recognition of the moral outrage attached to coveting another man’s wife, adultery 
and murder. Moreover, his objection illustrates awareness that even if she would 
eradicate the main obstacle to the satisfaction of her desires, he would still be an 
accessory to the crime and a sinner against God. 
Joseph’s investiture as Pharaoh’s new second-in-command in Genesis 41:41 
provides the accompanying scenery in Genesis Rabbah 90:3 for an idealized paean to 
Joseph and the way in which he overcame the woman’s temptation. R. Simon b. 
Gamaliel submits that Joseph richly deserved all the adulation, the respect and the 
material accoutrements that he acquired at the ceremony. The saying concentrates on 
the significance of the individual awards during the event because, as the 
commentator remarks in Etz Joseph in the old printed edition of Tanhuma 12 בראשית, 
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when Pharaoh anointed Joseph, one would expect the ring, the plush garments and the 
fine jewelry as a matter of course. The sage in Genesis Rabbah, however, adopts it to 
begin the exegetical process that serves as the vehicle that conveys his reading. As he 
refers to the body parts that could have been part of the scheme, he opens with “ישק” 
from the biblical record. He relates that the mouth that did not kiss in sin would rule 
the Egyptians (Genesis 41:55) because Joseph governed his evil impulses. He 
proceeds to the whole body and proposes that because Joseph did not surrender to the 
seduction, Pharaoh ultimately arrayed his new lieutenant in the finest apparel. The 
monarch likewise placed the gold chain around the neck, the seat of the spine that 
controls the body that did not bow to sin. 
Joseph’s hands did not touch sin even though the woman snatched his 
garment, and as a result, he received a ring directly from the hand of the Egyptian 
king. The feet that did not follow the enticing lady stepped into the second chariot in 
all of Egypt. As the suspense builds, the commentator transports the audience into 
Joseph’s mind at the decisive moment. Various manuscripts, including Vatican 30, the 
London and the Stuttgart 32 versions, and the tradition found in Jalkut Shimoni מקץ 
 to ponder, to conceive in the“ ”,הרהר“ reflect some form of the more graphic ,קמח
mind.” The less picturesque “חשב,” “to think,” appears in “מחשבה שלא חשבה בעבירה,” 
“let the thought that did not think about sexual immorality,” in the Standard Printed 
Version, as well as in the Oxford, the Munich and the Yemenite renditions. Joseph 
                                                                                                                                                                          
40 The writer of The Testament of Joseph 5:1 also employs this plot, and he includes her offer to marry 
Joseph after they have eliminated her husband. See Sparks, 1984, 585. 
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triumphed without meditating in his heart and groping for any alibi, such as an appeal 
to his humanity, for surrendering to passion.41  
Since some men would have been incapable of withstanding the allurement of 
the woman, the midrashist intones, “מחשבה שלא הירהרה אחר עבירה תבוא ותיקרא חכמה,” 
“let the thought that did not entertain the thoughts of sexual immorality come and be 
called wisdom,” to reveal the source of Joseph’s victory.42 Wisdom, his knowledge of 
Torah, supplied the uncommon continence that Joseph exhibited in the encounter with 
his master’s wife. Jafe, citing a saying from Resh Laqish in bSotah 3a, comments that 
a man does not trespass the laws of God unless folly enters into him. Wisdom/Torah, 
however, guarded Joseph against an evil woman, exactly as the writer of Proverbs 
6:23-24 proclaims. The translator of Targum Onqelos also inserts a form of the 
tradition in the problematic Genesis 49:24 as he credits the fulfilling of the prophecy 
to Joseph’s having kept the Law in secret.43 J. Qomlosh explains the concept of 
secrecy in this context as Joseph’s upholding the words of Torah in the “hidden” 
affair with Potiphar’s wife ( 191: 1973, קומלוש ). 
The commentary in Genesis Rabbah then treats the spectators’ unusual 
shouting of “ ךאבר ” at the conclusion of Joseph’s installation in Genesis 41:43 with R. 
Judah’s interpretation. Following a tradition that appears in the earlier tannaitic work, 
Sifre Deuteronomy 1, the reading divides the word into “אב” and “רך” as it portrays 
                                                           
41 One of Jastrow’s definitions of “הרהר,” “to entertain impure thoughts,” would also be fitting in the 
context of the seduction scene. Targum Jonathan’s rendering of Genesis 49:24 contains another 
instructive instance with the noun, “הרהור,” which also occurs in connection with hands. The targumist 
embellishes the image of Joseph when he interposes the tradition that Joseph’s hands were withheld 
from voluptuous thoughts. 
42 See the London manuscript in the Theodor-Albeck critical edition. 
43 Rashi submits that no textual issue prompted the addition. However, Bernard Grossfeld suggests that 
perhaps the translator drew a connection between “קשתו,” “his bow,” and the root of “ה.ר.י ”,תורה. . 
Joseph’s fastidious adherence to God’s ways derives, in Grossfeld’s view, from “באיתן” in Genesis 
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Joseph as a father, “אב,” in wisdom, although he was, “רך,” young in years, at the age 
of 30. This assessment recognizes what Pharaoh himself already had perceived as the 
king witnessed to the degree of his viceroy’s astuteness and judgment at the ceremony 
in 41:39 with both “נבון” and “חכם.”  
God rewards the resolute Joseph in Genesis Rabbah 90:3 according to each 
physical detail of his escape from the snare that the salacious woman had prepared. 
Torah, the reverence for God and the fear of sin that it cultivated were the weapons 
that furnished Joseph’s resolve. Another tradition, however, features a less heroic 
Joseph as the instrument to teach its lesson. 
The unwilling victim of the woman’s blandishments becomes a consensual 
accomplice who nearly falls to his carnal desires in a moment of intemperance. The 
midrashist fashions his material in Genesis Rabbah 87:7 from the beginning of the 
biblical author’s account of the failed seduction plot in Genesis 39:11. The verse 
raises a number of questions including on which day the episode occurred, what work 
Joseph intended to accomplish and for what reason the residence of a senior official in 
Pharaoh’s government was empty. 
After the opinions of R. Judah and R. Nehemiah concerning what special 
occasion had caused the house to be deserted open the reading, the attention swings to 
“ א הביתה לעשות מלאכתוויבֹ ,” “and he came to the house to do his work,” from the 
biblical narrative. An anonymous comment, which is consistent with other depictions 
of the exemplary personality, maintains that Joseph simply arrived to work with his 
master’s accounts. R. Samuel b. Nahman understands “מלאכתו” literally, but he 
suggests that the writer’s description of the abandoned house with “ איש אין ,” “no 
                                                                                                                                                                          
49:24 and the image of rigidity. See Bernard Grossfeld, trans, The Targum Onqelos to Genesis, vol. 6 
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man,” raises the suspicion that the now stained character came to yield finally to his 
fleshly appetite.44 This sexually tinted insight operates with an intertext, Genesis 
49:24, in order to suggest that Joseph became impotent, and, therefore, was not a man, 
 Consequently, he was unable to satisfy the woman. The rabbi extracts this ”.אין איש“
meaning from reading the first word, “ַוֵּתֶשב,” as a derivative of the root ב.ו. ש. instead 
of  This understanding generates the impression of Joseph’s bow, a euphemism . .ב.ש.י
for the male sexual organ, returning to its original condition. A precedent surfaces for 
this linguistic ploy in Exodus 14:27 during the dramatic scene when the sea returned, 
“ בָשָיַו ,” to its strength after it had miraculously parted to permit the Israelites to flee 
from the pursuing Egyptian army. 
The remarks of the Rishonim on bSotah 36b, part of which will be discussed 
below, are also uncomplimentary.45 When they link “ אויבֹ ” from the Genesis 39 
passage and “ביאה,” with its nuance of sexual intercourse, they intensify the eroticism 
of the scriptural setting and conclude that Joseph’s thoughts were chiefly on his 
physical needs and far from balancing books. R. Isaac Alfasi, an 11th century Algerian 
author and scholar, endorses this position as well with his focus upon the author’s 
                                                                                                                                                                          
of The Aramaic Bible (Wilmington, DE.: Michael Glazier, Inc., 1988), 170-171 n. 57. 
44 The event is even more carnal in the old printed edition of Tanhuma 9 וישב in a legend that places 
the couple in bed. The copyist of the manuscript in הגדות התלמוד of bSotah 36b (עז) magnifies the 
sensuality as he inserts the fact that they were naked. A certain understanding of the biblical writer’s 
choice of “בגדו,” “his garment,” in Genesis 39:12 instead “שמלה” also heightens the illicit atmosphere. 
Due to similar roots, James Kugel points out that one could read the word as “in his betrayal” here just 
as it appears in Exodus 21:8. This interpretation indicts Joseph and indicates that the woman took 
advantage of his unchaste change of attitude and seized him in his moment of betrayal. See James L. 
Kugel, In Potiphar’s House: The Interpretive Life of Biblical Texts (San Francisco: Harper, 1990), 97-
98. 
45 For an insightful analysis of Joseph’s encounter with his master’s wife in general, and of the bSotah 
passage in particular, see Joshua Levinson, “An-Other Woman: Joseph and Potiphar’s Wife. Staging 
the Body Politic.” Jewish Quarterly Review 87 (1997): 269-301. He interprets the story as the 
preempting of the biblical moral code by a gendered cultural code. Cultural seduction, then, is the 
primary focus in bSotah. Therefore, Joseph’s situation as a Hebrew in a hostile environment mirrors the 
“otherness” of the Sages in their situation as outsiders in the Roman Empire. 
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choice of “מלאכתו,” “his work,” rather than “מלאכה,” “work,” or “ אדוניו מלאכת ,” “the 
work of his master.” 
The story in the Standard Printed Version includes “דבר אחר” between “איש” 
and R. Samuel’s interpretation. Jafe, therefore, observes that some commentators 
believe that when Joseph weighed the situation, he determined that if he carried out 
the act he would no longer be a man and would sink to the level of an animal. While 
this understanding is valid, it is far less condemnatory than R. Samuel’s unadmiring 
view. 
The sensuality builds with the words of R. Isaac, which he derives from taking 
“ זוויפֹ ,” “were made strong,” in Genesis 49:24 as “ויפוצו,” that Joseph’s seed was 
scattered through his fingernails. Rashi’s comment on the affair that features a Joseph 
who inserts his fingers into the ground in the bSotah segment depicts both the 
eroticism of the moment and an escape. He posits that the move was intended not only 
for self-chastisement and for relief from sorrow, but also for a cooling of passion. 
The tradition cleverly raises the ultimate motive for the creation of the ignoble 
figure by questioning how Joseph, with all the sexual potency of his youth, was able 
to extricate himself from such a torrid encounter when falling to lust would have been 
less than shocking. The answer begins to unfold from R. Huna’s tradition in the name 
of R. Mattena, a second generation Amora, that when Joseph saw an image of his 
father, the potential debauchery ended.46 This version is an abridged form of the more 
detailed legend in bSotah 36b, in which a new character, Jacob, is part of the action as 
Joseph lies with the vampish Mrs. Potiphar. When the son sees the father’s image in 
                                                           
46 When another commentator uses the tale in Genesis Rabbah 98:20, he inserts an additional player. R. 
Menahema communicates a tradition in R. Ammi’s name that Rachel’s face appeared to her son and 
chilled his desire. See also jHorayot 2:5.  
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the window, the drama heightens with a fictional dialogue. The patriarch warns 
Joseph that in the future all of the names of the sons of Israel would appear in stones 
on the priestly ephod. Joseph’s, however, would be absent and his legacy would be as 
a shepherd of prostitutes if he were to succumb to the woman’s enticement. Jacob 
grounds his admonition on Proverbs 29:3, although only the latter portion, “  עה זונותורֹ
 but the one who keeps company with harlots will lose his wealth,” appears“ ”,יאבד הון
in the text. However, the telling element is ensconced in the initial segment, “  הבאיש אֹ
כמה ישמח אביוח ,” “a man who loves wisdom brings joy to his father.”  
Jacob relies on all of the Torah knowledge that his son had accumulated 
before Joseph’s jealous brothers sold him to the itinerant merchants.47 The midrashist 
creates palpable suspense as Jacob places the young man squarely in the middle of a 
fateful decision, Wisdom/Torah or sin and prostitution, with the apt choice of the one 
biblical verse that refers to both wisdom and prostitution. The copyist of the Vatican 
110 manuscript of bSotah was apparently aware of this sense of the story when he 
inserted the gloss, “הון הונה של תורה,” “wealth is the wealth of Torah,” as the 
definition of “הון” in Proverbs 29:3. The translator of Targum Jonathan preserved this 
material in another sexually tinged understanding of Genesis 49:24. He attributes 
Joseph’s remarkable ability to suppress his desires to the strict instruction that he had 
received from Jacob. In the end, Joseph decides in favor of Torah. The talmudic 
segment also refers to his loss of virility and/or his scattering his seed into the ground. 
The interpretation in Genesis Rabbah hints at the existing tradition as it 
assumes the audience’s familiarity with the more comprehensive tale with R. 
                                                           
47 Jalkut Shimoni  from Genesis 39:11 that is ”מלאכתו“ contains an interesting tradition about  קמו וישב
quite germane here. With the same word from Genesis 2:3 as the linguistic connection, Joseph sits in 
Potiphar’s house on the Sabbath, studying all that his father had taught him. 
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Mattena’s saying. In this way, the reading replaces the biblical perspective with a new 
event. Even with a tarnished character, who momentarily forgets his religious-ethical 
roots, it communicates a theological concern with a version of a reconfigured Joseph 
as a Torah scholar, and with Wisdom/Torah as the instrument of triumph. Although 
this understanding applies different strategy, it succeeds no less than the 
interpretations that present the virtuous hero whose devotion to Torah delivers him 
from the clutches of adultery and redeems him from a sentence to Gehinnom. 
The Wisdom/Torah motif is prominent in Genesis Rabbah in the 
characterizations of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and Joseph. The selected fragments endow 
them with a new religious dimension in order to portray the Patriarchs as Torah 
observant sages before God gave his decrees to a later generation at Mt. Sinai. The 
various commentators significantly depict Torah, however, as more than a contract 
and a set of precepts that govern life even in this pre-historic stage. It is the source of 
revelation and redemption and the unquestioned foundation of the relationships 






Examining the material in chapters 6-7 as interpretation comprises the first 
step in producing the suggested reading in the present volume of the isolated passages 
of Genesis Rabbah. The traditions considered in Genesis Rabbah 1:1 and 1:4 provide 
two meanings for “בראשית.” In the first segment, R. Hoshaya’s division leads to his 
reading it as “ראשית“ ”ב,” and after he associates the word with “ראשית” in the 
Wisdom context of Proverbs 8:22, he defines it as “with Torah,” i. e., Torah as the 
instrument with which God fashioned the universe. The midrashist in 1:4 offers a 
different partition into “שית“ ”ברא” and presents Torah as one of the six fundamental 
elements of Judaism that preceded the creation of the world. R. Abba b. Kahana 
focuses on “קדם” in his appeal to Proverbs 8:22 and determines that God created 
Torah even before the Throne of Glory. The assertion that the thought to create Israel 
was antecedent to the founding of the world is connected to Torah as well with the 
proposition that God knew that His people would accept Torah after the passing of 26 
generations from the time of creation. Another tradition in this portion establishes 
Torah as the very sustenance and essence of all existence. 
Genesis Rabbah 1:8 highlights the priority of Torah with two moves. It 
includes a reference to Proverbs 8:22-23 and the words whose roots indicate 
precedence, and the bisecting of “בראשית” into “שית“ ”ברא.” Since all of the words of 
antecedence front “ארץ” in the Wisdom passage, the homilist determines that Torah 
preceded all existence and that God employed Torah to forge the universe. Genesis 
Rabbah 4:2 contains a reading that displays a novel association between Torah and 
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creation as it deals with the apparent heterogeneity in Genesis 1:6. This verse in the 
biblical narrative appears to put forth an additional construction of the firmament 
following the report in 1:1. With a deft use of intertextual strategy, this tradition 
elegantly solves the timing of the fiery division of the upper and lower heavens as it 
clarifies how Isaiah (63:19-64:1) utilized the creation account to illuminate the details 
of the giving of Torah, and how the firmament part of the story of the origins of the 
world is actually a forerunner of the awesome display of divine might at Mt. Sinai. 
Genesis Rabbah 8:2 tackles the knotty issue of the plural aspect of “נעשה” and 
the matching plural personal pronouns in Genesis 1:26 as they relate to God’s 
oneness. R. Hama b. R. Hanina imports Job 20:4 as his intertext, and through the 
choice of a parable from the warehouse of tradition that he uses in order to read an 
apparent inconsistency in this intersecting verse, he presents a preexistent Torah. 
Deuteronomy 4:44 serves as an additional cotext, and the connection between “זֹאת” 
there and in the Job verse manufactures a prehistoric Torah whose anteriority crowns 
it as the source of all knowledge and revelation. 
Torah appears in the exegesis of Genesis 2:1 in Genesis Rabbah 10:1. The 
reading focuses on the root ה. ל. כ.  with its nuances of “to end” or “to be destroyed,” 
as it underscores the eternity of Torah with another association with the origins of the 
universe. Even the seemingly timeless heavens and earth will cease to exist, but Torah 
is everlasting. R. Simon b. Abba allows in the exploration of Genesis 15:17-18 in 
Genesis Rabbah 44:21 that at the covenant ceremony God revealed Gehinnom, the 
future kingdoms that would subjugate Israel, the giving of Torah and the Temple to 
Abraham. Gehinnom would serve as punishing grounds for the refinement from 
iniquity, while the hegemonic powers would act as a sort of expiation to purge Israel 
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from ungodliness. However, God also unveiled Torah and Torah study as the panacea 
for these unpleasant eventualities as a protection from sin and chastisement. In this 
setting, Torah is the instrument of redemption and salvation.     
  The redactor’s use of the reconfigured characters of the founding fathers of 
Judaism as Torah observant sages made them more culturally significant. This move 
also stunted any notion that they were practitioners of some form of Christianity from 
the distant past. The traditions that portray Abraham’s knowledge of “ערובי החצרות,” 
the Sabbath courtyard limits, and Jacob’s awareness of the 2000 cubit halakhic 
boundary for movement on the holy day are particularly decisive. They witness to 
men conscious of Oral Torah, the element of the two-part Mt. Sinai revelation that the 
Sages resolutely drew as the line of demarcation between Israel and the nations of the 
world. 
  The thematic link, ontologized Torah, propels the second stage of the reading 
development, which entails analyzing the texts in Genesis Rabbah as a whole. This 
part of the examination deals not only with the “what the texts are saying” issue, but 
also with the “what the texts are doing” element of the reading process. The frequency 
of the theme is difficult to ignore. It binds the units to represent Torah as God’s cohort 
in and His blueprint for creation, as well as an eternal font of revelation and as the 
avenue on which one travels to arrive at redemption. Thus, the dialogue between them 
and the ecclesiastical readings of Tanakh displayed in the fragments that privilege 
Jesus in the same capacities reveals a sharp ideological and theological discontinuity 
in the foundational positions that they espouse. Despite the similar imagery, 
metaphysical language and congruence of thought they betray, no bridge can span the 
religious canyon between the messages conveyed by the religious opponents that their 
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divergent understandings, many times of the same biblical verse or passage, 
cultivated. The disparity is fundamental to the reading because while Torah indeed 
filled all of the functions delineated in the past, it also would have occupied present 
and future positions for the Sages and their disciples.  
Since Torah was an ever living, pulsating document in the interpretive 
framework of their world, it could never have been limited by hidebound thought 
congealed in the past. This concept applies to Genesis Rabbah and the traditions 
contained therein as well. The redactor originally whispered subtly to the students 
simply by his choices of traditions from the vast available supply. His resituating 
them in the new contexts of the appropriate verses in the biblical text naturally 
imbued them with fresh life in accord with his fifth century C. E. rhetorical moment. 
Whatever R. Hoshaya, for instance, might have intended to express in his earlier 
words in Genesis Rabbah 1:1, and as Origen’s contemporary he might have had 
similar designs to promote the primacy of Torah, his was a different day. The 
redactor, therefore, altered the meanings of the traditions by his very selection and 
created a new rhetoric from old tradition, ontologized Torah, in his compilation. His 
original in-house audience who, as members of a society governed by the relationship 
between parent text, commentary and community, would have engaged it dialogically 
both to extract meaning and understanding and to allow it to play its role in 
transforming them. As a result, he molded additional Oral Torah, for revelation, to 
return to Bruns’ insightful point, is always now and never a one time occurrence. 
Consequently, the historical and sociocultural factors are central to the reading 
of the ontologized Torah segments. Text and history are always engaged in a dialogue 
in which the former is adapted to new situations and the latter is shaped by what the 
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text has to say. Christianity, which at one time had occupied a status of “other” with 
Judaism in the realm of the Roman Empire, had entered the halls of power of the 
state. One cannot minimize the cachet that this religious about-face granted rabbinic 
Judaism’s former sibling because church ideologues and spokesmen no longer had to 
rely on their christologically centered interpretations of Tanakh, no matter how 
important or convincing the ideas they produced might have been, in any ideological 
or theological skirmish with their Jewish rivals. As though the bold claims that only 
they had decoded the true meaning and essence of Scripture, and the idea that their 
beliefs represented the real Judaism were not sufficient for their cause, they could 
now appeal to history as a witness. Surely, Jesus must have been the messiah and 
ecclesiastical dogma must be correct because if Christians had not replaced the Jewish 
people as the “true Israel,” how could this momentous religious/historical shift have 
taken place? Was not God Himself even speaking?  
These undeniable facts and the questions they would have engendered would 
have been difficult for the Sages to disregard. If the ecclesiastical evaluation of Jesus 
had really been accurate, and Torah had indeed fallen into desuetude, their concept of 
Torah and Israel’s existence as a people were at stake. One should bear in mind that 
Torah not only provided Israel with revelation and the basis for its relationship with 
God, but as the distinguishing mark of the Jewish nation, it also constituted the 
people’s social border. Without Torah, they and Judaism would have ceased to exist 
in effect. 
Such circumstances must have challenged Jewish self-understanding and 
identity to one degree or another. The Sages’ collective position as the intellectual and 
spiritual spokesmen of the community was also not immune to the fallout from the 
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ascension of Christianity to its new access to the instruments of the state. A response 
was certainly in order. Therefore, one can read the thematically linked Genesis 
Rabbah fragments in toto, refracted through the intertext of the church documents that 
display the markedly and sometimes venomously contrasting doctrine of the 
suprahistorical Jesus as the source of creation and salvation, and as revelation itself in 
a person, as an obstinate rejoinder to and stand against the new set of conditions. The 
rival prism is an agent by which to penetrate these traditions that, as a result, are no 
longer simply vessels of meanings or vehicles that confront gaps, heterogeneities or 
ambiguities in the parent document, although they certainly functioned in this fashion 
initially. They take their place in the world of Oral Torah as performative and 
transformative instruments as well.  
One can decipher, therefore, the expression of an illusory triumph in them. 
The redactor addressed the issue of Jewish self-understanding, identity and rabbinic 
self-justification directly in his unequivocal proclamation that despite Christian 
attempts to usurp the place of Israel in the heavenly economy, the opposing 
assessment of the person of Jesus and the witness of history, a still valid and relevant 
metaphysical Torah was the agent of creation, the reservoir of perpetual revelation 
and the wellspring of redemption. Any declaration of a final Christian victory was 
premature. As long as Torah was alive and in force, and it would outlast even the 
heavens and the earth in rabbinic thought, Israel would be a vibrant community. A 
definitive coup by any potential religious interloper contending that it was the heir of 
Israel, especially one advocating the annulment of the very Torah that God had given 
specifically to categorize His people, would not be possible. The present facet of this 
thought illustrates the inextricable connection between interpretation and self-
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understanding. The reader’s seeing himself in the whole of the Genesis Rabbah units 
in their fifth century C. E. environment broadens the horizons of the ontologized 
Torah traditions in a way that they could have never known in their original settings. 
The God of Israel had given Torah to the nation to set it apart from the peoples of the 
world who, tradition taught, had spurned Him when He offered the covenant to them. 
The redactor’s audience could then grasp the future of that self-understanding just as 
one would expect. Torah and Torah study would produce the society of spiritually 
renewed members who would make the way straight for the still-awaited Messiah and 
who would usher in the era in which Jacob, as Torah observant Israel, would rise to 
his rightful status and replace Esau, as Torah-less Rome, as the fifth ruling kingdom.  
Although ecclesiastical ideologues might have depicted Jesus, as God’s Word 
in a person, in similar hues to the Sages’ portrayal of transhistorical, ontological 
Torah, the texts from Genesis Rabbah supply a steadfast defense of Jewish self-
understanding, identity, and of Israel’s existence as the people of God in light of an 
unprecedented challenge to rabbinic ideology and theology. No previous opponent 
had ever employed Tanakh in an attempt to arrogate Israel’s place before God and 
even to abrogate Torah, and to formulate doctrine, all with its own brand of scriptural 
understanding. Torah was still the vehicle of God’s transforming presence on earth, 
and any substitute was unthinkable. In a sense, all of the ramifications of the 
redactor’s jealous protection of the soul of rabbinic Judaism in the ontologized Torah 
units give another meaning to the imperative in the mishnaic tractate, Pirqe Avot, in 
 ”.and make a fence for Torah“ ”,ועשו סיג לתורה“ ,1:1
I wish to emphasize again that this view of the texts is a reading and not 
necessarily the reading. Despite the problems that the distance in time and cultural 
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separation pose, I have attempted to enter the world of the early to mid-fifth century 
C. E. Rabbis and their disciples and to found the stronger reading on a foundation 
based on the evidence gleaned from both the Jewish and the Christian sets of texts and 
the historical and sociocultural conditions that obtained in that momentous era. I hope 
that the present enterprise has made a useful contribution in one small area to the 
study of the rabbinic-patristic relationship. I also hope that it has added weight to the 
philosophy that one must often consider biblical exegesis not simply in its own terms, 
but within wider literary matrices in order to capture fully the Sages’ beliefs, as well 
as those of their opponents. 
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